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"0 Patrick Hail... 

Christ was thine eye and Christ thine ear and tongue 
And Christ the peerless song thy brave lips sung 
Christ thy challenge to the faithless flung 

Alleluia..." 
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College Board Chairperson's Report •L5TM 

Professor Gabrielle L. McMullen 
Chairperson, St Patrick's College Board 

Under delegation from the Christian Brothers' 
Governing Council of St Patrick's College, the 
College Board develops policy in relation to the 
College and oversees its implementation. In its 
work during 1999 with the St Patrick's College 
community - the staff and students, the 
parents, Old Collegians and other supporters 
of the school - the Board gained inspiration 
from an in-service evening in March 
conducted by Br Michael Leonard cfc. At the 
Board's request the theme of the evening was 
the Christian Brothers' Four Directions: Action 
Steps for Ministries - growth through Fragility, 
the Edmund Rice Family, Movement to the 
Margins and Internationally. 

In 1999 the Board was pleased to have strong 
continuing membership with the resignation 
of only one member at the end of 1998. Mr 
John Callinan had served the College 
generously for several years and his 
contributions were acknowledged with 
gratitude by the Board at its meeting in 
February 1999. His replacement is Ms Fiona 
Tonkin, who also has an education 
background. Br Kevin Atton cfc again 
represented the Provincial Leaders on the 
Board. 

At the beginning of 1999 the student 
population was 814, including 71 boarders. The 
Board also noted with gratification the 1998 
Victorian Certificate of Education (VCE) results 
for St Patrick's College; almost all Year 12 
students passed their VCE, with the best 
students performing particularly well. In 
acknowledging these excellent outcomes, the 
Board paid tribute to the work of the Principal 
and his staff. 

The Committees of the College Board again 
provided valuable service to St Patrick's 
College. Their membership comprises 
representatives of the Board, the College staff 
and the wider community. The Committees 
undertake extensive work between Board 
meetings and their input greatly benefits the 
deliberations of the Board. The time and 
expertise of their members, who work so 
generously for the College, is gratefully 
acknowledged. 

The Executive Committee consists of the 
Chairperson of the College Board, the 
Principal, the Deputy Principal and the 
Chairperson of the Finance Committee. The 
Executive Committee met between Board 
meetings to advance urgent matters and to 
prepare the agenda for the Board meetings. 

The Building and Maintenance Committee, 
chaired by Mr Denis Bateman, College Bursar, 
oversaw the completion of the second stage of 
the boatshed development, and improvement 
of the College reception and main entrance, 

and of carpeting, heating and the grounds. 
Under the Committee's supervision a site plan 
has been finalised and a master plan is being 
commissioned. The careful work of this body 
has ensured that the College continues to 
improve its facilities to support curriculum and 
other developments. These works were assisted 
by a generous donation received in 1999 from 
the Con, Jean and Peter Whelan Foundation. 
Con, an old Collegian, died on 24 April 1998. 

The Finance Committee, chaired by Mr Jim 
Watson, prepared the College budget and 
through regular meetings has monitored the 
College's financial position. Its work assisted 
the College to achieve an excellent result for 
1998 with a surplus of $14,000. An independent 
audit was conducted by Cassidy Hunter 
Nutbean. The Board appreciates the significant 
work of the College Bursar, Mr Denis Bateman, 
and the Finance Committee in achieving this 
outcome. Mindful of the sacrifices many 
parents are making to educate their children, 
the Finance Committee has made every effort 
to minimise fee increases. The new funding 
arrangements for non-government schools 
announced in the 1999 Federal budget will 
provide some much-needed support to St 
Patrick's College and other Catholic schools in 
the provision of services to students. 

The Forward Planning Committee, chaired 
jointly by Dr John Nicholson and Mrs Helen 
Weir, was involved in the development of the 
Curriculum Plan, a review of the faculties, a 
major consultation with staff and the 
administration on past and current 
professional development, and preparation of 
a professional development plan for the 
College. The work of the Committee assisted 
the College to keep abreast of the changing 
educational environment. A particular 
development in 1999 has been the 
announcement of major changes to the VCE 
from 2000. To enable the College to remain at 
the forefront of secondary education, further 
computer upgrades, including an initiative for 
staff laptops, were undertaken during the year. 
In its forward planning the College is also 
exploring vocational and technological 
developments, and the shared VCE classes with 
Loreto College. A new timetable based on a six-
period day has been planned for introduction 
next year. 

The Policy Committee, chaired by Mr Frank 
Vagg, developed or reviewed Anti-Smoking, 
Archives, Discrimination-free Workplace, 
Drugs, Environment and Public Relations 
policies, as well as addressing the 
Occupational Rehabilitation Policy and Risk 
Management. The work of this Committee has 
assisted the school community to have a just, 
professional and consistent approach to key 
elements of College life. 

The Public Relations Committee, chaired by 
Mr Ron Morrison, facilitated promotion of the 
College through a range of media 
advertisements. It continued to address 
uniform issues for the College and the conduct 
and presentation of the students, when 
representing the College outside its premises. 
During the course of 1999 Dobsons became 
official suppliers of College uniforms and took 
over the operation of the uniform centre. The 
Committee was responsible for two significant 
initiatives - a joint meeting on 18 May of 

several groups supporting the work of the 
College, including representatives of the Board, 
the Public Relations Committee, the Old 
Collegians, the Parents and Friends and the 
College staff, and the appointment of a College 
Development Officer. 

On 10 March eight members of the College 
Board attended a dinner and meeting for 
members of Christian Brothers' College Boards 
at Treacy Centre in Parkville. They found the 
opportunity to meet their counterparts from 
other Colleges and the Provincial Leadership 
team most valuable and enjoyable. On 15 June 
I attended an evening at Treacy Centre for 
chairpersons of College Boards. A broad range 
of issues was addressed including future 
governance of the Colleges, reviewing the 
functioning of Boards, programs for the 
formation of staff and Board members, and 
Jubilee 2000 as a theme for in-service. The St 
Patrick's College Board intends to review its 
operations at the November meeting. 

Mr Peter Zala, a member of the Board and an 
active Old Collegian, ensured that the Board 
was kept informed of the activities of the Old 
Collegians Association. One former student, 
who returned briefly to the College this year, 
was Mr Steve Bracks, as new leader of the 
Opposition in the State parliament. The boys 
enjoyed his visit to the school. Mr Michael 
Kearney resigned as Chair of the St Patrick's 
College (Ballarat) Foundation Inc. in March 
and Mr Peter Farley generously assumed this 
role. The Board acknowledges the very 
considerable contribution Mr Kearney had 
made to the Foundation. 

In late summer the Board spent a pleasant 
evening in the College grounds attending the 
annual play, Medea, a very professional and 
entertaining joint production with Loreto 
College. Another highlight of 1999 was the 
football team's remarkable victory in the 
Herald Sun Shield competition, effectively the 
Victorian championship in school football. The 
students' skill and sportsmanship gained the 
College well-deserved publicity. Other sporting 
achievements and outstanding 
accomplishments in public speaking, drama, 
music, community service, liturgy, youth 
affairs and academic competitions also 
brought recognition to the participants and the 
College. Such extracurricular activities 
complement the academic programs of the 
College and contribute significantly to the 
development of the students and thus to their 
preparation for good citizenship as graduates 
of the College. Members of the Board are very 
proud of the wide range of College activities 
and such achievements. The dedication and 
talent of staff whose leadership is so important 
to all the accomplishments of the boys are 
recognised and applauded by the Board. 

In the second half of 1998, the Board 
commenced the process leading up to the five-
yearly reformulation of the College Mission 
Statement. The Mission Statement Renewal 
Committee is chaired by member of staff, Mr 
Peter Gutteridge and supported by Br Peter 
Richardson cfc. The Committee is undertaking 
wide-ranging consultations, including with 
students, staff, families, the Board and other 
sections of the College community. Its ongoing 
interaction with the Board is particularly 
through the Forward Planning Committee. 
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From the foundation of the College boarding 
has been an integral part of its life and the 
Board commissioned a review of boarding as a 
key component of the process for the renewal 
of the Mission Statement. The Board engaged 
an external consultant, Dr Kevin Burke, to 
conduct the review and present a formal 
report, which was completed on 24 May 1999. 
Following consideration by the Board of that 
120-page report and expert input in relation to 
its findings by Board Committees, the Board 
reached a decision to recommend to the 
Governing Council of St Patrick's College the 
phasing out of boarding by the end of 2002 
'because of prohibitive financial constraints'. 
The Governing Council accepted this 
recommendation. The existing boarders will 
continue to receive the best quality of care for 
the remaining three years and the Christian 
Brothers and the Board are already exploring 
'other options of assisting isolated and rural 
students into the future'. Additional Year Seven 
day boys will be enrolled from 2000 and new 
facilities will be developed to expand the 
curriculum and meet new demands. In light of 
the revised Mission Statement, the recendy 

completed site plan and the proposed master 
plan, it is proposed to prepare a Strategic Plan 
for St Patrick's College. 

I am most grateful to my fellow Board 
members for their support in my task as 
Chairperson and for their service to the 
College. I have been particularly assisted in my 
role by Br Laurie Collins cfc, College Principal, 
Mr Gerard Bourke, Deputy Principal, Mrs 
Eileen Sharp, the Board Secretary, and Br 
Michael Godfrey cfc, Congregational Leader. I 
acknowledge their willing assistance with 
gratitude. Mr Bourke will complete his period 
as Deputy Principal at the end of 1999 and 
decided not to reapply for the position. He has 
worked tirelessly and with great 
professionalism in this important role for the 
welfare and advancement of the College and 
the Board thanks him wholeheartedly. With my 
fellow members of the Board I also express our 
appreciation to Mrs Helen Weir, who is retiring 
from membership of the Board. The Board and 
the wider College community have benefited 
from her expertise, which has been given with 
great generosity. I am also completing my 
membership of the Board in December this 

year. I have been privileged to be able to make 
a contribution to the work of St Patrick's 
College. My grandfather, Bernard Martin 
Gleeson (1895-1990), had the greatest regard 
for his alma mater. I am sure that he would be 
just as proud of the contemporary life of the 
school as he was of its scholarship, 
sportsmanship and other attributes as a 
student in 1911-1914. 
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St Patrick's College Board Members 1999 
Standing: Mrs Helen Weir, Dr John Nicholson, Mr Frank Vagg, Mr Ron Morrison, Mr Jim Sheedy, Br Kevin Atton, 

Ms Fiona Tonkin, Mr Peter Zala 
Seated: Mrs Eileen Sharp, Mr Jim Watson, Professor Gabrielle McMullen, Br Laurie Collins, Mr Gerard Bourke. 

Absent: Mrs Beth Marburg 
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Br Laurie B Collins 

Catholicity. 
In my 1997 Report I wrote as follows, 
"Previously I have drawn attention to the fact 
that recent enrolment patterns in virtually all 
Catholic schools have been such that an 
increasing number of students have relatively 
little religious background or conviction. They 
are often searching for appropriate values and 
beliefs, but without having had the experience 
of belonging to a vibrant Christian 
community. The changing nature of these 
school populations has necessitated a shift 
from a faith development model of Religious 
Education to an evangelizing one. Hence, we 
at St. Patrick's now see our task as not only 
nurturing the faith of those young men who 
are already truly committed Christians, but 
also that of assisting others in their search for 
meaning and real truth." 

Last year the Sacred Congregation for Catholic 
Education published an important document, 
"The Catholic School on the Threshold of the 
Third Millennium." Its focus is significantly 
different from that contained in its 1977 
document, "The Catholic School". Many key 
elements are repeated and developed further 
e.g "The promotion of the human person is the 
goal of the Catholic school"; and "faith, culture 
and life are brought into harmony". However, 
much greater emphasis is given to such issues 
as evangelization, and of dialoguing with 
people of other religions in a joint searching 
for truth. It is made clear that the Catholic 
school is not to be exclusive, in the sense of 
being limited only to Catholics, but is for all 
who share something of its vision. I consider 
the following quotations are of particular 
importance to our aims as a catholic school. 

• It fulfils a service of public usefulness and, 
although clearly and decidedly configured in 
the perspective of the Catholic faith, it is not 
reserved to Catholics only, but is open to all 
those who appreciate and share its qualified 
educational project. 
• In its ecclesial dimension another 
characteristic of the Catholic school has its 
root: it is a school for all, with special attention 
to those who are weakest. 
• Catholic schools are at once places of 
Evangelization, of complete formation, of 
inculturation, of apprenticeship in a lively 
dialogue between young people of different 
religions and social backgrounds. 
• It is not merely a question of adaptation, but 
of missionary thrust, the fundamental duty to 
evangelize, to go towards men and women 
where ever they are, so that they may receive 
the gift of salvation. 
• The various school subjects do not present 
only knowledge to be obtained, but also values 
to be acquired and truths to be discovered. All 
of which demands an atmosphere 
characterized by the search for truth. 
• While respecting individual roles, the 
community dimension should be fostered. 

Several other aspects of the document struck 
me as particularly relevant to the challenges 
we face today. 
• It warns against " a noticeable tendency to 
reduce education to its purely technical and 
practical aspects", a trend evident in Australian 
education today. 
• It reaffirms the high value of teaching as a 
vocation and profession - "Teaching has an 
extraordinary moral depth and is one of maris 
most excellent and creative activities, for the 
teacher does not write on inanimate material 
but on the very spirits of human beings". 
• It strongly encourages Religious to maintain 
their commitment to ministry in schools. 

Ballarat Diocese 
The Diocesan Strategic Plan for the five year 
period 2000 - 2004, entitled "Our Future Now", 
launched by Bishop Peter Connors in May, 
was the result of wide consultation 
throughout the Diocese. This college had 
been strongly involved in the process, and 
had presented a very detailed submission. The 
Strategic Plan has been a foundational 
document for the reformulation of our own 
college Mission Statement. Its Vision 
Statement proclaims, "The Catholic School is 
an educating community with Christ as its 
centre point and inspiration. It educates for 
service in faith, hope and love." The following 
eight priorities are identified : 
• Catholic Identity - to promote and nurture 
the Catholic identity of our education system 
• Learning and Teaching - to provide quality 
learning and teaching programs in our schools 
• Staff Development - to promote the 
professional, spiritual and personal 
development of staff 
• Partnerships - to build positive relationships 
within and between Catholic educational 
communities and the wider community 
• Leadership and Management - to implement 
the Diocesan Strategic Plan and the 
development of effective leadership and 
management structures and processes 
• Information Technology - to expand our use 
of new technologies to enhance learning and 
communication 
• Resourcing - to seek the necessary resources to 
provide quality education to ensure the 
efficient and equitable distribution of these 
resources 

As a member of the Bishop's Implementation 
Team, I had the privilege of assisting in the 
review of the Ballarat Catholic Education 
Office. 

Edmund Rice 
The Christian Brothers' St. Patrick's Province 
Educational Leadership Conference in August 
was attended by about 60 delegates. 
Members included the Province Leadership 
Team, members of the Education 
Commission, representatives of each school 
and Ministry (four from SPC), and a number 
of invited guests. These guests included 
representatives from other Congregations and 
Provinces, a Canon lawyer from the USA, and 
others with particular expertise. The first day 
was devoted to an examination of the 
Charism of Edmund Rice, the Patrimony of 
Christian Brothers' schools, and the 
challenges faced in education today. The 
second day focussed on Governance issues in 
the future, with an examination of models 
used in other Church organizations. 
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While it was not the intention of the 
Conference that any major decisions would 
be taken immediately, some general 
directions did emerge, and will be pursued. In 
particular, there was a remarkably strong 
agreement on, and appreciation of, the 
central values and beliefs shared by ministries 
in the Edmund Rice tradition. While each 
school administered by the Christian Brothers 
was observed to possess its own special 
patrimony and unique history, they were also 
seen to share much in common, and to be 
demonstrably different to other schools in the 
Catholic System. This unique character needs 
to be preserved and fostered for the good of 
all. I was delighted to observe the great 
recognition and appreciation of Edmund 
Rice's heritage in our schools, and the 
determination to preserve and foster this 
remarkable gift. 

Our Revised Mission Statement will continue 
to place emphasis on our rich heritage. While 
a great deal of work took place during this 
year in its development, unfortunately, due to 
factors outside our control, the final 
document will not be completed until the end 
of the year. The process has been a truly 
collaborative one, and the results appear 
likely to be very valuable. Thanks to the 
Committee who have carried out so capably 
all the work involved - Mr. Peter Gutteridge, 
Br. Peter Richardson, Ms Gina Bernasconi, Mr 
John Cosgriff, Mrs Margaret Leahy, Ms Colleen 
Pope, Mr Gerard Ryan, Mr David Walker and 
Mr Andrew Watson. 

I have written and spoken often of the 
remarkable contribution made by our 
students in Ministry programs, both in regard 
to the excellent services they provide to those 
in need, and the positive effects on the 
participants themselves. They learn that they 
can indeed make a difference to the quality of 
life of others. SPC contributes generously, 
with both finance and equipment, to the 
Edmund Rice Camps, which are held regularly 
for disadvantaged children. However, an even 
more valuable contribution is made through 
the direct involvement of our young men as 
leaders. A little recent research has revealed 
the following information - since 1988, more 
than 150 students and ex-students of St 
Patrick's have participated in these camps as 
leaders, including 20 of our current Year 11 
and 12 students. Many of these have assisted 
at two or more camps. 

All students are involved to some extent in 
service or ministry programs. The Year 12 
Immersion Retreats continue to provide 
particularly valuable experiences, and the 
feedback from the coordinators has been 
extremely positive. One assessment included 
the following comments: "The students were 
open to finding out what motivates volunteers 
to do their work, and learning about the 
services that support the marginalised... The 
coordinators at the various placements are 
extremely appreciative of the help they receive 
and the feed back is always positive and 
encouraging... During the closure of the retreat, 
the students articulated very well, how the 
experience had affected them." 
Another assessment included this 
commendation: "They have life & energy and 
enter into the Retreat process 
wholeheartedly..One thing that really does 
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impress me quite significantly is the rapport 
and relational flavour that appears to exist 
between your staff and the boys. I've 
experienced this in each of the St Patrick's 
retreats so far." 

Student Population. 
On Census Day, 26th February, our student 
population numbered 814, comprising 71 
boarders and 742 day students. This was an 
increase of 11 students on our 1998 student 
population, which comprised 82 boarders and 
721 day students. The trend of an increasing 
enrolment of day students compensating for a 
declining number of boarders has continued, 
and should be evident again next year. 
1999 statistics are shown in the table below, 
the 1998 figures are given in brackets. 

Day Boarders Total (1998) 
Year 7 148 2 150 (150) 
Year 8 149 0 149 (123) 
Year 9 120 6 126 (127) 
Year 10 107 19 126 (136) 
Year 11 111 18 129 (160) 
Year 12 108 26 134 (107) 

Total 743 71 814 (803) 

VCE 
Dux of the College in 1998 was Kevin Finn, 
with an ENTER score of 98.90; his results 
included an honour in Melbourne University 
Mathematics 1 (taught by Mr John Cosgriff). 
Kevin is currendy in residence at Newman 
College studying Commerce Science at 
Melbourne University. Other students to do 
particularly well were Brett Ryan (98.35), Tom 
Sullivan (96.15), Mark Ritchie, Mark Stephen, 
Daniel Conway, Peter Graham, Paul Bourke, 
Dominic Denton, Matthew Stokie, Cain 
McRory and Mark Rigby. 

Almost all of our candidates were successful 
in obtaining their VCE certificate, with the 
vast majority gaining entry to an appropriate 
Tertiary course, or to employment. The very 
good results, obtained by our recent past 
students in their university courses, continues 
to be most encouraging, as it demonstrates 
the solid foundations in learning that have 
been laid. However, it is still my contention 
that too many of our senior students set their 
academic goals too low, and while gaining 
quite sound results, fall short of achieving 
their full potential. 

The Board of Studies has substantially revised 
the VCE for next year. While a small number of 
subjects (Music, French, Japanese, Materials 
and Technology, and Systems and 
Technology), will continue with die old VCE 
courses for another twelve months, most 
subjects will have both a new curriculum and 
very different assessment procedures. My 
initial reaction to the new system is very 
favourable. On many occasions in recent 
years I have expressed strong concerns as to 
the fairness of the current system, particularly 
as it relates to school assessment. I have been 
aware of many injustices, bodi in regard to 
undue assistance given to students at various 
schools, and also widi regard to different 
standards of assessment practised by different 
teachers. It seems very likely to me that the 
new system of school assessment, based upon 
statistical moderation with the marks gained 
by students in examinations, will result in a 

system that is far less open to abuse. 
It appears to me that the revised VCE is now 
also far more congruent with the revised 
Curriculum Standards Frameworks (CSF), and 
that this congruence will remove some 
present anomalies between VCE and the Year 
7 to 10 Curriculum. 

Curriculum 
Since 1995, the Year 7 to 10 Curriculum has 
been based upon the Curriculum and 
Standards Frameworks. Next year the revised 
version, CSF11, will be introduced. The draft 
documents have been well received, as they 
are perceived to be more a fine-tuning of the 
original rather than a substantial change of 
direction, and should aid in reducing die 
overcrowded Curriculum. However, a number 

of concerns have been raised, and there 
is recognition of the need for 
substantial in-service for teachers. As 
our new Curriculum Coordinator, Ms 
Bernadette Brouwers, has been a 
member of the Victorian Board of 
Studies Steering Committee for the 
review of LOTE, we have a valuable 
resource person to assist us in the 
implementation of CSF 11 here. 

Japanese was introduced in 1996 at Year 7 
level, and will be offered as a VCE subject for 
the first time next year. The very successful 
educational tour of Japan in September has 
certainly encouraged students in this study. 
Food Technology will be introduced as an 
option course next year in the middle school, 
and the emphasis will be on developing 
practical skills. Not surprisingly, this option 
has proved to be extraordinarily popular. Our 
plan is to offer the subject at VCE level in 
2001, after the new VCE course is made 
available. 

An innovation trialed this year was a Drama 
/Social Justice option for Year 9 and 10 
students. Based upon the "Theatre of the 
Oppressed" pedagogy, the students scripted a 
play on the theme of Harassment. When this 
play was performed for various classes and 
odier groups, the opportunity was given for 
audience interaction - through creative drama, 
performers and audience strove to determine, 
in practice, how individual conflict situations 
could have been better handled. The results 
were sometimes most enlightening. Our 
Student Welfare Team was involved in all 
productions, so that appropriate debriefing 
and follow-up could be arranged. Much of 
value was achieved, and the option will again 
be presented next year. 

Vocational Education and Training 
Fifteen students were involved in a variety of 
VETIS programs, including Automotive, 
Hospitality, Sport and Recreation 
(Administration), Sport and Recreation 
(Training and Conditioning), and Food Retail. 
Four of the students who commenced the VET 
program in 1998 had left school to accept 
apprenticeships. These programs have 
proved to be beneficial to our students, who, 
in their turn, have generally performed well. 
All the Secondary schools in Ballarat continue 
to collaborate closely through the Ballarat 
Cluster, and much has been achieved. 
However, the long-term future of VETS 
programs is dependent upon the Government 
continuing to provide strong financial support 
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for them. It is totally unrealistic to assume 
that such courses will be ultimately self-
supporting, as neither schools nor parents 
could meet the high costs involved without 
much support. 

We have chosen not to become involved in 
the New Apprenticeship Scheme, which 
involves participants attending school three 
days each week for VCE studies, while 
undertaking on the job training with an 
appropriate employer for two days each week. 
It is difficult to see how satisfactory 
arrangements could be made to enable a 
student to complete his VCE in a two-year 
period, unless a large number of students 
from the one school were involved, and could 
follow a totally separate course and timetable. 

A number of our students were involved in 
the Full Service Schools Program, and results 
were quite encouraging. All of our Year 10 
students again participated in the Work 
Experience program, with splendid results. I 
am most grateful to the participating 
employers. 

Students. 
The high standard of Student Leadership at 
the College, so evident in recent years, was 
maintained and developed further by the 1999 
class. Additional training was provided by the 
Amberley team, along with opportunities to 
interact with leaders at other schools. It is my 
firm belief that the attitudes and values 
displayed by our Year 12 students have a 
significant effect upon the whole school 
population. Particular thanks and 
congratulations are due to the Student 
Council, very capably led by Ben 
Cunningham, AdamWhitefield and Rian 
McKee. 

Commencing in 1995 as part of our "Man for 
All Seasons" project, Edmund Rice Awards 
have been made each week to one student in 
each year level, and to a member of the 
boarding community. Our aim is to highlight 
and encourage the positives, and to celebrate 
achievements and efforts of students that 
might ouierwise go unnoticed. It is pleasing 
that an increasing number of nominations are 
being received from outside die immediate 
school community, particularly in respect to 
service activities. Indeed we are now at die 
stage that not all worthy nominees can be 
rewarded. 

Student involvement and achievement in 
sport was again outstanding, with all of our 
teams being truly competitive. In 1999 our 
teams won the premierships in the BPSA 
Football, Cricket and Tennis, in addition to 
Aggregate Championships in CHISSA 
Swimming, Athletics, Lap of the Lake, Relays, 
and Cross-country running. In partnership 
with Loreto College, we also won all of these 
combined aggregates. Our Rowing Club was 
again officially listed as premier rowing school 
in Victoria, as it won the greatest number of 
races in Victorian Rowing Association regattas. 

Undoubtedly the sporting highlight was the 
magnificent victory achieved by the College 
First XVIII Football Team in the Herald Sun 
Shield, effectively the Victorian Championship 
in school football. The achievement was all 
the more satisfying as the team had to display 
considerable determination and self belief in 
overcoming obstacles - once in reaching the 
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semi-finals from the seemingly impossible 
position, and then to recover from a poor start 
in the Grand Final itself. It is my belief that 
our very large, enthusiastic and vocal Cheer 
Squad played a substantial part in the victory. 
I certainly appreciated the support of the 
Ballarat community, especially the Ballarat 
Courier and WIN TV 

We are indebted to our many coaches and 
team managers, who not only enable our 
extensive sporting program to continue, but 
also assist in the development of skills and 
teamwork. This year, Mr Gerard Ryan, in his 
triple capacity as College Sports Master, 
CHISSA Secretary, and successful Football 
Coach, deserves special thanks and 
congratulations. 

It is very satisfying indeed that our 
achievements in the cultural activities have 
been no less impressive than those in sport. 
Certainly the time commitment and 
dedication given by the members of our 
Concert Band, the cast of the drama 
production, and our public speakers and 
debaters, have been remarkable, and a major 
reason for the successes. 

The standard achieved by our College Bands, 
conducted by Mr Jamie Ransome, has risen 
dramatically in recent years. The Concert 
Band now numbers about 50 members, and 
performs a wide range of pieces, many of 
which demand a high level of musicality. This 
year's band has competed with distinction in 
various festivals and eisteddfods, and could 
lay a strong claim to being our best for many 
years. The Stage Band has also enjoyed 
considerable success. The boys obviously 
enjoy their music, and this is clearly 
communicated to the audience. 

Recent SPC/Loreto drama productions, 
including "The Crucible", "Man For All 
Seasons", "A Street Car Named Desire", and 
"Away", have all been of professional quality, 
both in acting and in production values. This 
year a new challenge was offered by the 
director, Mrs Cordelia Brokenbrow, that of 
staging the Greek drama, 'Medea'. She stated, 
"I believe in students taking risks that they may 
grow". The young cast accepted the 
considerable challenge of coming to terms 
with this ancient and very demanding tragedy, 
and handled it with professional aplomb. 
They thoroughly earned their rave revues. 

Student Achievements 
• Aaron Noonan, James Zala and Michael 
Fraser won the Senior Division of the Royal 
South Street Mars Debating Final, with 
another SPC team reaching the semi finals. 
Aaron was awarded the best speaker and Ben 
Cunningham was the runner up. 
• Ben Cunningham won the Victorian Final of 
the Plain Speaking Competition, performed 
well in the Australian Final in Darwin, and 
assisted in the chairing of the international 
competition in Bangkok. 
• Mark Stephen attended the Students 
Leadership Conference in Washington DC last 
December. Mark also received die 1998 
Student award from the Ballarat Branch of the 
Australian College of Education for academic 
excellence, leadership and contribution to 
school activities. 
• John Howley and Dermot Lenaghan were 
among the select few Graphic 

Communication students in Victoria who 
were invited to display their work in the Top 
CATs Exhibition, with John also gaining first 
place in the Len Brookman prize for 2D Art. 
• James Buttigieg was one of only 22 students 
invited to represent Australia at the Canada 
wide Science Fair in May. James had already 
been an active participant in the Australian 
Youth Science Forum in Canberra. Nick 
Cooper has been chosen to attend the 
National Science Forum in Canberra in 
January 2000. 
• Our team in the Tournament of Minds 
competition at Deakin University was 
awarded an Honour for finishing in the top 
15%. 
• Thirteen of our Year 10 and 11 students 
participated enthusiastically in the Schools 
Regional Constitutional Convention, and were 
highly commended by the organizers. 
• Greg Rowe, Leon Faustini, Tom Hanapie, 
Scott Watkins and Mark Ryan, as members of 
the Ballarat Youth Council, were active in the 
organization of the Ballarat Youth Forum in 
May. 
• Garth Kydd and Michael Ranger represented 
Victoria in the Australian Cross-Country 
Championships in Darwin. 
• Glenn Gilbert participated in the "Rural Uni 
Experience" at Melbourne University in July. 
• Cameron Segrave has been the secondary 
students' representative on the Planning and 
Development Committee of Ballarat Diocesan 
Education Board for the past three years. 
• Samuel Lynch is currently participating in a 
Student Overseas Exchange Program for 
twelve months; he is placed in Norway. We 
hosted two American students, who enjoyed 
their time with us. 

Loreto College. 
The Loreto College School Council officially 
informed us that Loreto has decided to 
discontinue its joint VCE academic program 
with St. Patrick's College at the end of the 
current year. 

During the past five years, the two Colleges 
have engaged in a limited sharing of classes at 
VCE level, particularly in subjects of small 
enrolment. A total of 70 boys have studied 18 
subjects at Loreto, while 98 girls have studied 
19 subjects at SPC (i.e. an average of 14 boys 
and 20 girls were directly involved each year). 
It would have been my preference to extend 
further this sharing arrangement in the future. 
I have been informed that some sharing of 
VCE classes has taken place on previous 
occasions in the sciences, particularly in the 
1970s. 

In my 1995 Principal's Report, I wrote "This 
year several of our VCE classes included some 
girls from Loreto, while several of their classes 
included some of our boys. While both Colleges 
are firmly committed to the practice of single 
sex education, we see considerable value in a 
limited sharing of staff and facilities, especially 
insofar as it expands students' choices, and 
enables specific classes to be more effective 
learning environments. For example the two 
Colleges are committed in future to sharing 
VCE classes in French and Japanese. In 
addition to formal classes, there have been 
additional cooperative ventures between the 
Colleges and other areas such as after school 
dancing classes, sports afternoons, and school 
ventures in Performing Arts." 

The Loreto decision was based on the 
following statement of their education 
philosophy - "Loreto College has a charter to 
continue to provide single sex education for 
girls in the Catholic and Loreto traditions. 
This is a privileged position of trust and one 
that cannot be surrendered to the compromises 
involved in a share class arrangement with 
another school." 

While accepting the right of the Loreto 
Council to make decisions for its own student 
body, I cannot pretend to agree with the 
decision. In my view, a limited sharing of 
classes not only does not destroy the integrity 
of single sex education, but rather it adds to 
the rich culture of both schools. Certainly it 
provides better use of limited resources, and 
hence a wider curriculum choice for students. 
Some projects and initiatives, not feasible for 
one school acting alone, can be easily 
achieved through a shared venture. 

As it has been my understanding that, in 1995, 
the two colleges had made a firm verbal 
agreement to continue to share VCE French 
and Japanese classes, where numbers are 
usually small, I am particularly disappointed 
by the cessation of sharing in this area. 
However, Loreto have made it abundantly 
clear that they intend to continue to seek 
ways of expanding joint social, sporting and 
extra-curricular interaction of students with St 
Patrick's College; in this area, of course, they 
will continue to have our strong support. 

Timetable Structure 2000. 
After considerable discussion and reflection, 
we have taken the decision to change our 
timetable structure substantially next year. 
For many years we have had an eight period 
day, with each period of 40 minutes' 
duration. In recent years we have 
experimented with a number of 60 minute 
and 80 minute periods to meet specific needs. 
Next year we will move to a six period day and 
50 minute periods. 
Some of the advantages of the new system are 
listed below. 
• A six period day is now the general norm in 
Victorian schools. 
• The 40 minute period is perceived as being 
too short to permit certain types of teaching 
and learning strategies. 
• Practical classes will be better facilitated. 
• A degree of unnecessary "busyness" in the 
school day, and movement around the 
College, will be reduced. 
• Timetabling arrangements and necessary 
variations to daily programs will be greatly 
simplified. 
• There will be a number of economical 
benefits in the new model, allowing a better 
use of resources. 
• Morning classes will start a little later, 
enabling all bus students to be present for the 
full Homeroom period at the beginning of the 
day. 
In general, we will be adopting a ten day cycle 
rather than a five day cycle, though the 
variation from one week to the next will be 
relatively minimal. VCE subjects will have 
nine periods per fortnight, four in one week 
and five in the next week. 

Building Developments. 
A favourite saying of Blessed Edmund Rice to 
his Brothers and friends was "Providence is 
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our Inheritance." I was strongly reminded of 
this particular saying earlier this year, when 
on the Feasts of St Patrick (March 17th) and 
Blessed Edmund Rice (May 5th), I received in 
the mail cheques for $150,000 and $130,000 
from the Whelan Foundation. 

A bequest of approximately $314,000 from the 
will of the late Mr Con Whelan had 
established the 'Con, Jean and Peter Whelan 
Foundation'; Con was College Captain, Dux, 
and Stroke of Rowing in 1925, and had 
maintained close connections with his Alma 
Mater. 
• The major projects funded by this 
Foundation include: 
a) Our Boat House extension project is nearly 
completed, with the meeting room being 
named in his honour - this seems particularly 
appropriate given Con's interest and 
achievements in rowing. 
b) A Food Technology and Catering Centre is 
currently under construction in a section of 
the dining room, and again this will proudly 
carry the Whelan name. 
c) A subsidy for staff towards the purchase of 
laptop computers was provided. 

Building developments have continued 
during the year. The O'Malley Sports Centre 
extensions were completed, the old house in 
Russell Street was removed, and Cocky Court 
was further upgraded. On the advice of 
engineers, major structural work was 
undertaken with Room 37, successfully 
eliminating the problems that had arisen. The 
front foyer and reception area were enlarged 
and remodeled, enabling the establishment of 
a College uniform shop (in conjunction with 
Dobsons Pty Ltd). This shop now handles 
both new and second hand uniforms. 
Significant improvements in the O'Malley 
Building include the carpeting of all corridors, 
the replacement of carpets, blinds and heaters 
in many classrooms, and the conversion of 
several offices. 

Now that certain major decisions have been 
taken, and our curriculum needs have 
clarified, we have the opportunity and 
responsibility to develop a number of long 
term plans, including a Building Master Plan. 
This should present us with many exciting 
possibilities. 

Finance 
Last year the Federal Government reclassified 
the funding level of the Victorian Catholic 
School System from level 10 to level 11, 
resulting in a much needed funding increase. 
This year notice was given that the entire 
system of funding is to be revamped, with the 
Education Resources Index (ERI) to be 
replaced by a Socio-Economic Status (SES) 
Funding model, which is claimed to provide a 
fairer measure of real need. The Catholic 
Secondary System is currently funded at 
53.2% of the Average Government Schools 
Recurrent Costs (AGSRC). By 2004, the system 
will be funded at 56% of AGSRC. Hence on 
current figures, the Catholic system can 
expect eventually a gain of $168 per student, 
implemented gradually from 2001 to 2004. It 
is anticipated that the Government will pass 
this legislation early in the Year 2000. 

Government Schools Recurrent Costs. 
However, the increases need to be kept in 
perspective. For example, on the most recent 
figures available, each St. Patrick's College 
student is funded by Government (Federal 
and State combined) at a level of only 63.5% 
of the cost of education a student in a 
government school. Even when the tuition 
fees paid by parents are taken into 
consideration, St. Patrick's is still operating 
with funding at a level of 88% of that of a 
government school. An increase in the Grant 
from the State Government is being actively 
sought. 

A summary of our Audited College accounts 
for the 12 month period ended January 31, 
1999, is given below. Once again, income and 
expenditure are delicately balanced. Our 
plans and hopes always exceed our resources, 
so it requires tight discipline to work within 
the budget. 

Receipts $ 
1997 1998 
1,191,189 School fees paid by parents 1,068,677 
2,108,591 Commonwealth Government Grants 2,553,029 
836,674 State Government Grants 909,915 
75,756 Interest, Hire of Facilities etc 84,039 
528,002 Boarding Income 517,242 
350,269 Capital Income 275,323 

$5,090,481 $5,408,225 

Expenditure $ 
3,197,997 Salaries & Related costs 3,392,222 
278,002 Classroom Costs 336,105 
324,155 Buildings & Maintenance 244,864 
244,531 Administration Expenses 339,044 
30,682 Interest on Loans 23,804 
514,096 Boarding Expenses 516,122 
48,331 Loan Repayments 60,737 
452,343 Other Capital Expenditure 475,111 

$5,090,137 $5,388,009 
$344 Surplus $20,216 

Premier 
We are always pleased when past students 
achieve success in their endeavours. It was 
with special pleasure that I conveyed our 
congratulations to Mr Stephen Bracks (1968-
71) on two occasions, firstly on his 
appointment as leader of the Victorian Labor 
Party, and then on his election as Premier of 
Victoria. Mr. Bracks visited St. Patrick's College 
on Holy Thursday; while his busy schedule 
allowed him only about an hour here, he 
certainly enjoyed his visit. In his address to 
our Year 12 students, he focused on the issues 
of leadership, developing one's potential, and 
school spirit. His inspiring address, readiness 
to dialogue, and friendly demeanor, were 
much appreciated. We wish him every 
blessing as he undertakes his heavy 
responsibilities. 

Appreciation. 
It is impossible for anyone to read our College 
Annual without gaining an awareness of the 
complexity, life and energy that is part and 
parcel of a year at this College. Much of great 
value continues to be accomplished. These 
achievements depend upon the enthusiasm, 
dedication, energy, generosity and talent of 
many individuals and groups, and I offer to all 
my thanks and appreciation. In particular, I 

Needless to say, news of this proposed extra 
funding is extremely welcome, and I am 
pleased that it is tied in with the average 
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thank our teachers, staff, board members, and 
members of all our support bodies. It is 
appropriate to make special mention of the 
following. 
• Professor Gabrielle McMullen, as Board 
Chair (1998-99) and Deputy Chair (1996-97), 
has provided wise and experienced leadership 
at a time when the Board has had to deal with 
vital planning issues. Her ability to focus on 
foundational values and long-term planning, 
to assist in developing appropriate processes, 
and to engage all in decision making, has 
been invaluable. 
• Mr. Gerard Bourke completes his term of 
eight years as Deputy Principal, a role that is a 
particularly challenging one, especially when 
it involves calling members of the College 
community to accountability. Gerard has 
displayed a great facility for detailed planning, 
a willingness and ability to work long hours 
while maintaining a cheery and welcoming 

disposition, and above 
all, has displayed very 
strong pastoral concern 
for students and staff. I 
thank him also for his 
strong support and 
loyalty. Next year he 
will assume 
responsibility for the 
boarding community. 
• Mr. Adrian Mullaly 
retires after a long and 
distinguished career in 
Catholic education, 
including a period as 
Principal of Sacred 
Heart College, Ballarat. 
While his work as 
teacher and 
Mathematics 
Coordinator here has 
been very significant, it 
is probably for his 
leadership as 
Curriculum Coordinator 
that will be most 

remembered. Witit the strong cooperation of 
Faculty Heads, he has developed a huge 
amount of Curriculum documentation, revised 
our assessment and reporting procedures, led 
the way in our adapting to the Curriculum and 
Standards Frameworks, encouraged staff to 
share skills and insights, and laid the 
foundation for many future developments. 
• Mr Brian Broadribb, who will retire next 
year, completes his term as Director of 
Boarding, after a long period of assisting the 
organization of boarding at the College. 
Brian's ready communication with families, 
concern for the boys, willingness to fight for 
their welfare, and attention to detail, have 
been much appreciated. Brian has also been 
the main contributor to the development of 
the College archives, and he will continue to 
assist in this important area. 
• Mrs Carmel Bourke, who had managed our 
canteen for more than 26 years, retired mid 
year. Under her leadership, the tuckshop 
provided an excellent service and gained 
valuable revenue. When the Health 
Department introduced stringent 
accountability requirements last year, Carmel 
successfully made the necessary adaptations. 
In addition to her obvious efficiency, Carmel 
possessed a special talent for fostering 
community, so that a marvelous spirit of 
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friendship and cooperation is evident among 
the mothers who assist. 

Boarding 
Last June, our College Board took the decision 
to phase out boarding at the college over the 
next three years. Reprinted below is the 
detailed newsletter I issued at the time 
(16/6/99) to inform our college community of 
the reasons for this important decision and 
the processes that were adopted. 

DECISION ON BOARDING 
St. Patrick's College Ballarat has made the 
decision to phase out Boarding over the next 
three-year period. The Boarding House will 
cease operations in December 2002. This 
decision has been arrived at after a long and 
thorough process. 
• The College Board and Governing Council 
commissioned a formal Review of Boarding at 
the College. 
• Dr. Kevin Burke was commissioned to 
conduct this Review and present a formal 
report. 
• After receiving the report, Board finally 
recommended to the Governing Council of 
the College that "Because of prohibitive 
financial constraints boarding be phased out 
over a three year period." 
• Br. Michael Godfrey, on behalf of the 
Governing Council, formally ratified this 
decision. 

Process 
In August 1998 the St. Patrick's College Board 
commissioned a formal Review of Boarding at 
the College. The Terms of Reference were far 
reaching, and included the following -
"Investigate the financial viability of the 
Boarding section of the College, determining 
the factors necessary for viability to be 
maintained". 
"Investigate whether there is still a need for 
boarding facilities to be provided for young 
men in the Diocese of Ballarat and beyond, 
and to investigate the impact that the 
provision of Boarding at St. Patrick's has on 
other Catholic Colleges in the Ballarat 
Diocese." 
"Investigate the current condition and 
appropriateness of boarding facilities, and 
whether any redevelopments are required." 
"In the light of the Review, make specific 
recommendations to the College Board." 
In October, Dr. Kevin Burke, an eminent 
educationalist, was commissioned to conduct 
this formal Review, as the first part of the five-
year reformulation of the College Mission 
Statement. 
His report, completed on 24th May, was the 
result of an extensive consultation process 
wim parents, priests, staff and boarders, and 
many other interested parties. About 60 
pages in length, with another 60 pages of 
appendices, it dealt comprehensively with all 
the issues facing boarding. Dr. Burke found 
much to commend in the boarding operation 
at St. Patrick's, and received many glowing 
testimonies as to the value that individuals 
had received from their boarding experience. 
However, he concluded that as we move into 
the new millennium, changes were needed in 
facilities, style of operation, and staffing. The 
system of boarding that had operated so 
successfully at St. Patrick's for such a long 
period could not continue in its present form. 
Few Christian Brothers were still directly 

involved with boarding, and there was little 
prospect of others becoming involved. 
Facilities were dated and restricted, and could 
not be successfully adapted to future needs. 

The choice was therefore between closure of 
boarding and the establishment of a new 
purpose built facility. Dr. Burke then 
produced an exhaustive analysis of the 
consequences of each of these two 
possibilities. 

The College Board met on several occasions 
to review the report in detail, and sought 
additional information from two of its 
committees, Finance & Building. 

The final recommendation to discontinue 
boarding was made with considerable 
reluctance, as ample evidence had been 
produced as to the valuable service given to 
Western Victorian and beyond by the 
boarding house. Likewise it was clear that the 
spirit, culture and traditions of this College 
have benefited greatly from the important 
contribution made by boarders over the past 
century. 

Br. Michael Godfrey, on behalf of the 
Governing Council, formally endorsed the 
Board's recommendation. 

Major Issues 
Factors taken into account in making this 
decision included the following: 
1. The construction of a new purpose built 
facility for boarding, capable of 
accommodating at least 90 boarders, would 
cost in the vicinity of $2 million. The Board 
judged that this debt would be impossible to 
service, resulting either in excessively high 
boarding fees, or a large subsidy from all 
present day students. In the event that the 
boarding facilities were not used to almost 
their full extent, this financial burden on the 
College would be nothing short of disastrous. 
2. Across Victoria and Australia, the number of 
students in Catholic boarding schools has 
fallen significantly in the past fifteen years, 
with at least six schools closing their boarding 
sections. No guarantee of future demand for 
boarding is possible. The process of vigorous 
recruiting for boarding is both time 
consuming and costly, with no certainty of 
success, especially as regional schools are 
increasingly engaging in their own marketing. 
Traditionally St Patrick's College has aimed to 
meet perceived needs, not create them. It was 
noted that Monivae College in Hamilton does 
provide for those who require boarding at a 
Catholic College. 
3. There was no economic imperative to 
continue boarding. Currently, boarders 
comprise only 9% of the school population, 
and the number of day students being 
enrolled into Year 7 each year is sufficient to 
maintain the total population at about the 
present figure. In fact keeping places open in 
the lower years for boarders has created 
considerable planning problems for the 
school. 

Finance 
The Board's recommendation was that 
"Because of prohibitive financial constraints 
boarding be phased out over a three year 
period." The following illustrates the 
situation that the College would have faced 
had the Board decided to invest in a new 

custom-built boarding complex. 
• The estimated cost of a new Boarding 
complex to cater for between 90 and 100 
boarders is $2,000,000. The servicing of such a 
loan would have resulted in an annual 
repayment (capital plus interest) of $280,000 
for the ten year period. 
• If this cost were to be carried by boarders 
alone, it would result in an increased boarding 
fee of $3,000 per annum. If boarding places 
were not filled, the fee would have to be 
correspondingly higher. 
• If the costs were to be borne equally by all 
students at the College, school fees would 
have to be increased by $350 per student per 
annum. 
• The only alternative would be to drastically 
reduce services and/or curriculum offerings, a 
solution judged to be completely untenable. 
On the contrary, we are seeking to expand 
these offerings. 
• Facing a debt of this magnitude, the College 
would not have been able to carry out the 
many other development tasks that it 
currently faces. 
• Once the number of boarders falls below a 
certain level, it is not possible for boarders 
even to meet the recurrent costs, let alone pay 
off the capital investment. 

Current Boarders 
All current boarders, from Years 9 to 12 
inclusive, will have the opportunity to 
complete their secondary education in the St. 
Patrick's College boarding environment. 
Certainly this College will honour the 
commitments given at the time of enrolment. 
Additional enrolments during the next three 
years will be accepted when circumstances 
permit. Boarding will be progressively phased 
out over the next three years. Every effort will 
be made to maintain and improve the quality 
of the boarding experience during this time. 

Future Projects 
Quite independentiy of any decisions relating 
to boarding, St. Patrick's College is currently 
listing and prioritising areas of necessary 
redevelopment. These needs are quite 
apparent, and will result in considerable 
financial outlay in the years ahead. Obviously 
no work could be commenced on these 
developments until a decision on boarding 
was made. Where existing facilities can be 
refurbished and reused effectively, costs will 
be minimized. 
Some of the future projects are listed below. 
Furdier details will be made available later. 
• Provision of a Food Technology Laboratory 
and associated services. 
• Enlargement and refurbishment of the 
Tuckshop. 
• Relocation and enlargement of the Music 
Department. 
• Additional accommodation for staff. 
• Provision of a specialist area for Religious 
Education. 
• Relocation of the LOTE Department. 
• Provision of a Year 12 Common room. 
• The need within a few years to demolish 
Rooms 37, 36 and 35 because of the condition 
of the east wall of Room 37. These rooms will 
have to be replaced elsewhere. 
• Provision of time out rooms and offices. 
• The present entrance to the O'Malley Wing 
be altered to make a proper foyer entry. 
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Student Population 
Dr. Burke concluded that, after studying the 
College's enrolment position, that the phasing 
out of boarding would not threaten the 
viability of the school, either educationally or 
financially. On the other hand he wrote "For 
boarding to be viable, by any criteria or by 
anyone's, criteria, there would need to be about 
100 boarders given the likely increase in staff 
costs." 

While the total school population at SPC has 
remained fairly constant during the past 20 
years, the percentage of boarders at the 
College has fallen steadily year by year. In 
1978 in a total school population of 799, there 
were 224 boarders (28%). In 1999 in a total 
school population of 814, there were 72 
boarders (8.9%). In the corresponding period, 
the number of day students had increased 
from 575 (72%) to 742 (91%). Thus the trend 
has been clear - the additional number of day 
students has effectively balanced the decline 
in the number of boarders. All future 
projections indicate that this trend will 
continue. 

Due to the particularly large demand for 
places in our Year 7 classes for 2000, we shall 
be enrolling a sixth class. This will result in 6 
classes of approximately 27 students. 

Staffing 
Until quite recently, Christian Brothers held 
virtually all the boarding staff positions. Their 
contributed services (they are paid only a 
stipend rather than a full salary) enabled 
boarding fees to be kept very low, and as they 
required only small single person units, 
accommodation costs were also minimized. 
In my opinion, few realize the full extent of 
the extraordinary contribution made by these 

Mrs Anne Stokie - President 

We commenced the year with our Welcome 
Dinner and the Fee Raffle. As usual it was a 
great night and a good way to welcome our 
new parents. A big thank you goes to the Year 
12 boys who helped on the evening. 

Our Annual Tea meeting with Loreto was held 
at Ballan this year. This was also a very 
successful night. The Year 12 Farewell BBQ 
proved to be a fitting end to the boys' time at St 
Pat's. We thank all the parents and sons who 
helped make this such an enjoyable day for 
everyone. Our Annual Christmas night out 
concluded the year. 

Mr Peter Farley 

The 7th Annual General Meeting of the St. 
Patrick's College Foundation was held in the 
College Boardroom on Wednesday, April 28th 
at 7.30pm. 

After three years of firm and loyal leadership 
Michael Kearney stepped down as President of 
the Foundation. 

men, especially in the years when they added 
boarding duties to full time teaching 
commitments. Unfortunately, it is now clear 
the Christian Brothers will not be available to 
assist boarding in future years. The 
appointment of family men as House Masters 
necessitates a completely new model of 
boarding. It is one of the factors that make 
the present model of boarding untenable in 
the years ahead. 

Planning 
For some years now, College authorities have 
been severely restricted in their future 
planning by concerns about the long-term 
viability of the boarding section. Any 
attempts at planning needed to deal with two 
quite different scenarios, one with a boarding 
community, and one without. 

Dr. Burke recognized particular problems 
being faced by the school in keeping places at 
the various Year Levels for boarders who may 
come to the College. If numbers entering at a 
particular level varied considerably from year 
to year, the school was faced with "an almost 
insoluble staffing problem." At the present 
time we have only 11 boys expressing interest 
in enrolling as boarders next year, and 
another 9 for future years. Traditionally, the 
majority of applications are received late in 
the year, when school planning for the 
following year is nearly finalized. 

Now that a final decision has been made, it is 
possible and necessary to plan effectively for 
the future in terms of financial projections, 
building development, resources, staffing, 
student numbers, and curriculum. The 
planning parameters are clear, and it is 
comparatively easy to develop strategies. 

Parents and Friends 

Our meetings have been lots of fun and a great 
deal has been achieved by a small but 
dedicated band of workers. We bid farewell to 
one of our great workers Mrs. Tess Mylrea. 

A special thank you goes to the College 
secretarial staff whose help has been 
invaluable. 

We also thank Gerard Bourke who has been a 
great support to us all and we wish him well for 
his future position as Director of Boarding. 

Finally to the loyal band who turn up each 
month. Thank you. 

SPC Foundation 
On behalf of all supporters of the College, the 
Foundation Committee expresses its sincere 
appreciation of all the time, concern and 
expertise Michael has given in assisting the 
welfare of his Alma Mater. We know that 
Michael's generosity in giving time is such that 
in a less formal way the College will continue 
to benefit from his assistance. 

Peter Farley was elected President and he is 

The Future 
The decision to phase out boarding has been 
made on financial grounds, and in 
anticipation of a decreasing demand for 
boarding. It does not imply any lack of 
appreciation or satisfaction in what has been, 
and continues to be, achieved in our boarding 
community. This College is immensely proud 
of what has taken place during the last 107 
years. 

In written submissions bom to Dr Burke and 
to the St Patrick's College Board, a number of 
people have articulated the fear mat should 
boarding close, St. Patrick's College would lose 
an essential element of its culture, traditions 
and special character. They recognize a 
distinctive culture of pride in the college and 
involvement in its activities, and attribute 
much of this to the leadership given by 
generations of boarding students. 

I share some of these concerns, but am much 
more optimistic for the future. If boarders 
have indeed given our College a special 
legacy, and I consider they have, then it is up 
to us to identify and preserve its essential 
elements. I believe that this has already been 
happening during the past decade - as the 
number of boarders has decreased, day 
students have stepped into the breach and 
taken on many of the roles that were 
previously the sole province of boarders. The 
traditions continue. While celebrating our 
achievements in the past, we approach the 
future with confidence, mindful of both the 
opportunities and challenges that lie ahead. 

St. Patrick's College faces exciting possibilities 
as it enters the new millennium. 

W . I ., T 
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grateful that all other members of the 
executive continued their roles. 

C.E.O. and Treasurer/Secretary: 
Mr. Michael Ryan 

Committee Members: 
Br. Laurie Collins, Mr. Con Powell, Mrs. Anne 
Stokie, Mr. Kevin Caulfield, Mr. Denis 
Bateman. 
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Deputy Principal's Report 

Mr Gerard Bourke 
Deputy Principal 

Without giving a 'blow-by-blow' account of the 
past eight years, I would like to make some 
general comments about my time as Deputy 
Principal of St Patrick's. Firstly, I was absolutely 
astounded when I was appointed to the 
position in 1992. There were obviously many 
others both on the staff and in other schools 
whom I felt had a very solid claim on the 
position. 

During my first 18 months in the role I was 
completely overwhelmed. There were times 
during which I considered resigning as the 
scope and the number of tasks were more than 
I could handle. One of the major outcomes of 
the Appraisal which occurred at that time 
indicated that I was trying to do too many 
things myself and not using the talents of the 
people around me. Working on this and a few 
time management and priority setting 
techniques certainly assisted in making the job 
more manageable. 

As the first lay Deputy Principal after a long 

and successful line of Brothers in this role I felt 
it necessary to place a high emphasis on my 
family life and establishing a balance between 
school and family life. During these years I was 
supported by my wife Jenni and I wish to pay 
her tribute for this love and care. My daughter 
Michelle and son Liam have grown up feeling 
very comfortable at St Pat's. There is a game we 
play that, when each time they come to school 
with me out of hours, they wish to see a 
different room. We have discovered many 
nooks and crannies around the school but 
have not yet exhausted them all. 

The task of the Deputy Principal is very hard to 
define. While there are the various elements of 
student behavior management, organization 
and planning, the Deputy Principal must be a 
public relations expert, a counsellor, a 
curriculum expert and a manager of people. 
Then there are the more unusual parts of the 
job: escorting unwanted visitors from the 
premises, human and canine, offering 
opinions on everything from uniform to decor. 

The main and most important role of the 
Deputy is offering assistance to those who 
need it. When staff need help the Deputy must 
make that a high priority. Other things must be 
put on hold. When students are in need, either 
medical, academic or emotional, they must 
gain a priority. When parents have a concern 
about their children they cannot be put on 
hold; and you must always get back to them. 
When the Principal and other members of staff 
in all areas of the College need assistance, then 
it must be given. Delay will make the problem 
worse and make a solution much harder. 

I once did a counselling course and the one 
thing it taught me was that, by nature, I am not 
a counsellor. I have a propensity to offer 
solutions rather than assist the person in need 
to find the solutions which are right for that 
person. Indeed, sometimes it is not the 
solutions which are important but the process 
of discerning them. In this process the human 
contact created between the searchers is far 
more important than the goal they find. 

I wish to publicly acknowledge the quality and 
expertise, dedication and generosity of the staff 
at St Patrick's. I never cease to be amazed at 
how good they are at their job, how readily and 
humbly they undertake the tasks that are 
necessary to make the school such a rich 
source of experience and life for the students 
and how much they care, in a very practical 
way for their fellow workers and their students. 
In my time the Year Co-ordinators have been 
the back bone of the day to day life of the 
College and these comments apply especially 
to them. Clare Fanning has been a stalwart of 
support and I wish to thank her for her care 
and friendship. 

Brother Collins has been my mentor, my 
advisor and leader throughout these eight 
years. He has a vision and a compassion which 
makes him a great leader. I wish Brother Laurie 
and all the staff of the school every blessing 
and ask the Holy Spirit to guide us all during 
the coming years. As I move into the role of 
Director of Boarding, I wish Bruce Runnalls 
every success as Deputy Principal and commit 
myself to assisting him in any way I can. 

Farewell to Kevin Lenahan 

At our College Assembly in May, we took the 
opportunity to thank and farewell Fr. Kevin 
Lenehan, who has been our College Chaplain 
for the last three and a half years. Fr. Kevin will 
be pursuing post-graduate studies for several 
years in Belgium. Our College Captain, Ben 
Cunningham, presented Fr. Kevin with a St. 
Patrick's College spray jacket as a memento of 
his time here; a very practical gift indeed if our 
reports on Belgium weather are accurate. 
At a time when priests are in short supply in 
the Ballarat Diocese, it cannot have been easy 
for Bishop Peter Connors to grant him such 
study leave. Yet it is obviously important for 
the Diocese to plan for the long term, and 
invest in developing expertise and scholarships 
for the future. 

I know that Fr. Kevin has at times experienced 
some frustration in his role as Chaplain, due to 
the many other demands on his time. It has 
been impossible for him to spend as much time 

here as he desired. However, the quality of his 
presence has been truly remarkable. He has a 
genuine sense of liturgy, with a remarkable ability 
to link the Gospel message to our experience. He 
is certainly not afraid of raising difficult and 
challenging questions, and his reflections and 
homilies are always well prepared, uhought 
provoking and scholarly. Particularly memorable 
were the reflections given at Graduation Masses 
at the end of each year. 

Kevin is so steeped in ritual, immersing us into the 
narrative and hoped for encounter with Christ, that 
it's only right what we as a College community 
should visit our rites of farewell upon him. Our 
goodbye then, embraces Kevin with this blessing 
prayer: 
Be the great God between your shoulders 
To protect you in your going and coming; 
Be the son of Mary near your heart; 
And be the perfect Spirit upon your pouring. Amen 

': ' 
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Back Row: Mr. Grant McKechnie, Mr. Terry Blizzard, Mr. Peter Ryan, Mr. Tim Bennett, Mr. John Williams, Mr. Brett Anderson, Mr. Peter McDonald, Mr. Michael Weadon, Mr. Barry 
Homewood, Mr. Damian McKee, Mr. Glenn Fisher. 

4th Row: Mr. Geoff Pearson, Br. Jim Ward, Mr. Danny Moore, Mrs. Kathie Jones, Mr. Harry Gibcus, Mr. Geoff Brodie, Mr. Rodger Klopak, Mr. Howard Clark, Mr. Paul Volpe, Mr. 
Stephen Callahan, Mr. Jamie Ransome, Mr. Les Lindorff, Br. Bernard Scott, Mr. Kelvin Porter, Mr. Rob Erwin, Mr. Rob Meikle. 

3rd Row: Mr. Juri Kaczkowski, Mr. John Cosgriff, Mr. Gerard Ryan, Mr. David Walker, Br. Reg Long, Mr. Kieran Baxter, Mr. Michael Brady, Mr. Andrew Watson, Mr. Ian Beattie, Br. 
Leo Doolan, Mr. Joe Boin, Mr. Michael Kerr, Mr. Adrian Mullaly, Mr. Kevin Brodie. 

2nd Row: Mrs Carolyn Macdonald, Mrs. Clare Kavanagh, Mrs. Vicki Arthurson, Ms Gina Bernasconi, Mrs Margaret Paton, Mr. Andrew O'Brien, Br. Brian Davis, Mrs Margaret 
Carison, Mrs June Brae, Mrs Mary Purcell, Mrs Cordelia Brokenbrow, Mr. Tony Beggs, Mr. Fred Spittle, Ms Joanne Toohey, Ms Colleen Pope, Mrs Margaret Leahy, Miss Sue-Anne 
Thomas, Mr. Paul Andrews, Mr. Chris O'Keefe. 

Front Row: Mrs Nerella McDonald, Mrs Cathy Walls, Miss Aileen Maher, Mrs Patricia Robertson, Mr. Denis Bateman, Mrs Kerrie Leach, Mrs Eileen Sharp, Br. Laurie Collins, Mrs 
Clare Fanning, Mr. Gerard Bourke, Mr. Peter Gutteridge, Miss Sharyn McCarty, Mr. Brian Broadribb, Mrs Janet Ludeman, Mrs Gate Johnston. 
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Principal: Br. L.B.Collins, B.Sc, B.Ed., M.A., M.A.C.E. 
Deputy Principal: Mr. G.Bourke, Dip.Teach. B.A., Grad Dip.Ed.Admin. 

Teaching Staff 
Mr. B. A. Anderson, B.Ed. (RE.) 
Mr. R M. Andrews, Dip.Creative Design, B.Ed. 
Mrs. V. Arthurson, Dip.Teach., B.Ed., M.Ed.(Special Ed.) 
Mr. M. Barrins, Dip.Tech.Ed. Nat.Cert.Engineering. 
Mr. K. Baxter, B.A. (Hons)., Grad.Dip.Ed., Assoc.Dip.Outdoor.Ed. 
Mr. I. M. Beattie, Dip.Teach. 
Mr. A. Beggs, BApp.Sc, Grad.Dip.Computing, Grad.Dip.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E. 
Mr. T. R. Bennett, BA.Dip.Ed.(Sec) Grad Dip.EdAdmin, M.Ed.(R.E.) 
Ms. G. Bemasconi, Dip.Ed (Primary), Dip.Fine Arts, M.Ed.(R.E.) 
Mr. T. J. Blizzard, Dip.Fine Art, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. J. Boin, Dip.Ag.Sci., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. M. P. Brady, T.PT.C. Cert, of Fine Arts. 
Mr. G. J. Brodie, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E. 
Mr. K. Brodie, B.Sc. (Hons)., Dip.Ed. 
Mrs. C. Brokenbrow, B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. S. J. Callahan, B.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mrs. M. Carison, B.Arts, Dip.Ed. 
Mr. H. Clark, B.Ed., Dip.T. 
Mr. J. A. Cosgriff, B.Sc, B.Ed. 
Br. B. Davis, T.S.T.C, B.A., Dip.Rel.Ed. 
Br. L. Doolan, B.A., B.Ed., M.Ed. 
Mr. R. Erwin, B.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. R R. Farley, T.P.T.C. 
Mr. H. J. Gibcus, Cert.Tech.Teach. 
Mr. P. L. Gutteridge, B.App.Sc, Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mr. B. S. Homewood, B.Sc(Hons), Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Mrs. C. Johnston, B.A., Dip.Ed. A.T.C.L. 
Mr. J. Kaczkowski, Teach.Cert., B.Ed., (RE.), Grad.Dip.Ed.Admin., 
Grad.Dip.Health Ed. 
Mrs. C. Kavanagh, B.Sc, Dip.Ed. 
Mr. M. Kerr, B.A., Dip.Ed. 
Mr. R. Klopak, B.Ed. 
Mrs. M. Leahy, Cert.Prim.Teach., B.A. 
Mr. L. Lindorff, T.Cert.Ind.Elec, Dip.T.Teach., Grad.Cert. Pastoral Counselling 
Mrs. J. Ludeman, T.P.T.C, Grad. Dip. R.E. 
Mrs. N. R. McDonald, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Arts(App.Japanese Linguistics) 
Mrs. M. Mclntyre, B.A., Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Lib., 
Grad.Dip.Arts(App.Japanese Linguistics) 
Mr. G. McKechnie, B.Ed. 
Mr. D. McKee, B.Ed.(Post Primary P.E.), Grad.Dip.Bus.Mgt. 
Mr. R. W. Meikle, B.Ec, Dip.Ed., B.Ed., Grad.Cert.Careers Counselling, AA.C.C. 
Mr. D. Moore, B.A. Dip. Ed. 
Mr. A. Mullaly, BApp.Sc, B.Ed., Grad.Dip.R.E., Grad.Dip.Ed.Admin, 
M.A.C.E., M.A.C.E.A., A.I.M.M. 
Mr. A. O'Brien, B.A., Dip.Ed., M.A.C.E. 
Mrs. M. Paton, Dip.Teach(Primary) Grad.Dip. Health Ed. 
Mr. G. Pearson, BA, Grad.Dip.Ed., Grad.DipApp.Psych., MARS., Ps.RB.U., MACE. 
Ms. C. Pope, B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed. 
Mr. K. E Porter, Dip.Prim.Teac, B.Ed. 
Mrs. M. Purcell, B.A., Dip.Ed., Dip.Rel.Ed. 
Mr. J. Ransome, B.Ed. (Sec.) 
Mr. G. A. Ryan, B.Ed. (Post Primary RE.) 
Mr. P. Ryan, Dip.of Arts (Ind. Design) Grad.Dip.Ed. (Sec.) 
Br. B. Scott, T.P.T.C. 
Mr. E V. Spittle, Dip.Fine Arts., Dip.Ed., Dip.Arts Ed. 
Miss S. Thomas, B.Arts. (Hons), Grad.Dip.Ed. (Sec), Grad.Cert.RE. 
Ms. J.Toohey, M.Ed., Grad.Dip.Ed., BArt. 
Mr. RVolpe, B.Ed. (Sec.) 
Mr. D.Walker, B.Sc, Dip.Ed.(Sec) 
Mr. A. Watson, B.Bus., Grad.Dip.Ed(Sec), M.Ed., ASA, MACE. 
Mr. M. Weadon, B. Ed., Grad.Dip.Arts (Leadership) 
Mr. J. Williams, Dip.Gen.Stud., Dip.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E. 

The following teachers left in 1998 
Mr. N. I. Ambrozy, B.Ed. 
Mr. K. Caulfield, T.PT.C, B.Ec, Dip.Ed., M.Ed., A.LAA, MACE., Grad.Dip.R.E. 
Mr. B. J. McDowell, B.Theol., Grad.Dip.Ed. 
Wrs. M. Maloney, Dip.Teach, Grad. Dip.,R.E., Grad.Dip.Lib., M.Ed. 
vlr. G. J. Murphy, B.A., Dip.Ed., B.Ed., Grad.Cert.R.E., M.Ed. 

Relieving Teachers 
Mr. A. Bylsma Mr. A. Meehan 
Mr. B. Pola Mrs. V. Rowe 
Mrs. L. Van den Brule 

Mr. T. Parkes 
Mrs. S. West 

Boarding 
Mr. B. E. Broadribb, Co-ordinator 
Br. B. J. Davis, B.A., Dip.Rel.Ed., T.S.T.C. 
Mr. M. Kerr, B.A., Dip.Ed., Kenny Housemaster 
Br. R. M. Long, B.A, Grad.Dip.R.E., MA.C.E. 
Br. B. Scott, T.P.T.C., Purton Housemaster 
Mr. M. Weadon, B. Ed., Grad.Dip.Arts (Leadership), Healy Housemaster 
Br. D. E. Zoch, T.S.T.C. 

Boarding Assistants 
Mr. R. Erwin 
Mr. D. Ogilvie 

Mr. B. Green 
Mr. B. Stone 

Mr. G. Hickey 
Mr. M. Zung 

Mr. R. Klopak 

Visiting Teachers 
Cathy Smith Richard Kornas 
Kevin Howell Dayne Lawless 

Library, Laboratory and Audio Visual 
Mrs. J. Brae, B.A. (Lib), A.L.I.A. - Library Assistant 
Br. J. De Bock 
Mr. G. Fisher, Audio Visual 
Mrs. K. Jones, Laboratory Assistant (Adv.Cert.Lab.Tech) 
Mrs. C. Macdonald, B.A., Grad.Dip.Ed., Grad.Dip.Lib 
Mr. M. Vanderkley, B.Comp., Computer Technician 

Careers 
Mr. R. W Meikle, B.Ec, Dip.Ed., B.Ed., Grad.Cert.Careers Counselling, AAC.C. 

Pastoral Care 
Mr. P. McDonald, Grad.Dip.Student Guidance Welfare 
Mrs. C.Walls, B.A., Dip.Ed., Assoc.Dip Welfare Stud 

Special Education Assistants 
Br. Leo Doolan Br. Jim Ward 

Sport Assistant 
Mr. Chris O'Keefe 

Administrative Staff 
Mr. D.G. Bateman, Bursar, A.I.M.M. Grad.Dip. Bus (I.T.) 
Mr. B.E. Broadribb, Registrar, Archivist. 
Mrs. C. Fanning, Deputy Principal's Secretary 
Br. G. Hewitt, Property Manager 
Mrs. K. Leach, Typist 
Miss. A. Maher, Receptionist 
Miss. S. McCarty, Foundation Secretary 
Mrs. P. Robertson, Accounts Secretary 
Mr. M. Ryan, Bursar's Assistant 
Mrs. E. Sharp, Principal's Secretary 

Foundation Executive Officer 
Mr. Michael Ryan 

Tuckshop 
Mrs. C. Bourke 

Kitchen 
Mr. J. Phyland 
Miss. B. Brumby 
Mrs. L. Robe 

Mrs. C. Maciejewski 

Mrs. J. Wilson 
Mrs. B. Candy 

Boarding Houses/School Cleaning 
Mrs. M. Bray Mrs. M. Elliott 
Mrs. M. McNulty Mrs. J. Sertori 

Property Manager 
Br. George Hewitt 

Property Maintenance 
Mr. N. Kirkpatrick Mr. F. Ryan 
Mr. D. Tuddenham Mr. G. Werndley 

Mrs. C. Strybosch 

Mrs. A. Briody 
Mrs. P. Lloyd 

Mr. T. Elliott 

Mr. J. Ryan 
Br. D. E. Zoch 
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Positions of Leadership 

PRINCIPAL: 

DEPUTY PRINCIPAL: 

SENIOR ADMINISTRATOR: 

ADMINISTRATION TEAM: 

CURRICULUM COORDINATOR: 

V.C.E. COORDINATOR: 

Br. Laurie Collins 

Mr. Gerard Bourke 

Mr. Peter Gutteridge 

Br. Laurie Collins 
Mr. Denis Bateman 
Ms Gina Bernasconi 
Mr. Gerard Bourke 
Mr. Brian Broadribb 
Mr. Peter Gutteridge 
Br. George Hewitt 
Mr. Adrian Mullaly 

Mr. Adrian Mullaly 

Mr. John Cosgriff 

YEAR COORDINATORS: 
Year 7 Mr. Howard Clark 
Year 8 Mr. Ian Beattie 
Year 9 Mr. Kelvin Porter 

FACULTY HEADS 

Religious Education 
English 
Sport 
Human Development 
Assistant Sportsmaster: 
S.O.S.E. 
Creative Arts & Technology 
Mathematics 
Performing Arts 
Science 
L.O.T.E. 
Special Education 

Year 10 Mr. David Walker 
Year 11 Mr. Andrew Watson 
Year 12 Mrs. Margaret Leahy 

Ms Gina Bernasconi 
Mrs. Mary Purcell 
Mr. Gerard Ryan 
Mr. Damian McKee 
Mr. Damian McKee 
Ms. Cate Johnston 
Mr. Terry Blizzard 
Mr. Rob Erwin 
Mrs. Cordelia Brokenbrow 
Ms Colleen Pope 
Mrs.Nerella McDonald 
Mrs. Vicki Arthurson 

CLASS TEACHERS AND ASSISTANTS 

YEAR7 YEAR 10 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
39 Gina Bernasconi Vicki Arthurson 102 John Williams Peter Ryan 
40 Clare Kavanagh Brett Anderson 103 Roger Klopak Robert Meikle 
42 Howard Clark Jamie Ransome 104 David Walker Nerella McDonald 
43 Kieran Baxter Margaret Carison 109 Geoff Pearson Harry Gibcus 
44 Michael Brady Sue-Anne Thomas 110 Paul Volpe Joe Boin 

YEAR8 YEAR11 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
1 Ian Beattie Margaret Paton 131 Tony Beggs Carolyn MacDonald 
2 Janet Ludeman Br. John DeBock 112 Geoff Brodie Margaret Mclntyre 
3 Les Lindorff Michael Weadon 113 Adrian Mullaly Damian McKee 
4 Barry Homewood Fred Spittle 114 Andrew Watson Paul Andrews 
5 Grant McKechnie Joanne Toohey 115 Cate Johnston Colleen Pope 

126 Kevin Brodie Andrew O'Brien 
YEAR9 
ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT YEAR 12 

ROOM TEACHER ASSISTANT 
6 Stephen Callahan Gerard Ryan 37 Br Brian Davis Peter McDonald 
7 Tim Bennett Rob Erwin 38 John Cosgriff Cathy Walls 
8 Kelvin Porter Juri Kaczkowski 116 Margaret Leahy Peter Farley 
9 Danny Moore Malcolm Barrins 117 Mary Purcell 
10 Michael Kerr Terry Blizzard 111 Cordelia Brokenbrow 

124 Peter Gutteridge 
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BEN 
CUNNINGHAM Son of: Tom and Therese 

Parish: St. Augustine's, 
Kyabram 
Previous School: St. 
Augustine's, Kyabram 
College Involvement: 
Edmund Rice Camps, 
Special Minister, Class 
Representative, Public 
Speaking Committee, 
Debating, Liturgy 
Group, Rowing, 
Football, Interact and 
Band. 

RIAN 
MCKEE 

ADAM 
WHITEFIELD 

BEVAN 
CONLAN 

Son of: Barry and Elaine 
Parish: Ballan (St. 
Brigid's / Gordon 
Parish). 
Previous School: St. 
Brigids Ballan 
College Involvements: 
1st XVIII Football, 
Edmund Rice Day 
Committee, Special 
Minister, Athletics, 
Cross-Country and Year 
11 Representative. 

CRAIG 
KENNEDY 

Parish: Linton 
Previous School: 
Skipton 
College Involvements: 
Edmund Rice 
Committee, Boatrace 
Committee, Boarding 
Committee, Football, 
Cricket, Edmund Rice 
Camps and Special 
Minister of the 
Eucharist. 

JULIAN 
SUNTER 

Son of: Anne and Brian 
(dec.) 
Parish: St. Alipius' 
Previous School: 
Clarendon Primary 
School 
College Involvements: 
St. Vincent de Paul, 
Edmund Rice Camps, 
Soccer, 2nd XI Cricket, 
2nd IV Tennis and 
Debating. 

SCOTT 
VANDERKLEY 

Son of: Judy and Peter 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Previous School: St. 
Thomas More 
College Involvements: 
St. Vincent de Paul 
Society, Edmund Rice 
Camps, Swimming, 1st 
Crew Rowing and 
Edmund Rice Day 
Committee. 

J 

Son of: Adrian and Sue 
Parish: St. Alipius' 
Previous School: Mt. 
Clear Primary 
College Involvements: 
1st XVIII Football, 1st XI 
Cricket, Liturgy Group, 
Edmund Rice Day 
Committee, CHISSA 
Athletics and Awards 
Committee. 

BENJAMIN 
COSGRIFF 

Son of: John and Jan 
Parish: St. Alipius' 
Previous School: Lai Lai 
Primary 
College Involvements: 
St. Vincent de Paul 
Society, Edmund Rice 
Camps, House football, 
Special Minister and 
Liturgy Group. 

JED 
MANLEY 

Son of: Shane and 
Denise 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Previous School: St. 
Thomas More 
College Involvements: 
1st XVIII Football, 
Special Minister, 
Edmund Rice Day 
Committee, Boatrace 
Committee, Athletics, 
Year 11 Representative 
and Awards Committee. 

GARETH 
TRICKEY Son of: Doug and Irene 

Parish: O.L.H.C. 
Previous School: Villa 
Maria 
College Involvements: 
St. Vincent de Paul 
(President), l s t r v 
Rowing (Captain), 1st 
Basketball, Liturgy 
Preparation, Edmund 
Rice Day Committee, 
Year 11 Flomeroom Rep., 
CHISSA Athletics and 
Special Minister. 

JAMES 
ZALA 

Son of: Catherine and 
Peter 
Parish: St. Patrick's 
Previous School: St. 
Thomas More. 
College Involvements: 
Drama (Captain), Senior 
Concert Band (Vice 
Captain), Stage Band, 
Liturgy Preparation, Social 
Organising Committee, 
Building and Maintenance 
Liaison, Performing Arts 
Committee, Public 
Speaking Committee, 
Debating and Year 11 
Homeroom 
Representative. 

Son of: Caron and Peter 
Parish: St. Columba's 
Previous School: Forest 
St. Primary 
College Involvements: 
Edmund Rice Camps, St. 
Vincent de Paul, Special 
Minister, Liturgy Group, 
Badminton, Boatrace 
Committee and Year 8 
Representative. 

FRANCIS 
DENTON 

Son of: Mary and Peter 
Parish: St. Alipius' 
Previous School: St. 
Alipius' 
College Involvements: 
St. Vincent de Paul 
Society, Public Speaking 
(Captain), Debating, St. 
Patrick's Day Committee 
and Edmund Rice Day 
Committee 

DANIEL 
PAY 

Son of: Diane and Peter 
Previous School: Mount 
Clear Primary 
College Involvements: 
Swimming (Captain), 
Cross-Country, 1st 
Basketball, Athletics, 
Edmund Rice Day 
Committee and Year 11 
Homeroom 
Representative. 

LUKE 
TURKENBURG 

Son of: Yvonne and 
Peter 
Parish: St. Aloysius' 
Previous School: St. 
Aloysius' 
College Involvements: 

dmund Rice Day 
Committee, Boatrace 
Committee, Special 
Ministers, Liturgy 
Preparation Group, St. 
Vincent de Paul, 
Regional & State 
Constitutional 
Convention Rep. 
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Student Leadership 

College House Leaders 

Ryan House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Michael Sheedy 
James Buchanan, 
Matt Nicholson 

McCarthy House 
Captain: Lee Kooloos 
Vice Captains: Aaron Noonan, 

Nick Pearce 

Galvin House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Keniry House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Treacy H o u s e 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Nunan House 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

David Langhorne 
James Buttigieg, 
Brett Segrave 

Lachlan Brown 
Dominic Kerr, 
Daniel Mays 

Michael Fraser 
Tim Bigarelli, 
Shaun Mullane 

Will Martin 
Andrew Huie, 
Scott Petrie 

Ryan House 
Captains 

Michael Sheedy, 
Matthew 

Nicholson, James 
Buchanan 

(absent) 

Cricket 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

S w i m m i n g 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Rowing 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Martin Porter 
Patrick Heffernan 

Daniel Pay 
Simon Del Din 

Gareth Trickey 
Matthew Carroll, 
Scott Vanderkley 

Drama 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Music 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Band Leader: 

Tennis 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Public Speaking 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

James Zala 
Anthony Pearce 

Lachlan Brown 
Anthony Stephens, 
James Zala 
Matt Nicholson 

Tim Canny 
Shane Lawless 

Francis Denton 
Michael Fraser, 
Aaron Noonan 

St Vincent de Paul 
President: Gareth Trickey 
Vice President: Scott Vanderkley 
Secretary: James Buttigieg 
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Athletics 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Cross Country 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Football 
Captain: 
Vice Captains: 

Basketball 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Badminton 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Soccer 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Hockey 
Captain: 
Vice Captain: 

Jarrod Collins 
Lachlan Oliver, 
Bevan Conlan 

Lachlan Oliver 
Daniel Pay 

Shaun Mullane 
Jed Manley, 
Rowan O'Callaghan 

Matthew Lane 
Luke Cavanagh 

Adam Whitefield 
Paul Slater 

Luke Turkenberg 
James Buchanan 

Mark Bradbury 
Chris Pianta 

Keniry H o u s e 
Captains 
Daniel Mays, 
Lachlan Brown, 
Dominic Kerr 

Galvin H o u s e 
Captains 

Brett Segrave, 
David Langhorne, 

James Buttigieg 

Treacey House 
Captains 

Shaun Mullane, 
Michael Fraser, 

Tim Bigarelli 

Nunan House 
Captains 
Scott Petrie, Will 
Martin, Andrew 
Huie 

McCarthy 
H o u s e Captains 
Nick Pearce, Lee 
Kooloos, Aaron 
Noonan 
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Speech Night 

Many people have described Speech Night as 
one of the most successful and entertaining 
that has taken place for many years. 
Everything ran smoothly, all of the items were 
of a high quality (with a couple of real 
surprises!), and the senior students were in 
fine voice. While it might be difficult to define 
the concept of school spirit, it is easy to 
identify it when it is present, and it was 
certainly in evidence as our Year 12 students 
sang their final medley of songs. Particularly 
touching and memorable was the "The Light 
Shines On", dedicated to the memory of James 
Cornips RIP. 

Our Year 12 students have departed in style, 
after what has been an excellent year. Their 
final function for the year was the Valete 
Dinner at the Great Southern Woolshed. 

Official Party 

Bishop Peter Connors 
Mr. Michael Ronaldson MHR 
Mr. Geoff Howard MLA 
Professor Gabrielle McMullen, Chair, 

College Board 
Br. Laurie Collins 
Mrs Anne Stokie, President Parents' & 

Friends' Association 
Mr. Paul O'Beime, President Old Collegians 

Association 
Mr. Gerard Bourke, Deputy Principal 
Mr. Ben Cunningham, College Captain 

PROGRAM 
Master of Ceremonies: Aaron Noonan 

1. Combined Year 11 & 12 Choir: 
Conducted by Br. Brian Davis 
• Anthem- Chess 
Words & Music by Benney Anderson, 
Tim Rice, Bjorn Ulvaeus 
• Banana Boat Song 
Words and Music by Irving Burgie and 
William Attaway 
• Circle of Life 
Lyrics by Tim Rice, 
Music by Elton John 

2. Valedictory: College Captain 1999, 
Ben Cunningham 

3. Year 7 Choir: 
Conducted by Miss Sue-Anne Thomas 
•Amazing Grace 
• I Want It That Way by Backstreet Boys 

4. Stage Band: 
Directed by Mr. Jamie Ransome 
• Soul Bossa Nova 
Music by Quincy Jones 
Arranged by Mike Lewis 
• Broken Heart By Mike Tomaro 

5. Shakespeare Dualogue : 
Anthony Pearce & Natalie Poison 
- Othello 

10. 

Purton Orator: Ben Cunningham 

Concert Band: 
Conducted by Mr. Jamie Ransome 
• The Lord of the Dance 
by Ronan Hardiman 
Arranged by Richard Saucedo 
• A Longford Legend 
(A Collection of Irish Street Ballads) 
by Robert Sheldon 

Speeches: Br Collins - Principal 

Prizes 

Year 12 Choir: 
Conducted by Br. Brian Davis 
• California Dreamin' 
The Mamas and the Papas 
• 500 Miles 
Words & Music by 
Charles Reid/Craig Reid 
• The Light Shines On 
Words & Music by Carey Landrey 
• School Song 
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Mr John Cosgriff 

At the end of 1993 the Catholic Education 
Office approved one of the most unique 
transfers ever arranged. Barry Thompson, 
living at Castlemaine and teaching at St. Pat's 
was swapped with Adrian Mullaly, living at 
Ballarat and teaching at Bendigo. Both 
schools profited by the changes. St. Pat's 
gained a highly qualified and dedicated senior 
maths teacher as well as a knowledgeable 
head of Maths department. 

Adrian has been a wonderful leader for the 
staff, as a teacher, a head of department and 
more recently as the Curriculum Coordinator 
of the College. He has been responsible for 
many changes, especially in the 
documentation for many faculties in the 
College. His great strengths are 
listening, acting and filing. He 
has overseen the successful 
introduction of the CSF 
throughout the whole of the 
school in the last couple of 
years. 

His leadership generated 
enthusiasm. His enthusiasm 
was contagious. He gave great 
example in punctuality, attitude, 
diligence and devotion. He tried 
to use every situation positively. 

One of the most important 
changes introduced by Adrian 
was in the area of Reporting. He 
took responsibility for checking 
all of the computer- generated 
comments to be used in this 
area. Perhaps we could sum up 
his six years at the College in 
this way: 

Name Adrian Mullaly The result is Satisfactory 
Position Head of Mathematics, Curriculum Coordinator 

Willingness to put in extra time 
Motivating and encouraging students 
Caring for individual students 
Providing intellectual stimulus and challenge 
Responding when students seek help 
Helping all students 

A+ 
At 
A+ 
At 
A+ 
A+ 

Comment: Adrian has been a pleasure to work with. He has been totally involved in all 
aspects of school life. His enthusiasm has been contagious. He does have a tendency to nod 
off in staff meetings on occasions. His filing is extremely neat and meticulous - even if he 
does sometimes file notes before he reads them. 
He has worked extremely hard throughout his time at the College and we thank him for his 
efforts. He has earned a rest. We wish him an enjoyable retirement. Congratulations and 
well done Adrian. 

The Foster Brothers 

It is not too often that a school can 
claim to enroll five brothers at any one 
time. For the second consecutive year 
the five Brothers Foster have pursued 
their education at St Pat's - and we have 
managed to get them together for a 
photograph. 

Back: Brock (Year 9), Daniel (Year 12), 
Justin (Year 10) 
Front: Gerard (Year 8), Joel (Year 8) 
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1999 College Awards and Prizes 

ACADEMIC AWARDS - 1999 
Benjamin Cunningham 
Principal's Award for Leadership 

Julian Sunter 
Howard Award for Excellence 

Adam Whitefield 
Little Family Award for School Spirit 

Dominic Kerr 
Dorothy Irene Ellis-Thomas Scholarship 

Year 12, Unit 3/4 Academic Prizes 

Anthony Stephens 
Religious Education Room 37 
Music Solo Performance. 

Matthew Carroll 
Religious Education Room 38 

Julian Sunter 
Religious Education Room 111 
English 
French, Walsh Memorial Prize for LOTE 

Gareth Trickey 
Religious Education Room 116 

William Martin 
Religious Education Room 117 

Matthew Wealands 
Religious Education Room 124 
Accounting 

Kieran Champion Art 

Anthony Francis Biology 

Brett Segrave Business Management 

Matthew Nicholson Chemistry 

James Zala Drama 

Glenn Gilbert Economics 

Daniel Mays Further Mathematics 

Curtis Prout Geography 

Nathan Donegan Graphic Communication 

Aaron Noonan 

Michael Fraser 

Casey Peldys 

Nick Pearce 

Andrew Huie 

Andrew Reidy 

Rian McKee 

Anthony Pearce 

Dominic Kerr 

History 
Media Studies 

Information Technology 

Legal Studies 

Literature 

Materials and Technology 
Systems and Technology 

Mathematical Methods 

Physical Education 

Physics 

Specialist Mathematics 

Year 11, Unit 1/2 Academic Prizes 

Gerard Lucas 
Religious Education Room 112 
Legal Studies 

Simon Charewicz 
Religious Education Room 113 
Media Studies 

Michael Ranger 
Religious Education Room 114 

Garth Kydd 
Religious Education Room 115 

Benjamin Ludbrook 
Religious Education Room 126 
Physical Education 

Joseph Kennedy 
Religious Education Room 131 

Matthew Moran 

Religious Education Room 9 

Stefan Heemann Dux Room 9 

James Madden 
Religious Education Room 10 

Christopher McBrearty 
Dux Room 10 

Brendan Burns Accounting 

Mark Smith 

Scott Watkins 

Art 

Biology 
Year 8 Academic Prizes 

Adrian Ng Business Management 
Information Technology 

Daniel Parry 
Religious Education Room 1 

Andrew Reidy Chemistry Ashley Davies Dux Room 1 

Physics Stuart Near 
Kazimierz Ciezki English Religious Education Room 2 

Luke Mullaly French Sean Murphy Dux Room 2 

Music Performance Joshua Jellett 
Christopher Kelly General Mathematics Religious Education Room 3 

Isaac Manley General Mathematics Brendan Lovell Dux Room 3 

Tertiary Joel Gordon 
Christopher Keenan Geography Religious Education Room 4 

Nicholas Shea Graphic Communication Aaron Tabone Dux Room 4 

Gavin Wallace 

Ricky Bilston 

History 

Materials and Technology 

Kai Morganti 
Religious Education Room 5 

Daniel McLean Dux Room 5 
Jeremy Kelly 

Gregory Rowe 

Mathematical Methods 

Systems and Technology 

Year 10 Academic Prizes 

Luke Marks 

Religious Education Room 102 

Timothy Russell Dux Room 102 

Christopher Bourke 

Religious Education Room 103 

Damian Banwell Dux Room 103 

Brett Hunter 

Religious Education Room 104 

Joshua Stewart Dux Room 104 

Matthew Ng 

Religious Education Room 109 

Michael Bennett Dux Room 109 

Michael Darken 
Religious Education Room 110 

Heath Rogers Dux Room 110 

Year 9 Academic Prizes 

Glenn Briody 
Religious Education Room 6 

Kristopher Plageman 
Dux Room 6 

Anthony Winter 

Religious Education Room 7 

Brendan Annear Dux Room 7 

James Fitzgerald 
Religious Education Room 8 

Benjamin Trusler Dux Room 8 

Year 7 Academic Prizes 

Cameron Brown 
Religious Education Room 39 

Robert Boadle Dux Room 39 

Sam Bowman 
Religious Education Room 40 

Nathan Anderson Dux Room 40 

Christopher Banwell 
Religious Education Room 42 

Colm Trusler Dux Room 42 

Markus Spiteri 
Religious Education Room 43 

Andrew Blake Dux Room 43 

Christopher Hinchcliffe 
Religious Education Room 44 

James Holmes Dux Room 44 

Public Speaking Awards 

Benjamin Cunningham 
Purton Oratory 

Michael Fraser 
Sir Hugh Devine Impromptu Speech 
WT. Doyle Debating 

Aaron Noonan 
WT Doyle Debating 

Nick Pearce 
W.T. Doyle Debating 

Band Awards 

Matthew Nicholson 
Bandsman of the Year 

Luke Mullaly 
Band Executive Award for Dedication 
and Commitment 
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SPORTING AWARDS 

Cricket 
Simon Liston 
Jeremy Beggs 
Matthew Wealands 
Ryan Knowles 
Liam Brady 
Adam Jennings 
James Brick 

Tennis 
Brett Hunter 

Anthony Stephens 
Adam Jellett 
James Fitzgerald 
Ashley Britt 
Thomas Byrne 

Rowing 
Gareth Trickey 
Scott Vanderkley 
William Molloy 
James Marburg 
Xavier Bourke 

1st XI 
2nd XI Green 
2nd XI Blue 
Intermediate Blue 
Intermediate White 
Year 8 
Year 7 

1st IV 
McNeil Gup 
2ndIV 
Year 10 
Year 9 
Year 8 
Year 7 

1st IV 
1st IV 
1st IV 
1st IV 
1st IV coxswain) 

Swimming 
Daniel Pay Open 
Kevin Bourke Under 17 
Michael Darken Under 16 
Matthew Pay Under 15 
Joshua Dew Under 14 
James Dickinson Under 13 
Tyson Boal Under 12 
Nicholas Kissane 

Br. Brian Davis 
Award for commitment 
to College Swimming 

Volleyball 
Luke Zervaas Senior 

Sailing 
Nathan Butler 

Squash 
Michael Ranger 

Racquetball 
Matthew Wealands 

Lawn Bowls 
Neville Rodda 

Baseball 
Daniel Parry 

Soccer 
Kevin Agius 1st XI Desmond Every 

Memorial Award 
Bernhard Heeman Intermediate 1 
Thomas Hetherington Intermediate 2 
James Caine Junior 

Cross Country 
Garth Kydd Senior 

CHISSA Open Lap of the 
Lake 
CHISSA Open Cross 
Country 1st Place 
Intermediate 
Junior 
CI IISSA Junior Cross 
Country 1st Place 

BPSA Senior 
BPSAYearlO 
BPSA Year 9 
BPSA Year 8 
BPSA Year 7 

A Grade 
B Grade 
C Grade 
D Grade 

Michael Canny 
Timothy Frawley 

Basketball 
Luke Cavanagh 
James Foley 
Nathan Cavanagh 
Ryan Keohane 
Christopher Squire 
Badminton 
Paul Salter 
Adam Whitefield 
Nicholas Frichot 
James Gargan 

Hockey 
Benjamin Alder 
Christopher McBrearty 

Athletics 
Bevan Conlan 

1st XI 
Intermediate 

Garth Kydd 
Bradley Molloy 
Phillip Ingram 
Timothy Pollard 
Jason Van Oirschot 

Open 
Stephen Moneghetti A 
ward for the outstanding 
athlete at the CHISSA 
Athletics Carnival 

Under 17 
Under 16 
Under 15 
Under 14 
Under 13 

Football 
Patrick Heffernan 

1st XVIII Best and Fairest 
Rowan O'Callaghan 

1st XVIII Runner Up Best 
and Fairest 

Matthew Shortal Senior House Award 
larrod McCorkell Year 10 
Mathew Pay Year 9 
Brendan Gilbert Year 8 
Brent Olszewski Year 7 

Herald Sun Shield Squad 
Shaun Mullane (captain), Jed Manley (vc), 
Rowan O'Callaghan (vc), Patrick Heffernan, 
Jacob Kearney, Damian O'Connor, Craig 
Kennedy, Brock Phelps, Rial) McKee, William 
Martin, Bevan Conlan, Benjamin Naylon, 
Matthew Brady, Anthony Brady, Julian Porter, 
Drew Petrie, Timothy McKinnon, Michael 
Sordello, James Rushton, Paul Brick, Ryan 
Head, Bradley Molloy. 
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Ben Cunningham - College Captain 

Ladies and Gentlemen our time of parting has 
become, in truth, a time of gathering. 
The world lies open to us. 
Myriad possibilities and opportunities lie 
before us. 
Countless futures awaiting our ambitions. 
Our eyes are bright and eager. 
Our hands, steady and sure. 
We go forth as men to greet the dawn, and to 
take our place in an unbroken string of bright 
tomorrows. 

In years past, scores of young men have stood 
where I stand now, and they have spoken 
much as I now speak. Some have pointed to 
sons past of St. Patrick's, and said, "Here stand 
great men." They have been leaders, scholars, 
sportsmen, musicians. Followers of Edmund 
one and all. 

Indeed, we have a past to be proud of. But by 
no means does it end there. 
What are the qualities that make men great? 
Dedication? Commitment? Loyalty? Courage? 
Humility? 

While we may indeed look to the past to see 
such things, we are not limited to do so. 

I point to my classmates, my peers, the Class 
of 1999 and say instead, Here stand great 
men. They will be leaders, scholars, 

sportsmen, musicians. They will be the men 
that march into the coming Millennia, eager 
to make their mark. They are followers of 
Edmund one and all. 

Over the past six years we have been united 
by the spirit of Patrick. 

We have taken our place in a brotherhood 
that is over one hundred years old. 

We have been part of a fellowship that affirms 
the strength of community, without detracting 
from the worth of the individual. 

We have been infected by a singular desire to 
go out in to the world, to stand tall in our 
chosen fields, to say," We am not afraid to 
strive. To attempt. To rise above adversity." 

We have listened, and spoken when speech 
was called for. 

We have supported, and in turn, we have been 
supported. 

We have shone, both individually, and 
collectively, but always with a common light. 

We have shared so passionate a faith in the 
future, so untroubled a confidence in our 
power to mould it, so common a vision of 
where we head, so realistic an appraisal of the 
desires, hopes and dreams of the men and 
women who compose this great School, that 
together, we have the strength to do the 

unthinkable. To leave. 

It is not a garment we cast off this day, but a 
skin that we tear with our own hands. 

Though we leave, we go forth not alone. Each 
and all of us carry within a small flame. A 
flame that symbolizes the spirit of this School. 
A flame that will remind us of what it meant 
to be students here. A flame that will ensure 
we never forget. Never forget our brothers 
fallen. James and Mark, you stand with us 
even now, and as you share in our joy, so too 
do we share in your sorrow. 

As one, we thank you. Our parents. Our 
teachers. Our friends. 

Members of the community of St. Patrick's 
College, the time of departure is upon us. But 
before we leave, we make this promise to you. 
We shall show our gratitude in the greatest 
way possible. We shall be successful. We shall 
make you proud. 

Ben Cunningham with his grandfather James Farrel (SPC 1940-41) and his father Thomas Cunningham (SPC 1957-62) 
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Principal's Award for Leadership 
Ben Cunningham 

Howard Award for Excellence 
Julian Suntcr 

Little Family Award for School Spirit 
AdamWhitefield 

The Caltex All-rounder Medallion is awarded to 
a student who has achieved across a range of 
academic, sporting and service activities, while 
maintaining a positive attitude and a sense of 
pride in the College. 

The Ellis-Thomas scholarship is awarded to s 
student completing hisVCE and who is 

entering or pursuing a course at a university or 
other tertiary educational institution. It was the 

late Mrs Thomas' wish that the scholarship he 
used for the benefit of hard working, 

conscientious and worthy students who have 
shown an overall endeavour to pursue 

excellence in all areas of their school life and a 
wish to do the same in the future. 

Caltex All-Rounder 
James Zala 

Ellis-Thomas Scholarship Winner 
Dominic Kerr 

Year 12 RE Prizewinners 
Back Row: Gareth Trickey, Will Martin, Matthew Carrol 

front Row: Julian Sunter, Anthony Stephens, Matthew Wealands 

VCE Units 3 and 4 Prizewinners 
Back Row: Michael Eraser, Keiran Champion, Curtis Prout, Aaron 

Noonan, Matthew Nicholson, Julian Suntcr, Andrew Huie. 
Middle Row: Anthony Pearce, James Zala, Nick Pearce, Anthony Francis, 

Andrew Reidy, Glenn Gilbert, Casey Peldys. 
Front Row: Dominic Kerr, Daniel Mays, Brett Segravc, Anthony 
Stephens, Rian McKee, Matthew Wealands, Nathan Donegan 

• • • .:M6k. 
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1999 College Awards and Prizes 

R.E. Prize Winners Year 11 
Back Row: Michael Ranger, Joseph Kennedy, Garth Kydd, Gerard Lucas, 

Benjamin Ludbrook. 

VCE Units 1 and 2 Prizewinners 
Back Row: Nicholas Shea, Simon Charewicz, Gregory Rowe, Mark Smith, 

Gerard Lucas, Christopher Keenan. 
Middle Row: Christopher Kelly, Brendan Burns, Andrew Reidy, Adrian 

Ng, Jeremy Kelly, Isaac Manley 
Front Row: Benjamin Ludbrook, Scott Watkins, Ricky Bilson, Kazimiez 

Ciezki, Luke Mullalv, Gavin Wallace. 

Year 10 R.E. Prizewinners 
Back Row: Matthew Ng, Luke Marks, Michael Darken, Chris Bourke. 

Year 10 Duces 
Back Row: Josh Stewart, Tim Russell, Damian Banwell, Michael Bennett, 

Heath Rogers. 

Year 9 R.E. Prizewinners 
;tck Row: Glenn Briody, James Madden, Anthony Winter, James 

Fitzgerald, Matthew Moran. 

Year 9 Duces 
Back Row: Chris McBrearty, Ben Trusler, Kris I'lageman, Brendan 

Annear, Stefan 1 leemann. 

'*"«,, •*' • ' • . , ":fe«::«':: 
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R.E. Prize Winners Year 8 Year 8 Duces 

Back Row: Stuart Near, Joel Gordon. 
Front Row: Daniel Parry, Kai Morganti, 

Joshua Jellett. 

Back Row: Aaron Tabone, Ashley Davies. 
Front Row: Daniel McLean, Scan Murphy, 

Brendan Lovell. 

R.E. Prize Winners Year 7 Year 7 Duces 

Back Row: Cameron Brown, Christopher 
Banwell. 

Front Row: Christopher Ilinchcliffe, Marcus 
Spiteri, Sam Bowman. 

Back Row: Colm Trusler, Robert Boadle. 
Front Row: Andrew Blake, Nathan Anderson, 

James Holmes. 

•sa^^mm. "•*-*. . 3HL.«^ . =•• '• <-4, : 
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My grandfather used to say when he played 
golf that he stood too close to the ball. Stood 
too close to the ball after he hit it. It was one 
of many things he had to correct on the way 
to a single figure handicap. 

Remember when you first began to play golf. 
You only used 2 clubs - a 5 iron and a putter. 
It became a botany lesson as you veered from 
the rough on one side to the rough on the 
other. 

As your skills improved you gradually tried the 
7 iron and a wedge. Your swing improved and 
you achieved greater distance. Later your 
long irons were used and finally the hardest 
club in the bag, the 1 wood. It was only when 
you used all the clubs in the bag that you were 
really playing the game with mastery. 

So it is with education. You need to try all the 
clubs in the bag. 

I remember when I first came to St. Pat's, how 
little I had experienced. One of the first things 
that struck me was the numerous activities 
that were available, especially sporting and 
cultural events. I tried a variety of activities. 
These included basketball, tennis, public-
speaking, video production, drama and 
music. This enabled me to test the clubs in 
the bag, and along the way, make new friends, 
learn new skills and gain a different 
perspective on life. By involving yourself in 
activities both within and outside school, you 
gain an idea of where your interests lie; 
sporting, cultural or academic. These 
activities may lead to a specific occupation 
you may want to pursue, enhance your 
academic ability or be an excellent form of 
relaxation. 

A racehorse that consistently runs just a 
second faster than another horse is worth 
millions of dollars more. We need to be 
willing to give that extra effort that separates 
the winner from the one in second place. 

At the start of Year 12 I realised I had a big 
weakness in English. This was brought on by 
the fact that in my earlier years of school, I 
developed a liking for maths and science. 
English seemed less involving - at times even 
a waste of paper. But it suddenly struck me 
that to get a high ENTER score, I needed a 
good mark in English. 1 saw three options 
ahead of me; stress, don't care about English, 
or do something about it. Of course, if I 
stressed or didn't care, I was sure to end up in 
the rough. So I decided to play the one wood, 
to do something about it. It was frustrating at 
times when I didn't understand some 
concepts, but what was important to me was 
that I got through, and I had improved my 
skills. Erom this, I can recommend that in 
everything you do, whether by your own 
choosing, or someone else's, you do it well. 
You never know when you may need that 
knowledge. What good is it to be able to do 
physics experiments and maths of you cannot 
explain your results in coherent, written 
English? To succeed in life, you need a wide 
variety of experiences and knowledge. In 
other words, you need to try all the clubs. 
This requires mental courage. 

School footballers who can dive into packs 
where boots are flying may or may not have 
courage. If they once couldn't do that and 
they now can, then chances are that it is due 
to courage, because courage is the 
overcoming of fear. But those who beat their 
fear in this way have one brand of courage. It 
also requires courage to push yourself 
academically, to begin an essay at midnight 
and push aside your tiredness. Or to do that 
extra hour when television reaches out its 
octopus arms and you find yourself deposited 
in front of it, too weak to resist. That's not the 
way to a 90 plus ENTER score. High ENTER 
scores usually mean sustained courage. Get 
away from that destructive male sub-culture 
where you demand only those things of 
yourself that your mates expect from you, 
sandbagging a lesson because you can, 
partying every other night. 

One of my most enjoyable experiences was 
my involvement in the school bands. I joined 
the intermediate band in my second term at 
St. Pat's, the senior band a year later. During 
my time in the band, I competed in several 
competitions, the highlight being a win in the 
Geelong Eisteddfod, playing in the Stage 
Band. 

I also participated in two band tours, to 
Tasmania in 1994, and Adelaide in 1996. The 
tours and other band activities including 
band practices provided a relaxing, stress-

relieving activity to escape the pressures of 
study. I formed many friendships through 
band, whilst having an enjoyable time. 

Likewise, I gained a lot from debating. One of 
the most memorable experiences was being a 
part of the winning team out of 22 senior 
teams at the South Street Eisteddfod. The fun, 
the comradeship, the striving, the learning to 
stand up and be counted, learning when it's 
better to speak than be silent, and the ability 
to present ideas with passion and conviction. 
All this I gained as a member of a St. Pat's 
debating team. 

With the game of golf, you need training and 
tuition to perfect your game. It is the same 
with education. Over my years at St. Pat's, I 
have had many teachers. I don't think many 
students realise just how lucky they are to 
have teachers that are so dedicated towards 
the students' interest and education. I would 
like to take this opportunity to thank all of the 
staff of this school. 

So, here at St. Pat's, you all have the clubs in 
the bag. It is up to you to use their full range, 
to further your knowledge and life 
experiences. Always participate with a 
passionate intensity to do your best. Be 
involved in the school, give that little bit extra. 
Take the knowledge and experiences on offer. 
And then you will have all the success you 
deserve. 

r **»,. '< 
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Farewell to Carmel Bourke 

Br. H. T. Breach 

Some 61 years ago there was born in Portland a 
baby girl who was destined to give great 
happiness to many people. I have it on the 
best of authority that she was a leader in her 
teenage years - always imaginative but never 
outlandish. 
In her twenties she met a young man named 
Neville. It was not a matter of two of the same 
outlook; but rather the rule of electricity 
operating: unlike poles attract. Three young 
boys were born: Clement, Mark and Paul. 
The last named was born deaf; but this 
disadvantage was met with a typical reaction 
from Neville and Carmel. They determined to 
explore the best means of giving Paul a chance 
to hear. It meant travelling from Portland to 
Ballarat weekly to attend lessons in hearing. 
They wisely chose lip-reading, so that today 
Paul can read speech quite well. 
To make the work easier they moved to 
Ballarat. Clement came to St. Patrick's College 
and so in 1973 Carmel began her wonderful 
association with the Tuckshop. In the History 
of the College, written by Br. P. C. Naughtin, the 
population of the College was about 600 boys. 
Carmel had never had the experience of such a 
multitude to feed. 

Then the Tuckshop was so small. It consisted 
of about half its present size. But typical of 
Mrs Bourke she worked away at the right 
quarters and little by little conditions became 
better and better. Also she was able to build 
into the place a sense of service and value. To 
see the number of pupils today at recess, lining 

up for food proves that. 
But Carmel's great achievement was in the 
bonding she achieved amongst the Ladies of 
the Tuckshop. She had the capacity to 
understand them, to give a camaraderie and a 
sense of belonging. For 26 years (1973 - 1999) 
she was able to inspire a relationship for over 
120 ladies each year. It became a friendship 
matter where any member who was ill was 
enquired after - where Ladies knew each other 
so well and were able to form life-long 
friendships. 
The Ladies' night each year showed the great 

bonding that occurred - and it would be a rare 
celebration where over 200 Ladies were not 
present: Certificates were issued on these 
occasions to Ladies who had served for a 
number of years and were retiring. In fact so 
strong was the feeling of belonging that many 
Ladies continued coming to the Tuckshop long 
after their sons had left school. 
We lose a great-hearted Lady when we farewell 
Carmel. She has left her name written in love 
and veneration on the heart of her friends and 
co-workers. God bless you - dear Carmel 
Bourke. 

Tuckshop 
Carol Maciejewski and Cheryl Strybosch 

During 1999 we have had a very productive 
year in the tuckshop despite a significant 
changeover in management. After 26 years, we 
said a sad farewell to Carmel Bourke. Carmel's 
time at St. Patrick's could not end without 
appropriate recognition so a 'Thank you' 
evening was organised. Approximately 150 
guests, including past and present Tuckshop 
ladies, attended the farewell in the Boarders' 
Dining Room. The occasion was fittingly 
televised on Win News and covered in The 
Ballarat Courier. It was a successful evening 
and enjoyed by all. 
After all the excitement of the farewell we were 
deeply saddened by the loss of one of our 
wonderful and dedicated ladies, Mrs. Chris 

Cook. Our prayers and thoughts are with her 
family and all families who have experienced 
illness and the loss of a loved one. 
The Tuckshop would not be successful without 
the number of ladies who support us. We 
appreciate their support and friendship as they 
share their precious time to maintain the high 
standard of service to the students and staff at 
S.P.C. 
However, our numbers this year have 
decreased dramatically, hence we have had to 
rely heavily on our current ladies and Year 11 
and 12 students. We thank them for their extra 
support and encourage other ladies to 
consider joining us - 'Many hands make light 
work!' 
Our days would not be complete without our 
visit from Br. Breach whose company is always 

over morning tea. 
Thank you to everyone who has supported the 
Tuckshop and in particular Sharyn McCarty 
and Glenn Fisher. 
Our best wishes to all our College families and 
to our senior students for their future success. 
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St Patrick's Day Liturgy 
Ms Gina Bernasconi 

We again welcomed and enjoyed St. Patrick's 
Day together at the College with mass 
celebrated by Bishop Peter Connors, and 
concelebrated by Monsignor Henry Nolan and 
Fathers Kevin Lenehan, Michael O'Toole and 
John Keane. Even in the writing of these names 
it strikes me that we were most fortunate in 
having the generous presence of so many 
priests at a time when their energies are 
stretched to the limit and the requests made of 
them seemingly endless. We're left to ponder 
how long such a traditional presence may 
persist. My prayer is that we cherish and 
continue to appreciate what we have now, in 
our priesthood, but that equally, we look 
realistically to a future that calls for greater 
commitment and participation from the laity -
God's people. 

Patrick, upon his return to Ireland as Bishop, 
broke into a landscape and a people who were 
untamed, challenging and closed. He swept in 
with change that captured the space as well as 
the spirit. God moved in him and he chose to 
respond in faith. 

The parallel with our own times is a little 
uneven but you can only be heartened with the 
response in faith of so many of our students 
when it comes to demonstrating initiative, 
leadership and dedication to their faith at St. 
Pat's. 

The young men here could choose to coast 
along, participating only on the fringes of their 
church and maintaining the status-quo; 
instead, many of them do the opposite - and 
the generosity of their spirit is enough to keep 
any weary teacher - or parent - or priest -
persisting. 

College Captain's St Patrick's Day Address 

Ben Cunningham 

What is the spirit of St. Patrick's College? 
It is clear in the bittersweet pride that marks 
the steps of the newly baptized 'old boy'. 
It is evident in the wonderment and awe the 
rules the face of a new student. 
It is audible in the father and son who can sing 
the same School Song. 
It is visible in the helping hand offered a team
mate or peer. 
It is tangible in the atmosphere created when 
10 score young men thunder out a War Cry. 
It is the life-blood of our school. 

I am proud today to be accepting the mantle of 
school leadership - a mantle that falls not only 
on my shoulders, but on the shoulders of every 
Yr. 12 student. 
I am proud to address the assembled and 
diverse community of St. Patrick's College, as 
College Captain for 1999. 
I am proud to be a part of our school's 107 
years of history and tradition. 
And I am proud to be the third generation of 
my family to attend this school. 

We live in exciting times. With regard to the 
calendar at least, the coming year will be the 
last of a decade, a century and a millennium. 
We have more then a century's tradition to 
honor and uphold - but as our achievements 
will be seen as a benchmark for the coming 

years, we must let courage, ingenuity and 
ambition lengthen our stride, and we must do 
so together. 

Whenever a story is told, it becomes night. No 
matter where the dwelling, no matter the time, 
no matter the season, the telling of tales causes 
a starry sky and a white moon to creep from 
the eaves and hover over the heads of the 
listeners. 

So now come, I invite you, to let your 
imagination set the sun. 

Once, in a land and time long forgotten, lived 
an old man who had a son.The man said to his 
son; "Boy, soon you will be a man, and so you 
must be taught the things all men know. But I 
am old, so you must climb the mountain in the 
forest, and wait at the top for the man who will 
teach you. 

And so the boy set off, eager to become a man. 
However, the path to the mountain was 
unfamiliar to him - all the trees and rocks were 
new and different, and the boy was afraid, il 
will turn back," he said, but his desire to be a 
man was greater than his fear, and so he went 
on. 

He reached the foot of the mountain, but could 
not go on, as the path was not clear. He 
despaired, but just as he was about to turn 
back, a woodsman emerged from the trees, 
and provided the boy with direction. 

Though the path was now known, the journey 
was far from easy. Often times the way was too 
steep, and the boy would have to climb, tearing 
cloth and fingernail as he endeavored to reach 
the top. 

In many places, the path was overgrown, a way 
through near impossible. But the boy did not 
give up. He used a knife, given him by the 
woodsman, to cut his way through the 
undergrowth. 

The thorns and vines caught at and scratched 
him, but he was determined, and did not falter. 
Higher and higher he rose, and with each step, 
his confidence and sense of purpose grew. 
Finally exhausted, the boy reached the top of 
the mountain. He looked about, but could see 
no one else, and he grew confused - was this 
the top of the mountain? Had he perhaps, by 
mistake taken the wrong path? 

Dirty, disheveled and depressed, he sank down 
to wait for the man who would teach him. 
The afternoon passed, and night came, but it 
bought no mysterious tutor with it, and the 
boy grew more and more confused. Morning 
followed, but again it was alone, so the boy 
continued his lonely vigil. And so it continued 
for many days, till finally one morning came, 
and realization with it - the man the boy had 
been sent to meet, was himself 

How will we know if we walk the correct path? 

We will know when the entire Yr. 12 body, and 
the entire school are more motivated and 
disciplined. 
We will know when there is among us a 
stronger sense of vision and morality. 
We will know when there exists between us; 
from the newest student to the longest serving 
staff member, a sense of unity that is both 
undeniable and undying. 
We will know when our words and ideals are 

always reinforced with believable and genuine 
action. 
We will know when each and every task we 
complete is the result of one hundred things, 
done a little better. 
We shall be prepared to listen, and talk when 
speech is called for. 
We shall, at one time, be prepared to support, 
safe in the knowledge that at another, support 
shall be offered us. 
We shall be prepared to shine in our turn; 
never begrudging nor deriding the light of 
another's achievement. 

Only through the strength of the community 
can we identify and resolve our own 
weaknesses. 

Let us share so passionate a faith in the future, 
so untroubled a confidence in our power to 
mould it, so common a vision of where we 
head, so realistic an appraisal of the desires, 
hopes and dreams of the men and women who 
compose this great School, that together, we 
are unbeatable. 

The Aspirations of the Student Council 

Ben Cunningham: I hope to lead the College 
by setting an example of dedication, 
commitment, hardwork and persistency both 
within and outside our College community. I 
hope to further the pride that each individual 
takes in the traditions of the school. 
Rian McKee: I hope to lead the College by 
setting an honest example to the younger 
members of the College, and creating a 
stronger bond within the College community. 
Adam Whitefield: I hope to lead the College by 
helping to create a better relationship between 
ourselves and the younger year levels, and also 
to promote greater student involvement in 
events such as swimming and athletics. 
Bevan Conlan: I hope to lead the College by 
setting a good example for the younger 
students by the way I participate in activities in 
and out of school, and by the way I behave. 
Ben Cosgriff: I hope to lead the College by 
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setting an example for the younger students, 
and to be able to fix problems around the 
school. 
Francis Denton: I hope to lead the College by 
acting as an example through hard work and a 
display of enthusiasm in maintaining (he 
traditions of the College. 
Craig Kennedy: 1 hope to lead the College by 
setting a positive example to other students in 
the College. I wish to further the spirit and 
traditions of the College through my school 
activities and behaviour. 
Jed Manley: I hope to lead the College by 
promoting traditional school spirit, involving 
junior students in College life, and by working 
hard to get the best out of myself. 
Daniel Pay: I hope to lead the College by 
example, building on the strong school spirit, 
and embracing the junior students into the 
school so they may continue the strong 
tradition in future years. 

Julian Sunter: I hope to lead the College by 
doing my utmost to improve the school in all 
areas possible and by representing the 
College's pride and honour. 
Gareth Trickey: I hope to lead the College by 
participating fully in school and extra
curricular activities, and by raising student 
awareness of the College's proud heritage. 
Luke Turkenburg: I hope to lead the College 
by becoming a 
leader who can be 
looked upon with 
respect from 
students and 
teachers alike. I 
have received 
much in my time 
at St. Patrick's. 1 
would like to 
repay some of 
that. 

Scott VanderWey: I hope to lead the College 
by fostering the tradition and standards of 
academic and sporting excellence within the 
school. 
James Zala: 1 hope to lead the College by being 
a strong and positive role model for the 
younger students and by serving the College in 
a spirit that is uniquely St. Pat's. 

1999 Student Council 

Back Row: Daniel Pay, Julian Sunter, Craig Kennedy, Luke Turkenburg, Gareth Trickey, Scott Vanderkley, Benjamin Cosgriff, Jed Manley. 
Front Row: Francis Denton, James Zala, Rian McKee, Bishop Peter Connors, Br Laurie Collins, Ben Cunningham, Adam Whitefield, Bevan Conlan 
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Edmund Rice Day 1999 was blessed with fine 
weather and began with students assembling 
in the O'Malley Sports Centre for a liturgy 
prepared by Ms Gina Bernasconi and the Year 
12 Liturgy Group. The liturgy heralded the 
walkathon as a communal activity of service. 
The students walked around Lake Wcndouree 
and then to the Eastern Oval where lunch was 
served through the wonderful organisation of 
Mr Terry Blizzard and Mr Geoff Brodie, ably 
assisted by the members of the Organising 
Committee. 

Students organised a longest kick 
competition. It was a most relaxed and 
enjoyable activity. 

The students then walked to the Regent 
Multiplex where Years 8 to 12 viewed Patch 
Adams and Year 7, Mighty Joe Young. 

Fr Gerry Baldock Mary Jones Mark Smith 
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EDMUND RICE CAMP LEADERS 
Back How: Gareth Trickey, Luke Turkenburg, Nick Pearce 
Middle Row: Dominic Kerr, Ben Cosgriff, Ben Cunningham, Adam Whitcfield, Jeremy 
Beggs, Anthony Pearce 
Front How: Julian Righetti, Lee Kooloos, Craig Kennedy, Nicholas Cooper, Michael Rennie 

EDMUND RICE DAY COMMITTEE 
Back Row: Gareth Trickey, Luke Turkenburg, Craig Kennedy, Julian Suntcr 

Front Row: Adam Whitcfield, Bevan Conlan, Jed Manley, Joshua Gill 

Edmund Rice Family 
On Wednesday 5th of May, 1999 the Old 
Collegians' Association conducted a liturgy to 
celebrate Blessed Edmund Rice Day in the 
College Chapel. 
During the liturgy several members of the 
Edmund Rice family reflected on the work of 
Edmund. 
* Br Kelty (former St. Patrick's College Staff and 
Principal, Provincial Leader and 
Congregational Leader) spoke of Edmund Rice, 
his life and heritage. 
* Mrs Margaret Leahy and Mr Howard Clark 
spoke of Edmund Rice as an educator, and 
* Adam Whitefield, Lee Kooloos and Madeleine 
Leahy spoke of Edmund as a friend to the poor. 
Also, a slide presentation showing the images 
of the work of Edmund Rice was presented 

with wonderful Celtic music played by Lachlan 
Brown and Ben Zala. 
Many members of the Edmund Rice Family 
were in attendance with representation from 
Christian Brothers, past and present, staff, 
parents and students of the former St. Paul's 
Technical College and Damascus College, 
Edmund Rice Camp Leaders, past and present 
parents, students and staff of St. Patrick's 
College. We were also delighted to have present 
with us on this occasion Mr Michael 
Ronaldson MHR, Mr Larry Burn, Director of 
Catholic Education, and Mrs Anne Fry, 
Principal of Loreto College 
The evening was a wonderful celebration of 
Blessed Edmund Rice Day. We look forward to 
next year's celebration on May 5th, 2000. 

The Christian Brothers' Communities 
of St Patrick's College 1999 

Br H. T. Breach 
Br L. B. Collins 
Br B. J. Davis 
Br L. F. Doolan 
Br J. W DeBock 
Br G. M. Hewitt 
Br R. M. Long 
Br J. B. McDonogh 
Br R. M. Miller 
Br B. J. Scott 
Br J. D. Ward 
Br H. L. Williams 
Br D. E. Zoch 
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Edmund Rice Awards are made each week to students who have achieved something noteworthy, either in their lives at 
St. Patrick's or outside the College. They were instituted four years ago, as part of the "Man For All Seasons" project. This 
was an initiative designed to foster an appropriate sense of self-esteem among the members of the SPC Community 

30th October, 1998 
YEAR 7 MICHAEL WARKE for his positive 
concern for other students. 
YEAR 8 DAVID KERSLEY for helping around 
the class in a positive manner. 
YEAR 9 ASHLEY WEALANDS for his persistent 
application to studies. 
YEAR 10 LUKE MEDWELL for his outstanding 
competence and courtesy shown on Work 
Experience. 
YEAR 11 GARETH TRICKEY for his assistance 
in coaching Junior Basketball. 
BOARDING MICHAEL LYNCH for his quiet 
demeanour and application to studies. 

6th November, 1998 
The following boys assisted with Speech 
Night. We recognise their efforts, in lieu of the 
normal weekly Edmund Rice Awards. 
Prize Presenters 
Matt Banks, Bryce Beseler, Michael Bird, Paul 
Cosgriff, Justin Cowan, James Driscoll, Dane 
Harney, Scott Quinney, Christian Sanby, Nick 
Whitefield, Ben Zelencich. 
Video 
Michael Brown, Leon Faustini, Lawrence 
Faustini, Daniel Goddard, Daniel Grandja, 
Scott Lewis, Michael Lucken, Tristan McArdle, 
Stephen Nicholas, Josh Stewart. 
Stage Crew 
Ben Alexander, Chris Bourke, Matt Bruty, 
Liam Gallagher, Josh Gill, Kieran Lamond, 
Mark Lomas, Andrew McKay, Josh Montano, 
Matt Oldaker, Brad Ryan, Luke Turkenburg, 
Adam Whitefield. 

13th November, 1998 
YEAR 7 XAVIER TOOHEY for his positive 
involvement with the Years 7 and 8 Debating 
Competition. 
YEAR 8 SAM SIMS for his improved efforts 
and results in Science. 
YEAR 9 TOM LISTON for his consistent 
contribution to school life. 
YEAR 10 JON KONOA for his selection in the 
Victorian U/19 Koori Football team. 
YEAR 11 FRANCIS DENTON for his 
consistent, mature response to the issues at 
hand. 
BOARDING ANDREW SKINNER for his good 
manners, contribution and cooperation. 

20th November, 1998 
YEAR 7 NED YOUNGER for his organisation of 
Year 7 SEPEP Basketball Programme. 
YEAR 8 BEN DECIS for his efforts to settle in 
and be a positive contributor to the College. 
YEAR 9 CHRISTIAN KING for his generosity 
on the Year Nine Camp. 
YEAR 10 KAZ CIEZKI for his invaluable 
assistance with the lighting on Speech Night. 
YEAR 11 BRETT SEGRAVE for his participation 
as the student representative on the DEB 
Planning and Development Committee. 

12th February, 1999 
YEAR 7 PATRICK MURPHY for assisting an 
injured class member during a triathlon. 
YEAR 8 AARON TABONE for his courteous 
manner and assistance with classroom 
responsibility. 
YEAR 9 TIM FRAWLEY for winning a gold 

medal in the 800m at the Victorian Athletics 
Championships in Geelong. 
YEAR 10 SCOTT BROWN for his assistance at 
the Book Sales. 
YEAR 11 NICK COOPER for his participation 
in the 1999 Engineering Residential Summer 
School at the University of Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 ADAM TERRETT Welcome back from 
twelve months exchange in Japan. 
BOARDING DREW FRANKLIN for his 
cooperation and attitude in residence. 

19th February, 1999 
YEAR 7 STEPHEN HAMM for his cooperation 
and assistance at the Year 7 - 44 Camp. 
YEAR 8 CHRIS NYKOLUK for working well in 
SOSE. 
YEAR 9 CAMERON HARDIE for displaying the 
quality of honesty. 
YEAR 10 BRETT HUNTER for his success 
(runner up) at the Tasmanian Junior Open 
Tennis. 
YEAR 11 DREW PETRIE for making a century 
for the Ballarat Cricket Representative side 
against Geelong. 
YEAR 12 TIM BIGARELLI for his promotion to 
Cadet Under Officer in Ballarat Army Cadets. 
BOARDING ADRIAN NG for his contribution 
to Boarders' weekend liturgy. 

26th February, 1999 
YEAR 7 TOM MOODY for assisting an injured 
class member during the Year 7 Triathlon. 
YEAR 8 BRENDAN LOVELL for his mature and 
dedicated approach to work in class. 
YEAR 9 SHANE LINDSAY for representing the 
Victorian Provincial in the National Baseball 
Championships in Sydney. 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW RODONI for showing 
consideration to another student. 
YEAR 11 TOM KERR for his assistance at the 
beginning of the school year. 
YEAR 12 DANIEL PAY for coming second in 
the lake swim. 
BOARDING MARTY McKENNA for his 
assistance to others in residence. 

5th March, 1999 
YEAR 7 ROBERT BOADLE for the quickest 
time in the Year 7 Triathlon. 
YEAR 8 SIMON DAVIS for always approaching 
things in a positive and friendly way. 
YEAR 9 CHRIS WRIGHT for assisting a fellow 
student. 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW HANKIN for his inclusion 
in the Field of Champions baseball team 
travelling to the U.S.A. 
YEAR 11 LUKE MULLALY for his assistance at 
the beginning of the school year. 
YEAR 12 JOSHUA GILL for assisting at the 
Welcome Dinner for the Parents and Friends. 
BOARDING JESSEN CAIN for his support and 
encouragement of newly arrived overseas 
boarders. 

12th March, 1999 
YEAR 7 THOMAS MADDEN for his 
conscientious approach to his studies and his 
willingness to assist others. 
YEAR 8 DOMINIC STEPHENS for showing 
initiative and leadership on camp for the good 
of all. 

YEAR 9 ALEX WALSH for being runner up in 
the BPSA Junior Tennis Cup. 
YEAR 10 ADAM WHITING for offering 
assistance to a younger student who was in 
great pain. 
YEAR 11 MICHAEL BIRD for assisting a member 
of the public on the Legal Studies excursion. 
YEAR 12 LUKE TURKENBURG for assisting at 
the Welcome Dinner for the P & F. 
BOARDING BEN CUNNINGHAM for his 
selection as Ballarat Lions Youth of the Year. 

19th March, 1999 
YEAR 7 MATTHEW ZELENCICH for being the 
Captain of the Ballarat U/12 Representative 
Cricket Team. 
YEAR 8 BRENDAN TUDOR for his positive 
cooperation and assistance around the 
homeroom. 
YEAR 9 LIAM BRADY for assisting another 
student and his parent. 
YEAR 10 AARON EMONSON for winning the 
Victorian Junior Triples Bowls title. 
YEAR 11 EMMETT BRONCA for his positive 
attitude towards VET studies. 
YEAR 12 DANIEL SMITH for assisting at the 
Welcome Dinner for the P and F. 
BOARDING DANIEL MAYS for dedication to 
schoolwork, study and rowing. 

26th March, 1999 
YEAR 7 TYSON BOAL for positive contribution 
to the school academically, socially and on the 
sporting arena. 
YEAR 8 JOEL DEAN for his positive 
contribution to class and involvement in the 
Cathedral Lenten Services. 
YEAR 9 ASHLEY ROWE for his positive 
approach to College life. 
YEAR 10 TOM HETHERINGTON for his 
admirable contributions to his house's efforts 
at the school swimming carnival. 
YEAR 11 TIM CANNY for his display of 
leadership in Tennis and being runner up in 
the McNeil Cup. 
YEAR 12 LEIGH SEARLE for raising the 
awareness of his peers to the heroin issue . 
BOARDING THOMAS HANLEYfor his 
dedication to training and his success in 
swimming. 

1st April, 1999 
YEAR 7 JAMES DICKINSON for his 
commitment to and achievements in SPC 
swimming. 
YEAR 8 LUKE PRATO for his excellent 
involvement in the Cathedral Lenten Services. 
YEAR 9 CHRIS McBREARTY for his 
achievements in band and application to all 
study areas. 
YEAR 10 TOBY McCLURE for his excellent 
results at the Victorian Mountain Bike 
championships. 
YEAR 11 EAMON STRINGER for being runner 
up in the U/16 Best and Fairest for the 98/99 
season. 
YEAR 12 SCOTT VANDERKLEY for his 
consistent commitment to all aspects of 
school life. 
BOARDING LEE KOOLOOS for his 
contribution to school spirit. 
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23rd April, 1999 
YEAR 7 Jonathon Kennedy for his assistance 
with the organization of the St. Patrick's Day 
celebrations. 
YEAR 8 PETER BLANCHFIELD for his positive 
attitude and assistance in the library. 
YEAR 9 BEN TRUSLER for a positive approach 
to his academic studies. 
YEAR 10 RYAN KNOWLES for his excellent 
leadership and level of performance with the 
Year 10 cricket side. 
YEAR 11 CHRIS ELSON for representing the 
College at the ANZAC Day ceremony in 
Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 GARETH TRICKEY for his consistent 
commitment to all aspects of school life. 
BOARDING MICHAEL FITZGERALD for his 
perseverance and commitment to studies. 

30th April, 1999 
YEAR 7 TRAVIS ARANDT for making the 
combined Provincial Baseball team. 
YEAR 8 JUSTIN COWAN for his continuing 
excellence in his approach to SOSE. 
YEAR 9 GERARD BRICK for his display of 
excellent leadership skills. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS McKEE for his conscientious 
approach to his studies. 
YEAR 11 SCOTT WATKINS for representing 
the College at the ANZAC Day ceremony in 
Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 ADAM WHITEFIELD for his skilful 
handling and strong leadership of Boat Race 
events. 
BOARDING CRAIG KENNEDY for his 
leadership and example. 

7th May, 1999 
YEAR 7 COLM TRUSLER for his excellent 
presentation at the Year 7 2000 Information 
night. 
YEAR 8 SCOTT WEALANDS for always being 
positive towards his work and care of group. 
YEAR 9 ANTHONY WINTER for his consistent 
approach to study. 
YEAR 10 LUKE MARKS for a conscientious 
approach towards his studies 
YEAR 11 STUART BAULCH for representing 
the College at the ANZAC Day ceremony in 
Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 BEN COSGRIFF for outstanding 
commitment to liturgy preparation. 
BOARDING JOHN MACKEY for his courtesy 
and sound attitude to study and Boarding life. 

14th May, 1999 
YEAR 7 LUKE ARANDT for his selection in the 
provincial Baseball team to compete against 
the Japanese national team. 
YEAR 8 LACHLAN KEEN for his community 
spirit, overall pastoral attitude and care in 
Room 4. 
YEAR 9 SAM MONTANO for his cheerful 
attitude and commitment to study. 
YEAR 10 BEN ZALA for his music playing at 
the Edmund Rice Family Celebration. 
YEAR 11 DANIEL McTIGUE for recently 
winning his first boxing competition. 
YEAR 12 MARK FLOOD for his diligent 
attitude to and participation in R.E. classes. 
BOARDING TIM McKINNON for being a 
representative in the U/16 State Football 
team. 

21st May, 1999 
YEAR 7 CHRISTOPHER HINCHCLIFFE for his 
positive approach towards all his studies, 

especially French. 
YEAR 8 TRENT ZUIDLAND for his positive 
attitude to study and his sense of fairness to 
all. 
YEAR 9 ZAC CURRAN for his record breaking 
effort in the SPC Athletics Carnival. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS McKENZIE for speaking at the 
Year 9 Life- Ed Information Evening. 
YEAR 12 JAMES ZALA for strong, committed 
support of fellow students in many areas. 
BOARDING THOMAS HANLEY for his 
concern and care of fellow Boarders. 

28th May, 1999 
YEAR 7 MATTHEW CHRISTIE for putting in 
his best all round effort. 
YEAR 8 PHILLLIP MADIGAN for the 
conscientious performance of classroom 
duties. 
YEAR 9 DANE COURT for kicking 13 goals in a 
club football match. 
YEAR 10 JAMES FOLEY for his selection as 
Vice Captain of the U/16 Ballarat Basketball 
squad. 
YEAR 11 RYAN CALLAGHAN for his positive 
approach to English this year. 
YEAR 12 LACHLAN BROWN for his 
commitment to the welfare of others and for 
playing at the Edmund Rice family night. 
BOARDING GREG DILLON for honesty and 
application to his studies. 

4th June, 1999 
YEAR 7 PATRICK THORNTON for being 
selected in U12 Ballarat Regional Soccer 
Team. 
YEAR 8 KAI MORGANTI for his ongoing 
application to his work in SOSE. 
YEAR 9 JAMES MADDEN for his overall 
dedication to study. 
YEAR 10 MICHAEL KERSLEY for 
demonstrating honesty and care for others. 
YEAR 11 GLENN GILBERT being selected to 
take part in Melbourne University 'Rural Uni 
Experience'. 
YEAR 12 BEN ALEXANDER for his diligent 
attitude to and participation in RE classes. 
BOARDING JAMES MATHER for his overall 
contribution to the residence. 

11th June, 1999 
YEAR 7 DANE BERGMAN for the quickest 
time in Year 7 Lap of the Lake. 
YEAR 8 SIMON HARWOOD for his ongoing 
application to work in SOSE. 
YEAR 9 BRENDAN ANNEAR for consistent 
application to his school work. 
YEAR 10 CHRIS BOURKE for dedicated and 
applied effort towards studies (RE & English). 
YEAR 11 GARTH KYDD for his 3rd placing in 
the U18 State Cross Country Championships 
and being selected to represent the state at 
the National Titles. 
YEAR 12 JAMES BUTTIGIEG for participation 
in the Canada Wide Science Conference. 
BOARDING STRATO TALIMANIDIS for co
operation and commitment to study. 

18th June, 1999 
YEAR 7 CHRIS ALLEN for his positive 
influence on the Year level academically and 
socially. 
YEAR 8 MARK BOTHE for his consistent 
application to Mathematics. 
YEAR 9 DANNY DWYER for mature and 
responsible behaviour. 
YEAR 10 BRAD MOLLOY for his selection as 

Vice Captain of the U16 Ballarat combined 
Football side. 
YEAR 11 DAVID MORRISON for his improved 
application to his studies. 
YEAR 12 DANIEL FOSTER for winning the 
Junior Golf Championship at Mt. Xavier. 
BOARDING WILL MARTIN for overall co
operation and positive attitude in residence. 

24th June 1999 
YEAR 7 DEAN CONTE for his willingness to 
assist with any activity in Year 7. 
YEAR 8 DAMIEN BARNETT for his consistent 
application in Maths. 
YEAR 9 GARETH BELLCHAMBERS for 
competing so successfully in the Year 9 
Debating Competition. 
YEAR 10 TRISTAN McARDLE for his 
conscientious approach to his studies. 
YEAR 11 MATTHEW SHORTAL for his 
improved application in English. 
YEAR 12 PATRICK HEFFERNAN for being 
chosen to play in the Sydney Swans Reserves. 
BOARDING ALEX TALIMANIDIS for co
operation and commitment to study. 

16th July, 1999 
YEAR 7 ANDREW JAN for his excellent 
contribution to the R.E. program. 
YEAR 8 DANIEL McLEAN for his consistent 
application in Maths. 
YEAR 9 JOSHUA BRONCA for assisting an 
injured classmate. 
YEAR 10 CHRISTIAN KING for 
demonstrating leadership and maturity on the 
Japanese trip. 
YEAR 11 STEVEN CARTLEDGE for winning 
the future champion junior golf tournament 
in Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 JUSTIN VOSS for his commitment 
to coaching a junior basketball team. 
BOARDING JAYSON JENNINGS for his 
positive attitude and courtesy. 

23rd July 1999 
YEAR 7 ALEXANDER McMAHON 
Represented Yr 7 & 8 in Royal South Street 
Debating Competition. 
YEAR 8 TRENT ZUIDLAND for continued 
efforts to achieve in SOSE. 
YEAR 9 JULIAN ALBAN for his dedication to 
academic studies. 
YEAR 10 CLINTON BRYAN for his selection 
in the Victorian U/19 Korfball team. 
YEAR 11 PETER NOLAN for winning the 
future champions junior golf tournament in 
Melbourne. 
YEAR 12 SHAUN MULLANE for leading the 
College in its first Herald Sun Shield win. 
BOARDING HORASIO COOK for his 
willingness to learn and good natured 
approach to Boarding life. 

30th July 1999 
YEAR 7 JOSHUA KANNOURAKIS for 
representing Year 7 & 8 in the Royal South 
Street Debating competition. 
YEAR 8 DAVID STEVENSON for his 
continuing efforts to achieve well in Maths. 
YEAR 9 DAMIEN MAHER for winning the 
police bicycle safety competition. 
YEAR 10 EAMON SULLIVAN for courage and 
cheerfulness when dealing with adversity. 
YEAR 11 DREW PETRIE for winning the 
Neale Daniher medal in the Herald Sun 
Shield. 
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YEAR 12 BEN CUNNINGHAM for winning 
the state finals of the Plain English Speaking 
Competition. 
BOARDING JAKE KEARNEY for his personal 
organization, commitment and school spirit. 

6th August, 1999 
YEAR 7 MICHAEL TOLHURST for gaining 3rd 
place in the Minnow class at the Victorian 
Youth Yachting Regatta. 
YEAR 8 SCOTT WEALANDS for his continued 
efforts to achieve in SOSE. 
YEAR 9 RYANCONROY for his cooperation 
and leadership in Technology and Graphics. 
YEAR 10 PAUL KOCHSKAMPER for a delivery 
of a well prepared oral presentation in 
English. 
YEAR 11 MICHAEL ALLEN for his efforts in 
coaching the Year 9 BPSA Basketball team. 
YEAR 12 MICHAEL LYNCH for his positive 
application to all areas of school life. 
BOARDING JOHN MACKEY for his 
application to studies and selection in BPSA 
First Hockey XI. 

13th August, 1999 
YEAR 7 JAMES HOLMES for his continued 
efforts in pursuit of excellence. 
YEAR 8 EAMON ZELENCICH for his 
improved application in Maths. 
YEAR 9 BRENTON LLOYD for assisting 
another student. 
YEAR 10 MATTHEW NG for his general 
enthusiasm and cooperation. 
YEAR 11 TIM McKINNON for his selection in 
the Victorian Under 16 football team. 
YEAR 12 JAKE NICHOLS for positive, 
committed attitude in his studies. 
BOARDING TIM McCALLUM for improved 
application to studies. 

20th August, 1999 
YEAR 7 ANDREW LAMOND for competing in 
the Tournament of Minds competition. 
YEAR 8 ZANE DDC for his positive outlook 
and efforts to improve his work in class. 
YEAR 9 MARCUS LIDDLE for achieving a 
Distinction in the Science Competition. 
YEAR 10 STEVEN TROTTER for his 
achievement in football umpiring. 
YEAR 11 ANDREW McKAY for his 
outstanding involvement in the Year 11 social 
justice program 
YEAR 12 ANDREW FERGUSON for 
consistent commitment to his work in Art. 
BOARDING THOMAS HANAPIE for his 
contribution to Youth Council activities. 

27th August, 1999 
YEAR 7 LACHLAN McVEIGH for competing in 
the Tournament of Minds competition. 
YEAR 8 LAWRENCE PERKS for noticeable 
improvement in his application to study. 

YEAR 9 CHRIS THOMPSON for developing a 
series of workshops for primary schools. 
YEAR 10 SCOTT BAKER for handing in a 
wallet that belonged to a Year 7 student. 
YEAR 11 LUKE CAVANAGH for his selection 
in the Victorian U/18 Basketball squad. 
YEAR 12 MATTHEW NICHOLSON for 
leadership, commitment and support at the 
Geelong Eisteddfod. 
BOARDING DANIEL MAYS for his positive 
attitude and cooperation. 

3rd September, 1999 
YEAR 7 RYAN CASEY for gaining a Credit in 
AMEB music exam. 
YEAR 8 XAVIERTOOHEY for his noticeable 
improvement in application to study. 
YEAR 9 CHRIS SHEA for his performance in 
"The Gun" in the open section at South Street. 
YEAR 10 LUKE WALSH for handing in a 
wallet that belonged to a Year 7 student. 
YEAR 11 LEON FAUSTINI for his fine 
contribution to the Ballarat City Youth 
Council. 
YEAR 12 JULIAN SUNTER for organising 
'Jeans for Genes Day'. 
BOARDING ROWAN O'CALLAGHAN for his 
commitment to his studies. 

10th September, 1999 
YEAR 7 JOSHUA HYDE for gaining High 
Distinction preliminary Piano exam. 
YEAR 8 RICHARD COGHLAN for his positive 
outlook and continued application to study. 
YEAR 9 MATTHEW RICHARDSON for his 
support of and contribution to Ballroom 
Dancing. 
YEAR 10 JOSHUA STEWART for representing 
the school in the Tournament of Minds. 
YEAR 11 MICHAEL RANGER for representing 
Victoria at the National All Schools Cross 
Country Championships in Darwin. 
YEAR 12 MICHAEL JENKINS for his 
commitment to all areas of study. 
BOARDING DANIEL MEADE for his services 
to Boarding Liturgy. 

17th September 1999 
YEAR 7 ANDREW COOK for receiving a 
Distinction in the National Science 
Competition. 
YEAR 8 BRENDAN MAYMAN for his 
organisation of the Chocolate Drive to raise 
money for those in need in Tanzania. 
YEAR 9 TRAVIS TOOHEY for his leadership 
and encouragement in captaining Gordon 
U/14's to a premiership. 
YEAR 10 MICHAEL BROWN for representing 
the school in the Tournament of Minds. 
YEAR 11 GARTH KYDD for representing 
Victoria at the National All Schools Cross 
Country championships. 
YEAR 12 STEPHEN ELLIS for receiving the 

Queen's Scout Award. 
BOARDING ANTHONY BRADY for his 
application and attitude. 

8th October, 1999 
YEAR 7 NATHAN ANDERSON for academic 
and sporting excellence. 
YEAR 8 DAMIAN GOODRICK for his 
involvement in the Outreach Program for 
disadvantaged children. 
YEAR 9 MATT PAY for achieving the highest 
standardised score for SPC in the Australian 
Maths Competition. 
YEAR 10 ROBERT NIELD for his whole
hearted involvement in the Full Services 
Schools Automotive Program. 
YEAR 11 GAVIN WALLACE for umpiring 
Junior Basketball. 
YEAR 12 DOMINIC KERR for receiving the 
Queen's Scout Award. 
BOARDING DAMIAN O'CONNOR for his 
contribution to junior sports coaching. 

15th October, 1999 
YEAR 7 MARKUS SPITERI for his assistance 
with the Year 6 Transition Testing Day. 
YEAR 8 LEIGH MITCHELL for his 
organization of the Chocolate Drive. 
YEAR 9 CHRIS HOOPER for winning the 
Junior Premier League Athletics trophy. 
YEAR 10 TRENT RICE for displaying excellent 
maturity and ability on work experience. 
YEAR 11 BEVAN MURNANE for receiving the 
Queen's Scout Award. 
YEAR 12 BEVAN CONLAN for winning the 
CHFL Rookie of the Year. 
BOARDING CURTIS PROUT for dedication 
to his studies. 

22nd October, 1999 
YEAR 7 MICHAEL MARBURG for his 
assistance in opening and closing the bike 
shed. 
YEAR 8 JEFF NOLAN for his organization of 
the Chocolate Drive. 
YEAR 9 STEVE PURTELL for displaying the 
quality of honesty. 
YEAR 10 SEAN VAGG for achieving Honours 
in his 5th grade Saxophone exam. 
YEAR 11 ANDREW REIDY for his consistent 
and conscientious application to his studies 
this year. 
YEAR 12 ANTHONY STEPHENS for his 
assistance with the music for Speech Night. 
BOARDING KIERAN CHAMPION 
The last boarder to have spent his entire 
secondary schooling life in the St. Patrick's 
Boarding Community and is congratulated for 
his perseverance and application during that 
time. 
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Mrs Cathy Walls 

"THE TEAM" 
The Student Welfare Department consists of 
two part-time workers, who together make up 
one full time position. Peter McDonald is in 
the office from Monday-Wednesday and 
Cathy Walls on Thursdays and Fridays, during 
the school term. 

We work as part of the Student Services Team. 
This team is chaired by the Deputy Principal 
and consists of a Student Welfare 
representative, Boarding Director, RE Co
ordinator, a Special Education representative 
and Careers Co-ordinator. We also work 
closely with Home Room teachers and Year 
Level Co-ordinators. 

"1999- THE YEAR IN REVIEW" 
The focus of our work has primarily involved 
1-1 intervention with students who are 
experiencing difficulties for a variety of 
reasons. This may be in terms of relationships 
either at home or at school, with feelings of 
anxiety or depression, with motivational 
issues or matters relating to grief or loss. 

In addition to this 1-1 service, there has been 
an increasing involvement in preventative 

Student Welfare Report 

activities this year with the introduction of the 
C.O.O.L. (Control Of One's Life) program at 
Year 7. This program was successfully trialed 
with two homeroom groups early in 1999, and 
it will be implemented for the entire Year level 
in 2000, due to our successful submission for 
funding to train teachers in the program. 
C.O.O.L. assists students in areas such as 
communication skills, recognising emotions, 
anger management, and self esteem. These 
life skills are a sound basis for appropriate 
decision making in later years. 

In addition to C.O.O.L, the "Seasons for 
Orowth" program was offered for senior 
students. Despite a lack of interest in this 
program in 1999, it will be offered again in 
2000 for students who have experienced 
change in their lives. This may be because of 
death or divorce, a change in life goals or 
ambitions or a change in personal 
circumstances. Both Peter and Cathy are now 
trained as Companions for the "Seasons for 
Growth" program and are willing to hear 
expressions of interest from participants or 
their family members for next year. It is 
hoped that there will be sufficient interest in 
this program to offer it for both the Junior 
Secondary and Senior Secondary levels. 

The parents in our school community are 
never far from our minds as they cope with 
the significant and sometimes difficult role of 
parenting adolescents. During 1999, two 
PA.C.E. (Parenting Adolescents-a Creative 
Experience) programs were conducted to 
assist parents in this task. Peter McDonald 
was involved in the weekend program during 
Term 2 and Cathy Walls conducted a daytime 
program during Term 3. Both programs were 

Mr Peter McDonald 

successful and well received by those who 
attended. A summary of the program from 
one parent who attended the Thursday 
sessions speaks volumes about the benefits of 
PACE. She says: 

"Thanks to St Pat's for the recent "PACE" course 
in which 1 participated. I saw the 
advertisement in the school newsletter and 
after some procrastinating, rang to express my 
interest. It consisted of six sessions on a 
Thursday afternoon for two and a half-hours. 
Each session dealt with a particular issue not 
only relating to our adolescent children but the 
family as well. I really enjoyed the groups each 
week. The instruction was helpful, the sharing, 
at times, very amusing and the support very 
reassuring. It's always great to know that life's 
challenges are so well shared around. It was 
great to have the opportunity to add to my 
parenting skills and I have made some new 
friends." 

(Name and address supplied) 

It is hoped that sufficient funding will become 
available in 2000 to continue with this 
valuable program. 

World Cup 

The World Cup trophy, recently won by 
Australia against Pakistan, made a guest 
appearance at St Patrick's during 
October. VCA Regional Manager Bruce 
Nunn addressed interested students at 
an informal lunchtime assembly. Staff 
and students also took the opportunity 
to have photos taken with the cup. 
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Mr Howard Clark 
Year 7 Coordinator 

"Now this is not the end. It is not even the 
beginning 
of the end. But it is, perhaps, the end of the 
beginning." 

Winston Churchill 

Excitement, tears, laughter and nervous 
chatter confronted the Year 7 group on the first 
day of the academic year. Some, having already 
been immersed into the school spirit, through 
previous visits to the College felt a sense of 
belonging, but for many, the feeling of 
apprehension and uncertainty was the order of 
the day. 

The diversity of the students' background 
always adds to the elixir of the level. Of the 150 
students enrolled into St Patrick's College, over 
one third of the student total comes from areas 
outside of Ballarat. The year level draws upon 
students from 45 Primary schools ranging from 
the greater Ballarat area to the country of 
Nauru. 

With the variety of schools and personalities 
that come from such a large number, the need 
to immerse the students into the culture of St 
Patrick's College is extremely important. The 
Year 7 camp, held in the first two weeks of 
Term One, proved to be this vehicle. 

Once again the Year Seven camps provided the 
students with an early opportunity to learn 
more about each other and to make new 
friends. Each class had three days during 
which they participated in a number of 
activities; some physical, some spiritual and 
some culturally specific; such as learning the 
war-cry. 

Many parents contributed to the cooking 
duties, which was of great assistance. The food 
was something that all students commented 
on. All parents had the opportunity to join the 
students for a barbecue meal during the camp 
and many did so making it a very memorable 
occasion. 

The students enjoyed swimming and canoeing 
at St George's Lake. A highlight of each camp 
was the challenge of jumping off the Creswick 
towers, with many boys surprising themselves 
with their audacity. 

We were fortunate in having the services of 
Father Melican who said for us a pertinent and 
refreshing Mass, leaving a lasting impression 
on many of the boys. 

As in past years, we had the voluntary services 
of a number of former students. Their help and 
enthusiasm was of great benefit, and many of 
the activities throughout the campsite would 
not have been enjoyed but for their cheerful 
assistance. 

From the students' point of view, the great 
cultural highlight was undoubtedly the 
learning of the school war cry and the 
subsequent competition. Brother Collins was 
the main instigator in this endeavor and it is a 
moot point as to who enjoyed the task more. 
Certainly there was no lack of enthusiasm on 
the part of both teacher and pupils. The 
following comments, randomly selected, 
illustrate this point. 

"Some people chose not to jump off the towers 
at all. They were the brave ones. These people 
chose not to give into peer group pressure. 

Ethan O'Brien 

My real fascination was how everybody worked 
with each other, encouraged each other. I 
realized that was the spirit of SPC 

Tim McCullum 

There was something very special about this 
camp. I made many, many friends and there 
was no pressure from others to do things we 
did not want to. I think this is really special. 

Josh Kannourakis 

I came last in a triathlon but in a way I came 
first as I helped another student 
in my class who hurt his ankle.The best 
experience of my life so far. 

Tom Moody 

Camp was great. It was the best camp that I 
have been on because we were 
trusted and were allowed to do things that 
required trust from our teachers. 
I think we respected that trust very well. 

Dominic Leahy 

The beginning of any new venture can't be 
possible without the guidance of many. I 
received great assistance from the year 7 staff, 
especially Gina Bernasconi, Clare Kavanagh, 
Kieran Baxter and Michael Brady who worked 
tirelessly in developing an atmosphere that 
was positive and conducive to effective 
learning. Throughout the year, the Year 7's have 
experienced a broad range of learning 
experiences. These have ranged from 
performing two songs at Speech night to 
visiting supermarkets with the aim of 
researching quality control. 

The diversity of talent within the year is broad 
and their ability to participate in any venture 
within the level remained one of the great 
strengths of the group. They organised, 
researched and conducted assemblies, 
showcasing their talent in either written or 
visual forms. Their attempts to play 'Baa Baa 
Black Sheep' as an instrumental group remains 
a highlight for the year. 

The involvement of the students was never 
more obvious than their willingness to assist 
with the transition process. Over 50 boys gave 
up their time on a Saturday morning to act as 
ambassadors for the school. They conducted 
tours and answered any questions to the 
visiting parents and their sons. One of the 
memories that will remain with me this year 
was the ability of the year to communicate so 
confidently and proudly about St.Patrick's 
College when speaking to an audience. The 
transition team visited 35 primary schools 
throughout the year and on each occasion, a 
former student from that primary school 
addressed the year 6 group. Each spoke 
confidently and articulately, reassuring the 
students, that their new journey into 
secondary school was a lot easier than they 
had thought twelve months earlier. 

The year level raised over $3500 in the Edmund 
Rice Walkathon. The boys engaged positively in 
the debating and rowing competitions, assisted 
in the co-ordinating and implementing of the 
sport S.E.P.E.R program, competed 
enthusiastically in the C.H.I.S.S.A sports 
competition and immersed themselves fully 
into the culture of the school. 

Overall, the year has seen the students develop 
significantly as young men. As Churchill 
commented and aptly summarizes the year for 
these boys 'Now is not the end. It is not even 
the beginning of the end. But it is, perhaps, the 
end of the beginning.' I look forward to reading 
the chapter that these boys will write in the 
history of St.Patrick's College. 

The Seventh Year 

The year, 
the month, 

The day has come 
The journey through secondary 

School has begun. 

Teachers and 
students are alike in one way 
But the vast jumble of names 

at last gain faces 
Who are here to stay 

Year seven camp will soon 
bring the class together 

Creating friendships 
that may last forever. 

Day after day 
the year passes 

with extreme speed. 
Take each day 

as it comes 
Enjoy it all -1 plead. 

Term four closes, 
Blinking quickly so as to not 

shed a tear. 
The hope is here 

that future starting students 
Enjoy the one and only 

SEVENTH YEAR 

Colm Trusler 
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Tom Moody Year 7 

Frontier of white magic, 

afantasyland, 

an experience I can 

share through my eyes 

and language. 

What an experience, 

what a privilege. 

Twenty-five simple words sent me to the 
untamed, freezing iceland at the bottom of 
the world. Along with 14 other lucky students 
from around Australia I was chosen as the 
winner of The New Idea Internet 
competition. 14000 entries, each stating their 
reasons on why they would like to view the 
world in its harshest most natural form - A 
journey to the Antarctic, and I was gratefully 
chosen as a winner. 
My father and I along with the other winners 
from around Australia very excitedly flew out 
of Melbourne at 8:30 am on Sunday the 31st 
October. Our first experience of the winter 
wonderland was a short glimpse through the 
clouds at the Ross Ice Shelf - it was 

wonderful, a white sheet of 
illuminating snow. After 4 
hours of flying we finally 
made it to Mawson's station, 
a scientific out post that 
collates and interprets 
information of the area. The 
residents of the station 
welcomed us by flashing 
lights at the plane (18000 
feet above). We flew above 
the clouds on the way to 
Commonwealth Bay, 
however it was very difficult 
to differentiate between the 
cloud formation and the 
crispness of the snow 
capped continent. Looking 
down at the coast was 
almost unexplainable - a 
deep motionless ocean with 
steep cliff faces providing the 
perfect backdrop. After 8 
hours of being in complete 
awe, we were on our way 
back to Melbourne, 
exhausted but exhilarated. 
The only way that I can 
describe this land is that it 
was a white desert, untamed, 
untouched and very 
uncompromising with its 
extreme climate and volatile 
conditions. An experience 
that I will always cherish. 

A Walk with Mary 

A group of St. Patrick's College senior students 
continued the traditional walk through the streets of 
Melbourne - in an ecumenical act of devotion to Our 
Lady of Walsingham. 

After mass at St. Patrick's Cathedral, the procession 
wended its way down Collins St., turning into 
Swanston St and then entering St. Paul's Cathedral. 

The Anglican Bishop ofWangaratta and the newly 
appointed Bishop of Armadale led the procession 
followed by St. Patrick's students carrying Our Lady's 
statue. 

Luke Stokie, Ben Cosgriff, Craig Kennedy, Ben Cunningham, 
Scott Lewis, Francis Denton. 
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Ms G. Bernasconi 
R.E. Coordinator 

Hello Everyone. We all say the same thing - it 
doesn't seem possible that another year has 
passed, but it has, and as always, our school 
year has been full to the brim with experiences 
of Church; some more deeply felt than others. 
In thinking about all of this I kept returning to 
the questions: why do you send your sons to 
this college? What do we offer you? What and 
why do we celebrate? 
None of the questions are easy to answer. 
We're all born of different experiences, 
traditions, beliefs; but if to be at St. Pat's, we all 
agree to clothe ourselves in Catholicism and 
the tradition of the Christian Brothers. 
That's not so difficult for the Year 7s or even the 
8s, but I'm sure that you know, as well as I, just 
how much the degree of difficulty increases 
with each successive year. The emerging 
independence and challenge of young men is 
not always easy to deal with. And therein rests 
our task. 
At a time when their lives are driven with 
boundless energy and an absolute sense of 
their own indestructibility, religion can seem, 
at the very least, irrelevant. 
So, what it is that we offer you? 
First of all, we offer no apologies for teaching 
religion. 

It is the lifeblood of this College; its vitality 
dependent upon ourselves. 
In a post-modern age that might threaten a 
different set of moral values for every 
individual; wherein anyone might be content 
to think and behave as he or she sees fit ~ with 
little or no regard for others - we struggle to 
ground the students, and ourselves, in Christ. 
That's what we offer you; the beauty, 
intelligence and wisdom of the scriptures, and 

our Catholic tradition. It's what we celebrate. 
Just as bread is broken, just as Christ was 
broken, we hope to break open meaning 
through experience that is born in the living of 
the boys. 
The task is ongoing and ever enriching; the 
learning and growing ceaseless - for all of us. 

For the staff, our year began with mass in the 
Boardroom together. The last word of that 
sentence is important because the sense of 
unity at that gathering remains with me. 
I find it as difficult as any student to 
commence a new year at school; giving up 
freedom, having to live according to endless 
bells, doing work at home - I wouldn't say that 
I look forward to any of it - but once the days 
are underway, those feelings diminish. What 
helps me the most is being with the good 
people at St. Pat's, and I love celebrating liturgy 
with them. So, at this first mass, with Fr. Kevin 
Lenehan, our chaplain, some of us sat on the 
floor, others nearby on chairs; our prayers 
ranged from thanks to those who had secured 
a needed new fridge for the staff room, to the 
birth of a beautiful baby girl in the Beggs 
family. Without practice or anxiety we shared 
the readings, sang, and embraced each other 
for peace. It was a very natural expression of 
our connectedness in Christ. As parents, it's 
important for you to know that this is our 
starting place. 
The year has followed that pattern. 
Our opening mass was on Ash Wednesday. The 
day before, on Shrove Tuesday, the Year 8s, 
Kevin Lenehan and I, made the ashes in the 
chapel. It was a creative experience for the 
boys. We'd talked about icarnivalei and the 
traditions leading to Lent together with the 
symbolism of the ashes. They understood that 
the ashes were to contain components of 
ourselves, in recognition of who we are and 
what we will become. We burned some 
interesting things! Hopefully the memory and 
significance will remain with the students. 
Being in the chapel was good. We talked about 
years past and the Easters celebrated there. 
They asked questions about the stained glass 
above, the traditional chairs at the back, and 
the confessional boxes to the sides. In doing 
so they were already preparing to carry an 
understanding of practice and place that will 
journey with them - without even realising it. 
Upon reflecting on that space we noted what a 
shame it was that we're unable to celebrate 
liturgy as a whole College there, but 
unfortunately, the chapel is a significant space 
that is too small to accommodate us all, and 
too big for the smaller, class liturgies. 
Mass on St. Patrick's Day was very beautiful. 
Year 12s processed in with the College flag to 
haunting Celtic music. The dignity and 
appropriate solemnity of those young men 
never ceases to move me; so great is their 
potential in all things and their offering in 
liturgy is gift. 
By the time of the Feast of the Sacred Heart, 
Kevin Lenehan had left to study overseas and 
we were without a chaplain; on a day when we 
traditionally celebrated mass this marked a 
turning point for us. With the support of the 
whole staff, the students led a non-eucharistic 
liturgy in the O'Malley Sports Centre. A great 
deal of shared time and responsibility was 
poured into this effort and the outcome was 
worth every minute. At no point can the 

contribution of the Year 12 Leadership group 
and the Liturgy group be overstated. Teachers 
were able to stand back and share in the 
prayer. We don't look to replace the mass, but 
the significance of this particular liturgy and 
the Marian Liturgy that was to follow, was 
twofold. 
Firstly, we need to meet the reality of the 
diminishing number of priests available to us. 
Our future Church is our young people. We 
need to guide their ownership and share it with 
them. 
Secondly, it is essential that we be intelligent as 
well as faithful in the practice and celebration 
of our faith. These varied liturgies facilitated a 
valid interpretation of the feast days to which 
they belonged. The students were required to 
discuss and draw meaning from the scriptures 
and then to relate this, in a real way, to the 
world they inhabit. If their faith is to be strong 
and ongoing, it requires nourishment - they 
have to think about it, explore it, struggle with 
it and question it. When that happens, it will 
become part of them. When that happens they 
won't be reliant upon parents or teachers 
taking or nagging them to mass. And when that 
happens, they'll be able to discuss and argue in 
favour of their faith in the face of an 
environment that may not welcome such 
sentiments. 
Unfortunately, none of this is easy to achieve, 
and for the majority, it will be part of a life time 
of growth and experience. All we can do is 
persevere and endeavour to be authentic in 
our practice. 

Finally, the year has brought great sadness to 
many in our St. Pat's family. Our prayers for 
those people remain ongoing. I'm most 
grateful too for the carers; it's with them that 
you see Christ; the staff here are so generous of 
spirit and slip easily and quietly into fulfilling 
any need - without having to be asked or 
organised. Thank you all, for your support 
throughout the past months. 
In the year of Jubilee that awaits us I wish you 
every blessing of Christ and extend to you this 
prayer: 
May God's goodness be yours, 
And well, and seven times well, may you 
spend your lives: 
May you be an isle in the sea, 
May you be a hill on the shore, 
May you be a star in the darkness, 
May you be a staff to the weak; 
May the love Christ Jesus gave fill every heart 
for you; 
May the love Christ Jesus gave fill you for every 
one. 
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Gareth Trickey 
SPC Conference President 

This year the St Vincent de Paul Society 
undertook many fundraisers, raising a great 
deal of money, food and blankets for those 
less fortunate than ourselves. To undertake 
such a huge task as the Mass for the Poor, the 
Society decided to form sub-committees to 
help share the workload and allow members 
to become more involved. Through the 
formation of these sub-committees the Mass 
for the Poor was again very well received by 
the school community. Another fundraiser 
was the Teachers versus Students volleyball 
game, which was also well supported by the 
school community. 

During Term 2, Mr. Walker, Lee Kooloos, 

James Buchanan and myself ventured to 
Melbourne for the St Vinnie's College 
Conference Day. This day enabled us to share 
ideas with other schools in Victoria on how we 
can better aid those marginalised within our 
community. Key Note Speaker for the day was 
Rev. Tim Costello who provided some 
interesting views on how to apply Australian 
and catholic values to helping others. Various 
activities throughout the course of the day 
made it enjoyable for all who attended. 

Recently our group was fortunate to talk to 
Trina Burrill (Assistant State Youth 
Coordinator) who shared her experiences 
from St Vinnie's Camps for underprivileged 
kids, and informed us about the work St 
Vinnie's does throughout Victoria and how we 
can become more active and involved in our 

1999 St Vincent de Paul Committee 

community. Trina also provided ideas for the 
Year 12 students on how we can continue our 
work with St Vinnie's after secondary school. 
As a result of this meeting we also hope to 
establish links with the Young Vinnie's group 
and ACU Aquinas. 

With many ideas emerging throughout the 
year and a number of enthusiastic and 
dedicated Year 11 students, the St Vincent de 
Paul Society will be well represented and just 
as committed next year. Special thanks must 
go to Mr. Walker for his assistance and 
organisation throughout the year which 
helped to make St Vinnie's a rewarding and 
invaluable experience. Thanks also to all 
members especially the Secretary, James 
Buttigieg for his much needed help 
throughout the course of the year. 

Back Row: Mark Smith, Joshua Pianta, Luke Turkenburg, James Buchanan, Damian Ryan, Nicholas Cooper 
Middle Row: Jacob Nichols, Kaz Ciezki, Thomas Kerr, Lee Kooloos, Benjamin Cosgriff, Garth Kydd, Joshua Morris 
Front Row: Joshua Gill, Adam Whitefield, James Buttigieg (Secretary), Gareth Trickey (President), Scott Vanderkley (Vice-President), 

Michael Ronnie, Julian Sunter 
Absent: James Marburg, Daniel Meade, William Molloy 
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Mission Statement 

The current Mission Statement has served the 
community of St. Patrick's College for the last 
five years but the time has arrived to review 
and renew this document. The clientele, 
society expectations and values held in 1994 
have altered and it is now appropriate that the 
Mission Statement be updated to truly reflect 
the visions of St. Patrick's College into the next 
century. 

Earlier this year Br. Collins officially launched 
the Mission Statement Renewal Program. Br. 
Peter Richardson facilitated the opening 
seminar, which involved both staff and 
students. Various sessions highlighted the 
history of the College, the challenges faced by 
the College today, the constraints the College 
experiences, significant achievements over the 
last five years and other influencing factors 
and justice issues. 

The Mission Statement Renewal committee 
comprises Ms. Gina Bernasconi, Mr. John 
Cosgriff, Mr. Peter Gutteridge, Mr. Juri 
Kaczkowski, Mrs Margaret Leahy, Ms. Colleen 
Pope, Mr. Gerard Ryan, Mr. David Walker and 
Mr. Andrew Watson. 

The exhaustive survey aspect of the Mission 
Statement Review involved responses from 
students at each year level, a random sample 
of parents of students currently at St. Patrick's, 
a sample of Year 2000 prospective students' 
parents and all staff members. 

These responses were collated and analysed by 
the committee. A sociological profile of St. 
Patrick's College was developed to ensure that 
judgements made about needs and values 
were not assumed but real. After much 

discussion five categories were identified as 
the essence of the Mission Statement. These 
categories have been further refined and 
include the College's achievements, the 
constraints and challenges to be faced and the 
commitments of the College during the next 
five years. 

A Vision statement is being formulated that 
will clearly convey the spirit, traditions and 
works of Edmund Rice and the Christian 
Brothers. A pleasing aspect of initial phases of 
the Mission Statement has been the 
affirmation of the teachings of Jesus Christ 
through the Religious Education program. In a 

Br Peter Richardson addresses staff and 
students at the opening seminar 

society that often belittles the Gospel values, it 
is heartening to read the positive responses of 
all sections of the St. Patrick's College 
community. 

It is expected that the Mission Statement will 
be adopted and promulgated on St. Patrick's 
Day next year. 

Links With The Past 

BACK ROW: 
FRONT ROW: 
ABSENT: 
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Richard Coghlan, Jason Duffy, David Morrison, Kaiz Ciezki 
Sean Lenaghan, Tom Cunningham, Nathan Donegan, Ben Cunningham, Ashley Davies 
TimFrawley, Joshua Gill, Michael Rennie, Brett Segrave, Luke Turkenburg, Scott Vanderkley. 
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Ms Colleen Pope 
Science Coordinator 

Australian Schools Science Competition 
Science students from St. Patrick's had 
success in the world's largest Science 
Competition. This year 437 047 students 
participated in the Competition which is held 
annually throughout Australia, New Zealand 
and the Asia-Pacific region. 
The competition presents students with the 
challenge of solving real-life problems, thus 
enhancing their understanding of the science 
they have learned in the classroom. The 
following students are to be commended for 
their efforts. 

High Distinction: 
Tom Kerr-Year 11 
Distinction: 
Andrew Cook - Year 7 
Andrew Francis - Year 9 
Marcus Liddle - Year 9 
Christopher McBrearty - Year 9 
Benjamin Trusler - Year 9 
Michael Bennett - Year 10 
Josh Stewart - Year 10 
Kazimierz Ciezki - Year 11 
Nicholas Cooper - Year 11 
Anthony Francis - Year 11 
Luke Mullaly - Year 11 
Michael Ranger - Year 11 
Andrew Reidy - Year 11 
Mark Bradbury - Year 12 
Anthony Brady - Year 12 
Benjamin Cunningham - Year 12 
Stephen Ellis - Year 12 
Matthew Nicholson - Year 12 
Anthony Pearce - Year 12 
Andrew Skinner - Year 12 
Credit: 

Ryan Casey - Year 7 
Josh Hyde - Year 7 
Andrew Jan - Year 7 
Eric Parnis - Year 7 
Chris Squire - Year 7 
Aaron Tabone - Year 8 
Stefan Heeman - Year 9 
Lachlan Johnson - Year 9 
Matthew Moran - Year 9 
Ashley Rowe - Year 9 
Tristan McArdle - Year 10 
Sean Vagg - Year 10 
Joseph Kennedy - Year 11 
Dominic Kerr - Year 12 
RianMcKee-Yearl2 

RACI Australian National Chemistry Quiz 
Once again the Year 11 and 12 Chemistry 
students participated in this competition 

High Distinction 
Andrew Reidy - Year 11 
Tom Kerr-Year 11 

Distinction 
Benjamin Ludbrook - Year 11 
Kazimierz Ciezki - Year 11 
Joseph Kennedy - Year 11 

Credit 
Benjamin Cosgriff - Year 12 
Gareth Trickey - Year 12 
Anthony Pearce - Year 12 

1999 Engineering Summer School 
The Engineering Faculty at the University of 
Melbourne held its annual engineering 
Residential Summer School in January and 
was attended by Nick Cooper and Damian 
Ryan.They participated in engineering 
activities from all Faculty of Engineering 
departments. These included "Optical Fibre 
Communications", "Funny Fluids" and 
"Building a Fish Ladder for the Wobbly Mud 
Sucker". 

Q Damian Ryan working on the bridge 
building project 

Nick Cooper participating in the ' 
"Dynamic Frame Testing" activity. 

Melbourne University Dean's Prize 
Peter Graham (Year 12 1998) was awarded a 
Faculty of Science Dean's Prize in recognition 
of high achievement and excellent VCE 
results. Peter is currently undertaking studies 
in Bachelor of Geomatics / Bachelor of 
Science. 

National Youth Science Forum 
Nick Cooper was selected to attend the 
National Youth Science Forum to be held in 
Canberra during January 2000. Nick is one of 
278 students selected from the 2000 
applicants drawn from Australia's Year 11 
students. Students selected must be in Year 
11, intend to follow a career in science, be at 
the top of the science classes and in addition, 
possess motivation and communication skills 
to make a good scientist. 

At the two week National Youth Science 
Forum students will meet scientists in the 
discipline of science which they wish to 
pursue, work in laboratories with these people 
and learn directly what a career in science will 
be like. 

Nick will be the second student from St. 
Patrick's to attend die NYSE James Buttigieg 
attended the NYSF in 1999 and impressed the 
organisers so much that he was selected to 
represent Australia at the Canada Wide 
Science Fair. James has written of his 
experience below. 

Canada Wide Science Fair 

James Buttigieg 

Being chosen to represent my country, the 
NYSF, my community and school was a 
prospect which seemed quite surreal at first 
but once I boarded the plane from Sydney 
bound for Vancouver this fantasy was 
becoming a reality. The hard work required 
before leaving was now coming into fruition. 

Arriving in Vancouver technically forty 
minutes before we left from Sydney was a 
concept playing in our minds as we stepped 
off the plane. Once outside, we were 
confronted with the classical cold Canadian 
climate. We hired a car to move us around 
Vancouver for our four-day visit. Whilst in 
Vancouver, we visited many sites of interest 
such as Stanley Park and Grouse Mountain 
where we played in the fresh snow and built 
an impressive snow man. On the first Sunday, 
we decided to head north where we went as 
far as Squamish. The countryside in this 
mountainous area is absolutely spectacular, 
with die snow-capped mountains running 
down to the harbour and the litde fishing 
vessels moored at the marina. It was like I 
was living in a postcard picture. I was seeing 
images that I had only ever dreamed about. I 
didn't realise mat they actually existed. We 
headed south, requiring us to cross the 
boarder into the United States. We continued 
down south as far as the Boeing factory, which 
is just a litde north of Seattle. We went on an 
amazing tour of the Boeing factory, which is 
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Science 

Arriving in Kelowna we were met by Michael, 
who came to my student session of the NYSF 
in 1999 as a Canadian representative and 
Malcolm who came to the NYSF in 1998, 
representing Canada. I stayed with Malcolm 
and his family in a town called Summerland, 
an hour from Kelowna. Whilst in 
Summerland, I had the opportunity to visit a 
cultural museum, the Canadian Government 
Agri-food Research Laboratories where 
Malcolm's father works, Summerland 
Secondary School, where we spoke to some 
classes about Australia - that was quite fun. 
Also during the stay in Summerland we were 
taken snowboarding and cross-country skiing, 
where I unfortunately spent more time sitting 
in the snow than actually skiing. After 
spending four days with the Lane family and 
being so warmly looked after, it was time for 
us to head to Edmonton, for the Canada Wide 
Science Fair (CWSF). 

When we arrived in Edmonton, via Calgary, 
we were greeted by delegates of the CWSF and 
taken to the University of Alberta in a classic 
yellow school bus. For the next week Liester 
Hall would be our home. Sunday gave us the 
best opportunity to meet the Canadian 
competitors as they were setting up their 
quite impressive projects. There were Grade 8 
students competing with projects, based upon 
scientific theories that were too complex for 
me, a Year 12 science student! Whilst the 
students were setting up their projects, they 
were quite relaxed and happy to talk to the 
Australians - once they knew we weren't 
competing. They seemed quite eager to talk to 
us, though I had the suspicion that some were 
talking to us only to hear our accents. The 
Canadians wanted to know a lot about 
Australian culture, in doing this, I learnt vast 
amounts about my own country and 
consequently the similarities that Australia 
has with Canada. We ate most of our meals in 
the College dining rooms. Whilst at the CWSF 
we were invited to High Schools to talk to 
students about Australia, I received the 
impression that the Canadians thought we 
were quite primitive, when some of the 
questions were "Do you guys have cars?" and 
"Do you have TV's?". On another level some 
of the answers were quite difficult for the 
Canadians to understand, for example how in 
Australia our Christmas Day is spent trying to 
escape the heat and one of our coldest days in 

Melbourne would be about 5-10 degrees 
above 0. 

Whilst in Edmonton, the host committee of 
the CWSF hosted the international guests on 
an exciting 2 day tour of the spectacular and 
inspirational Rocky Mountains. The party 
consisted of the Swedes, the Tiawanese, the 
Japanese, the Australians, Gerald our tour 
guide and Steve the bus driver. We started 
from Edmonton and went through Calgary 
where we saw the site of the 1998 Winter 
Olympic Games. We then continued our bus 
drive through the spectacular Rockies to Lake 
Louise, with its famous chateau in the 
background and the pristine lake in the 
foreground overshadowed by enormous 
mountains capped with snow. Walking back 
from the top of the lake to the chateau, the 
snow began to fall around us, moments later 
we were walking in a snow-storm, which was 
absolutely awesome. In Banff, which is a little 
ski town we shopped in the main street. Banff 
is just like a post card, a quaint little town 
surrounded by the impressive Rockies. 
Overnight we resided in a youth hostel in Lake 
Louise, which was just exquisite! En route 
back to Edmonton, we saw more of the 
Rockies, explored the Colombia ice fields 
which was quite an experience and saw the 
Athabaska Falls. In Jasper we caught a cable 
car to the mountain-top, which was higher 
than Australia's highest peak! We then further 
hiked in deep snow to the summit, where we 
scored impressive views of the surrounding 
landscape. The views which we were given 
whilst travelling through the Rockies grabbed 
at me within as they were truly inspirational 
and will for ever be etched in my mind. 
Helping choose a Canadian to come to the 
NYSF in 2000 and translating a speech into 
French were some other memorable 
happenings for me at the CWSF. Our stay in 
Edmonton continued for the remainder of the 
week, where we also ventured in the world's 
largest mall, the West Edmonton Mall. 

After Edmonton we flew to Toronto, where we 
explored the city caught a ferry ride to the 
island. We caught a train ride to Niagra Falls, 
which was very impressive and majestic, we 
also ventured over the border to New York 
State. As this was our last night in Canada it 
was quite fitting that we were treated to a 
spectacular display of fireworks at Lake 
Ontario, the occasion being Victoria Day. The 

day of our departure was quite moving, as we 
had lunch in the CN tower's revolving 
restaurant and then ventured to Toronto's 
international airport for our British Airway's 
flight to London. 

Arriving early in London was an experience, 
as we had to negotiate the etube' during peak 
hour! This day we were taken on the 
infamous 'monopoly board' tour, we saw 
Buckingham Palace, the changing of the 
Guard, Big Ben striking midday, Westminster 
Abbey, houses of Parliament and Tower 
Bridge. These sites coupled with the 
monopoly board tour proved quite exhausting 
yet satisfying. Whilst in London we were 
treated to Les Miserables and Phantom of the 
Opera in the famous West End theatre district. 

This trip was excellent and inspiring. The 
skills, which I acquired, I envisage will be 
utilised in later life. Travelling through these 
countries brought a lot to my life and will 
benefit me today and tomorrow. 

I must thank Professor Rod Jory for his 
dedicated work and his invaluable advice and 
help during our trip. Rod showed me that 
there is a whole world out there and became a 
great friend, which will be forever valued. 
Thank you Rod. 

Thank you to Mum, Dad and my sister 
through the times when it seemed that I 
would never get there you offered the positive 
encouragement which got me along. 

My mentor, Mrs. Carmel Handford, who 
helped me greatly in compiling lists and 
raising the funds, which I needed for the trip, 
thanks. 

To the generous people who so eagerly 
donated money in order for my educational 
trip to Canada to come about, especially the 
Ballan Rotary Club. 

To Ms. Colleen Pope at St. Patrick's College, it 
was you who started all of this. I thank you. 

There are no regrets at all in taking three 
weeks out of Year 12 to travel. I learned more 
from my three-week experience than I could 
have ever imagined. What I learned will be 
forever valued and always being utilised. If 
the opportunity for travel ever arises, grasp it 
with both hands for you will learn things you 
never thought you would. Good luck! 
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ear Report 

Mr Ian Beattie 
Year 8 Coordinator 

1999, lauded as the last of the millennium. 

This year saw 148 boys enter the O'Malley wing 
doors to continue their move through the SPC 
experience. The year was to bring a variety of 
experiences to all, some good, some fun, some 
not so good, but all helping the boys grow into 
more effective students and more 
understanding people. The normal yearly 
issues had to be dealt with: learning to be 
better organised, meeting due dates etc. As 
well as this the year was filled with many 
successful sporting and cultural experiences. 

Outside of the normal classroom activities, 
regular year level assemblies proved to be a 
positive way to share what was happening. 
Other special events to occur through the year 
included the Apollo Bay Camps, the St Pat's 
Day celebrations, the Retreat Days in mid year 

and the Final Celebration Day at the end of the 
year. Of course, no mention of special days 
would be complete without noting the 
successful interaction day with Loreto in early 
Term Four. In all of these days there was a lot 
of input and organisation from the students 
themselves. 

One of the great thrusts in Year Eight is to 
encourage the students to take on more 
responsibility for themselves, whether it be in 
their learning or other areas of their lives.This 
is a good chance to acknowledge the 
leadership shown by the various class captains 
and their deputies over the year as part of the 
Year Eight Leadership Team. Having been 
elected by their peers early in the year this 
group continued throughout as an active and 
determined body looking after the interests of 
those at the level. 

Another very positive experience over the year 
was each personis involvement in Community 
Service. For around eight weeks at a time each 
class visited various parts of the Queen 
Elizabeth Centres around Ballarat, visiting the 
people and taking part in a variety of activities. 
The visits were always appreciated by those at 
the centres and the comments by the boys on 
their return always indicated how much they 
received by being prepared to give their time. 

In fact, a great deal of our emphasis in Year 
Eight is based around an ideal of Christian 

Service, and it is good to see the enthusiastic 
response we get associated with both College 
level and individually based efforts. The level 
response to the Edmund Rice Walkathon was 
remarkable, as were efforts in support of St 
Vincent De Paul, and other similar efforts over 
the year. Of special note were two activities, 
one the Amnesty International awareness 
raising and appeal which was coordinated by 
Mr Spittle and a team of Year Eights, whilst the 
other was a chocolate drive organised by three 
boys, Brendan Mayman, Leigh Mitchell and 
Jeffrey Nolan of Room 2, who raised $l,000s of 
dollars in support of an African Appeal. 

No report would be complete without 
acknowledging the support given by so many 
to the boys over the year. This comes from the 
parents of course, but also so much from the 
teachers who put in an incredible effort overall, 
one which is sometimes not recognised 
because so much happens out of sight of the 
classroom. 

As well as the visible people, so many people 
work hard at the College to ensure that the best 
is achieved so in closing I would like to also say 
thanks to all our secretaries, ground staff, 
administrative people, medical staff, kitchen 
and canteen people, all of whom do so much 
for us to make the year work so well. 

1999, a great vintage year with the efforts sown 
this year being reaped in years to come. 

New BBQ 

As a result of the initiative of our Student Council, a splendid new BBQ area has 
been installed in Cocky Court. Christened by the Parents and Friends farewell 

BBQ for our VCE students, it has been used many times since and proven to be a 
very welcome addition to the College's facilities. 
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Mrs Vicki Arthurson 
Special Education Coordinator 

TOURNAMENT OF MINDS 
Tournament of Minds is a problem solving 
competition, giving students with a passion 
for learning and problem solving an 
opportunity to demonstrate their skills and 
talents in an exciting, vibrant and public way. 
And our students did just that! 

Joshua Stewart metholically adjusts the 
mechanisms of the device only minutes 
before performance. I *•* 

St Patrick's College entered for the first time 
this year, forming a team of seven students 
ranging from Yr.7-Yr.10. The team chose the 
Maths/Engineering problem which required 
them to construct and present a countdown 
device for Australia to kick off the millennium 
festivities. 

With six weeks to prepare, deadlines to meet, 
onerous rules to comply with and precious 
time to be given up on weekends, it was little 
wonder the boys began to show signs of wear 
and tear as the sixth week loomed. Why hadn't 
we been more productive from the beginning, 
was the question on the lips of all. Yet, still not 
one member decided to throw the towel in. It 
was heads down and lateral thinking skills 
engaged, so that by 11:20am on Sunday 
August 29th, the team was ready to perform at 
Deakin University. 

And what a performance it turned out to be! 
Thanks to Joshua Stewart (Yr. 10), our 
methodical engineer, who didn't even allow 
himself to become rattled when, two minutes 
before performance time, the device appeared 
to be on the blink. And the great 'stayers', 
Micky Bird (Yr.8) and Mark Bothe (Yr.8), who 
always remained one step ahead, and the 
definite collaborative force behind the team. 
Also, our truly mad scientists, Michael Brown 
(Yr. 10) and Tristan McArdle (Yr.10), whose 
Monty Python style, quick witted and, at 
times, ad lib approach to the script, kept the 
audience captivated. Even Michael's near 

serious accident when falling 
off the chair as he zealously 
presented the intricacies of 
their infamous device, 
brought the house down, 
judges and all! Not forgetting 
our courageous Yr. 7 boys, 
Andrew Lamond and 
Lachlan McVeigh, who never 
let age nor size inhibit their 
ability to voice an opinion. 
Thanks to these up and 
coming talents for their 
dedication and teamwork. 

Congratulations team on 
your award of Honours (top 
15%), setting a wonderful 
precedent for future teams. 

The HORIZONS program this 
semester focussed on junior 
secondary students and was 
based around the theme 'The 
Making and the Message-
Melbourne's new museum'. 
This was the first time Year 7 
students had been involved, 
and they participated and 
interacted (via telephone) 
with great enthusiasm. 

SHAREMARKET GAME 
Second semester has been an 
exciting one for those Year 8 
students involved in the 
Sharemarket Game. Mrs. 
Margaret Paton co-ordinates 
the students as one of the 
activities organised for the 
Year 8 extension maths 
group. 

The Game is played 
nationwide with each state 
running its own individual 
competition. Victorians have 
almost two and a half 
thousand teams entered this 
year with eight of them being 
from St. Patrick's College. 
Each syndicate begins with 
the sum of $50 000, and has 
the opportunity to buy and 
sell a variety of shares over a 
ten week period. Students 
trade with competitive 
fervour on a weekly basis 
with those who purchased 
gold recently experiencing a 
taste of welcomed success. 
Unfortunately not all 
syndicates have been so 
lucky. A learning experience 
for all! 

Many Yr.7&8 students have participated in our Reading program 
this year. The main aim being to encourage good reading habits 

and to enhance skills. Our librarian, Mrs. Carolyn Macdonald 
shows a group of boys some popular reading material. 

Students from Year 8 work in syndicates to compete in the 
'Sharemarket Game' 

The final touches of preparation. 'Do I remember those lines?' 

A relieved bunch, with their Australiana theme, Millennium Meter' 
from left: Michael Brown, Micky Bird, Joshua Stewart, Andrew 
Lamond, Lachlan McViegh and Tristan McArdle 
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"A Child in South 
Africa" 
by Jayson Jennings 
(Year 12) 

I was barefoot. The 
stones on the road 
chewed each other 
under my feet. Bite, 
crunch, crunch, with 
every step I took. No 
tarmac here! It 

stopped way back where our street started. 
Not even a footpath. Grass, stone roads, wild 
cherry hedges and some run down fences. 
You walked where you could and this was all 
we knew. 

I'd ventured off, down the driveway of red dirt 
and tough grass, ever cautious of thorns. 
Grasshoppers fled, with every step I took, then 
disappeared. Their colours camouflaged 
them well against the dried tufts of grass and 
weeds. I stood in the middle of the road 
without a thought of looking either way. Cars 
never passed through here. Anyway, you 
could hear them coming three or four blocks 
away. 

As I looked, I considered the vacant 
overgrown block before me. Our front door 
faced mis but our cherry hedge guarded our 
front path. People from the neighbourhood 
dumped old beds there along with trolleys, 
prams, cardboard boxes and domestic 
garbage, most of which was left to crowd 
along the edges. No one ventured into the 
abyss of grass and junk, which mystified me. 
In most areas, the grass was taller than my 
head and it was eerie to think of what may 
lurk beneath the lush green, swaying blades. 

My concentration was soon broken by a 
distant rhythm familiar to me. I squinted as I 
looked to the right and amidst the distorting 
heat wave appeared the figure of an African 
lady. Star ambled on towards me carrying a 
heavy - duty plastic bag filled with green 
mangos upon her head. She was always 
pleasant; without saying a word she'd smile 
and wave as she wandered past. Every week 
she'd arrive with a bag full to sell in our area. 
She was known by all the parents and 
children. Often, Star would set her heavy load 
down on our neighbour's back doorstep. My 
brother Carlo, his friend Clint (a kid from 
around the corner) and I would peer through 
the fence, watching her as she ambled inside 
for a rest. Carlo and Clint would quietly 
squeeze through the gaps between the beams 
and pinch a couple of mangos. I could hear 
the ladies greeting each other in Zulu as I 
watched the boys in suspense. Ma wasn't 
home, so we could eat them in pure pleasure. 
We'd get some curry powder, salt and cut the 
mangos into strips. They would be dipped 
into the mixture and eaten. Durban caviar. 
Ma oulawed green mangos for she thought 
they gave us "running stomachs". Carlo was 
allergic to the skin and would come out with a 
rash. We usually ate them in a pickle form, to 
complement the curry but we loved them off 
the tree. 

Kurt arrived soon after. He was the coloured 
child who lived around the corner with his 
mother and older sister. His place didn't have 
a street. You'd have to walk up a path between 

two houses, which led to a vacant block; 
similar to a paddock. He lived next to an old 
lady who had a tortoise. A large African 
tortoise. Kurt and I would always throw grass 
at it, but it lay still. Asleep. 

Kurt looked different that day. He had a 
blonde patch on his head. I couldn't work out 
how it got there and thought maybe his hair 
was changing colour. I didn't ask for I couldn't 
understand it. 

Ma shortly arrived from work carrying a 
couple of bags. She greeted us both and 
asked for a hand. We helped without 
question. Whilst she began to prepare dinner 
in the kitchen. Kurt turned to me and said, 
"You know Jayson, I'm black and you are 
white'. 

I thought about it for a moment. "No! We're 
the same. See!" I compared his arm to mine 
determined to prove him wrong and for the 
first time, I unintentionally created a dagger 
and drove its blade straight through the 
tender flesh of innocence. The many wedges 
which segregated cultures in South Africa at 
that time, was about to poison and taint an 
innnocent friendship. 

Even today, my m u m recalls this day clearly. 
She said it gave her goose bumps to see two 
tots argue over their colour. For her, it was 
reason enough to leave South Africa and start 
a new life elsewhere. I now know why Kurt's 
Mum made him aware of the difference 
between us. The system which had her 
testing colours on her son's head, the system 
which failed and rejected her, the system 
which had her in an eternal struggle and the 
system which had her hooking to survive, was 
the same system which created apartheid led 
by people with the same colour as me. 

"Grandad's Ute" 
by Matthew Oldaker 
(Year 12) 

The musty smell of 
decades of dust hands 
in the air, and as we 
hit each bump in the 
road clouds of settled 
dust come to life as 
they encircle me like 
serpents. I sit in the 

torn, tattered and brutally savaged seat, where 
rats have gnawed away at the vinyl and kept 
going right through the honeycomb coloured 
foam right down to the jagged blacked bone 
springs. Next to me lay countless tools spread 
all over the seat; hammers, spanners, screw
drivers, scattered around like casualties of 
war. It was like a bomb had hit the seat, there 
lay the victims, whilst I sat beside them in the 
crater of their destruction. 

The cabin was a jungle, a jungle of cob web 
vines, rubber band snakes, spider monkeys 
and the big chief sitting in the drivers seat. 
My grandfather had grown accustomed to this 
way of life, in the wilderness and so had many 
other things. The floor of the ute was littered 
with more tools, almost rising to seat level, 
like a tide though they would eventually go 
down in time, only to rise the next day. Inside 
the waters of the floor were countless 

inhabitants, all resting on the dusty sand and 
occasionally jumping behind a pile of black 
rubbery sea weed. All they knew was the sky, 
the sky of cob webs, and all hoped one day 
that when their time came that they would 
rise into the sky and be enlightened to what 
was above. 

As we hit a big puddle on the road a tidal 
wave of murky water rose and collided with 
the windscreen, washing away old mud and 
replacing it with new. All the windows 
constantly gave the illusion of a thick fog, a 
thick fog of dull browness. The shell of the ute 
had two skin tones, the sickly brown mud and 
the orangey red rust that almost appeared to 
be cancerous, spreading a little each day. 

The wheels turned unsteadily, wobbling in a 
very rhythmic motion, ready to fall off at any 
moment. The tray rattled and banged, 
shaking violently in all directions. More 
rusted up tools lay on the back, holding on for 
their life, the next jolt could be their last. 

My grandfather was an old man, as was his 
ute. They both shared scars, happy moments 
and bad ones. Both of them together, would 
stand until the day they were that run down, 
that it woule be physically impossible for 
them to continue. It was inevitable, they were 
both at the end of the road, destined to finish 
soon, but until that hour was upon them 
both, they would continue down the old 
muddy, bumpy road. 

"Rational 
Thought for the 
Day" 
by Nick Pearce 
(Year 12) 

When asked who his 
hero is, the boy 
hesitates. His peers 
are naming people 
ranging from Bill 
Gates to Cathy 

Freeman, and their justifications for their 
preferences are based on their varying ideas 
of success. And in this brief period of 
hesitation, the following thoughts occur. 

Evidently, success is measured by a ridiculous 
surplus of material wealth, or the ability to 
perform a bodily function with more 
efficiency than others. "Did you know that 
Bill Gates is, like, the richest man in the 
world?" And that makes him successful? The 
fact that he has accumulated - no, squandered 
enough money to dilute world poverty makes 
him successful? Arguably, that would make 
him the epitome of capitalist greed and 
therefore a mortal sinner. Maybe they think 
that he will be able to take it all with him 
upon his inevitable immersion in molten 
brimstone. His aesthetics are still sadly 
lacking, and as the cliche goes, money can't 
buy happiness. Ultimately, it would appear 
that the little boy in the playground with the 
most expensive toys will always be, in the 
other children's minds, the winner. 

The way in which people lionize undeserving 
celebrities is indicative, one can safely 
assume, of their self-esteem, or lack thereof. 
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How can any individual worship a "success" 
athlete? Science dictates that natural physical 
endowment is the deciding factor as to the 
sporting ability of any person. Basically, one 
either has it, or one doesn't. So why do the 
incapable worship the capable? To be elite is 
not just a matter of dedication or 
commitment; this ability cannot be earned or 
gained. And what do these athletes 
contribute to the world, or perhaps more 
importantly, the individual fan? Say the fan 
admires the celebrity based on the way in 
which they have attained fame and success. If 
security or stability are factors which 
contribute towards success, then the role of 
star athlete fails dismally to meet this 
definition. Surely there are few things more 
precarious than the status of a celebrity. A 
reassessment of popular philosophy is clearly 
in order. 

One of the greatest and most obscene 
injustices of all time is the existence of 
monarchies: kings and queens in their golden 
palaces, separated from their people by 
unimaginable wealth. And people love, 
respect and worship these royals. That must 
be because people born in royal families 
deserve better treatment that others, since 
they have thoroughly earned the right to live 
like, well, kings. Because we are not born 
wielding silver spoons, do we deserve less 
dignity that these rare few? Of course! 
Tradition dictates so! Not only tradition, but 
the very people on whom the existence of 
such things has an adverse effect. By looking 
up to such figures, people only distance 
themselves from this, their desired lifestyle. 
How can these people be worthy of the 
undying respect and admiration of us, their 
theoretical subordinates? 

The boy once had an idol, a long time ago. 
That was, until he beat this man at chess, the 
final game they ever played. So what then? 
What happens when the dreamer becomes 
faster than Cathy Freeman or richer than Bill 
Gates? What happens when they realise that 
they still haven't achieved contentedness? 
Disillusionment and despair? Heroes can be 
surpassed and outgrown, but what happens to 
these colossal dreams? If people set their 
goals according only to what others have 
already achieved, they constrain themselves. 

Emerging from a moment of deep thought, 
the boy sees this naively cheerful face still 
anticipating an intelligent answer. He 
wonders how it feels to have still-unshattered 
dreams, fantasies and reveries remaining 
intact, unscathed by tlie nightmarish 
pessimism of rational thought. Sometimes he 
wishes he had a dream like mat. Sometimes 
he wishes he could look at someone and be 
filled with awe and dreamily say "I want to be 
just like that". How wonderful it must be to 
have such a pristine view of the world. But he 
knows he can't, and he never will be able to. 

"You're my hero, my friend," he smiles. "You 
are". 

"Folio Piece 5" 
by Scott Vanderkley 
(Year 12) 

Intention: The 
intention of Folio 
Piece 5 is to help 
people try to 
understand what goes 
on in the mind of a 
rower. It is 
unfortunate, but 

rowing is often a sport where people can only 
get to see the start or the finish of a race, and 
through this Folio Piece I hope to inform 
people just what it is like in the heart of a 
race. I hope to explain some of the things that 
I have experienced and maybe some of the 
things that I have learned. 

Audience: The audience would obviously have 
to be people who have never seriously raced 
in a rowing boat before or have no clues about 
rowing i.e. parents, foxes, etc. Otherwise, any 
rower wishing to share their experiences and 
read about another. 

The following piece of writing has been 
attained through personal experience, 
and, although certain theories or phenomenon 
have been cross-referenced by others, the 
information contained herein cannot 
generalise or typify a rower, nor be used 
as evidence in the discrimination against 
rowing as a sport. 

In the back of every rower's mind, whether it 
be obvious or not, there is always a 
fascination with 'the race. You can love it or 
fear it, but it is something that plagues every 
rowers mind; 2Head of the Lake, 'Nationals, or 
even the 4Dimboola Regatta. 

Maybe it is because of the hype surrounding 
these events, or the pressure to succeed and 
win the hearts of your supporters. That's how 
it has been for me. A constant process of 
building, training morning and night in a 
continuous struggle for the cup. Each time we 
go out onto the water it is like preparing for a 
battle. A routine begins to emerge: running, 
talking, stripping and stretching. Within this 
time, as with most athletes prior to a race, 
nerves begin to surface and rattle the 
individual. At the top of the table the number 
one crew has seemingly everything to lose 
and little more to gain, even though all that 
know rowing know of the dedication and 
endurance required just to be competitive on 
the water. There is still an anxious expectation 
awaiting the first crew as the boat drifts away 
from sthe jetty. You begin to sense that you are 
alone. The crowd disappears as you pull on 
your socks and attempt to make yourself more 
comfortable for the 2 000m or 7 minutes that 
lies ahead. 

'You've done this before' you tell yourself, but 
it does little to encourage you. You know how 
far you have to row, and you know what it will 
take to win. Sure you've been down the course 
1 000 times, but the truth is, it never really 
gets any easier. Weekends come and go as the 
day draws nearer and the respect and 
admiration becomes even more evident. 
Although this does wonders for your 
confidence, it does little for your physical 
condition as you tense up before each 

"session. It's easy to walk around being Mr. 
First Crew. The hard part is actually proving it 
to all the people that have known you your 
whole life and who suddenly decide to watch 
you on this one day. They become the judges 
in the big test that began during the colder 
months of winter. 

The warm-up is different for everyone. Some 
will become silent and focus while others 
laugh in jest. Some give 7death stares while 
other hold hands and pray. But I am 
absolutely certain that immediately before the 
starter calls you into the blocks, everyone will 
have at least one negative thought. 'What if I 
cramp up? My hands are sweaty. I'm not 
ready. What if I crab? What if I faint? What if I 
don't make it? I'm going to get sleft behind. I 
don't want to be the weak link. I can't be the 
weak link'. 

In the time that you are in the hands of 'the 
aligner, these thoughts flood and plague your 
mind. But when the starter gives the call to 
row, the nervous energy suddenly turns into 
aggression and desperation. You realise that 
there is no chance to stop. It's all or nothing 
and you've already stepped into the ring with 
three otfiers who are just as desperate as you 
are to make the most of this one race. 
The start is hard and fast as all the '"crews 
muscle for rank in the early stages. 
The boat jerks back and forth as the "bow cuts 
through the water and bounces up over the 
ripples. This is the stage where rowing truly 
becomes a spectator sport. Four oars working 
in unison to bring a boat from a stationary 
position to top speed. It requires great 
strength, and can exhaust a lot of valuable 
energy. It is marvellous to watch if it goes off 
well. If not and there is a crash, it is also 
interesting to watch. There will first come a 
clash of oars, followed by much swearing and 
aggression as the boats float down the course 
like two entangled logs drifting down a river. 
Emotions and tempers flare to the point 
where words can be exchanged freely without 
consequence. Depending on the situation, the 
crew with the most aggression or best team 
skills will escape cleanly. It is probably not the 
best thing to watch but it is definitely the best 
place to be, holding an oar that has somehow 
ended up behind a rower in the next lane. 
After the start, you try and recall all the advice 
that you have heard in your years of rowing. 
'Tap down out of the l2feather, eyes in the 
boat, work around the Bpin, Legs body rip'. 
Your heart burns for fuel and your arms and 
legs grow weary as you pass through the 500m 
mark, searching desperately for a rhythm that 
will help you through the race. 

The "Coxswain dribbles useless information 
all over the microphone. All of a sudden, the 
race becomes a mind game. You don't feel so 
good, knowing how far you have to go and 
realising how far you have come, but you 
press on. You say to yourself that you've done 
it before and the chances are that you can do 
it again. You hope. 

I was always told that the race began at the 
1,000m mark. I tell myself this every time, just 
to help my ego. The crew will utter something 
like this in between a forceful exertion and 
extraction of breaths. It is probably hard to 
understand unless you have experienced it 
yourself, but when a crewmate makes an 
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attempt to communicate (which is seldom 
understood) it has an uplifting effect on the 
rest of the crew as they sense how much the 
others are working. An extra effort in the 
middle of the race generally destroys a weaker 
opposition. As they lose you from their 
peripheral vision, panic sets in and the boat 
falls to pieces (not really, it's just an 
expression). 

Into the third 500 and your breathing 
becomes noticeably inconsistent and highly 
irregular but you persist with the cause. It is 
time to dig deep and decide who wants to win 
the most. Your body will always beg to give up 
around here, but it never will unless your 
mind allows it. You have to think about 
winning, and about the respect and the 
people you love. 500m to go and there is a 
sprint building for the line. Desperation is 
revealed in the struggle for glory. Anyone can 
quit at any time. Your training becomes an 
unseen advantage as you feel the "weight of 
the water pushing against the blade get 
heavier. You grit your teeth and eat up the 
pain. Soon you forget the "backsplash on your 
face and the little worries you had before, as 
you taste the sweat that drips from your 

forehead onto your nose. Your hands will be 
soaked and so will your back, and the heat 
that your head is radiating is unbelievable. 
You grasp your handle as your forearm tenses, 
not only to keep hold of the oar, but to tap 
down and feather. It is fairly likely that your 
"inside arm will be tense and numb with the 
constant flick of the wrist that comes with 
rolling in and out of the feather. Inside 300m 
to go and you realise that you're probably 
going to make it after all. You feel the strength 
of all the training as the boat picks up and 
"runs gently over the water and the ''stroke 
rate increases from 35 to 20stupid. You can't see 
the line but you can hear the echo of a crowd 
while you count sets of ten in your head and 
watch the buoys appear in front of you. The 
last ten seconds take around twenty minutes 
to row, and right when you think you have 
spent all your chips, the Cox calls 2leasy oar. 
You flop down into the boat as your heart 
pumps blood back into your legs, that you 
thought you left at the "pontoon at the 
middle 1 000m. You wouldn't mind a drop of 
water about now, just to ease that throbbing 
sensation in your head. Depending upon the 
outcome, the post-race symptoms vary. 

Anything but a win means that your legs are 
probably going to become heavy and the 
sharp pain in your butt will spread up your 
spine and through your chest, sitting in your 
throat, where it could remain for several 
hours. You want to roll out into the water 
(except if it is Hamilton), but you know you 
can't because your feet are tied into the 
"shoes in the boat. And even if you did have 
the energy to undo the velcro, you would 
probably drown because your arms and legs 
aren't working properly yet anyway. 

I hope that reading this hasn't discouraged 
anyone from choosing to participate in 
rowing, because even though I have invested 
a lot of time into my rowing and it has often 
been a struggle just to continue and push 
through to the other side, I have to say that 
my experience has been very much 
worthwhile. I believe that I am now, not only 
full of knowledge and experiences, but also 
fully capable to take on almost any challenges 
that should face me later on in life. 

'Also known as a 'Regatta'. An event whereby rowers 
come together at a designated venue 
to compete against each other and challenge their 
manhood and or drinking skills. 
zBallarat Secondary Schools Regatta consisting of 
Men's and Women's Coxed Fours. 
Usually around March / April every year 
'Australian National Championships 
'Desolate town in the Wimmera region 
5A platform where boats are launched 
'Training, either on land or water e.g. morning 
training, two hours rowing on the lake after school 
Ballarat High School 
"Term given when a rower is out of time or sequence 
with his fellow oarsmen 
'Person at starting line who ensures that all boats are 

aligned correctly before the race begins 
"Two or more rowers working together in the one 
boat 
"Front end of a boat that coincidently contains the 
bow ball may hold the Cox (depending on the boat) 
-Process where the *blade (see end) is lifted out of 
the water 
"A pivotal point on the "rigger (see end) around 
which pressure is applied through the oar (much like 
a lever) 
"Little person who steers the boat and motivates the 
crew 
"Pressure created when the blade catches water 
'"Water sprayed backwards from the back of 
another's blade in the process of taking a new stroke 
"Arm closest to the rigger 

"How well the boat travels in between strokes 
"Strokes taken per minute 
2"Any stroke rate in excess of 42. (people who achieve 
this high rating generally have no feeling or no 
brains! Hence it is only used during the initial stages 
of the race) 
2,My favourite rowing term, translated as stop rowing 
'"Platform on water beside the course where officials 
and ducks sit 
J'Yes, there are shoes in the boat. Much like golf 
shoes with velcro 

* Blade - Big end of the oar that takes the water 
** Rigger - Part on the side of the boat that holds and 
supports the oar. (this also contains the pin) 

Remembrance Day 1999 
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Sailing With The 

Mrs Mary Purcell 
Public Speaking Co-ordinator 

"All experience is an arch wherethro' 
Gleams that untravelled world. 

The Public Speaking Journey for 1999 began with 
the Lion's Youth of the Year competition. St. 
Patrick's was represented by Francis Denton, 
Lachlan Brown, Ben Cunningham and Nick 
Twinch, with Ben Cunningham advancing to the 
State Final. It was an experience that prepared Ben 
well for his later involvement in The Plain English 
Speaking Competition. 
The regional final of The Roy Morgan Plain English 
Speaking Award was held at St. Patrick's on 
Wednesday June 2nd. We were represented by 
Francis Denton, Aaron Noonan and Ben 
Cunningham. From this, Ben continued to the 
State Preliminary Final held at Melbourne High 
School on Wednesday July 21st. He then went on 
to win the Victorian State Final and advanced to 
the National Final held in Darwin in August. His 
prize for the State final was a trip to Bangkok which 
he took at the end of August. 
Both Michael Fraser and James Zala participated in 
the Rostrum Voice of Youth with Michael advancing 
to the District final. Aaron Noonan and Jeremy 
Beggs competed in Jaycee's Vision for the Future 
competition. 

Nine students participated in the Purton Oratory 
on September 16th. The standard was excellent 
and Ben Cunningham became the Purton Orator 
for 1999 with Francis Denton as runner-up. 
Michael Fraser won the Sir Hugh Devine 
Impromptu Speaking Contest. Six teams 
participated in the WT. Doyle Debating 
Competition - 4 Year 12 teams and 2 Year 11 teams. 
All demonstrated great skill. The final was won by 
Aaron Noonan, Nick Pearce and Michael Fraser. 

"How dull it is to pause, to make an end 
To rust unburnished, not to shine in use!" 

Three senior teams voyaged into Royal South Street 
debating section - one Year 11 team and two Year 
12 teams. All three sailed well with both the Year 12 
teams advancing to the semi-finals. The team of 
Aaron Noonan, James Zala and Michael Fraser 
went on to win the Mars Debating Challenge Cup. 
Aaron Noonan was awarded best speaker for the 
competition and Ben Cunningham was runner-up. 

"Some work of noble note may yet be done 
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods". 

On the 18th October, the two finalist teams for the 
junior division of the H.T. Breach Debating, battled 
out the topic "that man is his own worst enemy". 
The winning team was the negative, comprised of 
Alexander McMahon, Michael Tolhurst and Brett 
McLoughlin, who managed to come out ahead of 
the affirmative team, consisting of Matthew 
Zelencich, Lukas Raschilla and Patrick Murphy. 
Both teams are to be commended for their 
outstanding efforts, in what turned out to be a 
highly successful close to the competition. 
Last year Ben Cunningham and Francis Denton 
took on what was formerly known as the Year 7-10 
debating competition. This was renamed in 
honour of Br. H.T. Breach whose skill, expertise and 

enthusiasm in the art of debating has long been 
recognised within the College. 
In all there were thirty-six students from years 
seven and eight who competed in a total of twelve 
debates. The level of skill and commitment from 
all the students was remarkably high by any 
standards - a very encouraging sign for the future 
of debating (and indeed all public speaking) within 
the College. 
Navigated by Public Speaking vice-captains 
Michael Fraser and Aaron Noonan, the H.T. Breach 
Debating Competition - Senior division saw a 
keenly contested final between Year 9 students 
Gareth Bellchambers, Ben Decis and Kane Tolliday 
versus Chris McBrearty Leigh McKee and Nathan 
Cuscadden. Tim Frawley was a member of the 
former team but was unable to debate in the Final, 
Kane Tolliday filling in admirably in uncharted 
waters. 
After a hurricane of trial rounds, quarter finals, 
semi-finals and of course the final, the team of 
Gareth Bellchambers, Ben Decis and Kane Tolliday 
victorious in a keenly contested final debate, a 
narrow margin of 4 points separating the teams. 
Thank you to all of the Year 9 and 10 students who 
took part and the Year 12 students who filled the 
roles of chairman adjudicators and timekeepers, as 
well as Mrs Cate Johnston for her invaluable 
assistance in the smooth running of the 
competition through sometimes choppy waters. 

"To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield". 

A special note of gratitude, to the Captain, Francis 
Denton, and the souls that have toiled, and 
wrought, and thought with him - mariners, one 
and all. 

"Yearning in desire, to follow knowledge, 
like a sinking star beyond the utmost bound 
of human thought." 

"Mapping the Future" 

(The speech with which Ben Cunningham won the 
Victorian State Final of the Plain English 
Competition) 

In ancient times, when the old mapmakers reached 
the edge of the world, and looked over the yawning 
abyss into the great unknown, they used to say -
'beyond this point, there will be dragons'. This 
serpentine symbol would strike fear into the hearts 
of seasoned sailors, and was the bane of countless 
widows. How does one map the future? 

I stand now, at the edge of my world, at the 
threshold of my future. Through the death of the 
life I have known since my schooling began, 
phoenix like, I shall rise at the end of this year to 
greet a Brave New World - a world of adventure, 
tragedy, opportunity, promise. Infinity beckons, 
and the impatience and insolence of youth drive 
me ever forward. 

We stand now, at the edge of our world, at the 
threshold of our future - the continuance of the 
technological revolution, the dawning of a new 
millennia. Infinity beckons, and the impatience 
and insolence of humanity drive us all ever 
forward. 

And so I take up my quill, my parchment and 
compass, set my sail to the wind, and my eyes to 
the stars, and prepare to chart my own map. But if 
I still my hand, and lower my eyes to the trail I have 
left behind, what will I see? And if you do the same, 
what will you see? For remember - beyond this 
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point, there will be dragons. 

Some, when they set sail toward self-discovery, find 
themselves beset by the tempest of depression. Its 
bleakness tears their sails; its fury floods their 
timbers. What do they do, when the waters seek to 
take them? What do you do to ward off the dragons 
of depression? I find myself in memories. What 
reference points does one use to map the future? 
What reference points exist, but those in the past. 

Last year, a friend and her husband adopted a 
beautiful young boy named Michael. I remember 
sitting, gathered around the table, listening as she 
calmly and without emotion told us of the abuse 
that Michael had been through. The broken ankles 
he had suffered at the hands of a drunken father. 
The burns his mother had made with a cigarette on 
his back. The games his parents would play with 
him - holding him under the water in the bath until 
he lost consciousness, then leaving him to lie 
naked and shivering on the cold tile floor. Then 
finally the act that brought him release, the painful 
and brutal rape of he and his sister. I can still 
remember the first time that I met him, how he 
held my hand, as I walked with him through the 
zoo, and how he hugged me as I took him home. 
When depression descends upon me, the thought 
of Michael never fails to bring a smile to my lips, 
nor a lift to my spirits. 

With their eyes on the horizon, and their hand at 
the helm, some reflect on the solitude of the seas. 
Loneliness is a blade that has cut most everyone. 
When I feel its steel against my breast, I remember 
a girl named Courtney, whom I have known since 

we were both three. I remember a night, when we 
went to a school play, that we laughed so hard I 
gave myself a nosebleed. When loneliness seeks 
to stab me, that is the blood that I remember. 

As in all great epics, tragedy too must have its say. I 
have been lucky in that loss has never touched me 
directly, but its indirect caress has altered my life. 

I remember serving as an altar boy at the funeral of 
the father of one of my closest friends. The 
strength that Daniel showed as he delivered a 
eulogy for his father - the pride with which he 
spoke, the gratefulness that filled his voice, the love 
that shone from his face bring tears to my eyes to 
this very day. When loss greets me full faced, that is 
the strength I hope that I possess. 

While I journey, my mind returns often, to the 
world I have left behind. Its places and people, its 
times and events. The mountains, that when I 
return, will not seem so towering, the cities, that 
whence I am home, will not seem so vast. For 
when the world is known to me, will not my home 
become alien? 

But I remember, on days of sun and sky, playing 
with my brothers in seas of grass, hiding and 
crawling like snakes on tender bellies. There are 
some memories that discovery can never diminish, 
nor conquest ever replace. 

So come, take up your quill - embark upon your 
own personal, internal epic of discovery, journey to 
the edge of your world, and chart your own map; 
but remember - beyond this point, there will be 
dragons. 
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Public Speaking 

ROYAL SOUTH STREET MARS CHALLENGE DEBATING CUP 

James Zala, Michael Fraser, Aaron Noonan 

ROYAL SOUTH STREET YEAR 9 DEBATING TEAM 

Timothy Frawley, Kane Toiliday, Ben Decis, Gareth Bellchambers 
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W T DOYLE DEBATING 

Michael Fraser, Nick Pearce, Aaron Noonan 

"THE GUN" PERFORMERS FOR SOUTH STREET 

Chris Shea, Phillip Ingram, Ben Zala Absent: Rufus Brokenbrow 

HUGH 
DEVTNE 

IMPROMPTU 

Michael Fraser 

PUBLIC 
SPEAKING 
COMMITTEE 

Back Row: 
Michael Fraser, 
Francis Denton, 
Aaron Noonan 

Front Row: 
James Zala, Ben 
Cunningham, 
Jeremy Beggs 
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Year 9 Report 
: s 

Mr Kelvin Porter 
Year 9 C o o r d i n a t o r 

As always, Year 9 has been an eventful and 
interesting year. The boys have approached 
this often difficult year, in a positive manner. I 
extend an enormous amount of gratitude to 
the Year 9 Homeroom teachers for their 
patience and the caring manner in which they 
have gone about their duties. 

Life Education Program 
The Life Education Program commenced with 
a performance about drug and alcohol abuse 
by Old Socks Productions, entitled "Enough is 
Enough". 

As the Life-Ed Program unfolded the students 
were exposed to various topics which 
contained a ereal life' element. The student 
response to this program has been very 
positive with most students gaining more 
understanding of the sensitive topics that were 
presented to them. Students were invited to 
question, interject and discuss during the 
presentations. 

The issues were not ignored at the conclusion 
of the presentation but were followed up in 
detail during the Religious Education lessons. 
Students were able to write their reflections in 
their Life Education Journal. 

At the conclusion of each presentation, the 
class captain or another nominated class 
member formally thanked the presenter, but I 
would like to take this opportunity to 
acknowledge the assistance of so many people 
in the Ballarat community who are the life-
blood of the Life Education Program. 

Enough is Enough -
A.I.D.S. and Africa -
Self Esteem 
Morality 
My Story 
Family Planning 

Teenage Pregnancy -
Relationships 
Sexually Transmitted 

Drug Education 
The Law and You 

Old Socks Production 
Br. Gerard Bennett 
Br. Laurie Collins 
Mrs. Janet Ludeman 
Mr. Howard Clark 
Mrs. Ally Parnaby 
Mrs Louise Martin 
Mrs. Jenny Morrison 
Ms. Cathy Deeks 
Diseases 
Mr. Peter Denton 
Mrs Andrea Skinner 
Mr. Michael McCallum 

Ballroom Dancing 
Ballroom Dancing between St. Patrick's and 
Loreto Year 9 students moved to a new venue 
this year and were fortunate to have an 
excellent teacher, Mr. Eric Langdon (Jim Welsh 
Dance Studios). Under the expert guidance of 
Eric, the students were able to develop 
competence in many of the older style dances. 
It was refreshing to see parents calling in to 
observe their son's newly found skills during 
the lessons and the social. The lessons 
concluded with the Social, which Eric also 
organised, and a nutritious supper was 
enjoyed by all. 

Retreats 
The Bungaree Conference Centre once again 

was the venue for the Year 9 Retreats. This year 
the retreats were programmed for the normal 
school day, rather than concluding late in the 
evening. The Bungaree Center provided an 
appetising morning tea and lunch to which the 
parents were invited. 

The retreat day was made up of reflective and 
team building activities beginning with a warm 
up activity and a prayer. Two working groups 
were then established and they focused on 
their ideal life in 20 years' time and what 
factors were likely to restrain or restrict them 
from living a full life. Through the medium of 
art, students then designed and constructed a 
face that did not reflect their true selves. 

Students were able to affirm in writing their fellow 
homeroom members during Session Three. 

The day concluded after lunch with a 
"fishbowl" discussion session which centred 
around adolescent issues. This activity was 
made even more interesting with the 
involvement of parents. 

Mr. Danny Moore, Homeroom teacher of 
Room 9, is to be congratulated for the detailed 
efforts he made to re-design the retreat 
program. 

Camps 
There has been a different emphasis placed on 
the camp in 1999. Students have had the 
opportunity to prepare for their camp in their 
selected groups, during the Sport periods on a 
Monday morning. The preparation topics 
were: cooking and tent set-up, rock climbing, 
navigation, canoeing, safety and first aid. 

Students, in groups of 2 or 3, have the 
responsibility of organising a menu and 
supplying, then cooking, die food whilst on camp. 

The camp was held in the Mt. Stapleton area of 
the Grampians and the students had the 
opportunity to practise all the skills learnt at 
school during their preparation days. The 
camps were a welcome relief in the final term 
of the year, providing personal and group 
challenges for the students. 

Much gratitude must be extended to various 
individuals for their assistance with the camps 
but particularly to Mr. Grant McKechnie and 
Mr. Kieran Baxter for their tireless efforts. 

National Literacy Week 
To celebrate this important week, the Room 8 
English class completed a detailed study of 
traditional, fairy tale stories which involved the 
viewing of the video "Ever After", which is a re
make of the classic Cinderella story. With this 
newly found knowledge, the students were 
then able to plan, design, illustrate and present 
their own fairytale stories. On National 
Literacy Day, Friday September 10th, the 
students responsibly ran a two hour literacy 
block with the Grades One, Two and Three 
Pupils at St. Aloysius' Primary School, Redan. 

Both the secondary and primary students 
involved in this activity found this experience 
to be very rewarding. 

A Reflection of Year 9 in 1999 by Sam Young 

The year had begun and we all had different 
thoughts and expectation on how Year Nine 
would turn out. 

Second Term saw us attending the Retreats, 
which were held at St. Michael's, Bungaree. 
Everyone was able to express their thoughts 
without being pressured or put down by their 
peers. It was a good day overall, with all the 

boys participating in fun and reflective 
activities. The second term started with the 
Life Education Program, which contained a 
range of topics; Self-esteem, Moral Decision 
Making, Pregnancy, Sexually Transmitted 
Diseases and Communication, just to name a 
few. Our guest speaker for the Self Esteem 
topic was Br. Collins. At first the boys didn't 
know what to expect with Br. Collins being the 
speaker in the classroom situation, but we 
soon got used to it and I think Br. Collins 
enjoyed his role in the Life Education Program. 

The most moving session, I believe, was Mr. 
Howard Clark's talk to us about his battle with 
cancer. Mr. Clark has dealt with cancer for all 
of his adult life and as well as being moved by 
this session, I think many of the boys, if not all, 
gained a little more respect for life itself. 

Year 9 as a whole greatly benefited from the 
Life Education Progamme and appreciated the 
time, effort and dedication by all of the guest 
speakers. 

The whole year provides opportunities for 
everyone to participate in representing St. Pat's 
in all kinds of sport. From Lawn Bowls to 
Rowing or from Football to Badminton, 
everyone is able to have a go. This year many 
Year Nine many boys participated in many 
different sports and it would be good if this 
continued next year. 

Term 3 had most of the Year 9 level involved in 
Dancing Lessons with the Year 9's from Loreto 
College. The lessons occurred every Tuesday 
afternoon from 4pm to 5pm at the Jim Walsh 
studios. Our dancing instructor, Eric Langdon, 
was very patient with us and had us dancing at 
a respectable standard by the end of the 
lessons. Perhaps one of the funnier moments 
occurred when Mr. Danny Moore and Mrs Cate 
Johnston participated rather enthusiastically in 
the dancing lessons. At the end of the term we 
had the dancing social at the Jim Walsh Studios 
and a good night was enjoyed by all. 

In a first for the College, Room 8 developed a 
literacy project which involved the boys 
creating new and improved Fairy Tales for 
Junior Primary School children. Some of the 
work produced was very good. The project was 
therefore followed up with a visit to St. 
Aloysius' Primary School, where the boys read 
their stories to the children who had been split 
up into little groups. The children enjoyed 
looking at the drawings we did and they had a 
fun morning. We also enjoyed the experience 
and we thank the children of St. Aloysius' for 
being so well behaved. We also thank the staff 
at St. Aloysius' and Mr. Porter of organising this 
event. 

Academic Performance was high for Year Nine 
and it was good to see our peers rewarded for 
their hard work. Congratulations must go to 
all award winners in Year Nine who were 
presented prizes on Speech Night. 

Unfortunately, this reflection will be printed 
before the Year Nine Camps, but so far we have 
been doing camp preparation in our sport 
classes and everything is going well. Mr. Grant 
McKechnie has put in a lot of hard work into 
this camp so it should be good ending to our 
school year. I think most of Year Nine would 
agree that it has been an enjoyable year, one of 
maturing, learning and growing. I have 
enjoyed this year and I hope whoever reflects 
on next year will be able to reflect on a year 
just as good, if not better. 
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Mr B. E. Broadribb 
Boarding Co-ordinator 

Whilst the majority of our 71 boarders came 
from predominantly rural areas throughout 
Victoria and Southern NSW, it was pleasing to 
have nine boys from overseas boarding at St. 
Pat's this year; Nauru 5, Malaysia 2, Indonesia 2. 

Each boy has gained valuable experience in 
living and sharing his life with his peers, and a 
warm camaraderie has been built up within 
the community. Sure; some days have been 
better than others and sometimes the lonely 
sense of homesickness has taken hold, but in 
general terms the year has seen many benefits 
and growth in so many ways. 

I believe a number of valuable lessons have 
been learnt, and the experience gained will 
undoubtedly stand those boys in good stead 
later on in life. 

Our young men have come to St. Pat's to gain 
not only a sound academic education, but to 
also experience all that is on offer at such a 
fine school and as a result to develop in an all-
round way towards adulthood. One would 
hope that when our boarders leave here they 
will go out into the world as mature, 
responsible and dedicated young men, 
prepared to contribute to the best of their 
abilities to the wider community in which they 
might serve in later years. 

As will be evident in other segments of the 
College Annual, the boarders' contribution to 
sporting and cultural matters this year has 
once again been outstanding. Whether it was 
football, cricket, athletics or public speaking, it 
never ceased to impress me as to the 
dedication and commitment to the task that 
the boys made. Of course, this was most 
obvious in the training and preparation leading 
in to matches/competition, and it was just 
wonderful to see so many great results 
throughout the year due to solid effort and 
commitment. 

Without being biased in any way, I was very 
proud indeed of the dozen who played in the 
1st XVIII this year and, after last year's 
disappointment in the Herald-Sun Shield 
Grand Final, their excellent and rewarding win 
this year. It was marvellous, not only for the 
College, but for each boy, his family and 
hometown. 

Br. D. E. Zoch, who has been at St. Pat's in a 
Boarding Housemaster's role since 1976, was 
this year without a responsibility due to 
Mackey House not being available for Year 9/10 
boarders. I wish to acknowledge his devoted 
service and care for the boys in his charge 
during the 23 years he was a Housemaster and 
I know with how much effort and 
conscientiousness he took on the 
responsibility for lhis boysi in the time I have 

known him. His has been an outstanding 
contribution to the College in so many ways, 
and I thank him very much for his generosity, 
and guidance to the boys. 

A Housemaster's role at St. Pat's is one of 
dedication, providing guidance and advice, 
setting standards, and generally allowing the 
boys to develop as members of a close-knit 
group. To our three Housemasters this year, Br. 
Scott (Purton), Mr. Kerr (Kenny) and Mr. 
Weadon (Healy), I extend thanks for the 
considerable time and effort put in during the 
year. To care for children is no easy task, as all 
parents know, but for a Housemaster, with 
responsibility for between 18 and 26 boys in a 
residence, it is a huge task and few realise just 
how demanding their role is. 

Supporting in so many ways the Boarding 
operation, our Boarding Supervisors and 
Specialist Support Staff play an essential part, 
providing advice, supervision of study, meals, 
tutoring, after hours activity, and also driving 
tasks. Messers Ben Green and Brett Stone 
depart at the end of the year with our thanks. 

The boarders were involved with a number of 
activities during the year, including go-karting, 
ten pin bowling, swimming, indoor hockey and 
cricket, etiquette, volleyball, basketball, 
football at the MCG, and a relaxed day at 
Torquay, Point Lonsdale and Queenscliffe just 
prior to end of Term 3. 

Under the direction of Br. Davis, the boarders 
led the singing at various parish masses during 
the year, and much favourable comment was 
received as a result. The parishioners were 
delighted with the enthusiastic singing of the 
boys, encouraging the congregation to also 
participate. Adrian Ng (organ), Luke McCarthy 
(drums) and Daniel Meade (violin) provided 
excellent musical support. 

Our kitchen and residential staffs have 
performed their usual excellent service to the 
Boarding Community in many ways, and the 
boys appreciated the caring and friendly 
manner of all involved. 

I have appreciated the input by all Boarding 
Staff during the year, especially during those 
periods when staffing numbers were reduced 
due to teaching rounds, or other factors, and 
the dedication displayed in ensuring all tasks 
were completed. 

As all would be well aware, the Boarding 
Review was conducted and completed earlier 
this year in accordance with the College Board' 
directive. Subsequently the Board announced 
its decision to close Boarding on the grounds 
the College could not afford to retain the 
operation due to financial consideration. 

A three year phaseout is to be put in place, 
with the last group departing at the end of 
2002. 

The decision to close Boarding has been a big 
disappointment for boarders, their parents, 
Boarding staff and Old Boy boarders. There 
has never been any doubt as to the values of 
Boarding at St. Pat's with all that it has offered 
to boys from the country regions, nor their 
contribution in so many ways to the College 
through participation in sporting teams, public 
speaking, drama, music, community service, 
and leadership roles at all levels. 

Certainly Boarding offers a unique experience 
to boys; it has been most apparent over the 
years what a significant influence boarders 
exert on the College, irrespective of numbers. 
They are imbued with great spirit and a sense 
of not only belonging, but one of ownership. 
In many cases, this has been passed on from 
grandfather to father and then on to the son/s. 

Boarding families have their traditions too; 
they have taken great pride in their sons' 
achievements; they have proffered loyalty and 
support in so many ways to the College over 
the years, and in many cases have maintained 
that unique link between their small rural area 
and St. Pat's. 

Soon that will be no more, a thing of the past, 
107 years of Boarding life, soon to cease 
forever. Very sad. 

Many thanks to parents for their support over 
the years, and to the boys who have so much to 
offer the future. My best wishes to all, as I 
cease Boarding duties after 19 years, the past 
four as Director of Boarding. It has been a 
great privilege to have shared with boarders 
and staff over these years the great experiences 
that Boarding has offered. 

YEAR 12 BOARDING REPORT 
Craig Kennedy 

This year Kenny House celebrated its 21st year 
of producing young St. Patrick's men. There 
were few casualties during the pressurised CAT 
period, as study time was well spent. The 
availability of Mackey House allowed for six 
Year 12 boys to live in a larger environment. 
This also lifted the load from Kenny, as room 
numbers changed from four to three. Mackey 
boys had the chance to move back if they 
wished and this opportunity was taken by a 
few. Kenny remained the focus of meetings 
and movies throughout the year. 

The decision to terminate Boarding at the 
College was taken with great disappointment 
amongst boarders as we feel a great part of the 
College traditions and spirit will be lost. 
Boarders have contributed a great deal to the 
College over the years, being the life of the 
school once day students go home. Their 
efforts are seen all over the College. 

The Year 12 boys once again dominated the 
sporting fields, supplying large numbers to 
many sports. The successful First XVIII 
football consisted of Matt Brady, Tony Brady, 
Will Martin, Rowan O'Callaghan, Craig 
Kennedy, lake Kearney, Brock Phelps, Pat 
Heffernan, Damien O'Connor, Andrew 
Bleakley, Lee Kooloos and Drew Franklin. The 
House Football representatives also include 
many of these players along with Kieran 
Champion, Michael Lynch, Curtis Prout, 
Daniel Mays and Michael Sargeant. These 
boys have contributed to the success in St. 
Patrick's football throughout the year. 

The First XI cricket side consisted of five Year 
12 boys; Matt Brady, Pat Heffernan, Damien 
O'Connor, Will Martin and Michael Sargeant. 
The Seconds cricket was also heavily reliant on 
the number of boarders who turned up on 
Saturday mornings. Daniel Mays rowed 
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strongly for the fifth crew. Alex and Strato 
Talimanidis and Jason Jennings showed 
consistent form in the soccer side. 

The Year 12 boys have also been well 
represented in committees such as Edmund 
Rice Day. Michael Sargeant, Rowan 
O'Callaghan, Lee Kooloos, Damien O'Connor, 
Matt Brady, Will Martin, Jake Kearney, and Craig 
Kennedy all assisted in various aspects of the 
successful money raising day. Cheer Squad 
members led by Lee Kooloos were Jake Kearney, 
Brock Phelps, Matt Brady, Craig Kennedy, 
Damien O'Connor and a ring-in, Tony Brady. 
There have also been many more committees 
to which the boys have contributed. 

A Boarders' Committee was formed this year to 
close the links between students and Boarding 
Coordinator, Mr. Broadribb. Each house had 
one representative; Joshua Fahy from Purton, 
Martin McKenna from Healy, Michael Lynch 
from Kenny and Craig Kennedy from the SRC. 
Meetings held weekly were effective, discussing 
relevant topics concerning food, residence and 
activities. Despite restricted budget and 
structures, a lot was gained from these 
meetings. 

Our School Captain, Ben Cunningham, has 
made a great contribution, not only to 
Boarding, but the school as a whole. Being a 
successful competitor in the National Youth of 
the Year Competition, Ben also made good 
impressions across the world. 

The Year 12 boys would like to thank Mr. Kerr 
for his constant support and help throughout 
the terms. Also thanks go to all other boarding 
staff who have been part of our year at St. Pat's. 
We are a close knit group who have shared 
each other's company during birthdays and 
football celebrations. 

Best wishes and good luck to all departing St. 
Pat's and to those continuing as boarders. 

HEALY HOUSE REPORT 

Rory O'Sullivan and Marty McKenna 

1999 proved a good year for Healy house being 
the first time that it's ever had both Year 11 and 
10s present. There was wide participation in 
various sports ranging from lawn bowls to 1st 
XVIII football. Daniel Meade, Tom 
Cunningham also participated in Public 
Speaking competitions, while Bill Molloy, and 
Daniel Meade were members of the St. Vincent 
de Paul Society. Chris Barry was an active 
member of the school band, while Rosco Cain, 
Paul Madden and some others entertained us 
all with their jam sessions on the guitar. 

After a tender start the few newcomers slowly 
settled in to the new life of boarding. The two 
Year 10 Toms (Cunningham and Hetherington) 
were soon heard loud and often along with 
Ryan and Jason. 

Some activities earlier in the year helped create 
group friendship. These activities consisted of 
tennis competitions and various other 
recreational events. Inter-room rivalry which 
on one occasion resulted in a pillow fight 
helped instill a high level of camaraderie 
among the boys. In fact with two newcomers 
arriving, Jason Remmers from the U.S.A. and 
former day boy Bill Molloy plus some more 
electing to board on a short term basis, one 
could be excused for thinking that the fine 
reputation of the Healy House boarders was 
spreading throughout the land! 

Martin McKenna's calm patient manner earnt 
the respect of the Healy Boarders and was duly 
elected House Captain. After a long start to the 
year the first exeat weekend finally arrived with 
a number of boys venturing out to Harrow to 
become acquainted with the locals. 

Throughout the year we came across rough 
patches with a number of boys given time out 
to think about their actions. However all have 
noticed that they have grown, matured and 
improved their outlook on life, even the 
residents of room 2! Towards the middle of the 

year many stayed up to complete late study 
and the conversations turned to deep and 
meaningful topics such as are all men capable 
of murder? The answer it seems is yes, 
especially when someone has borrowed your 
prized CD without asking!! 

Our intrepid Basketball team created much 
interest and they made it to the Men's D grade 
finals. Never before has Tom Hanapie looked 
so different from game to game as various boys 
filled in for him. 

As the year progressed everyone settled down 
to achieve what they came here to do and 
study for the best possible results. The shock 
news of the year was the decision made to 
phase out boarders at St Pat's. 

In conclusion Healy House was a positive 
experience for all, with many thanks to Mr 
Michael Weadon for his overall support and 
guidance over the year. 

A Farewell to Matthew Hufer 

Matthew Hufer spent three years as a 
Boarding Supervisor at SPC and 
contributed most significantly in many 
ways, including organist for all Boarding 
(and school) liturgies, tutoring of those 
boarders in special need, and willingly 
being available to assist whenever called. 

He also researched and produced an 
analysis entitled "Concepts of Home", as 
experienced by Boarders and Boarding 
Supervisors as at 1998. 

His has been a wonderful contribution to 
St. Pal's and all in Boarding wish him well 
in his future studies in Melbourne. 

PURTON HOUSE BOARDERS 1999 

Back Row: 
Jessen Cain, Thomas Hanley, Patrick 
McMahon, Michael Fitzgerald, Joshua Fahy, 
Matthew Sanderson 

Sitting: 
James Mather, Dane Dageago, Colin Bischof, 
Michael Sumarijanto, James Ryan, Louis Rowe, 
Ben Nield, Matthew Ng 

Front Row: 
Michael Wilkinson, Tim McCallum, Leigh Joyce, 
Horasio Cook 
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HEALY HOUSE BOARDERS 1999 

Back Row: 
Tom Cunningham, Ryan Head, Chris Heinjus, 
Bill Molloy, Tim McKinnon, John Mackey, 
Albert Moran 

Third Row: 
Martin McKenna, Luke McCarthy, Daniel 
Meade, Rory Oi'Sullivan, Chris Keenan, Max 
Leeming, Chris Barry, Philip Sondhu 

Sitting: 
Adrian Ng, Paul Madden, Jeremy Kelly, Raines 
Stephen, Ruben Nagorcka, Thomas Hanapie, 
Greg Dillon, John Dow 

Front Row: 
Thomas Hetherington, Andrew Roper, Wayne 
Batson, 
Rosco Cain 

KENNY HOUSE BOARDERS 1999 

Back Row: 
Will Martin, Damian O'Connor, Drew 
Franklin, Jake Kearney, Brock Phelps, 
Matthew Brady, Patrick Heffernan 

Centre Row: 
Michael Sargeant, Mark Ryan, Rowan 
O'Callaghan, Lee Kooloos, Jayson Jennings, 
Atha Petikopoulos, Tony Brady, Andrew 
Bleakley 

Sitting: 
Xavier McGann, Ian Scott, AlexTalimanidis, 
Daniel Mays, Michael Lynch, Curtis Prout, 
Ben Cunningham, James Rattray, Strato 
Talimanidis 

Front Row: 
Kieran Champion, Craig Kennedy 

BOARDING SUPERVISORS 

Back Row: David Ogilvie, Gary Hickey 

Front Row: Matt Hufer, Rodger Klopak, Ben 
Green, Rob Erwin, Brett Stone 
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It is quite extraordinary the number of our Old 
Collegians who appear in the media in any one 
year. Thanks to the watchful eye of Mr Brian 
Broadribb, we are able to present a collage of 
these appearances. 

Congratulations to: 

John Michael BOURKE A.O. (SPC 1945-49), for 
his service to the Equine veterinary service and 
the thoroughbred racing industry. 
John Joseph McMILLAN A.M. (SPC 1955-58), 
for outstanding public service to the 
Departments of transport and infrastructure. 
The family of Reg HICKEY (SPC 1921), 
announced as the 18th best coach of all time in 
the AFL. Reg coached 3 of the 6 premierships 
won by the Geelong Cats. He coached Geelong 
in 1932, 1936-1940, 1949-1959 
Stephen BRACKS (SPC 1968-71), elected 
leader of the Victorian Labour Party and then 
Premier of Victoria. Stephen visited the 
College on Holy Thursday and addressed the 
Year 12 students on leadership and school 
spirit. Stephen's Principal at SPC, Br Ron 
Stewart, was interviewed by the "A Current 
Affairi programme after the election result and 
provided a most positive assessment of 
Stephen during his time at SPC. 
Winis IMBY (SPC 1996-97) who has played in 
the Essendon Reserves side for the past two 
years and is set to play for the Kangaroos as a 
Seniors Rookie in 2000. 
Nigel BOWEN (1992-97), voted the 1998 
Ballarat Football league rookie of the year. This 
year he signed a deal with the S.A. NFL to play 
for the Glenelg side. 

Anthony EDWARDS (SPC 1985-90), member 
of the Winning Four at the Australian titles. He 
was selected for the World Championship 
teams. He also came second in the Belgian 
World Cup. Anthony won two gold medals at 
the Amsterdam International Regatta, while 
the, he set a course record of 5:58 in the 
lightweight fours. 
Joshua FRICHOT (SPC 1993-98), winner of a 
bronze medal in his first international regatta. 
Nigel SULLIVAN (SPC 1993-94) defeated an 
Olympic gold medallist and team-mate Peter 
Anthony in the "Yarra Challenge" and "Silver 
Skulls" at the "Hanley on the Yarra". Nigel is a 
current member of the Oarsome Foursome. 
Christian RYAN (SPC 1992-95) along with Paul 
MYERS (SPC 1992-95), the current Under 23 
Australian rowing representatives. 
Dennis FOLEY (SPC 1966-72), winner of the 
Ballarat Sportsman's Club McKenzie award. 
Luke MADDEN (SPC 1993-98) who won his 
first final as a professional athlete this year on 
New Years Day. Luke competed at both the 
Ararat and Stawell Gifts and he won the 120m 
novice final at Maryborough in 13 seconds and 
placed 3rd in the novice 70m race. 
Fr.Leo DONNELLY SSC (SPC 1940-50), who 
spent part of die year serving the Parish of 
O.L.H.C. and will head back to his missionary 
work in Peru next year. 
Danny FRAWLEY (SPC 1976-79), appointed 
Senior Coach at the Richmond Football club. 
Paul BONGIORNO (SPC 1961-66), honoured 
with the title of "Cavaliere Ufficiale' (Official 
Knight) in the "Order of Merit" of the Italian 
Republic by the President of Italy, President 
Scalfaro. This award was officially conferred 
on him on June the 2nd. 

THE WHELAN FOUNDATION 
On the Feast of the College Patron, St. Patrick, 
Br. Collins received a cheque for $150,000 to 
establish the Con, Jean and Peter Whelan 
Foundation. Later on the feast of Blessed 
Edmund Rice a further amount of $150,000 
was received. 
Cornelius Peter "Con" Whelan, (SPC 1921-25) 
already has a most prominent place in SPC 
history. He won a scholarship to board at St. 
Patrick's College, and attended from 1921 to 
1925. In 1925 he was College Captain, Dux of 
the College and Editor of the College 
magazine. A keen sportsman, he was captain 
of Athletics in 1925 winning the senior cup. In 
football he was a determined halfback flanker 
for the first XVIII, and demonstrated 
proficiency in wrestling, boxing and 
gymnastics. He stroked the first rowing crew to 
victory in the Head of the Lake in 1924, but had 
to be content with second place in 1925. He 
was secretary of the Debating and Social Club 
and proved to be an excellent Public Speaker. 

An article on Con in a College magazine claims 
that his outstanding success was gained not 
from chasing popularity, or even by sheer 
personality, but rather from hard work. The 
following poem was quoted as epitomising 
Con's approach to tasks: 
The height by great men reached and kept 
were not attained by sudden flight, 
but they, while their companions slept, 
were toiling upwards in the night. 

After winning the Dr. Devine scholarship to 
Newman College and Melbourne University, 
Con graduated as a Dentist and practised in 
Donald for many years. His huge contribution 
to the local community was recognised in 1970 
when he was awarded the Order of the British 
Empire (OBE) for services to the community. 
As a member of the St. Vincent de Paul Society, 
and the Knights of the Southern Cross, his 
contribution to Church affairs was no less 
outstanding. 
Con passed away on Tuesday 24th April, 1998, 
having been predeceased by his son Peter and 
his wife Jean. He had maintained contact with 
SPC, and was an apology from the opening of 
the Boatshed late in 1997. In his will, he 
bequeathed 10% of his estate to SPC to 
establish the Con, Jean and Peter Whelan 
Foundation - the conditions applicable to the 
Foundation being at the discretion of the 
Principal. 
Two major projects will benefit from this 
Foundation. 
Our Boatshed extension project will be 
completed this year, with the meeting room 
being named in his honour - this seems 
particularly appropriate given his interest and 
achievements in rowing. 
A Food Technology and Catering Centre is to 
be established, and again this will proudly 
carry the Whelan name. 

OARSOME FOURSOME 
Nigel Sullivan (SPC 1989-94), who began his 
rowing at St. Pat's and was a member of the 
winning 1994 Head of the Lake crew, has 
gained selection in Australia's, and perhaps the 
world's, most exclusive 'club' - the Oarsome 
Foursome. The gold medal winning crew from 
two Olympic Games has to be the most 
admired and most recognised crew anywhere 
in the world. Nigel has taken up a seat vacated 
by Nick Green. The seat was sought by the best 
rowers this country has to offer. Nigel has 
been very quick to acknowledge St Patrick's 
College Rowing for the solid work ethic and 
technical proficiency that played a major part 
in his selection. Nigel was present for the 
christening of die new boat at the boatrace 
assembly in March. 
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REUNION LUNCHEON 
Approximately 80 Old Boys, who had attended 
the College in the 1950's and earlier, gathered 
for a Reunion Luncheon on Wednesday 12th 
March. Apologies were received from a similar 
number so the likelihood of this event 
becoming an ongoing concern seems assured. 
In fact the often repeated question on the day 
was "Why hasn't this function occurred 
before?" That it did finally happen was 
because the OCA committee, being mindful 
that Reunions traditionally occur only for 10-, 
20- and 30- year groups, perceived a need to 
facilitate the gathering of Old Boys from 
beyond those times. Our sole aim was 
fellowship, of which there was an abundance 
on the day. There was an obvious buzz in the 
room as connections were made and old 
anecdotes relived. Br. Collins, the current 
Principal, spoke and emphasised the 
importance of the Old Collegians to any 
school. SPC was fortunate, he said, to still be 
receiving such strong support and interest 
from its Old Boys. After lunch tours of the 
College were conducted whereupon the school 
as it currently operates was able to be 
inspected. Afternoon tea was then also 
provided. 

The committee would like to thank Br. Collins 
for his generous support of this venture, Joe 
Phyland and the kitchen ladies for their 
catering, Brian Broadribb and Peter Farley for 
their assistance on the day and the Year 12 
students who provided music and hospitality. 
We hope that next year's function will provide 
an opportunity for even more of our senior Old 
Boys to assemble. 

George Conlon (SPC 1923-33] & 
Colonel Les Coleman (SPC 1931-36) 

CONGRATULATIONS 
* It is encouraging to learn of the continued 
academic successes achieved by recent Old 
Collegians. Patrick Sunter (SPC 1992-97), who 
was Dux of the College in 1997 with a TER 
score of 99.65, is now studying Engineering at 
Melbourne University. He has won the 
following scholarships. 
a) Engineering Faculty 1998 
b) Partnership Industry 1998 
c) St. Mary's College scholarship 1998 
d) Newman scholarship 1999 

These scholarships were based on VCE scores, 
leadership qualities, interview, and first year 
University results (all high distinctions). 
* A new exhibition featuring the most recent 
works of Old Collegian Tim Vagg (SPC 1985-90) 
opened at the Eltham Library and Community 
Gallery on Wednesday 14th July 1999. 
This exhibition was the last opportunity for the 
public to view Tim's work before he travels to 
Europe to study Spanish Modernist work, in 
particular, the textural abstract painting of 
Antoni Tapies and the deconstructed figuration 
of Pablo Picasso. 
Tim is a graduate of Ballarat University. He 
completed his degree course in 1996 after a 
break from study to devote some time to music 
with good friend and fellow artist Andrew 
Blizzard. In his final year Tim won the David 
Pratt Award for drawing and has since 
exhibited successfully in Melbourne and in 
Ballarat at the University, Makers on Mair 
Gallery and the Ballaarat Fine Art Gallery. His 
most recent success has been as runner-up in 
the Warrandyte Lions Club Young Artists Award 
which will enable him to further is studies in 
Spain. 
* Andrew Bongiomo (SPC 1992-97) was this 
year accepted into the West Australian 
Academy of Performing Arts Bachelor of Music 
Theatre. Only nine men and nine women are 
selected from thousands of applicants each 
year. 

GOOD TO HEAR FROM . . . . 
Thomas E. Williams (SPC 1924) who has retired 
after 48 years as a turner at the Ballarat North 

rail workshops. 
Tom Cullinan (SPC 
1929-30) who writes 
from Wentworth, 
N.S.W., where he has 
obviously contributed 
greatly to community 
life over the years. 
Says Tom "to go to St. 
Pat's then was 80 
miles by dirt track, 
steam train to 
Maryborough, train to 
Ballarat and from the 
railway station to St. 
Pat's it was a horse-
drawn cab with the 
driver sitting out the 
back in all weather 
looking over the roof". 

At St. Pat's, Tom duxed his class in both years 
and he was obviously a talented musician, 
singing in the choir and winning gold medals 
for piano and violin. "Fees then I think were 
£30 per term for board and teaching plus fees 
for music". Tom became a grazier on an 
irrigation property and acted as an advisor on 
various N.S.W. government committees for 18 
years. 
J. Clement Mahoney (SPC 1931-33) who has 
retired after many years service as a teacher 
with the Victorian Education Department. 
Jim Wise (SPC 1933-40) who is married and 
says whilst he is enjoying his retirement, he 
looks forward to getting to Pakenham in 
January. 
Gregory F. Noonan (SPC 1939-41) who is 
married with 5 daughters and 2 sons. He 

served in the Army, then the R.A.A.F. until 1947, 
and then taught with the Education 
Department until his retirement in 1975. He 
has pursued a farming interest whilst serving 
the local council and community. 
Ewan Neeson (SPC 1941) who is a farmer and 
is married with 5 children. 
Kevin O'Hagan (SPC 1941-44) who is retired 
from teaching and has been married to his wife 
Ruth for 46 years. 
Fr. Dan Arundel (SPC 1945-48) who is a Parish 
Priest and resides in Edenhope. 
Peter Vaughn (SPC 1945-48) who has retired to 
Wangaratta where he enjoys fishing, swimming 
and still tries to play tennis. 
Bill E. Gunther (SPC 1948-51) who was a 
primary school teacher in the Mallee before 
settling down with his wife, Denise and 4 
children, in Geelong and teaching in 
Melbourne. He is now retired and is expecting 
his first grandchild. 
Michael Scott (SPC 1950-51) who is a gardener 
and resides in Warrnambool. 
Dr. Michael Bourke (SPC 1950-54) who is a 
General Practitioner in Leongatha. He has 
been married to Therese for 36 years and they 
have raised 5 children. He looks forward to the 
Pakenham reunion each year. 
Brian Hickey (SPC 1950-56) who retired from 
Vic Roads after 33 years service. He resides in 
Balwyn. 
Michael D. Harrison (SPC 1959-61) who has 
lived in the U.S.A. for the last 24 years. He is 
married with 2 children and has worked for the 
Hertz Corp. for the last 10 years. 
Peter Harney (SPC 1959-64) who has a carpet 
cleaning franchise in Ballarat, after 27 years in 
banking. Of his two sons Jason (SPC 1986-91) is 
in his final year of medicine at the University of 
Melbourne and Christopher (SPC 1989-94) is in 
his 3rd year of Social Work at R.M.I.T.. 
Victor Papineau (SPC 1960-61) who attended 
SPC as a boarder from Singapore and who was 
prominent then in public speaking and cadets. 
Victor is now Chairman of Constructwest 
International in W.A.. 
Mark Sertori (SPC 1967-68) who graduated from 
the University of Melbourne and taught in the 
Education Department from 1973-86. He now 
lives in Avoca and runs Dunmore Proteas 
Nursery with his wife Maree. They have two sons. 
Tim McArdle (SPC 1968-74) who is a General 
Practitioner in Obstetrics in Warragul, where 
he plays in a cover band called "Fabulous 
Beatroots". 
Br. Breach caught up with news from Old 
Collegian, Leon Doyle (SPC 1974-79) who on 
leaving school studied Law at Melbourne 
University. After passing he went on and 
obtained barrister status. 
Leon became an associate of a well-known law 
firm, but he desired to be more helpful. He left 
the firm and went as a Legal Aid to Street Kids 
in Brisbane. He now works at the Drop in 
Centre in St. Kilda, working with adults who 
have mental illnesses. On Friday evenings 
Leon does telephone advice work at the Mental 
Legal Centre in the city. 
John O'Callaghan (SPC 1974-76) who is 
married and is a solicitor with Riordon 
Partners in their Melbourne office. 
Colin Durbridge (SPC 1977-78) who runs 
"Phoenix Fabrics", an upholstery fabric 
wholesale company in Melbourne. He spent 
1991-92 travelling around Europe and the 
U.S.A. 
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News from Old Collegians 
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Michael Cheeseman (SPC 1979-84) who lives in 
Port Lincoln, S.A., and is married to Kaaren. 
They have one daughter and both work as 
chiropractors. Michael recently published a 
surfing novel titled "The Green Room". 
Alastair Lee (SPC 1989-93) who graduated from 
Deakin University in Law, and has commenced 
his Articled Clerkship with Clarke and 
Barwood, Colac. 
Scott Rea (SPC 1990-95) who graduated from 
the University of Ballarat in Commerce and 
works in the Melbourne office of Price 
Waterhouse Coopers. 

Niall McRory (SPC 1991-96) who resides at St. 
Leo's College, the University of Queensland, 
and is in his second year of Veterinary Science. 
James Eskdale (SPC 1993-98) who is studying 
Information Technology at the University of 
Ballarat. 
Chris Mylrea (SPC 1993-98) who is studying 
Media Studies at Swinbourne University of 
Technology. 
Joel Watson (SPC 1993-98) who is a student in 
Transport Logistics at R.M.I.T.. 
Patrick Conway (SPC 1994-97) who is studying 
at the University of Melbourne. 

Ashley Morgan (SPC 1995-97) who has 
completed his first year of Engineering and 
Business Administration at R.M.I.T. 
Emeritus Professor John Molony (SPC 1943-44) 
who is a former Professor of History at the 
Australian Catholic University and the 
Australian National University. He was recently 
the Master of Ceremonies at the Eureka Day 
Memorial Dinner held in Ballarat. 

Boatrace Assembly 1999 

The Year 12 Cheersquad led the College in a 
Sound and Light spectacular during this year's 
Boatrace Assembly. Entering the O'Malley 
Sports Centre through a time warp, we were 
entranced by the psychedelic dance grooves of 
Patrick Powers and his ladies. In a 
documentary of which David Attenborough 
would be proud, we were introduced to that 
terrifying primeval creature - the Goon. Had 
we realized the Goon had been captured, his 
menacing presence among us in the darkened 
gym, I doubt even the bravest SPC student 
would have stayed. Unfortunately for those 
members of the opposing schools who had 
managed to infiltrate the SPC ranks, The 
Goon's appetite was soon to be satisfied. Its 
incredible anger was unleashed, and in 
seconds we witnessed their demise. 

The College had earlier in the year taken 
delivery of a new racing shell - the first of its 
kind in Ballarat. The boat was named 
"IOANNINA GOLD" to commemorate the 
victory of the Under 23 Men's Eight World 
Championship victory in Greece last year. The 
crew consisted of three past St Pat's rowers, 
Nigel Sullivan, Christian Ryan and Paul Myers 
and were coached by Chris O'Brien. These 
gentlemen were present at the assembly to 
christen the boat. 
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St Patrick's Old Boys at Melbourne University 
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Newman College 

Back Row: Kevin Finn, Peter Graham 
Front Row: Brett Ryan, Simon Powell, Br. Breach, Nicolas Vogels, Dominic Denton 

Absent: Andrew Powell, Ashley Morgan, Thomas Sullivan, Jonathan Barlow, Deon Brown, Joseph Sullivan. 

St Mary's 

Back Row: MarkTrickey, Gerald Dillon, Patrick Sunter, Mark Stephen 
Front Row: Cian McRory, David Hogan, Br Breach, Luke Mclnerney 

Absent: Cameron Segrave, Michael Davies 
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Obituaries 

We remember those members of our school 

community who have died in the past twelve 

months 

• Trevor Allan (SPC 64-69). Our prayers and 
sympathy are extended to Irene and her 
family. Trevor's four sons have attended St. 
Patrick's College - Brendan (89-94), Gregory 
(90-95), Rodney (91-96) and Ashley who is 
currently in Year 9. 
• Geoffrey Allan (SPC 1958 - 64) (staff member 
1968) 
• David Anglim, brother-in-law of Br H. 
Breach 

• Ray Anstis, brother of Mrs Beth 
Candy. 

• David William Bourke, uncle of 
Mr Gerard Bourke, who died in 
December 1998 

• Laurie Bunworth 24.1.99. Father 
of Chris (SPC 75-79), Michael ('81-
86) John ('83-87). 

• Edan Bradley 3.2.99 (SPC 1983-
1988) brother of Heath ('81-'86) 
and Luke C89-'91) 

• Ernest Brumby, father of staff 
member Barbara Brumby, who 
died in October 1999 

• Noel Buckley, grandfather of 
Daniel Stroud (Year 12), who died 
in October 1999 

• Leo Cahill, who had been a 
Christian Brother for many years 
and held many key positions in 
education and welfare. 

• Patricia Clohesy, mother of 
Anthony Geljon (SPC 85-90) and 
aunty to Josh Stewart (Year 10) 
• Mary Agnes Condon, 
grandmother of Matthew Teasedale 
(SPC 1998) and James Teasedale 
(SPC 1994). 

• Margaret Cook, 30.1.99, mother 
of Anthony (SPC 79-'84), Nigel 
C81-'85), Gerard ('82-'87) 
• Christina Cook, mother of 
Andrew (Year 8) and Ashley (SPC 
1986 - 1991) 
• Maureen Costigan, mother of 
Michael (SPC 79-84), Anthony (80-
85), Paul (82-87), and Peter (86-91). 
Her husband Brian also attended SPC (52-55). 
Maureen was a great supporter of the College 
and particularly the Brothers' community 
over a very long period. 

• John Cribbes who died on the 27th April 
(SPC 1966 - 69). 

• Leigh Domain, step brother of Jayson 
Jennings (Year 12), who died in September 
1999 

• Eleanor Eddy, mother of Nathan (SPC 91-96) 
• Frank Etty, grandfather of Damon (Year 10) 
and Gareth (Year 11) Edwards 
• Basil Feery (SPC 1935 - 38) 
• Carmel Fitzgerald, grandmother of Patrick 
D'Arcy(Year7). 

• Gerard Gornall who died on March 15th, 

brother-in-law of Michael Kerr (Staff), uncle 
of Dominic (Year 12) and Tom (Year 11). 

• Mr. Hankin, grandfather of Matthew, Year 10 
• John Hayden (Old Collegian) who died on 
March 21st. 

• Stephen Hunt, brother of Darryl Hunt, 
College photographer, who was tragically 
killed in a car accident. 

• Br. Leo Celsus Ick died in Melbourne at the 
age of 85 years. Leo was a member of the 
Christian Brothers Congregation for more 
than 70 years, and enjoyed a reputation as 
being an exceptional and dedicated teacher. 

• Br. Columba Keating, Congregational Leader 
of the Christian Brothers from 1990 to 1996. 
He was a man possessing remarkable vision 
and a deep understanding of the Charism of 
Blessed Edmund Rice. When he visited SPC in 
1994, after addressing a special school 
assembly, he spent a considerable period of 
time with the members of our Student 
Council, and thoroughly enjoyed their shared 
reflections on Christian leadership. During 
his term as Congregational Leader, he focused 
more and more on third world and justice 
issues. Hence it was no surprise that when he 
completed office, though in his late 60s, he 
moved to Special Ministry in one of the most 
needy countries on earth, the Sudan. 

• Arthur Lindorff, father of Mr Les Lindorff 
and grandfather of Anthony (Year 9). 

• Leon Martin (SPC 1980 - 1982) 

• Lorraine McDonald, mother-in-law of Mrs 
Nerella McDonald. 

• Monsignor Frank McKenzie (SPC 1935 - 36), 
Priest of the Ballarat Diocese, who died in 
October 1999. 

• Sarah Molloy daughter of Des (SPC 1967 -
1968) and Cathy 
• Dr. Walter Moon died on 8th January. (SPC 
1937-38) 

• Pat O'Donoghue, sister of Mrs Helen Goode, 
CEO 

• Terry O'Halloran (SPC 1953 - 63) 
who died on August 11th. 

• Brian O'Meara 30.1.99, father of 
Matthew (SPC '85-'89) 
•EdnaOliver, 29.1.99 grandmother 
of Tim Bigarelli (Year 12) 

• Johanna Oudeman, grandmother 
of Matthew Nicholson (Year 12) who 
died in Queensland. 

• Mavis Ransome, mother of Frank 
Ransome (SPC 1955-57), 
grandmother of staff members 
Kerrie Leach and Jamie Ransome 
(SPC 1985-90). 

• Br. Ernest Gregory Smith passed 
away in Melbourne on 10th April, 
aged 88. During his long and 
distinguished teaching career, he 
spent seven years here at St. 
Patrick's College (1950-1956), when 
he reinvigorated the Science 
Department. 

• Maureen Sporton, wife of Peter 
Sporton. Peter has delivered 
pastries to the Canteen for the past 
36 years. 

• Elizabeth Schreur 20.1.99. 
Grandmomer of Robert Prato (Year 
11) and Luke Prato (Year 8). 

• Martin Shannon QC (SPC 1947-48) 
who died on August 30th. 
• Robert Smerdon, Grandfather of 
Adam Jarvis (Year 10) 
• Martin Vogels, cousin of Mr Gerard 
Bourke, who died in March 1999 
• Ed. Waterhouse (SPC 52 - 57) 
• Br. Neil Wilson, staff member at 

SPC 1951 to 1956, who died at Aquinas 
College in Perth 

• Graeme Young, father of Sam (Year 9) and 
brother-in-law of Mr Geoff Pearson 

• Gerhard Zehner (SPC 1961-1964) who died 
on June 17th, 1999 

• Allan Beattie, father of Mr Ian Beattie, who 
died suddenly on the 5th November. 

• Les Voss, husband of Monica, father of 
Marianne and Justin (Year 12). 
• James McClelland (SPC 1925-29) - known as 
"Diamond Jim" - former Labor Senator; 
retired judge; Royal Commissioner into British 
Atomic Testing at Maralinga; Federal Minister 
for Labour and Immigration in the Whitlam 
Government. 

I let go: 

window and door 

house and home 

memory and fear. 

I let go the hurt of the past 

and look to the hope of the future. 

I let go knowing that I will always carry 

part of the past (part of you ) with me 

woven into the story of my life. 

Help us, Christ our brother 

to softly fold inside 

the grief and the sadness, 

to pack away the pain 

and to move on; 

taking each day in your company; 

travelling each step in your love. 
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Mr David Walker 
Year 10 Coordinator 

As is evidenced by the following diary entries, 
it has again been a busy year in Year 10. The 
boys have contributed to the life of the 
College in many various ways. I thank my 
diarists, Bernhard Heemann, Tristan McArdle 
and SeanVagg, for their colourful and 
comprehensive coverage of the year. 

Diary Entries 
17/2 School Opening Mass - Ash Wednesday 
Today we had the Opening Mass for school, to 
mark the beginning of yet another year at St. 
Pat's. This was also combined with Ash 
Wednesday Mass so we also received a small 
ashen cross on our foreheads to signify the 
beginning of Lent. 

23/2 - Student Exchange Talks 
On the 23rd, Mrs. Rosalie Jones came in and 
talked to us about the Student Exchange 
Programme (Youth for Understanding). She 
told us details such as prices, what the students 
do, and what we could hope to get out of the 
Program. There were some who I'm sure would 
have seriously considered the once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity! 

24/2 - SPC Swimming Carnival 
Today was the swimming carnival, the day at 
which the entire year level gets together and 
has a good time (shame about the level of 
swimming). The day saw some excellent 
swimming from such up-and-coming 
professionals as Tom Hanley, Tom 
Hetherington, Michael Darken and Mitch 
Trevena. There were novelty events for those 
not quite so competent in the water such as an 
across the pool swim and a balloon race which 
degenerated into something resembling a WWF 
match! However, a good time was had by all. 

2,3,4, 5/3 - Medea 
Trent Rice, Ben Zala and Ben Townsend 
featured in the school production of Medea. 
According to Trent Rice, "It was in fact heaps 
tough." An excellent experience for all 
involved, organised by Mrs. Brokenbrow. 

17/3 - St. Patrick's Day 
The day of four-leaf clovers and leprechauns 
has arrived once more! On St. Patrick's Day, 
the feast of our patron, we had a Whole School 
Mass and activities at Sportsworks Recreation 
Center. Another highlight was the Investiture 
of the 1999 Student Council. Top of the 
morning to you! 

18/3 - CHISSA Swimming Carnival 
After a carbohydrate rich meal and a sound 
night's sleep, the fine athletes of St. Patrick's 
College Swim Team, under the capable 
leadership of Br. Brian Davis, arrived at Eureka 
Pool. Their breath steamed the cold, wintry 
air, as they stretched and warmed up. They 
were there to win. With the enthusiastic 
support of the colourful and exuberant cheer 

squad, the team churned their way to victory! 
The team celebrated with the now traditional 
'two laps of the roundabout on the way back', 
and arrived back at the College one CHISSA 
trophy better off than when they embarked. 

24/3 - French Excursion 
The French students of Year 10 went on an 
excursion to a French restaurant situated on 
the coast at Geelong called "La Parissiene". The 
owner of the restaurant spoke a lot of French 
and conversed with Mrs. Mclntyrefor the first 
five minutes. The sea breeze was cold but it 
wasn't long until we were inside. We waited for 
about ten minutes while our meal was being 
prepared. When it came we were fairly ready 
for it but our stomachs weren't. It was snails. 
We reluctantly ate and only one person decided 
to leave it out. The main course consisted of 
veal, salad and chips which everyone enjoyed 
For dessert we had ice cream with chocolate 
topping and a strawberry. 

27 /3 -Head of the Lake 
This day brought another major St. Pat's 
sporting event, possibly the sporting event of 
the year among the participating schools; 
CHISSA Head of the Lake. The previous day 
had seen numerous egg and waterbombing 
scuffles between the various schools, and today 
was to see these conflicts resolved on the water. 
The 'spit' was crowded with pumped-up school 
kids waiting to see this epic and noble battle 
for the lake. As the various St. Patrick's crews 
left the shed, they were cheered on by their 
comrades. As the day wore on, it became 
apparent that St. Patrick's was not doing as 
well as had been anticipated. The thirds, 
however, were more suited to the conditions, 
and managed to attain a victory. Grammar 
did extremely well, something that the St. Pat's 
Rowing Club hopes to remedy next season. 

31/3 - SPC Athletics Carnival 
Calvin, Keniry McCarthy, Treacy, Nunan, Ryan. 
Every student in the school, competing for their 
house and themselves. Track, field and novelty 
events, there was an event for everyone. 
McCarthy won the day, with Nunan and Ryan 
also doing well. 

3/5 - Edmund Rice Day 
The whole school celebrated Edmund Rice Day 
by doing the annual Walkathon around the 
lake and to thefooty oval. This year was not 
the greatest success in the movie theatre as 
some people tried to ruin it for others. 

May - Year 10 Retreats 
In mid May each Year 10 homeroom set out on 
retreat and, after a grueling journey across Vic. 
Park, braving the harsh climate, arrived 10 
minutes later at the retreat venue. The retreat 
went for a full day and was a very interesting 
experience, with the homeroom teachers as 
guest speakers. The focus was on family and 
the future. 

15/6 - Intermediate Soccer 
Today the big match between the two SPC 
Intermediate teams was played. The game was 
dominated by the combined SPC 1 (Year 9 and 
10) teams against the SPC 2 (Year 10) team. 
The final score was 4 - Ofor SPC 1 with Kevin 
Agius scoring twice. The SPC 1 team remained 
undefeated until the last game against SPC 2 
where both teams suffered from a lack of 
players. Special thanks must go to Mr. Barrins 
for his support for the two teams and Grafton 

Hand who did a fabulous job of refereeing. 
16/6 - Announcement Re Boarding 
On this day Br. Collins gathered all students in 
the Chapel to announce that boarding, which 
as been a part of St. Patrick's College since its 
foundation, was to be phased out by the Year 
2003, the end of an era for St. Pat's College. 

18/6- Mass for the Poor 
Each year on this day members of the 
community raise incredible amounts of food 
and money for those less fortunate and give 
them up to God before sending them out to be 
used in our local community. 

June - Semester 1 Exams 
During the end of Term 2 the Year 10s had their 
half-year exams. Many students fear them as is 
understandable but many also were ready for 
them. The General Maths exam was not very 
easy. The English exam was based on the novel 
we had read. We had to answer some questions 
in a full page report. The other subjects were 
also difficult but again everyone coped. 

19/6 - Japan Trip 
At 5am, a group of 18 students and two 
teachers from Years 9 and 10 went on an 
excursion to Japan. They visited Tokyo, Kyoto, 
Hiroshima and Osaka. It was a superb cultural 
experience for all involved, with both teachers 
and students alike enjoying themselves 
immensely and learning a great deal. The 
Japanese families were extremely generous 
hosts. A highlight was the presentation to 
Jeremy Fabos and Shane Hoffman of a Kendo 
stick to bring home with them - an excellent 
memento from their journey. 

Term 3 - VET Automotive Certificate 
Adam Whiting, Luke Richardson, Justin 
Thornton and Rob Meld will be participating in 
a VET course in Automotive Mechanics. These 
course are difficult to gain entrance to so 
congratulations guys. Other Year 10s hope to 
gain admission to further VET courses in Term 4. 

16/7 - Herald Sun Shield 
This year St. Pat's College entered the Herald 
Sun Shield and by the grace of God managed 
to snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. The 
team featured two students from Year 10, Ryan 
Head and Brad Molloy. Both played extremely 
well helping to bring victory to our team. 

9/8 Careers Night 
The Year 10s came with their parents to the 
Careers Night organised by the school. This 
was a very good chance for the Year 10s to get a 
lot of information about the career choices they 
are considering for the future. To start the 
night the Year 10s went to the PAC to be 
introduced to people from a large range of 
occupations while in the library, the parents 
were also filled with information about their 
sons' futures. After this everyone went to the 
Boarders' Dining Room where many displays 
were set up for the different Universities and 
jobs. Everyone took their time talking to the 
people about their future careers and many left 
with a bag full of hopefully useful information. 

12/8 - VCE Subject Selection Talks 
The Year 10s were grouped into the library so 
they could get information about their subject 
selections for the next two years. Teachers for 
the main subjects such as Maths, English and 
Information Technology spoke about their 
subjects so we would know what to expect. The 
VCE procedure is changing for us. After the 
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talks everyone went to four special 20 minute 
blocks which had VCE teachers explaining 
their subjects in more detail. 

29/8 Tournament of the Minds 
Josh Stewart, Michael Brown and Tristan 
McArdle participated in the tournament of the 
Minds. Despite a shaky start they managed to 
get Honours in the competition. 

13/9 - 17/9 Work Experience 
During the last week of Term 3 most of Year 10 
was involved in work experience. For this week 
students were required to find a place to work 
for a week. Most students found it to be a very 
interesting and rewarding week. This program 
is designed to illustrate the issues covered in 
the subject 'Industry and Enterprise'. 

I am very appreciative of the commitment 
shown by Year 10 teachers to their students 
this year, especially in developing the study 
habits and work ethic required next year in 
VCE. Whilst not always being appreciated by 
the boys, we trust that our efforts will at least 
bear fruit later on. I extend my thanks to the 
Year 10 R.E. teachers and Louise Klopak who 
gave of their time so freely in preparing and 
delivering a Retreat program that offered 
something meaningful to each boy. 

Rob Meikle has done a huge amount of work 
during the year in preparing the students for 
VCE subject selections and Work Experience. 
That we received such excellent feedback 
from Work Experience supervisors in regard to 
the maturity and initiative displayed by the 

boys across the board is a credit not only to 
them and uheir families but also to Rob. I 
thank Peter Farley also who visited many of 
the boys "on site". 

Peter Gutteridge was another staff member 
who was instrumental in the subject selection 
process. I am grateful for his efforts on behalf 
of the boys and also to those VCE teachers 
who explained the intricacies of their subjects. 
Finally, thank you to the homeroom teachers 
(John, Rodger, Geoff and Paul) and their 
assistants for their conscientious care of their 
students. As a team we have tried very hard to 
establish a climate of mutual respect with a 
focus on learning so it has been pleasing to us 
to see these qualities developing in some of 
our young men over the course of the year. 

National Youth Science Forum 

Recently, Year 11 student Nick Cooper (centre), was selected to attend the National Youth 
Science Forum 2000 in Canberra. Out of around 8000 applicants, 288 students were selected, 
with 6 from New Zealand, 2 from the UK, 4 from South Africa and 2 from Russia. Nick will be 
attending Session A, commencing on January 1st, 2000 and finishing on the 15th of that month. 
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Performing Arts 
: • . . . . • 

Mrs Cordelia Brokenbrow 
Performing Arts Coordinator 

One of the prime responsibilities of the 
Performing Arts Department is to enable 
students to develop the attributes of confidence 
and co-operation. In Year 7 each student is 
introduced to the three strands of performing 

school production and Shakespeare Festival. 
The confidence which performers exhibit 
comes from the years of involvement in the 
subject. In Year 7 so many students are 
nervous about performing in front of their 
peers or wider audience and this is often 
present for a few years. The confidence and 
enjoyment does increase however and it is 
wonderful to see so many more boys 
participating in dramatic activities. 

This year has seen the introduction of Social 
Justice into the curriculum. Boys from Years 9 
& 10 have formed a core group and performed 
to a wide selection of audiences including a 
staff group and groups from Years 7, 8, 9, 11 
and 12. This has demanded a high level of 
confidence and co-operation. The students 
have devised the role-plays on bullying and 

victimization and then perform utilising 
interactive techniques to help bring about 
change within the school. This wonderful 
programme will be continued next year. 

Performing Arts teachers rely on many 
other teachers and parents to help bring 
about the public success of the students. 
To all the unseen helpers, we thank you 
for your continued support of this 
energetic and vibrant department. 

arts: drama, music and band. He learns very 
quickly the need for co-operation either when 
acting as part of an ensemble or when playing a 
musical instrument with others. From Year 8 
onwards students choose the form of 
performing arts which suits them best. 

I am sure that anyone who was at Speech 
Night this year recognised and applauded the 
talents of Performing Arts students. For the 
Year 7 students it was both an exercise in 
developing confidence and co-operation. 
Miss Thomas worked for only about six weeks 
with the whole year level and wrought a 
magical transformation through harmonies 
and solo performances. Naturally the boys 
were very nervous, but on the night they 
looked wonderful on stage together. Standing 
in the wings, looking at them I was thinking 
ahead six years and imagining them standing 
there again but this time as Year 12 students 
singing together. I hoped they would 
remember back to when they were Year 7 and 
realise they had come full circle in their 
school life standing for the last time as tiiey 
had stood the first time, singing together 
confidently and with pride. 

The Stage Band and Concert Band perform all 
the year round at different venues and 
certainly have learnt the necessary skills of 
co-operation. This year they have worked 
particularly long hours at rehearsal in order to 
attain their high standard. The Year 12 
students lead by example assisting the Band 
Master in many ways and offer the younger 
members something to aspire to. It is 
encouraging to see so many younger students 
joining the Band this year and hopefully this 
will continue through future years. 

Drama this year has been no less busy than 
any other year. We have once again co
operated with Loreto College in both the 

Drama 
"1 believe in taking risks so that I may grow. 
I believe in students taking risks so that they 

may grow" 

Challenges are there for the taking and 
attempting to stage the Greek tragedy 
"Medea" was certainly not one for the faint 
hearted. In fact as soon as I had finished 
"Away", I was auditioning for "Medea" because 
we had decided that we wanted to stage the 
production outside. That meant first term 
had to be the one of choice and so rehearsals 
had to begin early. Following a wonderful 
camp at Apollo Bay - how could we go 
anywhere else but to the home of the Gods! -
we went into intensive rehearsals so we would 
be ready for staging "Medea" during the 
Begonia Festival. The setting of the Brothers' 
house was magnificent and for a few nights it 
was chaotic with students running up and 
down stairs, climbing in and out of windows 
and actors hurling abuse to each other over 
the balcony. I know we must have caused 
much disruption in the lives of the Brothers 
but throughout it all they were so gracious 
and supportive. 

The cast of "Medea" was magnificent. For 
some it was an introduction to extra
curricular drama and even though they had 
non-speaking parts, their sense of character 
added to the spectacle of the play. To 
Madeleine Leahy and Anthony Pearce, who 
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played such difficult and demanding roles 
with such assurance, I offer my thanks for 
their perseverance to the task and willingness 
to explore and develop Medea and Jason. 
Their acting brought alive the characters and 
themes for the Year 12 English students. 

Anthony has now appeared in three school 
productions and three Shakespeare Festival 
entries. He started very nervously, I know, in 
Year 9 with a very minor role, but it has been a 
pleasure to watch his talent develop. His 
performance as Tom in "away" was one I will 
always remember and I thank him for sharing 
his talents with the drama department, fellow 
students and the wider community. 

As soon as "Medea" was over, rehearsals 
began for a South Street Entry in the One Act 
Play section. Unfortunately there was not a 
category for youth plays and we had to 
compete against adults in the open section. 
This however, did not daunt our young and 
inexperienced cast of Rufus Brokenbrow, Phil 
Ingram, Chris Shea and Ben Zala. They 
rehearsed every Friday and eagerly embraced 
their roles of young teenagers, playing with an 
old service revolver. Rehearsals were always 
fun and never seemed like hard work 
although the boys certainly committed 

themselves to the task. Rob Erwin 
designed and constructed the set 
and then transported it for us; he 
also designed the lighting and 
without his expert help we would 
not have managed. Whilst not 
expecting anything, we were 
delighted that Chris Shea received 
a Special Mention for his role. 
Hopefully the boys will compete 
again next year. 

Once again we won the regional 
finals of the Shakespeare Schools' 

Festival with a duologue from "Othello" 
performed by Anthony Pearce and Natalie 
Poison. This year we were also delighted to 
win the regional final in the music section. 
Scott Lewis composed a piece based on 
"Julius Caesar" and this was performed by 
Scott, Tim Blanchfield, Lachlan Brown, Luke 
Mullah/, Ben Zala and James Zala. 
Unfortunately they were not able to compete 
at the State Final because the date clashed 
with the Band's competition at South Street. 
Hopefully we will enter this section again, as it 
is a wonderful forum for student composers. 

In a year of risk taking, perhaps the greatest 
one was the introduction of Social Justice 
through Drama which was included in the 
Year 9 and 10 curriculum. Based on the work 
of Augusto Boal its purpose is to empower 
those who are oppressed. This year we have 
focused on bullying. Social Justice is 
interactive and students who come to the 
performance are invited to replay chosen 
scenes in an attempt to bring about positive 
change. We have all learnt from this 
stimulating and challenging forum. At times 
roles have to be changed at a moment's notice 
if someone is absent from school but that is 
all a part of the process and the boys have 
developed invaluable improvisation skills. 
Through all our drama this year, risks have 
been taken not only by myself but also by all 
our students and without a doubt they too 
have grown. 
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Kelty Resource Centre 

Mrs Carolyn Macdonald 
Librarian 

Online which provides students with up to 
date reference material and relevant links to 
the Web. 

DISPLAYS 
The library has endeavoured to promote a 
positive and welcoming environment for 
students and staff. Throughout the year 
various displays and book selection days have 
been held. All have been very popular. 
Bookweek was celebrated with a school wide 
competition. A daily question was advertised 

and there were daily 
winners of book 
vouchers. This was a 
very successful event 
and future competitions 
are planned to 
encourage wider 
reading throughout the 
school. 

The Kelty Resource Centre has 
undergone some major changes this 
year, changes that will keep the 
centre abreast of current 
technological developments in 
information retrieval. During the last 
Christmas holidays the library moved 
to a new computer software system 
called "ALICE" which operates using 
Windows NT. As with most changes 
the Library experienced some 
teething problems in the first term 
but by the commencement of the second term 
the new system was functioning well. Staff and 
students have commented on its ease of use 
and increased retrieval rates. 
Other changes that have helped students and 
staff in the accessing of current information 
has been the purchase of an online database 
Austguide. This database developed by RMIT 
allows users to search online, using subject and 
keyword, to access articles in major periodicals 
held in most Australian School Libraries. If 
students locate relevant material in periodicals 
that the resource centre does not hold , the 
library will make every effort to locate the 
periodical using the library network. Senior 
students doing Chemistry, Biology and Physics 
Cats have all benefited from this development. 
Online Encylopedias such as Britanicca and 
World Book are now commercially available. 
The resource centre has purchased World Book 

CHESS 
Chess sets were 
purchased during the 
year to provide another 
activity for the students 
at St Patrick's. Morning 
Tea and lunchtime 
chess has proven to be 
very popular with all 
sets being used at these 
times. A chess 
competition will be the 
next challenge. 

YEAR 9 LIBRARY 
SKILLS DAY. 
I have enjoyed the opportunity to meet and to 
get to know our Year 9 students through the 
library skills day. All Year 9 students have the 
opportunity to work in the library for one day 
on work experience. Students perform an 
invaluable role, covering books, returning 
books, helping run the circulation desk amid a 
multitude of smaller jobs. The vast majority of 
the Year 9 students have enjoyed their day and 
I know how much we appreciate their positive 
and helpful work attitude. 

STAFF. 
Thanks must go to all the library staff. 
Br Miller, who works quietly behind the scenes 

to make sure our purchases get on to the 
system. 
Br De Bock, who provides daily assistance to 
the boys using our internet lab. 
Mrs Brae, who efficiently maintains the front 
desk and the library collection. 
Mr Fisher, who runs the AV area of the resource 
centre and who has provided invaluable 
assistance to students using the media 
equipment. A big thank you. 
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Mrs Cate Johnston 
S.O.S.E. Co-ordinator 

After much planning, some praying, a few 
hiccups and one or two anxious moments, the 
inaugural Legal Studies/Australian History 
"Canberra Trip" was launched. 

Thursday August 12, 7.45am, SPC Old Boy 
Adrian, coach driver extraordinaire, pulled out 
of St. Pad's gates with a family of 32 slightly 

sleepy, yet enthusiastic lads and two still 
slightly anxious substitute parents on board. 
Destination n the nationt's capital. 

A few films, several song titles and multi 
various meals at McDonalds later, we arrived at 
Belcommen Motor Village. Slightly stiff in the 
limbs but still strong in spirit, we enjoyed a 
delectable dinner and bunked down in our 
most comfortable cabins for the quite cool 
Canberra night. 

The next three days included many and 
various stimulating and challenging events. 
We discovered how Canberra was planned, 
established and developed; retraced Cough 
Whitlami's steps to dismissal; explored the War 
Memorial; drove the Embassies drive; 
experienced die solemnity and grandeur of the 
High Court; participated in a mock 
parliamentary question time; glimpsed what 
the National Gallery had to offer and saw first 

hand how our top sporting stars survive. 

Canberra looked spectacular under cover of 
night, from both Mt Ainsley and Telstra Tower 
and while some moroughly enjoyed the 
Cinema visit, others left wondering why on 
eardi they wasted their money on - ciest la vie! 

Mass at the Cathedral was quite magnificent, 
and the opportunity to mix and mingle with 
collegues over lunch in the city was most 
refreshing. 

The days were splendidly sunny, the nights 
cold but quite cosy within the cabins. 

The value of the trip was unquestionable as the 
following quotable quote clearly indicates, "I 
hope the next bunch enjoy it as much as we 
did and they come home feeling more relaxed 
and confident, a great time both educationally 
and socially." 
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Year 11 Report 

Mr Andrew Watson 
Year 11 Co-ordinator 

The year for the students commenced with the 
opening assembly followed by a Year 11 
assembly during which the expectation, 
importance and commitment for Year 11 were 
outlined to the students. The Year 11 parent 
Information evening which was held on 
Wednesday 10th February followed this. This 
occasion provided the opportunity for parents 
to meet Year 11 staff and have the many 
questions and concerns about VCE answered. 
Topics covered included the methods of 
assessment, study programs, time 
management, homework routine, sport and 
social events and the retreat program. With 
parents and students armed with all the 
knowledge and requirements of the VCE, the 
hard work began in earnest. The boys quickly 
settled into the routine of school once again 
and eagerly engaged in their newly selected 
subjects. As the preparation year for Year 12 the 
vast majority of boys took up the challenge of 
committing themselves to their study. 
During term two Year 11 students Greg Dillon 
and Luke Mullaly represented the College at 
the launch of the Diocesan Strategic Plan and 
participated in the liturgy to celebrate the 
launch at St. Thomas More School. This was 
the beginning of many opportunities that Year 
11 students took up to be involved in the 
various aspects of life at St. Patrick's College. 
Term Two also saw the annual Year 11 St. 
Pat's/Loreto Social held at the Brown Hill Hall. 
The theme for the evening was lBlast from the 
Pasti. All students enthusiastically entered into 
the evening's theme. I feel that many parents' 
wardrobes were raided prior to the evening 

judging by some of the outfits worn by the 
students. Michael Ranger, Anthony Francis, 
Jason Duffy, Mark Smith, Jon Kanoa and Simon 
Charewicz along with representatives from 
Loreto were responsible for organising the 
social and they did a terrific job. The following 
is a report from Michael Ranger on the social: 

The Year 11 social turned out to be a great 
success. About equal numbers of boys and girls 
attended, and the vast majority seemed to enjoy 
themselves. Fashions ranged from the exquisite 
to the very basic. Feathers were extremely 
popular amongst the girls and leather jackets 
and flannelette shirts the most popular 
garments with the boys. Simon Charewicz and 
Julian Righetti were the life of the party with the 
whole night revolving around Simon's skin tight 
leather jacket and Top Gun Sunglasses and 
Julian's mullet wig. The music catered for all 
tastes, appreciated by students and teachers 
alike. It took a while to get started, with only a 
couple of people dancing. However, by the end, 
nobody wanted the music to stop. Lollies, chips, 
pies and sausage rolls were the order of the 
night with most food being eaten without any 
great break in the dancing. The fashion parade 
displayed the night's efforts, with the Pink 
Ladies from Loreto winning the group prize. 
Simon and Julian came home with the most 
popular costumes as voted by the crowd. 
Thanks to all the teachers who gave up their 
time to come and supervise. Thank you also to 
the Year 11 students who came along and made 
it a fantastic night for all. 

Term Three saw all Year 11 boys participating 
in the Year 11 Retreat program. The retreat is 
the focal point of the Year 11 RE programme, 
giving students an opportunity to stand back 
from the more immediate concerns of their 
lives and to re-focus themselves. The National 
Evangelisation Team (NET) conducted the 
retreats and have done so for the last five years. 
We have been very impressed by the effective 
witness of these young people. The following is 
a reflection by Jonathon Tacey: 

Yesterday we had our Year 11 retreat at the 

Year 11 Boys enjoying the 1999 annual St. Pats/Loreto Social 

Invermay Sports Club. It was run by NET and it 
was a very enjoyable day. The NET team had its 
own unique way of teaching us about God. They 
didn't try and bible-bash us like some religious 
groups do, but instead taught us by doing little 
plays, singing and telling us a bit about 
themselves. We were also broken up into small 
groups where we discussed amongst ourselves 
what was being said and its relevance to us. The 
highlights of the day were probably the group 
activities we did like taking an ad from TV and 
changing it to be relevant with Jesus. The game 
ofPictionary we played was really competitive. 
One thing that was said that made you sit up 
and lake notice was a speech from NET member 
Mark, who told us how he, by trying to be 
happy, became involved with alcohol, was 
going to parties each night and falling behind 
at school. Instead of being happy he realised he 
was miserable and through Jesus he was able to 
get his life back. At the end of the day my small 
group leader, Mike, prayed for me. Everyone 
enjoyed themselves including the NET people, 
especially when we were out kicking the 
football. A couple of NET guys joined in but 
couldn't kick a football because they were from 
New Zealand and had never kicked one before! 
Overall, It was a most useful, relevant and 
relaxing day. 

Towards the end of Term Three the 
determination of student leaders for the 
coming year began. This involved Br Collins 
conducting a number of leadership assemblies. 
During this time, Br Collins outlined to the 
students the nature of student leadership at St. 
Patrick's College, the leadership opportunities 
available next year and the processes to be 
undertaken for the selection of student leaders 
for 2000. The final leadership assembly marked 
the beginning of the formal selection process 
to determine student leaders for 2000 and all 
students completed a primary ballot. This 
selection process results in 28 students being 
selected to work with the current student 
council to ensure a smooth transition from one 
leadership group to another. Also the 28 
students attend a leadership seminar 
conducted by the Amberley Retreat Team. Br 
Collins also emphasised the fact that every Year 
11 student will have a significant leadership 
role to play within the College next year and 
many opportunities to join student 
committees. The following students are the 28 
boys who have been selected for consideration 
for leadership positions in 2000. 

Ben Alder, Simon Charewicz, Patrick Coleman, 
Nicholas Cooper, Gregory Dillon, Jason Duffy, 
Anthony Francis, Jason Hucker, Jon Kanoa, 
Joseph Kennedy, Thomas Kerr, Garth Kydd, 
Sean Lenaghan, Benjamin Ludbrook, Tim 
McKinnon, James Marburg, William Molly, 
Albert Moran, Luke Mullaly, Drew Petrie, Julian 
Porter, Michael Ranger, Andrew Reidy, Julian 
Righetti, Philip Sondhu, Michael Sordello, Luke 
Stokie, Gregory Rowe. 

Throughout the year a number of Year 11 boys 
have represented the College on the City of 
Ballarat Youth Council. This council looks at 
the issues that face the youth of Ballarat and 
conduct various activities such as the Ballarat 
Youth Forum. The following students 
represented the College; Greg Rowe, Tom 
Hanapie, Leon Faustini and Scott Watkins. 
Another important aspect of Year 11 that 
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occurs throughout the year is the Social Justice 
Program. As part of the Religious Education 
program this involves every Year 11 student 
participating in a minimum of six hours of 
social justice or community service work. The 
activities that the boys participated in were 
many and varied. The students as always, have 
proved themselves to be committed and 
capable in a wide field of work for others. 
With St. Patrick's Cathedral undergoing major 
renovation during the year the huge task of 
shifting the church pews from the Cathedral to 
St. Patrick's Hall was taken up by 50 Year 11 
boys. Fr Adrian Mclnerney congratulated and 
thanked all the boys for their assistance with 
this enormous task. Many people commented 
on the boys' ability to move so many pews so 
effectively in one afternoon. 
Year 11 boys also volunteered to work with 
PINARC Support Services. PINARC conduct 
peer support programs designed to provide 
children with disabilities the opportunity to 
have a rest from their normal carers, while at 
the same time forging a relationship between 
youth from different walks of life. The St. 
Patrick's students worked closely with the 
Ballarat Specialist School in this peer support 
program. Ben Alder has written the following 
reflection of his experience as a participant in 
the Peer Support Program. 

For the past three weeks a group of Year 11 
students, for their Social Justice Program, have 
been working alongside people with disabilities 
at The Ballarat Specialist School. The program 
is called Peer Support Program. The group 
before starting, had mixed emotions. No-one 
knew what to expect. After the first meeting on 
Wednesday, the Year 11 students were all excited 
and ready to go back. During the time we learnt 
how to communicate and help people with 
disabilities by playing, talking and doing 
different activities. Overall this has been an eye 

opener for the group of students and we are 
thankful for the opportunity to do this work. 

As part of the Social Justice program 15 boys 
volunteered to assist with the Year 8 retreats. 
This involves the students completing a wide 
range of tasks and activities during the day 
long retreat. All Year 8 teachers commended 
and praised the boys on their initiative, 
positive attitude and leadership. The students 
who participated in the Year 8 retreat program 
were Kaz Ciezki, Jason Duffy, Stewart Baulch, 
Tom Kerr, Luke Medwell, Julian Porter, Garth 
Kydd, Mark Smith, Daniel Meade, Damian 
Ryan, Greg Dillon, Jeremy Kelly and Nick 
Cooper. 
The annual visit by Year 5 children from our 
local Catholic Primary Schools to the College 
as part of the Transition Program required a 
number of Year 11 boys to act as hosts and tour 
guides for the day. Overwhelming 
commendation for the efforts of these students 
to make the Year 5 children's visit a memorable 
and enjoyable occasion were received from the 
primary schools and Mr Howard Clark. The 
students who participated in this aspect of the 
Social Justice Program were: Nick Quinn, 
Anthony Francis, Michael Ranger, Luke 
Mullaly, Greg Dillon, Michael Sordello, Joel 
Dash, Paul Brick, Drew Petrie, Julian Porter, 
Jason Hucker, Jon Kanoa, Garth Kydd and 
Damian Ryan. 
Other activities completed by students 
included: 40 hour famine, assisting with the 
Red Shield Appeal, donating to the Blood Bank, 
participating in the Ballarat Winter Sleepout 
and attending the Refugee Conference. 
The Edmund Rice Camps in September saw 
yet again a dedicated group of Year 11 students 
giving up their time and energy to be with the 
marginalised in our society. The students who 
represented the College on the camps were: 

Stewart Baulch, Nick Cooper and Julian 
Righetti. 
This being my first year as Year 11 Coordinator, 
I must take this opportunity to say that I have 
very much enjoyed the opportunity to work 
with all the boys of Year 11. Each student 
makes an important and worthwhile 
contribution to the year level. All the boys are 
to be commended on their efforts this year and 
wish them the best of luck for Year 12 next year. 
During the year Adrian Mullaly announced his 
retirement at the end 1999. It with a degree of 
sadness that we farewell Adrian, who has for 
many years been a part of Year 11. Adrian has 
been a very dedicated and professional 
mathematics teacher and administrator who 
always put the interest of his students first. St. 
Patrick's College will certainly miss his caring 
approach to students, his loyal commitment to 
education and his fine administrative skills. We 
wish Adrian and his wife Jan all the very best in 
retirement. 
Finally, I would like to pay tribute to every 
teacher at St Patrick's College who taught at 
Year 11.1 constantly witnessed throughout the 
year the dedication and commitment of the 
staff towards the students. Every parent can be 
confident that their son has received the best 
possible education to form a solid foundation 
to commence their very important Year 12 
studies. 
A special mention of thanks must go to my 
colleagues Tony Beggs, Geoff Brodie, Kevin 
Brodie, Cate Johnston, Damian McKee and 
Adrian Mullaly, who as homeroom teachers, 
were responsible for ensuring the very best 
pastoral care of all the Year 11 boys and who 
were always supportive and encouraging. 

Shifting the church pews from the Cathedral to St. Patrick's Hall to allow for extensive renovation to occur on the Cathedral 
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Visual Arts and Graphics 

Mr Terry Blizzard 
Creative Arts and Technology 
Coordinator 

1999 has been a particularly busy year in the 
Visual Arts area. Students from Year 7 to 12 
have participated in a range of activities that 
have been both fun and challenging. The 
dimensional work such as painting, drawing 
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and printmaking have been favourites with 
the Year 7 & 8's as has pottery in the three 
dimensional area. Year 9 students have 
explored a range of activities including Tee-
shirt printing and re-discovering the 1960's. 
Our Year 10's have produced some 
outstanding canvas paintings on a variety of 
themes, and some of their ceramic pieces give 
a fascinating insight into the minds of 15 - 16 
year olds! 

Congratulations to our two art prize winners: 
Mark Smith (Year 11) and Kieran Champion 
(Year 12). Finally we must acknowledge our 
wonderful Year 12 art class. This has been the 
biggest VCE art class we have had at SPC and 
the variety of characters has led to the 
production of some excellent artworks. Good 
luck to all of the them in the future. 

Well done to the four students, Kieran 
Champion, Julian Sunter, Leigh Searle and 
Scott Vanderkley, whose work has been 
chosen to be exhibited at the Ballarat Fine Art 
Gallery in the Len Brookman award. 

Craft, Design and Technology 
Report 

Mr Malcolm Barrins 

Craft, Design and Technology requires 
students to design, produce and evaluate their 
solutions to a wide range of problems set for 
them as design briefs. These design briefs 
become progressively more complex, until in 
the upper years the students solve design 
problems they set for themselves. In addition, 
they are required to investigate a range of 
topics, including the social and 
environmental consequences of 
developments in technology. 

Years 7-10 require students to work with a 
broad range of materials and systems, until in 
Years 11 and 12 students may specialise in 
Materials and Technology, a wood based 
course, or Systems and Technology, which is 
metal/engineering based. 

Notable products in Materials include a red 
gum table by Max Leeming, jarrah bedside 
units by Ricky Bilston, a queen size bed by 
Andrew Hui and a computer workstation by 

Anthony Brady - a product that took much 
time and commitment to finish. 

In Systems, Luke Spano and Chris Stevens 
made excellent 12V generators, Andrew Hui 
and Paul Kennedy made go-karts, and Bevan 
Conlan a challenging off-road vehicle. Other 
products included rebuilding engines, an air 
hockey table and an extensive motorcycle 
overhaul by Atha Petikopolous. 

Visits to the Ford factory, Ford Discovery 

Center and the Motor Show in Melbourne for 
our senior students have broadened their 
perspectives and allowed them to see industry 
in action. The inclusion of VET studies 
continues to expand the range of options our 
students enjoy. 

Over the last two years much has been done 
to improve the facilities, and we are now able 
to offer students three well-equipped rooms 
where they can work safely on advanced 
projects in a pleasant environment. This is 
largely due to the 
initiative of Br. George 
Hewitt and the ongoing 
work of Noel Fitzpatrick. 

Jon Crawley (Ballarat Watercolourist) visited 
St. Patrick's College, demonstrating his water 
colour techniques and imparting his 
knowledge and skills to Year 10 students as 
part of their watercolour unit. Students also 
watched a video of Jon's work and techniques. 
As part of his introduction, Jon talked about 
making a living in the Arts in Australia 
compared with overseas and then moved on 
to discussing materials, techniques and skills. 
After showing his palettes and passing around 
sketchbooks and photos, students were able 
to see how ideas become a finished piece. Jon 
also showed some finished paintings. 
A demonstration of landscape painting in 
watercolours of a bush scene, allowed 
students to gain practical skills. Overall, the 
students' patience was rewarded with a 
glimpse into how a work is created. 
Teachers are skilled in their subjects and 
students benefit from their ability to apply 
knowledge practically but there is no doubt 
that having a specialist and 'fresh face' seems 
to inspire students more. 

We thank Ion for his time and knowledge and 
hope students are inspired to paint more. 
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Mrs Nerella McDonald 
LOTE Co-ordinator 

In 1999 the LOTE faculty continued to provide 
students of both French and lapanese with 
innovative opportunities to expand their 
linguistic and cultural knowledge through 
various activities which included: 
• Croque Monsieur day 
• French luncheon with Loreto Students 
• Visit to Le Parisien Restaurant 
• Visit to Japan Seminar House 
•Yeail2CATDay 
• Trip to Japan 

Undoubtedly, the inaugural trip to Japan was 
the highlight of our year. The Years 9 and 10 
students who participated proved themselves 
worthy ambassadors of both St. Patrick's 
College and Australia. Their host families were 
most impressed by their friendliness and 
willingness to speak Japanese and fit into 
Japanese family life. Indeed, their co
operation did much to boost group morale and 
contribute to the success of the trip. Two 
accounts follow this report. 
We look forward to 2000 when our Japanese 
program will extend into VCE. 
The LOTE staff, Mrs Margaret Mclntyre and 
Mrs Margaret Carison join me in wishing you 
all a Joyeux Noel. 

MY TRIP TO JAPAN 
James Foley 
There we were, twenty amazed Year Nine and 
Ten students and two teachers, wandering the 
busy streets of Tokyo. Although I had heard of 
how busy Japan was, I was shocked at how 
crowded the streets actually were. However, it 
was something we were used to by the end of 

the trip. 
Unlike Australia, I noticed that the buildings in 
Japan are designed with much more 
imagination and style. Traditional buildings in 
Japan are interesting and have some sort of 
meaning behind them and the modern 
skyscrapers and company buildings are quite 
eye-catching. 
After a tiring, but fun day enjoying the sites of 
the city of Tokyo, we stayed at Yoyogi Youth 
Hostel, which was the Olympic village to many 
athletes in the Tokyo games around forty years 
ago. The next morning we woke early to catch 
a train to Tokyo Disneyland, which was around 
forty minutes from the Hostel. I have never 
been more excited than the time before we 
entered Disneyland. The big line-up and the 
extremely hot conditions did not seem to 
worry me. I rode "Thunder Mountain" and 
"Space Mountain" and waits of up to thirty and 
forty minutes for rides were not helped by the 
steaming hot weather. We spent the remainder 
of the day exploring the rest of the theme park. 
A five o'clock train took our happily exhausted 
group to our next sightseeing destination, 
Hiroshima. This city did not prove to be as 
large or as busy as Tokyo, but was just as 
interesting. Hiroshima is a modern city, as it 
was just over fifty years ago that the Americans 
dropped the first Nuclear Bomb on Hiroshima. 
I was glad to be in bed that night, as the next 
day of our trip required a lot of walking. 
Another early start saw us enjoy a much-
needed Japanese breakfast, and a trip to 
Hiroshima's city centre. I was happy to feel the 
rain fall from the sky whilst strolling through 
the streets of Hiroshima, as it had been quite 
humid for the past few days. I had been 
looking forward to visiting Peace Memorial 
Park; a park built in memory of the disaster. 
The visit to the park was a moving experience 
for myself, after reading all the reports in the 
museum which included the reason for the 
bombing, and what the consequences were for 
both the Japanese and the Americans. The 
Museum also had things that remained from 
the bombing, such as a wrist watch that, due to 
radiation, had stopped right on the time that 
the disaster occurred, a lady who had been 
melted into a wall, and other things that had 
been donated. 

After the educational experience at the 
Memorial Park, we caught a ferry over to 
Miyajima Island - said to be one of Japan's 

three most beautiful places, and I certainly 
enjoyed it. Here we saw tame deer, many 
temples and visited numerous souvenir shops. 
I found Hiroshima to be one of the most 
enjoyable and interesting places that we visited 
on our trip. 
Osaka was our next stop. We travelled there on 
the "Shinkansen" (Bullet train) at 
approximately two-hundred and twenty 
kilometres per hour. I thought that the ride on 
the bullet train was fun and the sights we saw 
on the way also interested me. Soon after 
arriving in Osaka, we made our way to the 
Osaka International Youth Hostel, were we 
stayed the night. 
After many sightseeing expeditions, the second 
part of our trip was quite a different and 
somewhat more challenging experience. I 
found that being hosted by families was 
definitely the most beneficial aspect of the trip. 
Japanese people were very polite and 
considerate. I was constantly exposed to 
communicating in Japanese. I made life-long 
friends, and I experienced the Japanese culture 
in a home environment. I was fortunate to be 
hosted by a generous and understanding 
family who did their best to make sure I learnt 
and enjoyed as much Japanese culture as 
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possible. During the stay with our families, we 
had the opportunity to participate in Japanese 
cooking and other cultural activities. My 
family took me to a theme park in Osaka which 
I really enjoyed, and to places such as Nara -
the nation's first capital where we visited the 
biggest wooden Buddhist temple in Japan and 
to Kyodo where there are many temples. Of the 
two, I enjoyed Nara mostly, mainly because of 
some of the great sights there. I was also given 
the opportunity to meet some Japanese Year 
Ten students who had been studying English. 
It was interesting to talk to the students in both 
our languages. 
A "Sayonara" (goodbye) party was held on the 
final day of our trip, which all host families and 
students attended. This was an appropriate 
end to a memorable visit. I was surprised to 
see how attached some of the families had 
become after only six days of living with them. 
It was an emotional time. These people had 
happily welcomed us into their homes and 
given us everything they could, and the time to 
leave had now arrived. Realizing their efforts, I 
made sure I was very grateful in thanking my 
family for all they had done. 
Something I dreaded for most of the trip was 
the flight home. I was glad I would see my 

family back in Australia but sad that I was 
leaving a place I had enjoyed so much. 
Originally I thought there was no way I would 
stay on a plane for eleven hours, however it 
wasn't as bad as first thought because we flew 
overnight. 
The Japanese experience was very beneficial 
and enjoyable for me, and I learnt more than I 
first thought I would. My trip to Japan is one I 
will always treasure. I will make sure I visit 
Japan again sometime in the years to come. 

AN EXPERIENCE WE WILL NEVER 
FORGET 
Julian Alban and James Madden 

On the 19th of June 20 St. Patrick's College 
Japanese students, accompanied by two 
teachers, Mrs Nerella McDonald and Mrs 
Margaret Mclntyre arrived at Narita Airport, 
entering a totally different country, culture and 
way of life. 
Upon arrival we were transferred by bus to the 
magnificent Narita Holiday Inn. At this time 
we realised the fantastic experience we were 
about to encounter. 
During our trip we ventured through seas of 
modern suburbia, ancient temples, huge 

department stores, Japanese buildings and 
parks. We travelled in Tokyo where we visited 
Tokyo Disneyland, to Hiroshima, where we 
visited the emotional and informative Peace 
Memorial Museum, to Miajima Island which is 
rated by the Japanese as the second most 
beautiful sight in Japan, and we also visited 
Kyoto where we got a taste of ancient Japan. 
The highlight of the trip for all was the 
Homestay Program in which the students were 
allocated to Japanese families for five days of 
Japanese culture, tradition and cuisine. 
Homestay was also another opportunity to 
practise our Japanese speaking. 
During Homestay we participated in language 
lessons, cooking lessons, and a meeting with 
Japanese students from the local High School. 
While staying with the Homestay families we 
participated in a series of different weekend 
activities depending on the family we were 
with. Activities which included trips to Kyoto, 
Expo Land, Judo Lessons and shopping 
allowed us to get to know our families better. 
The Sayonara Party was the last time spent 
with our Host Families. It was an emotional 
and moving experience for ourselves and our 
families, realising that we wouldn't see each 
other for a long time. 
After the farewell we boarded the bus bound 
for Kansai Airport. On the bus ride we saw the 
last views of a country we had come to 
understand and love so much. For all 
involved, the trip to Japan was an experience 
we will never forget. 

Former staff member and Principal of St Pat's, Br Tom 
Kearney, visited the College during the year. Br Tom is 
currently working in Nairobi, Kenya, as part of the 
Brothers' East African Ministry. As a former coach of the 
1st XVIII Br Tom enjoyed the opportunity to address the 
team, and assembled students prior to the Herald Sun 
Shield Final. 
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Mr Rob Meikle 
Careers and VET Co-ordinator 

The focus of the Careers program is to provide 
students with access to a wide range of 
learning opportunities to enhance their ability 
to make informed career choices. Some of the 
major careers related activities during 1999 
have been the Year 10 Industry and Enterprise 
Work Placements, the successful learning 
projects associated with the Full Services 
Schools Program and the VET in the VCE. 

Year 10 Industry and Enterprise Work 
P lacements 
One of the major activities associated with 
Industry and Enterprise is the one-week work 
placement at the end of Term 3. This year many 
of the YearlO's showed great initiative in 
organising their placement in an impressive 
range of interesting organisations. The 
following examples provide some idea of the 
great variety of work places accepting students. 
Scott Brown spent his week at the Marine and 
Fresh Water Resources Institute at Queenscliff. 
Bernhard Heemann greatly enjoyed his time at 
Dimension Computing. Sean Vagg spent a 
music-oriented week with the RAAF Band at 
Laverton. Tim Liston and Xavier Watson had a 
taste of work in a retail environment at 
Sovereign Hill. Gareth Cranage, lessen Cain, 
and Phelim McGowan discovered what it was 
like to work in a busy kitchen at St. John of God 
Hospital. Liam Murphy spent the week with 
IBM Global Services. Luke Richardson explored 
career options at Essendon Airport. Ben 
Simmonds spent a week at J.B.Were & Son, 
Stockbrokers in Melbourne. Ryan Head opted 
for a week at the Carlton Football Club. Michael 
Brown gained some extra experience at Village 
Cinemas at Crown on Southbank. Mathew 
Elshaug spent some time with Morton and 
Dunn, Architects. John Francis helped prepare 
cars for sale at Peter Amor Motors. Chris 
McKenzie spent an enjoyable week with Sport 
and Recreation Victoria. Trent Rice created a 
very favourable impression at The Courier. 
Clinton Bryan had a dramatic week with the 
Performing Arts Faculty of the University of 
Ballarat. Toby McClure experienced what it was 
like to work at the Open Range Zoo at Werribee. 
Josh Murray learnt how to use a CAD program 
at C.H. Design Drafting. Mark Turkenburg 
helped out at the Department of Justice-
Ballarat Court House. Michael Bennett found 
out what it was like to work in the field with 
staff from Park's Victoria. Michael Lucken and 
Travis Gould put in a full week at Myer. 
Matthew Hankin spent the week in Mt Gambier 
experiencing what an accounting / 
administrative environment at K&S Freighters 
Pty Ltd was like. Michael Sumarijanto helped 
polish the brass at the Grand Mecure Hotel in 
Melbourne. Ben Zala found out more about the 

music world at Shock Records in Northcote. 
Chris Whitefield sported a very professional 
image at Travel Land Ballarat. 

Work placements not only expose students to 
the real world of work but also provide an 
excellent opportunity to examine and assess 
initial career choices. The College expresses its 
gratitude to all the employers generously 
providing this valuable opportunity to our 
students. 

Full Services Schools (FSS) Programs 
Schools in the Ballarat area have been 
fortunate in being able to participate in this 
DETYA funded project aimed at developing 
successful learning activities for selected Year 
10 students. During Term 3, Robert Nield, Luke 
Richardson, Justin Thornton and Adam 
Whiting completed components of a VET 
Certificate II Automotive program at Ballarat 
Secondary College-Midlands Campus. In Term 
4, Michael Lucken and Sean Luke have 
participated in a Cornerstones Personal 
Development Program at • 
Loreto College. Also Gerard 
McDonald and Joshua Franklin 
enjoyed spending time at the 
University of Ballarat - SMB 
campus participating in a 
Building and Construction 
program. The FSS program has 
also provided professional 
development opportunities for 
teachers. On the 27th of 
October eleven staff from St 
Patrick's attended a FSS 
professional development 
activity at the Mid City Motor 
Inn where the key note speaker 
Pam Burton from Deakin 
University spoke to the topic 
Multiple Pathways to Learning. 
It is planned to conduct more 
FSS successful learning 
activities for students in 2000. 

VET in the VCE Programs 
The review of the VCE had 
significant implications for VET 
in the VCE. Essentially VCE 
programs will now share a 
similar structure and status as 
VCE subjects. The significant 
changes are as follows: 

• From 1999, eight of the 
sixteen units required for 
satisfactory completion of the 
VCE can be recognised VET in 
the VCE units. 
• Each recognised VET in the 
VCE program will have full 
status within the VCE Unit 1 to 
4 structure. Most programs will 
include a unit 3 to 4 sequence. 
• Satisfactory completion of 
VET in the VCE units will be 
based on the requirements of 
the relevant training package. 

The College has had small 
numbers of students involved 
in VET programs since 1997. 
Several Year 12 students will 
successfully complete VET in the VCE 

programs in 1999. Matthew Gill, Simon Liston 
and Martin Porter will complete a Certificate II 
in Hospitality with the University of Ballarat -
SMB Campus. Chris Stephens will complete a 
Certificate II Automotive with the University of 
Ballarat-SMB Campus. Sam Giblett, Jacob 
Kearney and Daniel Stroud will complete a 
Certificate II in Sport and Recreation-
Administration with Ballarat Group Training at 
North Ballarat Football Club. Year 11 students 
have been involved in Sport and Recreation-
Training and Conditioning and Hospitality 
programs. Also Luke Mullaly completed the 
McDonalds program Certificate II Food Retail, 
during his Year 11. Interest in VET programs 
from current Year 10 students has increased 
with students applying for a wider range of 
programs including: Arts-Interactive 
Multimedia, Automotive, Electronics, Food 
Technology, General Construction and 
Hospitality. It is anticipated VET in the VCE 
programs will continue to grow in popularity 
with students. 

Dane Dageago enjoying the Friday lunch BBQ at 
Ballarat Toyota. 

lohnathon Francis at Peter Amor Motors. 
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Year 12 Report 

Mrs Maragaret Leahy 
Year 12 Coordinator 

The old cliches spring to mind as I begin this 
report. The year has flown, the students have 
acquitted themselves very well, there have 
been a number of highlights - it has been a 
pleasure working with them. While all of these 
things are true, they never adequately reflect 
the reality of the experience of watching such a 
large group of young men struggle through 
their last year of secondary schooling. As this is 
my first year in Year 12,1 have taken a number 
of huge swings off the learning curve and not 
always managed a smooth landing. 

The 1999 Year 12 group is truly unique. It is the 
largest group to have been through Year 12 in a 
very long time and it could be accurately stated 
that this group was possibly the most "well 

known" year level each year it "rocked" through 
St Pat's. The T-shirt the students have designed 
seems to capture their own image of 
themselves very well. Their spirit is certainly 
100% proof! 

Each activity undertaken during the year 
seems to have earned high praise from those 
who dealt with the students. Brother Shane 
Lavery and Nicole Kramer from the Ministry 
Retreat team spoke of the enthusiasm and 
energy of the St Pat's groups as they worked 
through the immersion experience. This is 
surely the work of the Church in a most 
palpable form and so eagerly embraced by the 
Year 12 students. The sleeping conditions are 
as difficult as can be imagined. The day begins 
at 7am and from then on the students are 
completely unaware of the extent to which 
they will witness human poverty, anguish, 
isolation and disability. The work of the full-
time carers of many of these people becomes 
the source of much discussion in subsequent 
classes and the mission of the Edmund Rice 
family is once more strengthened. The 
numbers of students volunteering for Edmund 
Rice camps is growing rapidly and within this 
particular Year 12 group we have seen greater 
numbers than ever giving up their holidays 
and working to provide some happiness in the 

lives of underprivileged children. 

The Year 12 social was a highlight of the year 
for some of us. The theme was occupations 
and the students spared no effort to portray 
the full range of possibilities. It was good to see 
that so much energy could be expended by so 
many at one time in one small space. The sight 
would have brought tears to the Phys. Ed. 
teachers' eyes! 

Over the course of the year a number of 
students displayed extraordinary courage and 
determination. It would be unwise of me to 
name individual students but it was obvious to 
many of their peers that there were students 
battling illness and personal traumas who 
never flinched in their determination to do as 
well as they possibly could. Their success will 
not be measured in tertiary entrance or 
awards for academic success but in their path 
through life the strength they have shown this 
year will enable them to achieve great things 
and hopefully we will all take inspiration from 
the way in which they overcame their personal 
obstacles. 

The 1999 speech night has been held as I write 
this report and it was surely one of the best. 
The students performed wonderfully in the 
massed choir and in their Year 12 singing right 
up to the school song and the inevitable war 
cry. The comments from parents over the past 
few days have been overwhelming in their 
praise for the energy which was generated by 
the staff and students. This must be a 
wonderful memory for students to take with 
them into their adult lives. We are now 
preparing for our first Graduation Dinner 
which will be held at the Great Southern 
Woolshed and which will include students, 
parents and staff. It is to be hoped that this 
event will enable a final gathering of the class 
of '99 after the exam period and will facilitate a 
fitting celebration of a most happy and blessed 
year. 

SPECIAL MINISTERS OF THE 
EUCHARIST 
Back Row: Ben Cosgriff, Gareth Trickey, Luke 
Turkenburg, Kieran Champion, Michael Cotter. 
Middle Row: Matthew Lane, Jed Manley, 
Bevan Conlan, Adam Whitefield, Joshua 
Montano, Michael Sargeant. 
Front Row: Michael Rennie, Jake Nichols, Lee 
Kooloos, Jonathan Kavanagh, Jeremy Beggs, 
Daniel Mays. 

GRADUATION DINNER COMMITTEE 
Gareth Trickey, Adam Whitefield, Luke 
Turkenburg 
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Year 12 Farewell Mass 
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ValeteYear 12 
The end of Week 2 in our final term marked 
the end of classes for all of our Year 12 
students. As is the custom, the final day was 
marked by a certain degree of frivolity, with 
most achieving the required balance of good 
fun and good sense. A rather bizarre group of 
'terrorists' put forward a most unusual set of 
demands, a prelude to interesting 
negotiations. 
The Graduation Mass on Friday afternoon 
was attended by a record number of parents, 
and was a most moving occasion. The 
presence of Bishop Peter Connors as 
celebrant was much appreciated. Under the 
leadership of Ms Gina Bernasconi, the 
graduates had prepared thoroughly, and 
created a most reflective atmosphere. 
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Mr Jamie Ransome 
Band Master 

St Patrick's College Concert Band Report 
Lachlan Brown - Band Captain 

Wow, what a year! A year of hard work and 
hard earned fun, of dedication and 
determination, a year of new experiences and 
old - a year to remember. It was a year that 
saw our Bands rise to a standard never before 
seen at St. Pat's. It was a year that saw a 
massive band of 47 boys; 12 of whom were 
Year 12s. Wow, what a year! When the 
individual members look back to this time, I 
dare say that the feeling of pride and elation 
as we stepped off the stage at Her Majesty's 
will come flowing back into the veins. 

It started way back at the annual band camp 
at Cave Hill Creek. Although the friendly local 
kangaroo was no longer with us, the fun 
continued, accompanied by some serious 
practising. With such a large group and a mix 
of year levels (7 - 12) we focused very much 
on building a sense of rapport with each other 
in order to become a true ensemble. Of 
course the only way to do this was through 
very sensible activities such as Pin the Pony 
Tail on the Conductor and Twister. Injuries 
were thankfully only minor. When at first the 
music was handed out, a Longford Legend 
looked to be the hardest piece we had ever 
attempted, it was, undoubtedly a few ulcers 
and hernias nearly occurred as a result of this 
chart but it began to come together under the 
instruction of Mr. Ransome and this year's 
guest conductor, Mr. Graeme Vendy It proved 
to be an extremely successful time for the 
entire band with the group learning to work 
well together. 

The Concert Band's first two performance 
opportunities came on St Patrick's Day when 
we were invited to play in the Bridge Mall at 
lunchtime following a performance at the 
school assembly. Both performances went 
well with an enthusiastic crowd of onlookers 
at the Bridge Mall really getting into the spirit 
(It probably helped that we were next to the 
children's playground). 

From here on the year entailed much rigorous 
practice in order to play the highly 
challenging pieces. For the first time, the 
Concert Band began morning rehearsals, with 
all members getting up at a time designed 
only for the birds, to attend practices at 
7.00am on Thursday. Once again this was an 
example of each member's terrific dedication. 

Suddenly the big competitions were upon us. 
First was the Melbourne School Bands 
festival, an event which showcases some of 
the top bands in Victoria. The experience was 
invaluable. We were provided with video 
analysis, recording and American Paula 
Crider, the chief adjudicator, coming on stage 
to workshop us and to generally tell us that 

ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE SENIOR CONCERT BAND 
BACK ROW: Shaun Dossor, Chris Barry, Michael Fraser, Simon Harwood, Luke Mullaly, Trent Rice, 
David Langhorne, Nicholas Cooper, Tim Blanchfield 
FOURTH ROW: Daniel Porter, Dean Peldys, Gerard Lucas, Adrian Bruechert, Luke Marks, Scott 
Watkins, Streven Trotter, Xavier Watson, leremy Beggs, Cameron Brown 
THIRD ROW: Michael Rennie, lames Munt, David Maskell, Stephen Ellis, Gavin Wallace, Michael 
Parnis, Gareth Bellchambers, Micky Bird, Heath Rogers 
SECOND ROW: Leon Faustini, Stefan Heemann, Scott Lewis, Lachlan lohnson, Anthony Fletcher, 
Benjamin Wren, Mark Bothe, Ben Zala, Chris McBrearty, Bernhard Heemann 
FRONT ROW : Joshua Gilbert, Julian Alban, Anthony Stephens (Vice Captain), Lachlan Brown 
(Band Captain), Mr. Jamie Ransome (Bandmaster), Matthew Nicholson (Band Leader), James 
Zala (Vice Captain), James Hughes, Matthew Willey 

some bits were 'way good' and others were 
'way bad'. But seriously, this provided us with 
feedback which served to heighten our 
awareness of the way we played, and the way 
we sat. Next it was onto Royal South Street. 
This year was our big chance, we had the 
music, we had the musicians, all we needed 
was the luck. Before we went on the stage the 
practice rooms were awash with 
concentration, people participating in 
relaxation techniques or just focusing on the 
job ahead. Twenty minutes later and we had 
performed; a jubilant fist in the air by our 
conductor. Pride flowed from each player, 
elation filled the stage. We had pulled off a 
great performance, emotionally charged, 
poignant playing. We had done it. What 
happened next didn't matter. We had already 
won. We had our pride. Walking off stage 
through the corridors the energy generated by 
the band was amazing. We were proud. 
Nothing, no adjudication could take that away 
from us. The ensuing disappointment may 
have ruined our hopes of a place, but it 
couldn't ruin the way we had felt when that 
last note stopped echoing around the theatre 
and applause took its place. 

On behalf of the Band Executive and all the 
Year 12s, I would like to thank every band 
member for creating an experience this year 
which was unforgettable. The dedication they 
displayed was a credit to them all. To Jamie 
Ransome, your efforts to bring us to the level 
we achieved were nothing short of amazing. I 
am absolutely sure the entire band 
appreciates the tremendous effort you put in. 
The Band Support Group also deserves 
special mention for the time they have spent 

fundraising and generally making each boy's 
experience as good as possible. To everyone 
who has helped, thank you. 

St Patrick's College Stage Band 
Report 

Matthew Nicholson - Band Leader 

1999 has seen an excellent year for the Stage 
Band, and perhaps marked its greatest 
opportunity for success in some time. The 
large number of senior players in the band 
this year helped to create a very high standard 
of playing, and in addition to new and 
younger members, the Stage Band was able to 
have a full complement of musicians for the 
first time since its initiation five years ago. 

Building on past experience and 
accomplishments, this year saw the Stage 
Band take on a broad array of challenging 
charts, encompassing many different styles. A 
performance in the Bridge Mall for St. 
Patrick's Day early on in the year gave an 
opportunity for the boys to gain much needed 
experience in playing in public, and the 
sweltering heat and intense glare of the sun 
created difficult and uncomfortable 
conditions. Nevertheless, the performance 
was overall a good effort for this early stage of 
the year, and acted as a learning process for 
many new members. 

The main buildup of the year was to the 
August/September competitions, however, 
and the following weeks were spent in 
arduous preparation. Realising that this year's 
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arduous preparation. Realising that this year's 
band had the capability to produce music of 
an extremely high level, the Stage Band's 
nineteen members all put in the necessary 
effort to make this year worthwhile and 
memorable for all involved. 

Despite the nerves and uncertainty of the first 
competition of the year, the Geelong 
Eisteddfod saw the Stage Band placed equal 
second after an outstanding performance. 
Competing in the Jazz and Swing open section 
meant that we were competing against bands 
containing not only school students, but also 
members of staff, and this indicates just how 
tough the competition was. 

South Street in early September again saw an 
excellent performance, but unfortunately the 
Stage Band narrowly missed out on being 
chosen to play again in the evening 
competition. However, this was an 
achievement in itself, as out of over thirty 
bands competing, only eight were chosen to 
go on to the final. As always, the competition 
was of the highest standard, drawing together 
the very best bands from both Victoria and 
interstate, and the boys are to be 
congratulated for their efforts. 

Overall, 1999 was a very successful year for 
the Stage Band, and marks the peak of its 
playing ability so far. Always fun and 
enjoyable, it will be missed greatly by the Year 
12s as they depart at the end of the year. 
Thanks must go to Mr. Jamie Ransome for the 
contribution of so many hours dedication, Mr. 
Volpe for his assistance and support 
throughout the year, and finally to the 
members themselves for the vitality and 
excitement they gave to every performance. 

ST. PATRICK'S COLLEGE STAGE BAND 
BACK ROW: Adrian Bruechert, Julian Riglietti, Sean Vagg, Simon Harwood, Nicholas Cooper 
MIDDLE ROW: James Hughes, Mark Bothe, Luke Marks, Scott Watkins, Gareth Bellchambers, 
Steven Trotter, Ben Zala 
FRONT ROW: Scott Lewis, Lachlan Brown, Matthew Nicholson, Mr. Jamie Ransome (Band 
Director), James Zala, Jeremy Beggs, Michael Fraser 

1999 Band Awards 

TJie Band in concert at 
the Bridge Mall 

Bandsman of the Year 
MaftNew Nicholson 

Band Executive Award 
for Commitment and 

Service 
Luke Mullaly 
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Mr Gerard Ryan 
Sportsmaster 

As a school community we are spoilt by the 
wide array of successes achieved each year on 
the ever increasing variety of sporting fields. 
There is always a risk that the endeavours of all 
will not receive adequate recognition. However 
it is more important for individual 
development that all get the opportunity to 
participate in the recreational and sporting 
activities that interest them. 

This ideal has over recent years brought about 
the participation of St. Patrick's students in 
quite a number of new sports. Areas that have 
developed a strong following in a very short 
period of time are Lawn Bowls, Sailing and 
Cycling, both Mountain Bike and Road Cycling. 
All activities have given a group of students the 
chance to represent the College in sport and 
the cycling in particular has allowed for strong 
parental participation. 

This involvement of parents as leaders, 
managers or coaches is something that the 
sports program is requiring more of each year. 
As the variety of activities grows our staff 
resources are stretched past a point where we 
cannot adequately meet students' desires. I 
therefore thank all the parents who have acted 
as bus drivers, managers, cooks or in any other 
way during the past year. Over the coming 
years it will most likely be necessary to try to 
involve a greater numbers of parents. 

It was Mountain Bike riding that scored the 
first victory at state level during the year. In 
the Victorian Schools Mountain Bike titles the 
team of Chris Barry, Justin Dixon, Toby 
McClure, Damian Maher and Chris Wright 
achieved second place in the Downhill Teams 
race. This was a particularly strong effort as 
this was only the second year the team had 
competed. Individual success was also 
achieved by Andrew Huie, who finished second 
in the Open division of the Victorian Schools 
Cross Country Champiobnships which were 
held at Sandown Park, Melboure. This was a 
fitting reward for Andrew. Tim Bigarelli's 
efforts in arranging the team to represent St. 
Pat's at the State Mountain Bike 
Championships were first class. 

BPSA success was achieved during Term 1 with 
fighting wins in the 1st XI cricket where the 
only victory for the season over Ballarat High 
School occurred in a very tense and spirited 
Grand Final. The 1st IV tennis also continued 
their recent domination of the BPSA 
competition with an undefeated retention of 
the BPSA Shield. A highlight of the season was 
the excellent victory by Year 10 student Brett 
Hunter in the McNeil Cup singles tournament. 

The SPC Rowing Shed, whilst not having as 

Sportsmaster's Report 

much success on Head of the Lake day as in 
recent years, were still very successful in VRA 
regattas throughout the season and finished as 
the best performed school in these events. The 
work that is carried out in the Rowing Club 
continues to be of the highest standard. 

In CHISSA carnivals throughout 1999 SPC 
continued to dominate in all events that were 
held. Victory was achieved in all Boys 
Aggregate sections, apart from the rowing. The 
success of the Swimming and Cross Country 
teams was outstanding, with the swimming 
not having been defeated since the inception 
of CHISSA in 1980 and the Cross Country 
losing just one Cross Country event. The 
domination in these events highlights the 
preparation that goes into these teams and the 
spirit of the students that are representing St. 
Patrick's. 

In Athletics the less than ideal preparation 
followed a similar pattern to the past couple of 
years however the winning margin was still 
over 100 points. Since the four term year was 
adopted, the Athletics season has been 
severely disrupted by the term three holidays. 
However it is very difficult to see where the 
carnival could be placed so that it would not 
interfere with other sports. The challenge each 
year is for the athletics leaders, through their 
strong participation, to instill some interest in 
the sport. 

Our success in the Winter sports at BPSA 
senior level was restricted to the 1st XVIII 
football however most other teams were very 
competitive, often just missing out on Grand 
Final places. Each of these sports were very 
ably lead by their respective captains. The 
quality of this leadership was again 
demonstrated at the Senior Sportsman's 
Dinner at the end of Term 3 when each captain 
was able to give a very good account of what 
had been achieved in his sport during the 
season. 

It was at Junior and Intermediate level sport 
where the greatest changes were seen this year 
with limited success compared to recent years. 
St. Patrick's teams found it very difficult to 
achieve success and this year saw few teams 
reaching grand finals. The best efforts in this 
regard were from the Year 9, 8 and 7 basketball 
teams who all played off in the grand final of 
their divisions against Ballarat High School. 
The Year 9 side had done particularly well as 
they were usually playing against Year 10 
opposition. 

Finding ways to improve the level of success in 
the junior and intermediate competitions will 
be one of the challenges for next year. Whilst 
the participation is crucial it also very 
important that students are given the best 
coaching that we can provide so that their 
skills improve as well. 

Three students achieved Victorian 
representation during the year. Garth Kydd 
and Michael Ranger both competed in the 
Open event of the National Schools Cross 
Country Championships. Garth finished 
seventh and Michael in the top twenty. Tim 
McKinnon was selected in the Victorian 
Country Under 16 football side for the National 
Under 16 championships. Unfortunately 
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Michael Ranger and Garth Kydd 

Tim McKinnon 

Ryan Knowles 
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injury didn't allow him to take his place in the 
team. 

Another individual effort that is worthy of 
mention was a century by Ryan Knowles in the 
BPSA Intermediate cricket competition. A 
century by any player in this competition is 
very rare as batsmen have to retire at 50 and 
then hope that they may get a chance to 
continue later. With limited time available 
when he resumed his innings Ryan brought up 
his century in 23 deliveries. 

Clearly the highlight of the year from a team 
perspective was the victory by the 1st XVIII in 
the TAC Herald / Sun Shield competition. To 
achieve this breakthrough premiership after 
twenty years of competing gave the College a 
tremendous boost. All members of the side 
have ensured that they will retain a special 
place in St. Patrick's College's history. The level 
of commitment by each of the players to the 
team goals and to each other demonstrated 
just what can be achieved if a group decides 
that a goal is worth achieving. There are many 
from the very wide St. Patrick's College 
community who are going to remember this 
special event for years to come. 

It continues to be pleasing to see many 
students who enjoy sport but struggle to get a 
regular match staying involved through 
becoming officials. This is a very worthwhile 
commitment to the team and to the future of 
the sport in general. I encourage all to consider 
how they may be able to assist a team through 
becoming involved as an official. I know that 
those who had regularly been part of the 
support crew for the 1st XVIII were as thrilled 
as any of those who played in the team. 

It is important to thank a number of people 
who have done a great deal in making sure that 
students at St. Patrick's are able to get many 
opportunities to represent the 
College and participate in sport. 
Chris O'Keefe has been in the 
position of Sports Administration 
Trainee during this year, a 
position he has fulfilled 
admirably. Chris has carried out 
a myriad of administrative tasks 
very well and his efforts have 
been largely responsible for the 
smooth running of the 
programme. Thanks to all staff 
who have coached or managed 

teams during the year, particularly those that 
been involved in up to three terms of sport. 
The variety of what is able to be offered relies 
largely on these staff. 

The facilities that are available to us for sport 
are first class. We are indebted to the grounds 
and maintenance staff for the many hours that 
they put into the College. Again the Mr. Joe 
Phyland, Mrs. Joanne Wilson and all the 
kitchen staff have given very obliging in 
preparing many functions relating to the 
sporting program. Thank you for this. 

Finally I applaud all students who have 
represented St. Patrick's College 
in sport during 1999. Without 
fail you have through your 
sportsmanship, endeavours and 
spirit brought credit to the 
College. 

Chris O'Keefe 

Members of the 1st IV Rowing crew doing Lake Wendouree the easy way. 
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1st XVIII Football 
TAC Herald Sun Shield Premiers 

Mr Gerard Ryan - 1st XVIII Coach 

It has been a historic year for the 1st 
XVIII football team with St. Patrick's inaugural 
victory in the TAC Herald Sun Shield 
competition. Achieving this victory has given 
all members of the side a special place in the 
College's history and to overcome the obstacles 
that were placed in front of us made the 
victory even more memorable. 

At the start of the season there was a 
clear expectation around the College and in 
Ballarat generally that the 1st XVIII would at 
least make the Grand Final with so many 
members of the 1998 team still playing. 
However there were many worrying signs that 
some thought that it would be possible to get 
to this stage without extending themselves too 
far - a problem which had arisen in the 1997 
season. 

The original format, with four pools of 
round robin competition from which the 
winner of each progresses through to the semi 
finals, had undergone a change in structure for 
1999. This change had placed SPC in what was 
probably the most difficult pool, comprising 
Assumption College, Penleigh and Essendon 
Grammar and Marcellin. This structure would 
ensure that the team who won the pool would 
be match-hardened for the cut throat semi 
final. 

It proved fortuitous that our first round 

match was against Marcellin who had already 
been defeated by the other two schools. They 
were unable to make the semi final when we 
struck them but this didn't temper their 
enthusiasm at any stage of the match. It was a 
game that SPC had control of a number of 
times not least a lead of 26 points with ten 
minutes to play but a casual approach to 
running the game out completely was costly. 
With two minutes to play we had fallen behind 
by 8 points. A late goal got SPC back within two 
points but time ran out with Damian O'Connor 
running towards goal from fifty metres. 

All were well aware that a loss in game 
effectively put you out of the race. There were 
many devastated players and support staff at 
the end of the game. Up until this stage there 
had been a belief circulating that progressing 
through these early rounds would not be 
terribly difficult. It was now very likely that a 
semi final place was out of reach. 

However as Marcellin was out of the 
running for the semi final, the door was still 
slightly ajar. It now became a situation of not 
just winning but also trying to build up 
percentage against PEGS and Assumption, no 
easy task. To the credit of all players in the 
squad the challenge was taken up with gusto. 

Ballarat weather did its bit to help in the 
game against PEGS as they were greeted by wet 
and icy conditions that helped to destroy their 
confidence prior to the game starting. The 
display of wet weather football by the 1st XVIII 
that day was outstanding. It was a 
performance that would have been equal to 

anything of the previous 107 years. 
The ball handling, adherence to specific rules, 
teamwork and commitment to never being 
satisfied with the lead, were outstanding by all 
that took the field. Rowan O'Callaghan, led 
Manley, Pat Heffernan, Drew Petrie and 
Damian O'Connor played excellent games in 
particular. The eventual 85 point victory was so 
dramatic that our percentage improved to the 
point that a victory against Assumption 
College was going to be enough to make the 
semi. 

So often since SPC entered the Herald 
Sun Shield competition in 1980 it has been the 
matches against Assumption College that have 
contained the defining moments. Both Grand 
Finals had been reached after semi final 
victories over Assumption and the chance for a 
crucial semi final rested on this one game. To 
add extra atmosphere to the occasion the 
game was played at a neutral venue, Punt Rd. 
Oval. This also allowed many Old Collegians 
based in Melbourne to attend in support of the 
team. The team was very appreciative of this 
support and a truly outstanding game again 
highlighted the quality of this competition. 

In recent years SPC sides have been able 
to get an early break on Assumption and then 
it becomes a test of nerves as we hang on 
against the fast finishing Assumption. This 
was to be the case again. The outstanding 
feature of this game was the fierce tackling by 
SPC. The pressure applied to the Assumption 
players very often overwhelmed them to set up 
scoring opportunities for SPC. This tackling 

St. Patrick's College Football 1st XVIII 

Back Row: Will Martin, Ryan Head, Drew Petrie, Jacob Kearney, Damian O'Connor 
Third Row: Philip Sondhu, Timothy McKinnon, Craig Kennedy, Anthony Brady, Michael Sordello, Ben Naylon 
Second Row: Bradley Molloy, John Kavanagh, Anthony Francis, Bevan Conlan, Brock Phelps, Martin Porter, Patrick Heffernan 
Front Row: Matthew Brady, Rian McKee, Jed Manley, Shaun Mullane, Rowan O'Callaghan, Paul Brick, Matthew Shortal, Julian Porter 
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was lead by Jed Manley, Shaun Mullane, Jake 
Kearney and Damian O'Connor. 

After a 10 point victory the quality of the 
performance was acknowledged by ACK coach 
Ray Carroll. It was clear that he felt that this 
was one of the best SPC 1st XVIII's that he had 
seen. 

The nature of the draw had suggested 
that our semi final opponent was coming from 
the weaker ACC pool, but it would have been 
dangerous to take St. Bernard's lightly 
particularly as we had not beaten them for a 
number of years. However it was starting to 
become clear that there was a sense of purpose 
building in the team that would be difficult for 
any opponent to overcome. The other danger 
for SPC was fatigue with this being the sixth 
game in three weeks for many in the side. 

The eventual winning margin of 19 
points wasn't a true indication of how 
dominant the 1st XVIII had been for large 
periods of the game. However we had 
struggled to play the tight Port Melbourne oval 
and scoring occurred in bursts, highlighted by 
cameos from Ben Naylon and Tony Brady with 
five goals between them. Jake Kearney was 
growing in confidence at centre half forward 
and was often triple teamed by opponents. 
Shaun Mullane, Pat Heffernan, Drew Petrie, 
Michael Sordello, Brock Phelps and Paul Brick 
played key roles in ensuring that a third grand 
final place in four years was secured. 

The experience of being part of last 
year's Grand Final showed through 
immediately, with a very low key celebration of 
the semi final victory. Those that had suffered 
last year's loss were not going to be denied 
easily this time round. 

The build up for the Grand Final during 
the past two years has been a very special 
occasion for all involved due largely to the 
manner in which the whole of the Ballarat 
community has got behind the College and the 
1st XVIII in particular. This feeling of 
representing so many has definitely added 
much to what the team has experienced. The 
support of the Ballarat Courier throughout this 

period has been far beyond anything that we 
could have expected. I thank all involved at the 
Courier for what they have added to the 
occasion for the boys and the College as a 
whole. 

For any person involved in sport to be 
able to participate in any fixture on the MCG is 
a great experience. The occasion can easily 
take over from the purpose of the game. 
However the relaxed manner in which the 
senior players led the first time players through 
the build up and early stages of the game was a 
credit to their leadership and skill. The 
manner in which captain Shaun Mullane and 
vice captains Rowan O'Callaghan and Jed 
Manley lead the team throughout the year was 
faultless. They showed maturity and foresight 
in the way they challenged and guided their 
team mates. 

Half time saw the game in the balance 
with Parade leading by 15 points but SPC, 
having showed signs of stabilising during the 
second quarter, lead strongly by ruckman 
Drew Petrie and the goal kicking of Julian 
Porter. The chance to refocus at half time was 
taken by the team and after the break SPC 
gradually started to take more control of the 
game but were unable to take the lead, still 
trailing by 2 points. 

Damian O'Connor had moved onto the 
Parade captain at half time completely 
shutting him out of the game. Shaun Mullane 
was getting on top his opponent allowing other 
mid fielders to start taking control of the game. 
Rian McKee and Drew Petrie were getting a lot 
of the ball. Michael Sordello had been solid in 
defence through out the first half and now Will 
Martin, Tim McKinnon and Paul Brick were 
starting to give the team a lot of drive into the 
forward line. Jake Kearney at centre half 
forward was starting to get on top after being 
closely checked up until this stage. 

The feeling at three quarter time was 
very positive, the belief in the group that 
victory was achievable was very strong. This 
momentum was taken out to start the final 
quarter and it continued to build throughout 

St. Patrick's College Football 1st XVIII - BPSA Representatives 

Back Row: Bevan Conlan, Michael Sordello, Damian O'Connor, Drew Petrie, Will Martin, Brock 
Phelps, Jed Manley. 
Front Row: Rian McKee, Pat Heffernan, Shaun Mullane, Julian Porter, Rowan O'Callaghan, 
Paul Brick. 

the next twenty minutes. 
Brock Phelps and Pat Heffernan made 

much of this final quarter their own with 
clinical finishing in front of goal that broke the 
game wide open. Drew Petrie continued his 
mid field dominance and there was no doubt 
that he was a worthy winner of the Neale 
Daniher Medal for best on the ground. During 
this last quarter there was hardly an individual 
contest that a SPC player lost. It was a fitting 
demonstration of the quality of this team and 
the commitment that all 26 representatives of 
the 1st XVIII had shown to achieving this 
pinnacle of Victorian Schoolboys football. 
St. Patrick's College's name now fittingly stands 
on the Herald Sun Shield beside those who 
have won the competition in the past. 

A great deal of thanks must go to the 
staff and students who took on roles as 
support staff throughout the year. Particular 
thanks to Chris O'Keefe who as team manager 
ensured that the preparation for all matches 
was perfect. Mr. Geoff Brodie, Mr. Howard 
Clark and Mr. John Cosgriff all filled important 
roles during the Herald Sun campaign, their 
help was invaluable. Students who filled key 
positions were; Andrew Ferguson, team 
runner; Simon Liston, goal umpire; Matthew 
Gill, time keeper; Michael Ranger, boundary 
umpire and Matthew Stroud trainer. Their 
consistent involvement made the task of 
preparing for each match very easy. They 
could be relied upon to complete their tasks 
efficiently. 

In any institution that has a 107 year 
history it is not easy for people to put their 
personal stamp on an aspect that will remain. 
These boys who have won the TAC Herald Sun 
Shield for the first time have made themselves 
prominent in the rich history of this College. 

1999 TAC Herald Sun Shield Scores 
SPC 10.10 70 lost to Marcellin 11.6.72 
Goals: Ben Naylon 2, Damian O'Connor 2 
Best: Jed Manley, Shaun Mullane, Rian McKee, 
Drew Petrie, Tim McKinnon 

SPC 14.12 96 def Penleigh and Essendon 
Grammar 1.3.9 
Goals: Damian O'Connor 4, Drew Petrie 3, 
Matthew Brady, Jake Kearney 2 
Best: Drew Petrie, Jake Kearney, Shaun 
Mullane, Rowan O'Callaghan, Damian 
O'Connor, Will Martin 

SPC 10.10.70 def Assumption College 9.6.60 
Goals: Jake Kearney 4, Rowan O'Callaghan 2, 
Brad Molloy 2 
Best: Jake Kearney, Damian O'Connor, Rowan 
O'Callaghan, Pat Heffernan, Jed Manley, Tim 
McKinnon, Shaun Mullane 

Semi Final 
SPC 11.11.77 def St. Bernard's 7.7.56 
Goals: Brock Phelps 3, Ben Naylon 3, Anthony 
Brady 2 
Best: Jake Kearney, Michael Sordello, Bevan 
Conlan, Brock Phelps, Shaun Mullane, Rian 
McKee 

Grand Final 
SPC 18.5.113 def Parade College 11.7.73 
Goals: Pat Heffernan 5, Julian Porter 5, Brock 
Phelps 3, Rian McKee 2, Jake Kearney, Damian 
O'Connor, Brad Molloy 
Best: Drew Petrie, Pat Heffernan, Julian Porter, 
Michael Sordello, Shaun Mullane, Brock 
Phelps, Rian McKee 
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St. Patrick's College Football 2nd XVIII - BPSA Representatives YEAR 10 FOOTBALL 

Front Row: Matt Shortal, Anthony Brady, Ben Naylon, Ryan Head, Pat Tarrant, Brad Molloy 

BPSA Football 

Understandably, after the success in the 
Herald Sun Shield competition, the BPSA paled 
in comparison to some extent this year. 
However it was still a very happy team that 
accepted the O'Malley Cup after defeating 
Ballarat High School in the final, continuing 
the latest unbroken run of BPSA premierships 
from 1991. 

As has been the case in the past three 
seasons the complete 1st XVIII rarely 
participated in the BPSA games as injuries, 
study and TAC Cup commitments had to be 
balanced for the best of all students. This 
resulted in 44 students representing the 1st 
XVIII during the season. It would be unlikely 
that this many have ever worn the 1st XVIII 
jumper in the one year before. A highlight was 
that every one of them appreciated the value of 
representing St. Pat's in the famous green, 
white and blue jumper. The thrill that they 
experienced as part of the team is always 
evident in their eyes. 

With the 2nd XVIII taking on the role of 
the lsts in two matches of the BPSA 
competition there was always the risk that the 
team will be defeated. However the quality of 
the players who represented SPC again shone 
through to achieve a victory over Ballarat and 
Clarendon College and a very competitive loss 
to Ballarat High School. As Ballarat High 
played off in the final of the Herald Sun 
Country Cup this effort was a particularly 
pleasing. Those that play in these games take 
on the challenge with relish and do themselves 
proud. 

Thanks to Mr. Geoff Brodie who 
coached these 2nd XVIII teams in a very 
creative and effective manner. It is not easy to 
work with a team that only has the opportunity 
to come together for a couple of occasions a 
season. 

St. Patrick's College students again 
dominated representation in the BPSA 1st 
XVIII team with thirteen players making the 
team. A further nine played in the 2nd XVIII 
team. This match very nearly proved to be 

another triumph as the AGSV only won by 
eight points. Unfortunately the BPSA kicked 
itself out of the game even though it 
dominated play for most of the match. All who 
represented the BPSA did so with distinction. 

Colin Bischof 

The Year Tens involved in football this year 
showed a great amount of skill and 
determination through the short season and 
are to be commended for their efforts. 

Although there were a few big players the Year 
Tens didn't exactly have one of the biggest 
sides in the competition. However they 
definitely rose to the occasion each week no 
matter how big the opposition players were. 
Despite losing only one game, and winning all 
the others quite comfortably, the St. Pat's Year 
Tens were definitely considered one of the best 
teams in the competition. After all the games 
were completed, it was finals time for St. Pat's. 
We were up against High School, and thought 
of as 'the underdogs'. St. Pat's took the lead 
after the second quarter and was within a goal 
after the third. We went into the final quarter 
confidently but High School kicked the first 
goal and St. Pat's basically went down hill from 
there. Although we lost the Grand Final 
everyone watching the game was surprised 
how close we actually came to winning it. The 
High School team congratulated St. Pat's and 
also said how stunned they were with the 
closeness of the game. 

A huge thanks must go to Mr. Clark for 
coaching and training the team. Everyone was 
really thankful to have him as a coach. Thanks 
must go to the players for their great efforts as 
well as to those who helped umpiring, setting 
up etc. 

St. Patrick's College Football Year 10 
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Back Row: Matthew Yates, Sam Newton, Pat McMahon, Ryan Head, Tom Ilanley, Michael 
Fitzgerald. 
Third Row: Joe Kavanagh, Luke Walsh, Cameron Day, Gerard Steenhuis, Damian Banwell, Gerard 
McDonald, Ryan Knowles. 
Second Row: Brad Molloy, Tom Liston, Robert Plageman, Mark Turkenburg, Isaac Manley, Clinton 
Molloy, Raines Stephen. 
Front Row: Michael Kersley, Adam Jarvis, Scott Baker, Jarrod McCorkell, John Francis, Paul 
Madden, Colin Bischof. 
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YEAR 9 FOOTBALL 

Mr. John Cosgriff - Coach 

The Year 9 team played in a competition 
against bigger and older Year 10 opponents. 
They were able to be competitive in all of their 
games and with a little bit of luck they could 
have recorded a few more wins this season. 

The team was led quite well by Gerard Brick -
and he combined well with Matt Penhall, Matt 
Pay, Dane Court and Paul Blanchfield to give 
the team a lot of drive from the ruck contests. 
The defence was frequently under siege but 
strong efforts by Matt Richardson, Sam Young, 
Sam Sims, along with Anthony Lindorff, 
Michael Turkenburg, Nick Kissane and others 
repelled many of the opposition attacks. The 
forwards tried hard in every game. They were 
led by Alex Walsh, Ryan Conroy, Matt Leahy 
and Travis Toohey. 

The boys can be proud of their efforts in this 
competition and can look forward to a more 
successful year as Year 10s in 2000. 

Special thanks to Danny Dwyer for his work in 
managing the team in 1999. 

St. Patrick's College Football Year 9 

Back Row: Ryan Conroy, Matthew Pay, Matthew Penhall, Nick Kissane, Sam Young. 
Middle Row: Anthony Lindorff, Michael Turkenburg, Matthew Richardson, James Ryan, Brenton 
Richmond, Liam Brady. 
Front Row: Sam Sims, Luke Banks, Gerard Brick, Kane Tolliday, Michael Canny, Matt Glenane, 
Matt Leahy. 

YEAR 8 FOOTBALL 

Mr MichaeJ Weadon -Coach 

The 1999 Year 8 Football team was an 
enthusiastic group of sportsmen who enjoyed 
the social aspect of their sport as well as the 
sport itself. A number of 'star' players were 
not picked for the team as attendance at 
training was considered a prerequisite for 
selection. As a result we had a champion team 
rather than a team of champions. 

The team played some great football, winning 
five matches out of seven, losing only to the 
two Grand finalists. It was disappointing that 
the team did not make the Grand Final, losing 
the final knockout game by only 14 points to 
Damascus at their home ground. However we 
did not display the necessary grit and 
discipline. A testament to the team's potential 
was its huge percentage of nearly 300%. 

Many players shone at times this season. I was 
very pleased with Ashley Britt's and Lawrie 
Perks' team skills and the support from other 
injured footballers and friends who fulfilled 
other duties during the season. Special thanks 
to Matt Doyle, Santo Sullivan, Tom Sullivan, 
Lachlan Keen, Luke Risk and Scott Quinney. 

The consistently outstanding players were 
Brendan Gilbert, John Coleman (scoring 7 
goals in one game from the half forward flank), 
Peter Blanchfield, Paul Cosgriff, Mark Molloy, 
Ryan Waight and Tristan Cartledge. Brendan 
Gilbert was awarded the Best and Fairest award 
for the season by consistently being an 
excellent team player. 

St. Patrick's College Football Year 8 
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Back Row: Peter Blanchfield, Brendan Storer, Simon Harwood, Tristan Cartledge, Bryce Beseler, 
Brendan Gilbert, Josh Jellett. 
2nd Row: Dane Harney, Ben Zelencich, Pat Glenane, Xavier Toohey, Richard Coghlan, Paul 
Cosgriff, Tom Sullivan, Lawrence Perks. 
Front Row: Richard Venville, Lee Briody, Ryan Waight, Tim Mullane, James Driscoll, Ashley Britt, 
Lachlan Keen, Mark Molloy. 
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YEAR 7 FOOTBALL 

Chris Banwell 

St. Patrick's College Football Year 7 

The Year 7 Football Team under the coaching 
of Mr Brady and the captaincy of Brent 
Olszewski struggled to win games throughout 
the season but the entire squad showed 
tremendous commitment and perseverance. 
Not one player threw in the towel although on 
occasions the margins were one sided. The 
season culminated in a stirring, come-from-
behind victory against a much older, more 
physically demanding Ballarat College outfit. 
The season was a very enjoyable experience 
and playing against older opponents on a 
weekly basis will be beneficial in years to 
come. Thanks must go to Mr Brady whose 
constant enthusiasm and ability to maintain 
motivation enabled us all to improve our 
football skills. 

Back Row: Tom Madden, Eric Pamis, Richard Rebis, Nathan Anderson, Matt Turner, Stephen De Natris, Ethan O'Brien, Brent Hevey. 
Middle Row: Dominic Leahy, Jason Turkenberg, Andrew Steenhuis, Jason Gradkowski, Hugh McGlade, Chris Banwell, Michael Sullivan. 

Front Row: Ben Bongiorno, Sam Garland, James Brick, Tom Byrne, Matthew Skinner, Brent Fitzpartick, Matthew Zelencich 

St. Patrick's College Senior House Football 
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Back Row: James Rattray, Gareth Edwards, 
Curtis Prout, Anthony Francis, Ben Grigg, 
Lee Kooloos. 
3rd Row: Tim Canny, John Kavanagh, Sean 
Lenaghan, Ben Cosgriff, Anthony Brady, 
Martin McKenna, Michael Fitzgerald. 
2nd Row: Paul Brick, Eamon Stringer, Greg 
Dillon, David Langhorne, Michael 
Sargeant, Paul Madden, Matthew Shortal, 
Jason Hucker, James Rushton, Luke 
Medwell, Ryan Dunstan. 
Front Row: John Strybosch, Nathan 
Doncgan, John Comelli, Josh Montano, 
Scott Petrie, Daniel Meade, Max Leeming, 
Matthew Bellchambers, Adam Whitefield. 

Junior House Football 
Galvin/McCarthy 

Back Row: Josh Jellett, Simon Harwood, 
Tristan Cartledge, Matt Turner. 
Middle Row: Kyle Haase, Brent Fitzpatrick, 
Ethan O'Brien, Matt Nicholson, Brent 
Hevey 
Front Row: Matthew Edwards, Paul 
Cosgriff, James Brick, Tom Byrne, Stephen 
De Natris 
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Junior House Football 
Nunan/Treacy 

Back Row: Andrew Blake, Pat Glenane, 
Brendan Storer, Nathan Anderson, Bryce 
Beseler, Xavier Toohey, James Dickinson. 
Middle Row: Nick Mason, Ash McArthur, 
Jason Turkenburg, Steve Clifton, Tom 
Madden, Sam Murphy, Andrew Kenna, 
Lawrence Perks, James Mason. 
Front Row: Josh Hyde, Dane Harney, 
Ashley Britt, Mark Molloy, Lee Briody, Tim 
Mullane, lames Driscoll. 

Junior House Football 
Keniry/Ryan 

Back Row: Ben Zelencich, Jed Murphy, 
Brendan Gilbert, Peter Blanchfield. 
Front Row: Dominic Leahy, Sam Garland, 
Andrew Steenhuis, Nick McLennan, Mick 
Wright. 
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ST. PAT'S BOYS SHOULD 

HOLD HEADS HIGH 
GUTS. That's the best way to sum up St. 
Patrick's College's outstanding win over Parade 
College to take the Herald Sun Shield. St. Pat's 
has won many sporting honours, but with the 
shield - every school footballer's dream - the 
trophy cabinet is complete. Parade had an 
early burst. And in the pressure of a grand 
final, it would have been easy for St. Pat's to 
capitulate and feel overwhelmed on the 
hallowed turf of the MCG. 
But no, the boys from Ballarat went in 
anticipating and visualising victory. Two 
points down at the last change, they played 
the game of their lives. By the final siren they 
had brought glory to themselves, the fine 
sporting tradition of St. Pat's and the city of 
Ballarat. 

What more can we say? Hold your heads high. 

A reprint of the Editorial Ballarat Courier 
19th July 1999 
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Gareth Trickey - Captain of Boats 

1999 was the end of an era for not only St. 
Patrick's College Rowing but also for BPSA 
Rowing. With major reforms being introduced 
to the BPSA rowing programme, this year will 
be reflected upon as the year in which St. Pat's 
rigorous and successful training program drew 
to a close. It will also be reflected upon as the 
year in which the dominating grip St Pat's has 
held on the Head of the Lake was loosened. 

Throughout terms 2 and 3 a majority of the 
senior rowers made regular visits to the 
weights room to not only keep their fitness at 
an optimum level, thereby increasing their 
chances of crew selection, but also to refine 
their techniques with the help of Kevin and 
Andrew. This winter period also saw the 
introduction of young hopefuls wading slowly 
but enthusiastically into the norm of St. 
Patrick's College rowing. During this winter 
season a handful of senior boys ventured to 
Geelong for the Sykes indoor rowing regatta. 
Unfortunately for some boys this was to be 
their initiation into the 2000m ergo club. As 
we all managed to survive this tortuous yet 
exciting event we became hopeful that the 
season would be just as promising. 

Term 4 saw the start of on-water sessions and 
early morning training. Unlike the ergos there 
was no chance for the junior and first timers to 
wade in with a brisk 8 km run in store for the 
first morning. The water sessions included 
mixing boys into various crews to see what 
would be the best combination. After a few 
sessions and another ergo time trial the crews 
were set, with the usual mention of possible 

crew changes throughout the season. After 
crew selection each crew began its set training 
program which included continual refining 
and tweaking to techniques. If this was to be 
the pace for the entire season I'm sure rowing 
would be a more popular sport. However, the 
second half proved just as intense as last 
season. 

After Term 4, the Summer holidays were upon 
us. Whilst for many teenagers this is seen as a 
momentous occasion filled with sunny days 
and vacations, for rowers it saw the infamous 
Dimboola Rowing Camp. I am sure it would 
not be an understatement to say that 
Dimboola is a painful experience, where you 
don't walk away after training, you crawl. It is 
also seen as a chance for the crews and club to 
bond and grow in strength. Whilst such a 
camp is filled with intense training sessions it 
also shows the importance of team work, and 
enforces the saying that if a weak link exists in 
the chain its strength under pressure is greatly 
reduced. 

As the holidays drew to a close and school began, 
the club saw the start of regatta weekends. Such 
weekends provide a chance for the boys to see 
where they stood in relation to other Ballarat 
schools. There is a common saying in the 
boatshed that if you turn around twice it's boat 
race day. This year was no exception. 

Whilst the festivities over boat race week 
included the famous pancake breakfast and 
boat race assembly, which this year was 
arguably the best ever seen, such festivities 
were unfortunately absent on boat race day. 
Credit and praise must be given to the thirds 

crew of Andrew Francis (Cox) Tim Blanchfield 
(Bow), Andrew Reidy (2nd, Simon Charewicz 
(3rd ) Tom Kerr (Stroke) and their coach 
Mick Kerr, who were the only St. Pat's crew to 
be triumphant on the day. Such an 
unprofitable day however can be seen as a 
chance for St. Pat's Rowing to stand back and 
take a look at how far it has come and how far 
they must go. I think it is fair to say that this 
negative can be seen as a positive as it allows 
us to re-evaluate ourselves and to look at how 
we can improve. 

A great deal of thanks must go to the team of 
people who work behind the scenes and make 
St. Pat's the great club that it is. Special 
thanks to Kevin and Andrew O'Brien for their 
dedication and commitment throughout the 
season and thanks to them for setting up the 
great coaching team whom we also thank for 
their time and persistence. Special thanks 
must go also to Steven 'Boris' Walsh who 
unfortunately left this year to pursue a 
teaching career in Sale. Boris' rigorous and 
effective training program has enabled us to be 
one of the most competitive rowing clubs in 
Victoria. Another team who work behind the 
scenes is the Rowing Committee who do not 
undertake the role for their own glory but to 
see the glory of St. Pat's Rowing. To all the 
parents whose support and dedication to the 
difficult training times is greatly appreciated 
by all the boys, although we are often reluctant 
to admit it, we applaud your efforts. And to 
the boys who will continue on next year, good 
rowing and remember that greatness is not 
measured by where you stand in times of glory 
but where you stand in times of defeat. 

St. Patrick's College Rowing Club 1999 

Back Row: T. Blanchfield, S. Charewicz, S. Vagg, M. Penhall, G. Rowe, T. Ferguson, B. King, T. Kerr. 
4th Row: D. Meade, J. Foley, N. Langsford, C. King, M. Carroll, J. Murray, P. Ingram, G. Cranage, D. Mays, C. Leehane. 
3rd Row: S. Baulch, A. Whiting, J. Morris, N. Frichot, C. Bourke, A. Cochrane, A. Reidy, N. Carey, M. Bennett, J. Fahy, J. Foster, D. Kerr. 
2nd Row: A. McCarthur, L. Keen, B. Gilbert, N. Sims, N. Ashmore, E. Zelenich, B. Foster, M. Kennan, E. O'Brien, J. Foster, N. Rix. 
Front Row: S. Corbett, N. Quinn, C. Edwards, B. Molloy, S. Vanderkley, Mr. A. O'Brien (Rowing Master), G. Trickey, J. Marburg, P Coleman, S. Frawley, X. Bourke. 
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St. Patrick's College Rowing 1st Crew 1999 

Stroke: J. Marburg, Three Seat: B. Molloy, Two Seat: G. Trickey, Bow: S. Vanderkley, Cox: X. Bourke. 

St. Patrick's College Rowing 2nd Crew 1999 

Stroke: G. Edwards, Three Seat: S. Frawley, Two Seat: N. Quinn, Bow: P. Coleman, Cox: S. Corbett. 
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3rd Crew 

Stroke: T. Kerr, Three Seat: S. Charewicz, Two 
Seat: A. Reidy, Bow: T. Blanchfield, Cox: A. 
Francis. 

4th Crew 

Stroke: J. Fahy, Three Seat, G. Rowe, Two 
Seat: T. Ferguson, Bow: D. Meade, Cox: M. 
Kenna 

5th Crew 

Cox: L. Keen, Stroke: M. Carroll, Three Seat: 
D. Mays, Two Seat: C. Leehane, Bow: B. King. 

6th Crew 

Cox: A. McCarthur, Stroke: S. Baulch, Three 
Seat: D. Kerr, Two Seat: J. Morris, Bow. M. 
Bennett. 
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7th Crew 

Cox: N. Rix, Stroke: J. Murray, Three Seat: S. 
Vagg, Two Seat: C. Bourke, Bow: C. King. 

8th Crew 

Cox: E. O'Brien, Stroke: N. Carey, Three Seat: 
M. Penhall, Two Seat: G. Cranage, Bow: N. 
Langsford. 

9th Crew 

Cox: N. Sims, Stroke: J. Foster, Three Seat: J. 
Foley, Two Seat: A. Whiting, Bow: N. Frichot. 

10th Crew 

Cox: J. Foster, Stroke: P. Ingram, Three Seat: 
P. Blanchfield, Two Seat: A. Cochrane Bow: 
E. Zelenich 
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Cricket 

Cricket 1st XI 
Martin Porter (Captain) and 
Mr Terry Blizzard (Coach) 

The 1st Eleven Cricket side began the season 
slowly with two losses to a young but confident 
High School side, a wash out against College 
and an easy win over Grammar. This left us 
positioned third on the ladder over the 
Christmas break which gave us time to 
recuperate and do some serious thinking about 
the second half of the forthcoming season. It 
came to be that the second half of the season 
would be our most successful period, 
remaining undefeated. The side was still very 
unsettled but determined to achieve the best 
within ourselves and as a team through many 
vigorous training sessions in the nets. Our 
hard work began to pay dividends when we 
overcame undefeated archrivals High School 
on their home turf by a narrow margin. This 
victory was assisted by some outstanding 
individual performances. Pat Heffernan 
crafted 83 as he steered the side to a 
respectable score of 140; this was followed up 
by Nick Twinch's phenomenal spell of bowling 
snaring four valuable wickets. lulian Porter 
ensured that St. Pat's was to finish off in style 
taking a freakish one handed catch mid air 
going down as one of the best anyone had ever 
seen. The following week we were overly 
confident sending Grammar into bat in hope 
of an outright victory to boost our premiership 
points and secure a Grand Final berth. The 
tide turned against us as we found ourselves 
chasing a competitive score of 150. Our hearts 
soon fell to our backpockets when Grammar 
seemed to have us on toast at 5 for 30. This 
was subsided by some fierce batting 
throughout the middle and bottom order 
laughing in the face of defeat grinding a final 
score of 157. Martin Porter and Simon Liston 
were the main offenders with 45 and 36 
respectively. The next game was a must win for 
St. Pat's to gain a position in the Grand Final. 

Our opposition was College who we hadn't 
faced all season due to wash outs. College 
decided to bat, setting us a competitive score 
of 140. Chasing the runs on a wicket that was 
keeping low, accompanied by poor light, was 
another difficult task to which we had to adapt. 
Our middle and bottom order again proved to 
be strong minded for the opposition leading 
the side to victory. Street fighters Martin Porter 
and Simon Liston again put their hands up 
when it was needed most, gritting their teeth 
in the difficult conditions to ensure St. Patrick's 
a Grand Final berth. 
These three character building wins were the 
ideal preparation to upset High School in the 
final. High School were extremely confident -
even having their after match celebration 
already organised. St. Pat's went in as 
underdogs and used this ploy effectively to give 
the High School boys a reality check and show 
them who was boss. High School won the toss 
and decided to bat, this didn't seem to bother 
St. Pat's game plan in any way as we 
ferociously skittled them for 42. Rian McKee 
and Nick Twinch bowled smoke, claiming two 
wickets a piece, Julian Porter out-thought the 
batsmen with his mediums, 
chipping in with two wickets 
also. Matthew Brady bowled a 
spell which he would remember 
for the rest of his life; 
slaughtering the High School 
batting line up with a 
memorable hat trick. Emotions 
were running and the 
adrenaline was pumping as we 
took on the challenge of batting 
for sixty overs to avoid giving 
High School any chance of an 
outright victory. 
St. Pat's quickly fell to 5/ 35 and 
looked to be struggling. 

The middle and bottom order again ridiculed 
the situation with some match winning 
partnerships. Will Martin found some form 

St. Patrick's College Cricket 1st XI 

with the bat scoring 31 and Rian McKee blazed 
away with his 45. Simon Liston ensured his 
side was the premier cricket school in the 
competition with a punishing 44 n.o. St. Pat's 
finished the game after 60 overs at 9 for 174. 
Players representing the school over the 
Summer were: Martin Porter (c), Pat Heffernan 
(vc), Rian McKee, Nick Twinch, Simon Liston, 
Scott Petrie, lulian Porter, Will Martin, Matt 
Brady, Drew Petrie, Tim McKinnon, Paul Salter, 
Michael Sargeant, Michael Ranger and Damien 
O'Connor. 
I would like to thank cricket mentor and 
supreme coach Terry Blizzard for volunteering 
his time, patience and commitment 
throughout the season. I would like to thank 
assistant coach and manager Kelvin Porter for 
organising, preparing and fine tuning the side 
on Saturdays. His commitment to the side was 
also greatly appreciated. 
Well done to Martin Porter on his fine 
leadership. His sense of responsibility, team 
orientation, fun and commitment to the cause 
were to be commended. 

BPSA 1st XI Cricket Representatives 

Front Row: Simon Liston, Patrick Heffernan, 
Nicholas Twinch, Rian McKee 

Back Row: Mr. Terry Blizzard, Simon Liston, Damian O'Connor, Drew Petrie, Will Martin, Tim McKinnon, Rian McKee, Michael Sargeant. 
Front Row: Julian Porter, Paul Salter, Martin Porter, Patrick Heffernan, Scott Petrie, Matthew Brady. 
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Cricket 2nd XI Blue 
Mr.T. Bennett (Coach) 

Overall the 1999 season proved very successful, 
with the St. Patrick's Blue team missing the 
finals by a very narrow margin. Team morale 
was high and generally the team trained well 
each week. Matthew Wealands and Anthony 
Brady carried the bulk of the bowling duties, 
while Michael Lynch emerged later as a wicket-

St. Patrick's College Cricket 
2nd XI Blue 

Our final game against College saw A. Brady 
33, R. Head 33, and M. Wealands 20 score runs 
in a disappointing overall tally. M. Wealands 
then took 6/32, assisted by A. Brady and L. 
Simpson who took 2 each. This was the game 
we needed to win to ensure another tilt at St. 
Patrick's Green in the Grandfinal. 
Overall, this was a successful season, winning a 
majority of games. Matt Wealands was 
awarded the Best Player for the season. 
Congratulations to Anthony Brady who 
captained the team very capably. 

Back Row: Matthew Oldaker, Ryan Head, Michael Lynch, Mr. Tim Bennett 
Front Row: Raines Stephen, Matt Brady, Anthony Brady, Rowan O'Callaghan, Matthew 
Wealands 

taker. Ryan Head, along with captain, Anthony 
Brady, were the chief run scorers. 
The season opened with immediate success 
against St. Pat's Green, 183. Lee Kooloos 3/7, 
and R. Head 2/15, took the bowling honours. 
Batting second, A. Brady 48, R. Head 49, M. 
Wealands 33, and Rohan O'Callaghan 13, 
scored the majority of 9 for 191. 
Round two was washed out. 
Against College, Paul Salter scored a fine 
century. A. Brady 25, R. Head 17, R. 
O'Callaghan 15, and Greg Dillon 12, also 
contributed. The bowling honours were 
shared by M. Wealands 5/14, and Matthew 
Brady 4/11, who virtually skittled the 
opposition in short time. College was asked to 
bat again and Michael Lynch 3/25, R. 
O'Callaghan 2/21 and R. Head 2/8 took eight 
wickets, almost achieving an outright win. 
Again the St. Patrick's teams met: this time the 
result was reversed, with R. Head 19, R. 
O'Callaghan 17, M. Wealands 10, and M. Lynch 
12 contributing to a lowly total. A. Brady 2/25 
and R. O'Callaghan 2/12 were the chief wicket 
takers, but in this game, we were soundly 
outbatted by the SPC Green team. 
The next game against Grammar saw a 
complete turnabout. In an excellent effort, 
Grammar was bowled out for 102 and 103 with 
S.EC. Blue declaring at 223. M. Wealands 
bowled very well with match figures of 7/43. 
Stephen Crowe took 5 wickets, and M. Lynch 
with 3, and A. Brady with 2, saw the Blues bowl 
very well. Between the two Grammar innings, 
Luke Simpson belted 82, ably assisted by A. 
Brady 55, R. Head 50, and S. Petrie 17. 
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Opening bowler Matt Gill produced his best 
figures of 4/9, and was well supported by Drew 
Franklin 2/9 and Ben Naylon 2/7. Steven Bride 
31 and Jeremy Beggs 37n.o. batted with very 
little trouble to gather the required runs. 
Ballarat College 45 were defeated by SPC 
Green 4 for 106 
There was an initial loss to the other SPC team 
183 to Blue's 9 for 191 (J Beggs 35, M Gill 30, S 
Bride 29 and 4/30, Michael Sargeant 29, Colin 
Bischof 19, Michael Fitzgerald 13) Then some 
nervous moments in the second match at 
Grammar, before Green won narrowly 150 to 
142. Outstanding batting from M. Sargeant 75 
was supported by bowling from J. Beggs 3/32, 
M. Sargeant 2/34, B. Naylon 2/12. A washout 
followed next, before the return game against 
SPC Blue saw a big win to Green 9 for 157 over 
Blue's 73. M. Sargeant 62, Andrew Bleakley 
24n.o„ S. Bride 20 and 2/2, M.Gill 2/19 were 
the chief players. A shortage of players for the 
next game against College saw the emergence 
of Shaun Mullane who turned the game around 
with devastating effect, taking 6/10 & 3/11 
including a hat trick. Shaun also got among the 
runs with 39 & 17 and his partnerships with B 
Naylon 42 &19n.o. devastated the opposition. 
A. Bleakley chipped in with 3/5. The season 
was still alive until the final fixture match with 
3 teams vying for places in the final. Green 
grabbed top position on the ladder with an 
easy victory over Grammar, 157 to 68. J. Beggs 
45, B. Naylon 27, D. Franklin 19 and 3/11, C. 
Bischof 2/2 and Damian O'Connor 2/21 were 
the dominant players. 
Morale of SPC Green was at a real high towards 

St. Patrick's College Cricket 
2nd XI Green 

Cricket 2nd XI Green 
Mr Beggs (Coach) 

Back Row: Mr. Tony Beggs, Andrew Ferguson, Kieran Champion, 
Damian O'Connor, Ben Naylon, Stephen Bride, Michael Sargeant. 
Front Row: Michael Fitzgerald, Shaun Mullane, Jeremy Beggs, Matt 
Gill, Colin Bischof. 

On the SPC Main Oval, on a wet day 
reminiscent of last year's final match, SPC 
Green continued the domination of SPC sides 
in this BPSA Seconds competition. SPC Green 
had finished on top of the ladder after the early 
rounds and were rightly favourites in this 
Grand Final match against Ballarat College. 
And the result was a total domination of the 
opposition as SPC Green showed more ability 
with bat, ball and fielding to run out easy 
winners with plenty of wickets in hand. 

the end of the season. Great determination was 
shown in the batting performances, and 
bowling wise Green had more trumps than the 
other teams with Gill, Franklin, Naylon, 
Sargeant, Bleakley making a formidable attack. 
SPC Green was ably captained during the year 
by Jeremy Beggs, who completed his fourth 
year of school representation in the Seconds, 
and coached by Mr Tony Beggs who will next 
year be hoping to complete a decade of 
victories in the BPSA Seconds. 
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Crick et 

Cricket Year 9 
Liam Brady (Captain) 

The Year 9 Cricket team had an 'up and down' 
season during Term One, with a wash-out, two 
wins and four losses from seven matches. This 
was to be expected as we were the only Year 9 
team competing against Year 10s from other 
schools. Below is a summary of the season: 

Game 1: SPC (2) 7/127 defeated BCC 9/115 
Game 2: SPC (2) drew SPC 1 
Wash-out 
Game 3: Bye 
Game 4: 
DC 4/165 defeated SPC (2)10/135 
Tim Knowles 31 
Game 5: 
BHS (1) 4/231 defeated SPC (2) 5/154 
Jon Barnett 37 n.o., Dane Court 20 n.o. 
Game 6: 
SPC (2) 10/136 defeated BHS (2) 10/56 
Liam Brady 42 n.o., Shane Lindsay 13, Sam 
Young 4/13. 
Play-off Final: 
Grammar (1) 3/222 defeated SPC (2) 10/136 
Anthony Lindorff 31 n.o., Liam Brady 25, 
Brenton Richmond 2/10. 

St. Patrick's College Cricket Year 9 

Back Row: Brenton Richmond, Luke Banks, Taffy Flynn 
Front Row: Anthony Lindorff, Matt Glenane, Liam Brady, Tim Knowles 

St. Patrick's College Cricket Year 8 St. Patrick's College Cricket Year 7 

Mark Molloy, Adam Jennings, Ben Zelencich, Daniel Morris, Zane Dix, 
Dane Harney. 

Back Row: Sam Garland, Tom Madden, Ashley George, James 
Dickinson, Andrew Blake, Andrew Kenna, Danny Dunne. 
Front Row: Nick Mason, Sam Bowman, Andrew Porter, James Brick, 
Stephen Clifton, James Mason. 

YEAR 7 CRICKET 
James Brick (Captain) 

The Year 7 Cricket Team performed admirably 
throughout the season. Although only winning 
two games the boys demonstrated a very good 
level of skill against teams consisting mainly of 
Year 8 students. 

The team gave the opportunity for 30 boys to 
develop their cricketing skills in a competitive 
environment. A core of six players played most 
of the games and the rest of the side rotated on 
a regular basis. Congratulations must go to 
James Brick for a fine job in captaining the 
side, keeping wickets and scoring runs on a 
regular basis. 

Good performances with the bat came from 
Sam Garland, Ashley George, Brent Fitzpatrick, 
Brent Olszewski, Matthew Zelencich and James 
Dickinson. These boys showed enough to 
suggest that they will make many runs for 
S.RC. in the years to come. 

Good bowling figures were also attained by 
James Dickinson, Brent Olszewski, Sam 
Bowman, Patrick D'Arcy, Stephen Clifton, 
Jarryd Chiswell, Matthew Zelencich and 
Andrew Blake. 

The fielding was of an excellent standard in 
most matches with some memorable efforts 
coming from Stephen Clifton, Brent Olszewski 
and Anthony Smith. 

The squad was composed of Mr. Anderson 
(Coach), James Brick (Captain), J. Cahir, B. 
Olszewski, J. Dickinson, S. Bowman, M. 
Zelencich, B. Fitzpatrick, T. Madden, A. Cook, 
B. Walsh, D. Ryan, S. Garland, A. Porter, P. 
D'Arcy, J. Holmes, A. Kenna, S. Clifton, J. 
Chiswell, B. Peldys, N. Mason, J. Mason, T. 
Squire, C. Brayshaw, R. Casey, A. Blake, A. 
George. 

Congratulations to all those who took part in 
the Year 7 cricket team in 1999 for your 
enthusiastic and sportsmanlike approach to 
the game. 
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First IV Tennis 
Tim Canny 
The young 1999 St. Patrick's 1st IV tennis team 
consisted of Brett Hunter, Tim Canny, Shane 
Lawless, Michael Canny and Alex Walsh. The 
team showed its dominance in the B.P.S.A. 
competition this season by being undefeated 
and in turn winning the premiership 
In the McNeil Cup, Brett Hunter played 
magnificent tennis to successfully win the 
trophy for the first time. This is an outstanding 
achievement as Brett is only in Year Ten, 
indicating that he has a bright future. Tim 
Canny was runner-up and Shane Lawless 
played well to get to the quarterfinals. 
Brett Hunter, Tim Canny and Shane Lawless 
were each selected to represent the combined 
B.P.S.A. team, which played the powerful 
A.G.S.V. team. 

Our thanks must go to Mr. Gutteridge who 
gave up his time to give the team great 
support, advice and team management 
throughout the season; his efforts in these 
areas were second to none. 
Next year, with the team staying together and 
with much potential in the lower years, the 
future of St. Patrick's tennis looks to be bright. 

SCORES: 
SPC 5- 54 def High School 3 - 37 
SPC 8 64 def Grammar 0 - 13 
SPC V College Washout 
SPC 5 52 def High School 3 - 3 1 
SPC 8 54 def Grammar 0 - 1 6 
SPC 8 64 def Ballarat College 0 - 15 

Grandfinal: SPC 4 - 54 def Ballarat High 4 - 44 

Second IV Tennis 
Anthony Stephens 
The second Tennis competition was strongly 
contested throughout the season. The SPC 
team had a successful year, once again playing 
off in the Grandfinal against Ballarat High 
School. Unfortunately, SPC was beaten by the 
stronger High School side. 

The results of the '99 season were as follows: -
SPC 3 -43 lost to BHS 5 57 
SPC 5 - 56 def Grammar 3 •45 
SPC v College Washout 
SPC 2 - 40 lost to BHS 6 55 
SPC 5 - 4 9 def Grammar 3 39 
SPC 7 -64 def Ballarat College 1 - 36 

The members of the 2nd rv team for 1999 
were: Anthony Stephens (Captain), Rowan 
O'Callaghan, Brad Ryan, Tulian Sunter, Stephen 
Ellis, Lee Kooloos and Kieran Champion. 
Every player showed determination and 
courage throughout the entire season and 
represented St. Patrick's with great pride and 
sportsmanship. 

Despite the fact that all players in the 2nd IV 
team were Year 12 representatives, St. Pat's will 
have a competitive outfit if the depth, talent 
and potential shown in the lower year levels is 
anything to go by. 
Finally, we thank Mr. Gutteridge for his time, 
effort, dedication and commitment in 
coaching us during the season. 

Back Row: Brett I Iunter, Mr. Peter Gutteridge, larrod Waight 
Front Row: Shane Lawless, Tim Canny, Michael Canny 
Absent: Alexander Walsh 

BPSA Representatives 
Shane Lawless, Tim Canny, Brett Hunter 

Back Row: Mr. Peter Gutteridge, Stephen Ellis, Kieran Champion, Bradley Ryan 
Front Row: Julian Sunter, Anthony Stephens, Rowan O'Callaghan 
Absent: Lee Kooloos 
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Tennis 

Year 10 Tennis 

The season began very well with a committed 
and talented group of players. We were 
undefeated until round three when Grammar 
gave us our first defeat for the season. After 
that, a couple of close games were the only real 
opposition we encountered. However, the luck 
of the draw was against us and the ladder, by 
the finals, had our team third. This was 
because Grammar had beaten its opponents 
by huge margins and High School had come in 
on percentage at second place. We experienced 
some great tennis and were pleased to note 
that some of the less naturally talented players 
were able to record some clear victories due to 
sheer persistence. 
Many thanks to all who enabled the team to 
meet its commitments each week. We look 
forward to more competition in the coming 
year 

Year 9 Tennis 

The Year 9 tennis team had a very successful 
season. The team was capably led by captain 
James Fitzgerald who was an outstanding 
player himself for all of the matches. Although 
the boys were in Year 9, they were playing in a 
competition where the majority of the teams 
were made up of Year 10 boys so they did 
particularly well to reach the Grand Final. 
During the season they only lost one game, 
that being to the Ballarat Grammar School Year 
10 team whom they also lost to in the 
Grandfinal. Although they tried hard in this 
match, they were unable to overcome the 
larger and more experienced team. 
Regular players were: Nick Kissane, Josh 
Prendergast, Sam Liston, Rob Commelli, Trent 
Saitta, Rufus Brokenbrow, John Davey, Ashley 
Rowe, Damien Hamm and Josh Jellett. 

Back Row: Chris McKee, Adam Jellett, Matthew Ng 
Front Row: Adam Putt, Colin Bischof, James Munt, Shane Hoffman 

Back Row: Sam Liston, Ashley Rowe, Nick Kissane 
Front Row: James Fitzgerald, Josh Prendergast, Rob Comelli 
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Year 8 Tennis 
Xavier Toohey and Ashley Britt 

This year's Year 8 tennis team exuded spirit, 
friendship and good sportsmanship. During 
the year we had many good contributors to the 
team, but it was not possible to have everyone 
play, so many hopefuls were unable to help in 
being part of the team. We finally came to a 
decision. The team was Ryan Waight, John 
Coleman, Ashley Britt, Xavier Toohey, Ashley 
Trounson, Patrick Glenane, Mark Grigg, 
Dominic Stephens, Josh Jellett. The 
emergencies were Bryce Beseler and James 
Discoll. 

It was a very successful season leading up to 
the Grand Final. We were very confident at the 
start of the season beating last year's premiers 
easily. Unfortunately, due to a slight 
misunderstanding, we had to forfeit to the St. 
Patrick's Year 7 side. 

Back Row: John Coleman, Dominic Stephens, Ashley Trounson, Bryce Beseler, Mark Grigg, 
Patrick Glenane. 
Front Row: Joshua Jellett, Xavier Toohey, Ryan Waight, Miles Grenfell, Bart Gerick. 
Absent: Ashley Britt, James Discoll 

Year 7 Tennis 

Malcolm Pyalanda and Josh Hyde 

Each Tuesday afternoon during Term One Year 
7 Tennis was played at either the St. Pat's 
courts or at Ballarat High School. With the 
camps taking place at Creswick at the 
beginning of the year there were many 
meetings to get the first few weeks organised. 
There were many enthusiastic potential 
players who put up their hands but 
unfortunately only eight of the boys got a game 
each week. Over the season there were many 
players who participated and whose 
confidence developed. Players included: Josh 
Hyde, Josh Kannourakis, Malcolm Pyalanda, 
Tom Byrne, Kieren Torpy, Tim Wiley, Anthony 
Bossner, Brenton Wilson, Nicholas McLennan, 
Ben Bongiorno, Jason Putt, Richard Maher, Ben 
Prendergast, Michael Leahy. 
We finished fourth on the ladder and were 
going to play Ballarat and Clarendon College in 
the final but it was rained out. Thank you to 
Mrs Kavanagh for organising the teams so that 
we could play and to Mrs. Carison for helping 
with supervision. 

Back Row: Josh Kannourakis, Jason Putt, Ben Prendergast, Kieran Torpy, Malcolm Pyalanda, 
Joshua Hyde 
Front Row: Michael Leahy, Tom Byrne, Richard Maher, Nicholas McLennan, Ben Bongiorno 
Absent: Tim Willey, Anthony Bossner, Brentan Wilson 
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Mr Rob Erwin 

Badminton at St. Pat's was successful in many 
areas this year. Participation was high with 
one team in A Grade, four teams in B Grade, 
one of which was made up of Year eight boys, 
two teams in C grade and two teams in D 
Grade. 

The A Grade side led by Paul Slater, with Jon 
Barnett and Kane Tblliday, was undefeated and 
went on to win the Pennant. 

The B Grade teams had varying success, with 
the Year 8 team making the play-offs but 
ending as Runners Up. 

The C Grade teams ensured they were placed 
highly in the grade but were not placed in 
pennant play off positions. 

D Grade saw a team of Year 7 and team from 
Year 8 battle hard all season. The Year 7 team 
is to be commended for their enthusiasm and 
commitment. The Year 8 team of Nick 
Whitefield, James Gargan, Lachlan Searle, Joel 
Gordon, Ashley Trounson and Ryan Keohane 
were the eventual pennant winners. 

Badminton, as a sport, was enjoyed by an 
enthusiastic group of boys, and 
congratulations go to all who participated. The 
sport was well led by Adam Whitefield 
(Captain) and Paul Salter (Vice Captain) and 
thanks go to Mrs. Mclntyre and Mr. Erwin for 
their organisation. 
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Back Row: Kane Tolliday, Stephen Crowe, Joel Gordon, Craig Leehane, Mark Lyle, John Barnett. 
3rd Row: Brad Ryan, Leigh Searle, James Robertson, Andrew Roper, Rufus Brokenbrow, Michael 
Rennie, Nick Frichot. 
2nd Row: James Gargan, Ryan McDonald, Stefan Heemann, Matthew Ng, Colin Bischoff, Sam 
Liston, Chris McBrearty, Ryan Keohane, Ashley Trounson 
Front Row: Brenton Wilson, Nick Whitefield, Brent Hevey, Paul Salter, Adam Whitefield, Dean 
Thomas, Lachlan Searle. 

Junior Baseball 
Mr Rodger Klopak - Team Manager 

The St. Patrick's Junior Baseball Team had an 
incredible run this season, remaining 
undefeated as they headed into the final 
against Ballarat High School. Despite their 
regular season record of two wins against High 
School, their opposition was primed for the 
challenge. 

St. Pat's opened the game in the field and 
battled a fierce wind. Stephen Coghlan 
knocked down some hits on the third base line 
and Justin Dredge scooped in the dirt trying to 
save some throws to first plate. St. Pat's retired 
only two batters before High School had 
completed their batting line-up. High School 
jumped to a 7 to nil lead - a score exceeding 
the total runs against St. Pat's for the season. 

Coach Peter Parry gathered the team together 
reminding them of their strengths and 
focussing their energies on the task at hand. St. 
Patis returned fire with fire. In their opening 
bat, the team was at the end of their line-up 
when Michael Elshaug then Tim Elshaug 
stepped up. Both boys kept a steady eye on the 
pitches with both of them earning a base on 
balls. The score advanced St. Pat's way 9 - 7. 

In the second inning in the field, the team was 
much more disciplined. The second base and 
short stop combination of Luke and Travis 
Arandt headed off High School hits and caught 
catcher Richard Coghlan's throws to beat the 
runner to second. The first batters went down 
before High School scored a couple of runs. 
Scores were level 9 - 9. 

Back Row: Travis Arandt, Steven Coghlan, Justin Dredge, Tom Madden, Tim Elshaug. 
Front Row: Luke Arandt, Daniel Parry, Mr. Rodger Klopak, Richard Coghlan, Michael Elshaug. 

In the bottom of the second innings, St. Pat's 
responded when opening batter Richard 
Coghlan walked, then continued to advance 
around the diamond with each new batter to 
score a single run. Score 10 - 9. 

The tension was mounting in this see-saw 
battle as Ballarat High School headed to the 
plate for the last inning. Pitcher Daniel Parry 
beared down on the mound firing at the first 

couple batters who swung wildly on pitches. 
Tom Madden then made his second outfield 
catch of the day to retire the side and give St. 
Pat's the premiership. 

Congratulations to all team members and 
Coach Parry - the undefeated season and fierce 
battle in the final game was testimony to their 
team spirit and competitive edge displayed 
throughout the entire season. 

, I 
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Senior Volleyball Report 

Mr Juri Kaczkowski 

An inexperienced group of students 
represented St. Patrick's College at volleyball 
this year. The team was captained by Justin 
Voss and its members included: - James 
Buttigieg, Luke Zervaas, Nick Pearce, John 
Moran, Matthew Lane, Garth Kydd, Damian 
Ryan, Steven Trotter, Josh Pianta, James Rattray 
and Luke Marks. 

The team played five games winning three of 
these. At the end of the season St. Patrick's 
College missed out on the final by percentage. 
The boys showed great commitment and 
enthusiasm, their skills and knowledge of the 
game improved as the season progressed. The 
potential for the future is good as members of 
the team will be available to play next year. 

2 games 34 points 
lgame 36 points 
2 games 30 points 
0 games 21 points 
0 games 14 points 
2 games 31 points 
2 games 38 points 
1 game 33 points 
1 game 35 points 
2 games 45 points 

Congratulations to all boys who played and 
represented the College. Hopefully they all 
enjoyed the season. 

SPC v BHS SPC 
defeated BHS 
SPC v DC SPC 
defeated DC 
SPC v BCC SPC 
lost to BCC 
SPC v BGS SPC 
defeated BGS 
SPC v BHS SPC 
lost to BHS 

Back Row: John Moran, James Ratray, Matthew Lane, Josh Pianta 
Front Row: Garth Kydd, Justin Voss, James Buttigieg 

Lawn Bowls 
Lawn Bowls Report 

The 1999 Interschools Lawn Bowls 
Competition has proven to be, once again, very 
successful. With an exceptional high level of 
participation from all the competing schools 
competing in the true manner in which the 
game of Lawn Bowls should be played. 
Though the St. Patrick's team was unable to 
reach the top of the ladder, high skill levels and 
enthusiasm ensured that St. Patrick's was 
always competitive. We finished the season 
fifth on the ladder with only two looses which 
in itself tells us the very close competition the 
1999 season was. 

Credit must be given to the whole team for 
their dedication and in the sportsman's way 
they played the game each week. The standard 
of bowls was excellent and a pleasure to watch. 
We, at St. Patrick's would like to thank the 
Ballarat Regional Bowls Association (Junior 
Committee) and the various Bowls clubs who 
provided the Greens and coaches each week. 
In particular, the Ballarat City Bowls Club 
provided our team with expert coaches, 
equipment and Greens. The team would also 
acknowledge the support of all the patient 
parents, grandparents and Mr. Gibcus our 
team manager. 

Back Row: Jason Duffy, Ben Alder, Matthew Willey, Matt Dean 
Front Row: Matthew Moran, Sam Montano, Aaron Emerson, Cameron Hardie 
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St. Patrick's College Soccer 1st XI 

Back Row: Albert Moran, Scott Vanderkley, Mark Smith, James Marburg, Jayson Jennings, Jeremy Murphy. 
Middle Row: Adrian Ng, NickTwinch, Josh Gill, AlexTalimanidis, Grafton Hand, Strato Talimanidis, Joe Clifford. 
Front Row: Matthew Ng, Bernhard Heemann, Luke Turkenburg, James Buchanan, Kevin Agius, Tom Hanapie. 

Luke Turkenburg (Captain) 

The 1st XI soccer season for 1999 was one of 
great promise, but sadly ended unfulfilled. 
After the heartbreaking 1998 Grandfinal loss to 
Grammar there was an air of expectation for 
thel999 season. The BPSA competition was at 
its most even and strongest for many years. 
The 1st XI Soccer squad consisted of 18 strong 
willed and committed St. Patrick's students. St. 
Pat's started die season well with a win and a 
draw in the opening two rounds. In the next 
three matches the team was defeated and 
these matches eventually cost us the title. 

The losses were not due to a lack of endeavour 
or effort. The boys rallied together after a heart 
to heart talk. A courageous 1 all draw with 
Grammar was the start of a 4 match unbeaten 
streak. With two more wins over College and 
High school respectively the final game against 
our arch rivals, Ballarat Grammar, would 
decide if we were to play off in the Grandfinal. 
Needing to win by a margin of 3 goals the team 
bonded together and put in a performance 
worthy of the St. Pat's spirit we all know exists 
at the College. Going 1 - 0 down the team 
showed its character and equalised soon after. 
In a tight and rugged affair the desperation of 
St. Pat's was evident in every possession. 1-1 at 
halftimc, St. Pat's threw everything at Grammar 
in the 2nd half. 

Comprehensively beating Grammar in every 
facet of the game, St. Pat's hit the crossbar 
twice, had a goal disallowed and missed 

numerous chances. St. Pat's did get the goal to 
win the game but couldn't muster two more to 
get into the Grandfinal. The final whistle 
closed the season for St Pat's and the Year 12 
boys in the team. St. Pat's finished equal top 
with Ballarat College and Ballarat Grammar 
school but were relegated to third position due 
to an inferior goal difference. 

I would like to thank all the players who 
participated this season and to all the boys 
who trained but couldn't get a game. Thanks 
must also go to our Coach, Mr. John Williams, 
for his time in preparing the team and his 
continued support of soccer at the school. 
Chris O'Keefe also deserves thanks for his 
unfailing preparation of soccer nets and balls 
for the team each week. Finally, thank you to 
the parents who showed up week in week out. 
Your support is necessary to continue the 
strength of the St. Patrick's spirit on the 
sideline. Good luck to the boys playing 1st XI 
soccer next year - finish the business we 
started this year. 

Congratulations must go to Luke Turkenburg 
(Captain) and James Buchanan who 
represented the BPSA soccer in the game 
against the AGSV this year in Melbourne. 

The 1st XI Soccer squad for the 1999 season 
consisted of Luke Turkenburg (Captain), James 
Buchanan (VC), Stuart Weir, Josh Gill, Kevin 
Agius, Grafton Hand, Adrian Ng, Matt Ng, 
Starto Talimanidis, Alex Talimanidis, Mark 
Smith, Joseph Clifford, Albert Moran, James 

Marburg, Jeremy Murphy, Jayson Jennings, 
Nicholas Twinch, Scott Vanderkley and Thomas 
Hanapie. 

BPSA Senior Soccer Representatives 

5m 

Luke Turkenburg and James Buchanan 
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Intermediate Soccer 

Twenty four players wanted to play soccer, so 
to avoid disappointment it was decided to 
form two teams, one comprised mainly of Year 
9 students, the other Year 10's. This meant that 
with only one substitute per team, students 
had to make a serious commitment to play, or 
their team could have been disadvantaged. 
Most met the challenge very well. 

With five teams in the competition, both teams 
gave a good account of themselves and 
deservedly met in the final. SPC 2 had beaten 
SPC 1 in a semi-final a week previously and 
were confident, but the defeat made the 
younger team of more experienced soccer 
players determined to stick to the basics of the 
game and use skill to beat their stronger and 
faster opponents. They did this, and ended up 
convincing winners of the competition. 

Top scorers for SPC 1 were Andrew Francis and 
Bernhard Heemann with six goals each. 

SPC1 
Bernhard Heemann (Captain), Chris McBrearty 
(Vice Captain), Andrew Francis, Stefan 
Heemann, Jon Davey, Joshua Erbacher, David 
Ryan, Chris Ware, Liam Murphy, Luke Marks, 
Nathan Davis 

SPC 2 
Tom Hetherington (Captain), Tom 
Cunningham (Vice Captain), Matthew Ng, 
Colin Bischof, Damian Banwell, Paul Madden, 
Adam Jellett, Andrew Roper, Cameron Day, 
Michael Sumarijanto, Tom Hanley, Jason 
Remmers, James Mather., Raines Stephens, 
Peter Binek, Joshua Fahy. 

Best players for the season were Bernhard 
Heemann in Team 1 and Tom Hetherington in 
Term 2. 

Special thanks are due to Adrian Ng and Julian 
Sunter who gave up time in a busy schedule to 
referee most of our home games and to Mr. 
Barrins and Mr. G. Ryan for coaching the 
teams. 

Intermediate SPC (2) 
Back Row: Tom Hetherington, Josh Fahy, Adam 

Jellett, Tom Cunningham, Cameron Day, 
Andrew Roper, Michael Sumarijanto. 

Front Row: James Mather, Jason Remmers, 
Tom Hanley, Raines Stephen, Peter Binek, 

Matthew Ng. 

Junior Soccer 

The St. Patrick's Junior Soccer team played very 
well this season. Coming second to Ballarat 
High in a penalty shootout, the team 
performed very well. Thanks must go to Mr. 
Lindorff for coaching the team and Philip 
DAuvergne for captaining it. Congratulations 
go to James Caine for winning the Best and 
Fairest. A special thanks goes to all Year 7 and 8 
players and the parents who came along to 
support. 

Junior Soccer 
Back Row: Patrick Thornton, Colm Trusler, 

Andrew Jan 
Front Row: Michael Tolhurst, Pat Murphy, Ben 

Bongiorno, Lukas Raschilla 

Intermediate SPC (1) 
Back Row: Nathan Davis, David Ryan, Luke Marks 
Front Row: Chris McBrearty, Bernhard Heemann, Stefan Heemann 
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House Sports1999 

Mr. Damian McKee 
Assistant Sportsmaster: 

Swimming Carnival 
Following the postponement of the carnival 
which was scheduled for Wednesday the 20th 
of February, the carnival was transferred to 
Thursday the 11th of March. This year saw a 
number of changes to the format of the 
swimming sports. The year 7, 8 & 9 carnival 
was held in the morning and the year 10,11 
&12 carnival was conducted in the afternoon. 
Both carnivals were conducted in beautiful 
sunshine and the boys responded to these 
favourable conditions extremely well by 
participating enthusiastically for their houses. 
Ryan House was easily the best prepared house 
for the day with a banner heralding the theme 
"white rage". This seemed to bring all their 
members together as they were clear winners 
on the day by 39 points over Keniry House. 
The swimmer of the carnival was definitely 
Daniel Pay who broke two records (50m 
Butterfly and Backstroke) and then led the 
"staff" relay to a hollow victory. There were 
eight records broken during the day: 
Year 7 Medley Relay - McCarthy 3:23.43 
Year 8 Medley Relay - Keniry 3:06.77 
Year 9 Medley Relay - Galvin 2:48.62 
Year 12 Medley Relay - Treacy 2:33.29 
Year 12 Freestyle Relay - Treacy 2:07.52 
Year 10 Breaststroke - Tom Hanley 35.30 sec. 
Year 12 Backstroke - Dan Pay 31.87 sec. 
Year 12 Butterfly - Dan Pay 31.87 sec. 

Athletics Carnival 
Unfortunately the unpredictable Ballarat 
autumn weather again reeked havoc on our 
carnival day preventing us from completing 
events for the second year in a row. The day 
began with sunny and cool conditions, 
however by lunchtime the overcast sky and the 
persistent cold wind meant that the organisers 
were left with the unenviable task of cancelling 
the afternoon events. 
The effort by all competitors in the morning 
was admirable taking into account the difficult 
conditions mentioned. However some 
positives did come out of the blustery 
conditions. The tail wind provided the 
sprinters with a tremendous amount of 
assistance. 
The winning house on the day was Nunan 
House. This was Nunan's first ever victory in a 
house carnival event since the house system 

Year Level Results: 

Swimmers of the carnival for each year level: 
Year 7 • 
Year 8 -
Year 9 -
Year 10 
Year 11 
Year 12 

lames Dickinson. 
Josh Dew. 
Matthew Pay. 
Michael Darken. 
Nick Quinn. 
Daniel Pay. 

HPH 

Year Level Placings: 
Year 7 
1st Galvin 
Year 8 
1st Ryan 
Year 9 
1st Treacy 
Year 10 

2nd McCarthy 

2nd McCarthy 

2nd Galvin 

1st Ryan 
Year 11 
1st Ryan 
Year 12 
1st Treacy 

2nd Keniry 

2nd Nunan 

2nd Ryan 

3rd Treacy 

3rd Keniry 

3rd Keniry 

3rd Treacy 

3rd McCarthy 

3rd Nunan 

Overall: 
1st Ryan 
2nd Keniry 
3rd Galvin 
4th Treacy 
5th McCarthy 
6th Nunan 

(748 points) 
(709) 
(689) 
(680) 
(648) 
(625) 

was re-introduced in 1991. Congratulations to 
Nunan's leaders in Will Martin (Captain) and 
Andrew Huie and Scott Petrie (Vice-captains). 
It was interesting looking through the results to 
identify that the main reason for Nunan's 
success was its members' full participation in 
the field events. The main contributors to 
Nunan's victory on the day were; Markus 
Spiteri, Michael Sordello, Luke Kavanagh, 
Michael Ranger, Will Martin and Brock Phelps. 
Two records were set during the course of die day: 
Julian Porter broke the Year 11 200m record 
with a time of 23.43. This time was 0.36 
seconds faster than the previous record holder 
Michael Whitty (1982). 
Zac Curran broke the Year 9 100m record with 
a time of 12.05. This time was 0.14 seconds 
faster than the previous record holder Damien 
Harrington (1990). 

Congratulations to these two boys. It was 
certainly a tremendous effort on their behalf. 
Thanks to all the staff who acted as officials and 
ensured that the events ran smoothly. In 
particular I would like to thank Mr. Chris 
O'Keefe for the amount of preparation that he 
contributed. I would also like to thank Br. Zoch 
for his efforts in preparing the oval and marking 
the lines. This is a huge job and it was made 
even uhe more difficult with the uncertainty 
surrounding the staging of the event. 

Year level awards: 
Year 7 - Jason Van Oirschot 
Year 8 - Peter Blanchfleld 
Year 9 - Zac Curran 
Year 10 - Josh Fahy 
Year 11 - Julian Porter 
Year 12 - Bevan Conlan 

Placing Year 7 Year 8 Year 9 Year 10 Year 11 Year 12 ... 

First Treacy Ryan Treacy McCarthy McCarthy Nunan 

Second Keniry Nunan Keniry Nunan Nunan Galvin 

Third Galvin Keniry Galvin Ryan Keniry Treacy 

Fourth Ryan Galvin Nunan Keniry Ryan Ryan 

Fifth McCarthy McCarthy McCarthy Galvin Galvin Keniry 

Sixth Nunan Treacy Ryan Treacy Treacy McCarthy 

Overall Results: 

Placing House Points Placing House Points 

1 Nunan 1308 4 Treacy 1198 

2 Keniry 1285 5 Ryan 1189 

3 Galvin 1218 
•̂ ^^Hftfe. 

6 McCarthy 1181 
t*a 
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House Sports 1999 

Lap of the Lake 
The Lap of the Lake was the final house 
sporting event for 1999. The event involved 
one lap of Lake Wendouree (6km) and was held 
during each year level's sport education period 
during week 5 in Term Two. The Lap of the 
Lake is an important event as it not only 
continues the competitive spirit evident 
amongst the houses during the athletics and 
swimming carnival, but it is also used to 
identify talent for CHISSA cross-country and 
athletic squads. 
Best time for the year was Garth Kydd in 19 
minutes, 33 seconds. This was an outstanding 
effort. It was particularly interesting to note 
that there is certainly some healthy rivalry 
developing between some individuals in each 

The fol lowing overall results w e r e recorded: 

year level as Peter Blanchfield and Simon Davis 
(Year 8), Tim Frawley and Matthew Pay (Year 
9), have demonstrated. These boys have 
continued to fight out some tremendous races 
each year. 
Fine individual performances were recorded by: 
Year 7 - Dane Bergman 24.13, Robert Boadle 
24.20. 
Year 8 - Peter Blanchfield 24.27, Simon Davis 
25.12. 
Year 9 - Tim Frawley 23.04, Matthew Pay 23.20. 
Year 10 - Joshua Fahy 22.37, Brett Hunter 22.52. 
Year 11 - Garth Kydd 19.33, Michael Ranger 
20.34. 
Year 12 - Matthew Carroll 22.58, Troy Wilkie 
22.58. 

Year Galvin McCarthy Treacy Nunan Ryan Keniry 
7 4th 6th 2nd 5th 3rd 1st 

8 1st 6th 5th 3rd 2nd 4th 

9 4th 2nd 1st 3rd 5th 6th 

10 4th 2nd 6th 5th 3rd 1st 

11 & 12 3rd 5th 4th 6th 2nd 1st 

Overall Third Fifth Fourth Sixth Second First 

The top ten placings for each yea r level were as follows: 

Year 7 YearS Year 9 Year 10 Year 11&12 

1 Dane Bergman Peter Blanchfield Tim Frawley Joshua Fahy Garth Kydd 

2 Robert Boadle Simon Davis Matt Pay Brett Hunter Michael Ranger 

3 Sam Garland Zane Dfx Gerard Brick James Foley Adam Ludbrook 

4 Nathan Anderson Gerard Foster Trent Saitta Nick Frichot Andrew Francis 

5 AndrewSteenhuis Tim Mullane Nick Kissane Jarrod Waight Matt Carroll # 

6 Daniel Bruty Mark Molloy ChrisWhelan Mark Kenna Troy Wilkie § 

7 James Wallace Kyle Bennett Anthony Lindorff Mark Lyle Tim Blanchfield# 

8 Dom Leahy Justin Cowan Daniel Mullane David Maskell Damian Ryan 

9 Stephen Clifton John Coleman Alex Walsh Justin Foster Nick Cooper 

10 Michael Leahy Aaron Tabone Ashley Rowe Neal Porter Jarrad Answer 

CHISSA ATHLETICS 

Back Row: Simon Harwood, Matthew Pay, 
Craig Kennedy, Anthony Francis, Gareth 
Edwards, Michael Sordello, Will Martin, 
Tristan Cartledge, Nicholas Kissane 
Fourth Row: Joel Gordon, Matthew 
Richardson, Nicholas Cooper, John 
Francis, Julian Porter, Rian McKee, Garth 
Kydd, Phillip Ingram, Jed Manley, Matthew 
Doyle 
Third Row: Robert Plageman, Josh Fahy, 
Richard Coghlan, Christopher Barry, 
Michael Turkenburg, Zac Curran, Michael 
Canny, Timothy Frawley, Benjamin 
Ludbrook, Christopher Hooper, Bradley 
Molloy 
Second Row: Dane Bergman, David 
Stevenson, Thomas Madden, Peter 
Blanchfield, Robert Hooper, Adam Jarvis, 
Scott Baker, Peter Binek, Tom Sullivan, 
Robert Boadle, Markus Spiteri 
Front Row: Aaron Tabone, Michael 
Ranger, Jason Van Oirschot, Edward Den 
Ouden, Bevan Conlan, Jarrod Collins (C), 
Lachlan Oliver, Timothy Pollard, Paul 
Cosgriff, Simon Davis, Nathan Anderson 
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• V Chissa Athletics 1999 

J^J 
Mr. D a m i a n McKee (Team Manager) 

The 20th annual CHISSA athletics sports were 
held on Wednesday the 13th of October for the 
first time on the St. Patrick's College Main Oval. 
This was due to the reconstruction of the track 
at Llanberris. In drizzly conditions for most of 
the day SPC won the Boys' Aggregate for the 
18th time. SPC won the Intermediate and 
Senior boys' and finished second by seven 
points in the Junior boys'. SPC also combined 
with Loreto College to convincingly win the 
combined aggregate. 

Once again it was our field team that 
eventually made the difference on the day, 
winning 15 out of a possible 36 field events. 
The stars in the field were Bevan Conlan, Tim 
Pollard and Gareth Edwards. Each of these 
boys won two field events. 

On the track Garth Kydd and Michael Ranger 
started off the day brilliantly with an excellent 
performance in the 3000m. Garth's efforts in 
winning the 3000m and then eventually the 
middle distance double with a win in the 
1500m were sensational. Garth has 
consistently proven himself in all distance and 
middle distance representation this year 
competing for SPC. Congratulations Garth on 
a consistentiy brilliant year in athletics. 

I would like to make mention of some 
impressive contributions that our Year 9 
students have made to athletics at the school 
in the last year. Tim Frawley, Zac Curran, 
Michael Turkenburg, Chris Hooper, Daniel 
Dwyer, Michael Canny, Phillip Ingram and Tim 
Pollard (a formidable collection of talent!) have 

all made significant contributions to the 
school's track and field teams, not only at this 
year's CHISSA carnival, but also at 
competitions in Melbourne and Bendigo. 

I would also like to recognise a number of 
exceptional performances on the day; Tim 
Frawley and Michael Canny's 800m wins in 
Under 14 and Under 15 respectively were 
exceptional runs and both continue to 
demonstrate significant improvements each 
year; Michael Ranger's two firsts in Div. 2 in 
the 800m and 3000m was an example of true 
teamwork and leadership; David Stevenson's 
effort in winning the Open walk (David is only 
in Year 8); Gareth Edwards' field double in 
Discus and Shot Put; Jarrod Collins' 100m and 
200m double in the Open age group. Chris 
Hooper's personal best in intermediate Discus. 

The prestigious Stephen Moneghetti 
Perpetual Trophy for the most outstanding 
performance was awarded to Bevan Conlan. 
Bevan is the vice-captain of the team and he 
certainly led from the front winning both the 
Open Long Jump and Triple Jump events as 
well as a 1st place in Div. 2 of the 200m. 
Bevan also finished 2nd in Div. 2 of the 100m. 
An outstanding effort - well done Bevan! 
Winners of each of the age group awards from 
the carnival were: 
Under 13 - Jason Van Oirschot 
Under 14 - Tim Pollard 
Under 15 - Phillip Ingram 
Under 16 - Bradley Molloy 
Under 17 - Garth Kydd 
Open - Bevan Conlan 

Overall it was again a very successful day for 
SPC. It must be mentioned that our 
preparation for the carnival was once again 
poor. I cannot accept that the timing of the 
carnival is the sole reason for this. Next year 
there will be a greater link established with the 
House carnival, and a greater commitment 
from all competitors. 
Thanks must be extended to the student 
leaders of the team; Jarrod Collins (Captain), 

Division One Blue Ribbons: 

Under 13 
Markus Spiteri 1st Triple Jump Div. 1 
Jason Van Oirschot 1st 100m Div. 1 
Under 14 
David Stevenson 1st Open Walk Div. 1 
Tim Pollard 1st Triple Jump Div. 1 
Tim Pollard 1st Javelin Div. 1 
Stuart Near 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Simon Harwood 1st Discus Div. 1 
Tim Frawley 1st 1500m Div. 1 
Tim Frawley 1st 800m Div. 1 
Under 15 
Chris Hooper 1st Discus Div.l 
Daniel Dwyer 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Michael Canny 1st 800m Div. 1 
Phillip Ingram 1st High Jump Div. 1 
Zac Curran 1st Long jump Div. 1 
Under 17 
Drew Franklin 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Gareth Edwards 1st Discus Div. 1 
Open 
Gareth Edwards 1st Shot Put Div. 1 
Jarrod Collins 1st 100m Div. 1 
Jarrod Collins 1st 200m Div. 1 
Bevan Conlan 1st Long Jump Div. 1 
Bevan Conlan 1st Triple Jump Div. 1 
Garth Kydd 1st 1500m Div. 1 
Garth Kydd 1st 3000m Div. 1 
Rowan O'Callaghan 1st High Jump Div. 1 

Lachlan Oliver and Bevan Conlan (Vice-
Captains) for their leadership during the 
season. 
Thanks also to the coaches Mr. Ryan (Sprints), 
Mr. McKechnie (Discus), Mr. Clark (Javelin), Br. 
Breach (Shot Put), Mr. Kaczkowski (Long and 
Triple Jump). It must be mentioned that Br. 
Breach continues to deliver some exceptional 
results with his Shot Putters, producing four 
Division One victories out of 6. His 
enthusiasm and in particular his motivational 
talk to the squad each year is an institution. 

Final Results in the Boys Age groups and Aggregate: 

School Junior Intermediate Senior Aggregate 

St. Patrick's 292 335 525 1152 

High School 240 306 409 955 

Grammar 235 331 482 1048 

Damascus 299 281 324 904 

College 186 261 418 865 
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Cross Co ';i~il< %•.«! 

Mr. Peter Ryan - Coach 

The Cross Country season again proved to be 
highly successful due to the fine performances 
of all athletes in the St Patrick's Cross Country 
team, culminating in Garth Kydd, and Michael 
Ranger being selected in the Victorian State 
team which competed in Darwin at the 
National Titles. 

Our team started the season well with an 
aggregate win in the CHISSA Lap of the Lake 
competition. In the Open section Garth Kydd, 
ran strongly to win with Michael Ranger (3rd), 
Daniel Pay (4th), Nick Cooper, Tim Canny and 
Gareth Edwards combining to take out the 
section. U/16 section was won with Michael 
Canny (2nd), Josh Fahy (3rd), Ben Ludbrook 
(4th), Nick Frichot, Chris Boadle, Damon 
Edwards, James Foley and Mark Lyle. To 
complete the treble U/14 division consisting of 
Tim Frawley (2nd), Peter Blanchfield (5th), 
Dane Bergman (6th), Sam Garland (9th), Rob 
Boadle (7th), Zane Dix and Aaron Tabone ran 
strongly to win. 

Again the tricky Cross Country course at Mt. 
Clear (Damascus) was beautifully mastered by 
our athletes with Garth Kydd, Michael Ranger, 
Daniel Pay and Lachlan Oliver taking the first 
four placings respectively in the Open division. 
Along with Bevan Conlan, Anthony Francis, 
Nick Cooper and Tim Canny the team 
successfully defended their title. Michael 
Canny, Josh Fahy, Ben Ludbrook, Brett Hunter, 
John Francis, Matt Pay and Chris Boadle ran 
strongly in the U/16 division. In the U/14 
section Tim Frawley (1st), Peter Blanchfield 
(2nd), Dane Bergman (6th), Robert Boadle, 
Zane Dix, Paul Cosgriff and Aaron Tabone 
convincingly won this division. The three 
teams combined to win the boys and overall 
aggregates. 

To finish the season on a high the team 
secured an aggregate win in the Road Relays 
competition held over a 1500m course at 
Victoria Park. Team Captain Lachlan Oliver, 
Garth Kydd, Dan Pay and Michael Ranger set a 

Back Row: Nick Frichot, Damon Edwards, Mark Lyle, Garth Kydd, Gareth Edwards, Anthony 
Francis, Nick Cooper, James Foley, Aaron Tabone. 
Front Row: Mark Kenna, Chris Boadle, Daniel Pay, Mr. Peter Ryan, Michael Canny, Joshua Fahy, 
Xavier Bourke, Michael Ranger. 

new course record to win the Open 
Section. Not to be outdone, the Junior 
Boys of Tim Frawley, Peter 
Blanchfield, Dane Bergman and Rob 
Boadle set a blistering pace to also set 
a new division record. Michael Canny, 
Ben Ludbrook, Josh Fahy and Brett 
Hunter ran well to finish second 
behind a strong High School team. 

Claiming all boys aggregates and 
athletes gaining State Selection, St. 
Patrick's Cross Country Team looks set 
to continue the dominance we have 
worked hard for. Congratulations to 
all who strove to maintain the 
winning edge. 

BPSA Cross Country Senior Representatives 
Michael Ranger, Michael Canny, Garth Kydd, Josh Fahy 
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Hockey 

Hockey Senior 

The first XI Hockey team had a disappointing 
end to a reasonably success season, with the 
team narrowly missing out on a berth in the 
grand final. It was a season of highs and lows 
with each squad member's skills improving 
significantly throughout the season. 
The season started with a 3 - 0 loss to a very 
strong Grammar side; this would become the 
trend whenever we played Grammar. The next 
game was more successful with the team 
beating College 2 - 1 in a hard fought game, 
with the team playing with excellent skills and 
defense. The following game was played 
against High School and after dominating for 
nearly the entire game, a lapse in 
concentration let High School back in the 
game with the final score being 1-1. This 
would prove costly later in the season. 

Our remaining games followed a similar path, 
being defeated by Grammar and having close 
games with College with score of 1- 2 and 2 -2. 
The highlight of the season no doubt though 
was a 9 - 1 victory over High School with our 
forwards combining with deadly efficiency. 

The members of the team were: 
Captain Mark Bradbury took on the 
challenging role of playing center-half and 
performed capably. 
Chris Pianta, who as vicecaptain led the team 
from the front. 
Ben Alder, whose goalkeeping skills kept out 
many near certain goals. 
John Mackey, who in the midfield stopped 
many opposition players in their tracks. 
Josh Pianta and Matt Dean, the fullbacks, 
whose defense was rock solid and whose crisp 
hits created many openings. 
Jeremy Beggs, the leading scorer of the team, 

Intermediate Hockey Report 

Matthew Dean (Captain) 

The Intermediate Hockey season ended with a 
disappointing finish for we didn't show our true 
potential. The majority of the games were too 
close to call and could have tipped either way. 
Commencing the season with 2 losses, 0-3 to 
High School and 0-1 to Ballarat College(1). We 
were soon to find our form in the following 
three weeks with a nil all draw in what was a 
tough game against Ballarat College(2), a one 
all draw with High School and what was to be 
our first and only win for the year, a 1-0 win 
against Ballarat Grammar. The last two games 
saw one last draw, 1-1, against Grammar and a 
0-3 defeat from Ballarat College (1). 
Although relatively young, consisting mainly of 
Year 9 students, the team proved strong in the 
end, with the better players over the season 
being: Sam Liston, Robert Comelli, Chris 
McBrearty, Wayne Batson, David Maskell, 
Heath Rogers and goal scorers; Taffey Flynn 
and Brendan Annear. However, everyone in the 
team gave it their best throughout the season. 
We can look forward to the years to come as 
the team progresses to it full strength. 
Thanks must go to Mr Watson for coaching and 
his efforts in keeping the team motivated and 
full of spirit. Also thank you to Ben Alder as 
assistant coach and Mr Pearson for his ongoing 
support and last but not least all those on the 
sidelines who continuously gave us their 
support throughout the entire season. 

St. Patrick's College Hockey 1st XI1999 

Back Row: Ruben Nagorcka, John Mackey, Garth Kydd, Ben Alder, Matthew Dean, Josh Pianta, 
Mr. David Walker. 
Front Row: David Maskell, Jeremy Beggs, Mark Bradbury, Chris Pianta, Wayne Batson, Chris Keenan 

with excellent stick skills. 
Gareth Kydd whose speed up the wings led to 
many scoring opportunities. 
Rueben Nagarcka and Wayne Batson who 
created and scored many goals. 
Chris Keenan and Leigh Briody who showed 
strength and determination and excellent skills. 
Julian Sunter and David Maskell, the newest 
players to the team, whose skills improved 
dramatically throughout the season and 
adapted brilliantly to the game. 

BPSA 1st XI Hockey 
Representatives 

John Mackey, Jeremy Beggs 

St. Patrick's College Hockey Intermediate 1999 

Front Row: David Ryan, David Maskell, Ben Alder, Matthew Dean, Marcus Liddle, Chris McBrearty. 
Back Row: Rob Comelli, Sam Liston, Wayne Batson, Jon Barnett, Brendan Annear, Lee Joyce, Taffy 
Flynn, Luke Sizeland. 
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Basketball 

Senior BPSA Basketball Report 

Matthew Lane (Captain) 

At the beginning of Term Two, Ms Pope, the 
Manager of the senior basketball team, called a 
meeting for all those who were interested in 
playing. With so many volunteers, a training 
session had to take place and a side chosen. 
The training session was run by Matthew 
Copping, a former student and a Ballarat 
Miner Representative. Matthew saw promise 
and selected a side that he intended to coach. 
Ms Pope spent the next day organising the 
team and electing roles and positions. The 
team was young and inexperienced at this 
level. On a positive note all the students in the 
team played the highest standard of junior 
basketball in Ballarat, in the Under 18A grade 
competition. These players were: 
Matthew Lane (Delacombe Dragons) 
Luke Cavanagh (CelticTigers) 
Garth Kydd (Delacombe Dragons) 
Damian Ryan (Delacombe Dragons) 
Craig Leehane (Wildcats) 
Jason Duffy (St. Patrick's) 
Sean Bourke (Sovereign) 

Two other players who played part of the 
season were Dale Bone and Curtis Prout. 

On Wednesday 5th April, the St. Patrick's 1999 
senior basketball team played its first game 
against a 'fine tuned' College. The College 
team however relied too heavily on one player 
who held their team together. St. Pat's showed 
their skills and expertise and went home 
winners. The next game was against 
Damascus, a team that had not won a game in 
the competition. They were better than we 
expected but a violation on their behaviour put 
us in good stead for an easy win. The next two 
games were against much stronger opposition, 
High School and Grammar. 
High School in particular had the cream of 

Ballarat's young basketballers, except for our 
Luke Cavanagh of course, and they showed 
their skill as they thumped us quite 
convincingly. Grammar was not as perfect as 
High School but still had a side that had been 
born to play ball. We stayed with them for a 
while but when the team stopped its constant 
pressure a confident Grammar team picked 
their gaps and made too many easy baskets. In 
the last game before the holidays St. Pat's 
replayed College. This time the College squad 
jumped us early. The leaders of the team, 
Matt Lane and Luke Cavanagh, stood up as St. 
Pat's regained the lead and ended up winning 
quite comfortably. It was then on to a four 
week break where we all participated in our 
local clubs for a rush to the finals in a different 
competition. When we returned to the court 
we seemed relaxed and quietly confident, but 
High School, our opponents, set out to change 
that. They ruled the court with classic moves 
and dunks, Jordan himself would be proud of. 
High School won out easily in that game. 
The following week we had to play Damascus 
at their home turf. Even after the loss to High 
School we felt confident and we set an early 
lead which we held for the entire game. We 
were sitting third on the 
ladder at this stage and 
if we were to be a 
contender we had to 
beat Grammar by more 
than 22 points, a very 
difficult assignment. 
After the first 3 pointer 
from Grammar we never 
looked a chance. One of 
the players scored 42 
points which included 
an incredible 11 straight 
3 pointers. Our leading 
scorer for the season 
Luke Cavanagh set the 
scene for the rest of us. 
Although we had lost, all 
players felt that they had 

achieved a good position at the end of the 
season. 
Even after the competition finished, the St. 
Patrick's College community was well 
represented at club basketball level with 
Matthew Lane, Luke Cavanagh, Garth Kydd, 
Damian Ryan and Sean Bourke all representing 
teams in the final series of their A grade 
competitions. Best players for the season were 
Luke Cavanagh, who gained a place in the 1st 
BPSA team, and Matthew Lane and Sean 
Bourke who both made it into the seconds 
BPSA team. 
During the season many people helped us out. 
First there was our Manager, Colleen Pope, 
who was there on most occasions scoring and 
giving advice; Matthew Copping who gave up 
his time to coach when he was in Ballarat. We 
thank them both for their time, efforts and 
leadership as it helped us perform as a unit 
rather than individuals. There were a great 
majority of Year Eleven students in the team. 
Maybe next year the senior basketball team 
can do better. 

BPSA Senior Representatives 

Luke Kavanagh, Matthew Lane, Sean Burke 
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Basketball 

Year 10 Basketball Report 

Damian Banwell (Captain) 
This year, the Year 10 SPC basketball team 
combined height, speed and good defence to 
prove that they were one of the best teams in 
the competition. The players in the team were 
Joe Kavanagh, James Foley, Damian Banwell 
(captain), Ryan Knowles (vice captain) Travis 
Gould, Colin Bischof, Pat McMahon and 
Damon Edwards. 
Our season started with a narrow loss to a tall 
and aggressive Ballarat High School. After that 
we regrouped to go on to a winning streak of 5 
games. As the season progressed, we came to 
face the Year 9 St. Pat's team. It was a struggle 
and a very fast paced game with both teams 
getting strong rebounds and scoring manv shots. 
After the lead changed several times during the 
game, the Year 9s wore away at our defence and 
took the game by a margin of five points. 
To have a chance of finding a place in the Grand 
Final we had to depend on the Year 9 High 
School team beating our Year 9 team. The game 
ended up in a draw leaving us one game sort of 
the Grand Final. 
During the extent of the BPSA season the whole 
team worked together to beat most of the 
opposition on the draw. The highest points 
scorer for the season was James Foley and the 
most improved player was Colin Bishof. 
Thanks to Br. DeBock for coaching us, and for 
giving up his free time to make us a better team. 

St. Patrick's College Basketball Year 10 

Second Row: Damon Edwards, Pat McMahon, James Foley. 
Front Row: Colin Bischoff, Damian Banwell, Ryan Knowles, Joe Kavanagh. 

Year 9 Basketball Report 

Matt Richardson 
The Year Nine SPC Basketball team of 1999 
consisted of Michael Turkenburg, Steve Men, 
Matt Richardson, Chris Boadle, Matt Pay, Josh 
Gilbert and Nick Kissane. Playing in a 
competition which saw the opposition a year 
above their age, they accomplished every feat 
bar one - winning the flag. 
The first game was against Grammar and 
winning 60 to 28 was just a taste of what was in 
store for the rest of the season. The team, 
which hadn't really played together before, 
gelled exceptionally well. 
When coming up against the Year Ten High 
School team that would later beat them in the 
final, both teams were without players, St. Pat's 
with seven and High School with six. St. Pat's 
lost the game in the first half - being down by 7 
points at half time, but held the Year Tens up in 
the second half by only dropping 2 points to 
lose the game by nine points, 53 to 44. 
A game against College 2 saw St. Pat's win an 
extraordinary game by 92 points, 98 to 6! 
The game against Damascus proved to give St. 
Pat's more than they expected. Damascus 
played the game with only four players and was 
downsized to three due to an injured player. St. 
Pat's was fortunate to win the game by 10 
points after a low scoring second half. 
All season winning the St. Pat's Derby (the Year 
Nines playing the Year Tens) was a goal wanted 
desperately by both teams. It was a very evenly 
matched game which had the Year Tens with an 
advantage of 4 points at half time. This, 
however, was not the trend for the conclusion 
of the game, the Year Nines pulled away in the 
second half scoring 21 points to the Year Tens 
12. The Year Nines came out victors by 5 points 

St. Patrick's College Basketball Year 9 

Back Row: 
Front Row: Chris Boadle, Nathan Cavanagh. 

in this very tight game, winning 38 to 33. 
On the Following Monday, St. Pat's was 
matched up against the only other team 
completely made up of Year Nines. St. Pat's 
knew how hard this game was going to be and 
dug deeply to storm away to have a 9 point 
lead at the main break. To High School 2's 
credit they made up the 9 point deficit to 
amazingly draw! 
The last game of the home and away season 
was against College. St. Pat's needed to win to 
make the final, and did so, with a bang, 

Josh Gilbert, Nick Kissane, Matthew Pay, Matthew Richardson 
Michael Allen, Steven Allen, Michael Turkenburg. 

winning 82 to 16. 
In the final the Year Nines came up against the 
High School Year Tens, and played an 
extremely good game. The lead changed many 
times in the first half but, after half time, High 
School put the foot down. St. Pat's tried to 
reply but was not successful, losing 43 to 72. 
Special thanks must go to Mick Allen and Ms 
Colleen Pope for doing an exceptional 
coaching job throughout the season, and to 
the players - go one better next year boys! 
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Year 8 Basketball Report 

The future looks bright for basketball at St. 
Patrick's if the junior levels of basketball are 
anything to go by. The Year 8 basketball team 
competed in matches during Term 3, with 
many games seeing the team reach the elusive 
100 point mark, quite rare in junior levels of 
basketball. With dedicated training sessions 
and team commitment, our regular games saw 
vast skills in all involved, with defense proving 
the teams' most valuable asset. The team's 
pressure was unbeatable, even for the might of 
High School, who thought the 'small' team, 
would be easy pickings. High School too had 
100 point wins until they achieved a 12-point 
win against St. Pat's in the regular games. 
The team knew that the Grand Final against 
High School would require even tighter 
defense and quick moving offense to overcome 
the height and speed of the High School team. 
At half time St. Pat's held a slight lead, with 
both teams talking tactics during the half time 
break. 
The second half saw a hard fought contest with 
the lead changing many times. Crowd support 
kept the team in the contest with the last few 
minutes deciding the game. The team's 4-
point loss to High School although 
disappointing confirmed the hard work put in 
by all during the season. It proved to be the 
closest game for both teams and capped off a 
fine season for the St. Pat's team. 
A big thank you must go to Mr. Volpe and 
Justin Voss, whose coaching and advice proved 
invaluable during the season. 

St. Patrick's College Basketball Year 8 

Back Row: Jed Murphy, Josh Jellett 
Front Row: Ryan Keohane, Tristan Cartledge, Matthew Johnson 

Year 7 Basketball Report 

Gareth Trickey (Coach) 
1999 was another successful year for Year 7 
Basketball. With some close games in the 
beginning of the season the players quickly 
began to develop and become a strong team. 
With the help of the talented and tall James 
Wallace and some aggressive and skillful 
smaller players the team dominated both ends 
of the court. As the season continued the team 
began to assert themselves as one of the best 
Year 7 teams to come through St Patrick's 
College with a two point loss on the buzzer to 
the favourites High School and margins of over 
60 points against other school. With an almost 
perfect loss to win ratio the team advanced 
directly into the finals against High School. 
With some bad luck early in the game the team 
quickly began to wind High School in. 
Unfortunately High School proved too strong 
on the day, but with the team's tenacity and 
thirst for victory an inspirational game was 
seen right up to the buzzer. Thanks must go to 
Josh Montano for his assistance in coaching. 

St. Patrick's College Basketball Year 7 

Back Row: Gareth Trickey, Jordan Liddle, James Wallace, Cameron Brown, Tim Squire, Josh Montano 
Front Row: Chris Squire, Simon Lane, Tom Moody, Richard McNiece, Daniel Cook, 

Nathanial Gallagher, Daniel Ashmore. 
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SPC Swimming Championships 
The SPC Swimming Championships to decide 
both the Chissa team and the Age Group 
champions was held at Eureka Pool on 
Thursday evening, March 4th. The results were 
as follows: 
U/12 Freestyle: T.Boal,D.Bergman,T.Moody. 
U/12 Backstroke: T.Boal, D.Bergman, T.Moody. 
U/12 Breaststroke: T.Boal, D.Bergman, 
T.Moody. 
U/12 Butterfly: T.Boal. 
U/13 Freestyle: J.Dickinson, R.Boadle, 
N.Anderson, B.Peldys, C.Brown, 
M.Clarke.B.Gerick, A.Wilson, T.Moody, 
B.Johnson, A.Porter, T.Byrne.B.Bongiorno, 
J.Turkenburg,A.Lamond,R.Cover. 
U/13 Backstroke: 
J.Dickinson,M.Clarke,B.Gerick, 
B.Peldys,R.Cover, C.Brown, 
A.Wilson,A.Lamond,J.Turkenburg,T.Byrne,A.Po 
rter, N.Anderson 
U/3 Breaststroke: J.Dickinson.B.Johnson, 
M.Clarke, R.Boadle.B.Peldys, B.Bongiorno, 
B.Gerick, T.Byrne, A.Wilson, R.Cover, A.Porter, 
T.Moody, A.Lamond. 
U/13 Butterfly: M.Clarke, B.Peldys, B.Gerick. 
U/14 Freestyle: S.Davis, S.Lindsay, B.Gilbert, 
L.Keen, D.Porter, T.Sullivan, S.Near, 
R.Veal, M.Cassells. 
U/14 Backstroke: S.Near, M.Cassells, R.Veal. 
U/14 Breaststroke: S.Davis, R.Veal, M.Cassells, 
S.Lindsay. 
U/15 Freestyle: M.Pay, N.Kissane, 
M.Turkenburg.C.Shea, N.LangsfordJ.Quinlan, 
D. Peldys, P.Glenane, J.Fahy, L.Joyce, A.Lindorff, 
K.Lamond. 

U/15 Backstroke: M.Pay, N.Kissane, C.Shea, 
M.Turkenburg, D.Peldys, J.Fahy. 
U/15 Breaststroke: M.Pay, N.Kissane, 
M.Turkenburg, J.Fahy, A.Lindorff, D.Peldys. 
U/15 Butterfly: M.Pay, N.Kissane, C.Shea, 
M.Turkenburg. 
U/16 Freestyle: M.Trevena, 
M.Darken.T.Hetherington, S.Newton, T.Hanley, 
N.Porter.M.Lyle, S.Vagg, J.Kelly, M.Leeming. 
U/16 Backstroke: M.Darken, M.Trevena, 
T.Hanley, S.Newton, T. Hetherington, 
M.Leeming.N.Porter, J.Kelly. 
U/16 Breaststroke: T.Hanley, M.Darken, 
M.Trevena, S.Vagg, T.Hetherington, M. Lyle, 
M.Leeming. 
U/16 Butterfly: M.Darken, T.Hetherington, 
M.Trevena, T.Hanley, M.Lyle, S.Newton. 
U/17 Freestyle: K.Bourke, N.Quinn, M.Sordello, 
D.Ryan, T.Ferguson, M.Ranger. 
U/17 Backstroke: K.Bourke. 
U/17 Breaststroke: D.Ryan, N.Quinn, K.Bourke. 
U/17 Butterfly: N.Quinn, K.Bourke. 
Open Freestyle: D.Pay, S.Deldin, S.Vanderkley, 
D.Smith, L.Zervaas, J.Shea. 
Open Backstroke: D.Pay, S.Deldin,S.Vanderkley. 
Open Breaststroke: D.Pay, L.Zervaas, J.Shea. 
Open Butterfly: D.Pay. 

Many thanks to all the parents who helped 
with time keeping and recording and especially 
to Robin Alexander {Starter and Referee), 
Wendy Alexandert Assistant Starter and 
Referee), Peter Pay(ChiefTimekeeper), Diane 
Pay (Chief Recorder), 
Leonie Darken, Joyce Deldin, Chris Reece and 
to the YMCA Club for the stopwatches. 

Age Group Champions 1999 
U/12 Champion: Tyson Boal, Runner Up: Dane 
Bergman 
U/13 Champion: James Dickinson, Runner Up: 
Michael Clarke 
U/14 Champion: Josh Dew. Runner Up: 
Christian Brady 
U/15 Champion: Matt Pay, Runner Up: Nick 
Kissane 
U/16 Champion: Michael Darken, Runner Up: 
Mitchell Trevena 
U/17 Champion: Kevin Bourke, Runner Up: 
Nick Quinn 
Open Champion: Daniel Pay, Runner Up: 
Simon Deldin 
Br. Brian Davis Perpetual Trophy- Nick 
Kissane (for commitment to College 
Swimming) 

Prahran Swim Classic 
A week before Chissa Simon Deldin,Nick 
Quinn,Tom Hanley and Michael Darken won 
the Schools Challenge Cup for their 
performance in a one hour relay. 

Chissa Swimming 
Championships 
On Thursday, March 18th the swimming team 
competed in the CHISSA carnival at the Eureka 
Pool. 
We maintained our unbeaten record in the 
Boys' Aggregate in winning the Shield for the 
20th time and in combination with Loreto won 
the Overall Aggregate for the 15th time. In the 
process St. Patrick's won the Intermediate and 

St. Patrick's College Swimming Squad 1999 

Back Row: 
4th Row: 
3rd Row: 

2nd Row: 

1st Row: 

Sam Newton, Nicholas Quinn, Michael Sordello, James Newton, Justin Shea, Kevin Bourke, Scott Vanderkley, Sean Vagg, Thomas Hanley. 
Michael Turkenburg, Mark Lyle, Mitchell Trevena, Nicholas Kissane, Matt Pay, Luke Zervaas, Stuart Near, Nathan Langsford, Josh Quinlan, Damian Ryan. 
Tomas Sullivan, Shane Lindsay, Brendon Gilbert, Chris Shea, Nathan Anderson, Michael Darken, Tom Hetherington, Brogan lohnson, Neal Porter, 
Brent Smithwick, Josh Dew. 
James Dickinson, Jonathan Davey, Dean Porter, Daniel Pay (Captain), Br. Brian Davis (Coach). Simon Del Din (Vice Captain), Br. Bernie Scott (Coach), 
Christian Brady, Lachlan Keen. 
Michael Clarke, Tyson Boal, Simon Davis, Bryce Peldys, Robert Boadle, Dane Bergman. 
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Senior Boys' Pennants. 
Highlights of the team's performance in 
Division One were the strong wins by our 
Captain Daniel Pay in the Senior 100m 
Freestyle, 50m Backstroke and 50m Butterfly; 
Tom Hanley's victory in the U/16 Breaststroke; 
Matt Pay's wins in the U/15 Freestyle and 
Backstroke and Nick Kissane's first place in the 
U/15 Butterfly. Our U/ 13s led by James 
Dickinson and Tyson Boal performed strongly 
as did our U/14s led by Josh Dew and Christian 
Brady. 
High quality winning performances in Division 
Two were recorded by Vice Captain Simon 
Deldin in the Senior freestyle and backstroke; 
Michael Darken in the U/16 backstroke and 
breaststroke and Mitchell Trevena in U/16 
Freestyle; Brent Smithwick in the U/14 
Breaststroke and Brogan Johnson in the U/13 
Breaststroke. 
We performed well in the relays with our 
lowest placing being 2nd. 

Freestyle 
U/13 
U/14 
U/15 
U/16 
Senior 

Division One 
J.Dickinson 
J.Dew 5th 
M.Pay 1st 
M.Darken 2nd 
D.Pay 1st 

Division Two 
3rd T.Boal 2nd 
C.Brady 2nd 
M.Turkenburg 2nd 
M.Trevena 1st 
S.Deldin 1st 

Backstroke Division One Division Two 
U/13 
U/14 
U/15 
U/16 
Senior 

Breastroke 
U/13 J.Dickinson 2nd B.Johnson 1st 
U/14 J.Dew 3rd B.Smithwick 1st 
U/15 N.Kissane 2nd M.Pay 1st 

J.Dickinson 2ndT.Boal 3rd 
J.Dew 2nd C.Brady 3rd 
M.Pay 1st N.Kissane 1st 
T.Hanley 2nd M.Darken 1st 
D.Pay 1st S.Deldin 1st 

U/16 
Senior 

Butterfly 
U/13 
U/14 
U/15 
U/16 
Senior 

Relays 

U/13 

U/14Div l 

U/14Div2 

U/15 

U/16Div l 

U/16Div2 

Senior Div 

Senior Div 

T.Hanley 1st M.Darken 1st 
L.Zervaas 4th D.Ryan 3rd 

Division One 
T.Boal 2nd 
C.Brady 3rd 
N.Kissane 1st 
THetherington 3rd 
D.Pay 1st 

T.Boal 
R.Boadle 
C.Brady 
S.Lindsay 
L.Keen 
D.Porter 
N.Kissane 
C.Shea 
M.Darken 
T.Hetherinj 
J.Quinlan 
M.Lyle 

2 D.Ryan 
N.Quinn 

1 S.Deldin 
K.Bourke 

D.Bergman 2nd 
J.Dickinson 
B.Gilbert 1st 
J.Dew 
N.Andersonlst 
B.Smithwick DQ 
M.Turkenburg 1st 
M.Pay 
S.Newton 1st 

;ton M.Trevena 
N.Porter 1st 
T.Hanley 
S.Vanderkley 1st 
J.Newton 
M.Sordello 1st 
D.Pay 

Aggregate Points 
Aggregate Boys 
Combined 
1. SPC 497 1 

BHS446 2 
BGS442 3 
BCC 370 4 
DC 306 5 

Aggregate Girls 

LC 450 
BGS 448 
BCC 420 
BHS411 
DC 365 

1.SPC/LC947 
2. BGS 890 
3. BHS 857 
4. BCC 790 
5. DC 671 

Boys 
Junior Intermediate Senior 
U/13,14 U/15,16 U/17,18,19 
1. BGS 185 1. SPC 213 1. SPC 112 

2. SPC 172 2. BHS 187 
3. BHS 170 3. BGS 163 
4. DC 145 4. BCC 132 
5. BCC 143 5. DC 129 

2. BCC 95 
3. BGS 94 
4. BHS 89 
5. DC 32 

Victorian All Schools Swimming 
On Saturday March 27th Tom Hanley, Michael 
Darken, Nick Kissane, Neal Porter, Chris 
Shea,Simon Davis, Josh Dew, Christian Brady, 
Brent Smithwick, James Dickinson and Brogan 
Johnson represented the College at the 
Victorian All Schools Relay Championships 
and all of them swam in finals. 

Presentation Dinner 
On Friday, April 30th at the Presentation 
Dinner, all students who swam at Chissa were 
presented with Victory Medallions and 
Certificates. All competitors at the SPC 
Swimming Championships received results 
certificates and the finalists at Victorian All 
Schools were 
presented with medallions. 
1999 Swimming Captain.Daniel Pay, received 
the Captain's Silver Cup in recognition not just 
of his fine leadership and example to the team 
this year but also for his magnificent 
contribution to St. Patrick's swimming over his 
six years at St. Patrick's College.In that period 
he won eighteen first division races and was 
the anchor in six winning relays - a perfect 
record. Simon Deldin was presented with a 
special plaque to commemorate his 
contribution to swimming at St. Patrick's over 
five years. 
Thanks once again to Br. Bernie Scott for his 
invaluable coaching expertise and dedication 
not only during the swimming season but 
throughout the year in the Swimming 
Improvement Programme. 
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Mr Keiran Baxter 
Team Manager 

Sailing enjoyed another successful year, both 
in terms of competition as well as 
participation. Early in year we had the 
opportunity to compete in the Albert Park 
Grand Prix Regatta. This event, which was 
open to secondary schools, was held in 
conjunction with the Formula One Grand Prix. 
In this type of racing a team of three boats 
races against another team of three with points 
being awarded in order of finish. The team 
with the lowest total score at the end of the day 
is deemed the winner. 

SPC started the day brilliantly with a first up 
win over last year's winner. Ballarat Grammar 
(who had sportingly loaned us a crew member) 
then beat us in a very exciting finish. 

At the end of the day we finished a creditable 
sixth place. This event gave the SPC team a 
great opportunity see the audacious tactics 
employed by some very professional teams. 

The next event on the competitive calendar 
was the King's Cup Regatta held on Lake 
Wendouree. Day one saw the confident SPC 
team upstaged by Derrinellum High School, 
whose lighter crews prospered in the light 
winds. The second day of competition brought 
stronger winds, which suited the heavier SPC 
team enabling them to claim their second 
successive King's Cup victory. 

In addition to school competition, members of 
the SPC team have been recognised for their 
skill by selection in various state squads. 
Aaron Butler was selected for the state squad 

Back Row: fames less, foe Kennedy, Mark Smith, Anthony Brady, lason Hegert 
Front Row: Michael Tolhurst, Aaron Butler, Nathan Butler, Sam McCrone, Paul Arber 

as well as recently gaining his coaching 
accreditation. Michael Tolhurst was invited 
to join the junior state squad. Sam McCrone 
and lason Hegert have achieved success at 
local club level. 

Finally, our thanks must go to team captain, 
Nathan Butler. Not only has he led the team 
well, but has fostered a genial and welcome 
environment for the junior members. 

Squash and Racquetball 
Mr Joe Boin 
Team Manager 

St Pat's went into this year's CHISSA 
competition with a good-natured, cohesive 
group of players. We joined with teams from 
Loreto College, Grammar School, Damascus 
College and Clarendon College. The games 
were always played in a spirit of keen 
competitiveness combined with a sense of fair 
play and fun. In squash, we had one player in 
A-grade and six players (three teams of two) in 
B-grade. In Racquetball there were 24 regular 
players, making up two A-grade teams, two in 
B-grade, two in C-grade and one in D-grade. 
The teams were well-organised, with the 
capable Captain, Matt Wealands, efficiently 
arranging fill-ins and double-ups whenever we 
were down a player or two. The co-ordination, 
as in past years, was done by Mr Boin, 
organising transport and making sure all 
players were informed and aware of their 
responsibilities. The draws and day-to-day 
running of the Thursday evening games were, 
as usual, done very competently by the Ballarat 
Squash and Racquetball Centre. The result was 
a season of good all-round participation as well 
as a high level of success. It was particularly 
satisfying to see first-time players improving 
their standards as the season progressed. 

The climax was the 'sudden death' finals, in 
which St Pat's teams represented us at all 
levels. The B-grade squash grand final was 
contested by two St Pat's teams and was played 
out well. The racquetball saw our teams take 

wttsfa 

Back Row: Martin McKenna, lohn Mackey, Aaron Noonan, Greg Rowe, Ashley Rowe, Andrew Rundell. 
3rd Row: David Langhome, Chris Keenan, Paul Madden, Mark Lyle, Luke McCarthy, Luke Marks, Nick Frichot. 
2nd Row: Ryan McDonald, Ashley Trounson, Mark Kenna, Josh Gilbert, Joshua Stewart, Ashley 
Wealands, Nathan Sims, Patrick Thornton. 
Front Row: Jon Davey, Anthony Bossner, Michael Ranger, Mr. Joe Boin, Matthew Wealands, Scott 
Wealands, Jason Gradowski. 

out all but the A-grade championship. B-grade 
featured a close game between brother and 
sister. C-grade was very close, with the result 
in doubt right to the end of the last match. D-
grade was also quite close, with each team 

being short a player. 'Well done' to all, whether 
victorious or not. 
So ended appropriately a season in which the 
level of participation and sportsmanship was 
excellent. 
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Year 12 • Room 37 

Back Row: James Rattray, Nick Pearce, Michael Cotter, Drew Franklin, Justin Shea, Justin Voss, Tristan Thewlis, Scott Pctrie. 
Second Row: Bradley Ryan, Michael Sargeant, Anthony Stephens, Martin Porter, Jeremy Murphy, Mark Ryan, Matthew Brady, Br. Brian Davis (Teacher). 
Front Row: Paul Salter, Nicholas Balkin, Rowan O'Callaghan, David I^anghorne, Daniel Mays, Michael Jenkins, Nicholas Twinch, Scott Lewis. 

Year 12 • Room 38 

Back Row: 
Second Row: 

Front Row: 

Kieran Champion, Robert Wiley, Brock Phelps, Steven Bride, Luke Turkenburg, Adam Terrett, Patrick Heffernan, Lachlan Oliver. 
Christopher Stephens, Benjamin Grigg, Matthew Carroll, Joshua Montano, Scott Vanderkley, Christopher Pianta, Mark Bradbury, Steven Crowe, 
Mr. John Cosgriff (Teacher). 
Robert Yates, Peter Jarvis, Matthew James, Luke Simpson, Jacob Nichols, Paul Kennedy, Jeremy Beggs, Sharbel Ferro. 

: 
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Year 12 •Room 111 

Back Row: Julian Sunter, Dominic Kelly, James Buchanan, Matthew Nicholson, Craig Kennedy, Damian O'Connor, Matthew Lane. 
Second Row: Mrs Cordelia Brokenbrow (Teacher), Jayson Jennings, Paul Micallef, Xavier McGann, Jordy Heffer, Benjamin Cosgriff, Stuart Weir, Mark Flood. 
Front Row: Joseph Clifford, Strato Talimanidis, John Moran, Luke Spano, Xavier O'Donnell, Benjamin Alexander, Anthony Pearce. 

Year 12 • Room 124 

Back Row: Simon McKee, Nathan Butler, Daniel Pay, Daniel Stroud, Luke Zervaas, Daniel Foster, Bevan Conlan. 
Second Row: Stephen Ellis, Jed Manley, Shaun Mullane, Rian McKee, Jonathon Kavanagh, Anthony Brady, Mr. Peter Gutteridge (Teacher) 
Front Row: Michael Sheedy, Christopher Salter, Matthew Wealands, Lee Kooloos, Alex Talimanidis, Dominic Kerr, Aaron Toohey 

: - V : : : : r : . ' S: 
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Year 12 •Room 116 

Back Row: Timothy Blanchfield, Lachlan Brown, Troy Wilkie, Atha Petikopoulos, James Newton Gareth Trickey, Ben Naylon, Matthew Gill. 
Second Row: Casey Peldys, Daniel Smith, Francis Denton, Adam Carroll, Timothy Bigarelli, Morgan Reynolds, James Francis, Mrs Margaret Leahy (Teacher) 
Front Row: Brett Segrave, Michael Rennie, Joshua Gill, James Buttigieg, Andrew Ferguson, Samuel Giblett, Adam Whitefield, Leigh Searle. 

Year 12 •Room 117 

Back Row: Kevin Bourke, William Martin, Cutis Prout, Andrew Bleakley, Jacob Kearney, Simon Liston, Daniel Birkett. 
Second Row: Jarrod Collins, Ian Scott, Michael Fraser, Aaron Noonan, Andrew Huie, Ben Cunningham, Matthew Oldaker, James Zala, 

Mrs Mary Purcell (Teacher) 
Front Row: Simon Deldin, Tristan Baxter, Nathan Donegan, Steven Tudor, Liam Gallagher, Michael Lynch, Andrew Skinner 
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Year 11 • Room 112 

Back Row: Daniel McTigue, Christopher Heinjus, Tom Ferguson, Christopher Brooks, Dale Bone. 
Second Row: Paul Brick, Julian Righetti, Michael Morgan, Luke stokie, Gerard Lucas, Paul Arber, Mr. Geoffrey Brodie (Teacher). 
Front Row: Shane Corbett, Jeremy Kelly, Joshua Pianta, Gregory Dillon, Michael Watson. 

Year 11 •Room 113 

Back Row: Steven Cartledge, Matthew White, Bradley King, Emmett Bronca, Simon Charewicz, William Molloy. 
Second Row: Mr. Damian McKee (Teacher), Christopher Wren, Mark Lomas, Rory O'Sullivan, Michael Bird, Daniel Grandja, James Rushton, 

Mr. Adrian Mullaly (Teacher). 
Front Row: Anthony Bozic, John Dow, Jarrad Answer, Jarrod Templar, Samuel McCrone, Ryan Fuller. 
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Year 11 'Room 114 

Back Row: Sean Lenaghan, Luke Cavanagh, Patrick Tarrant, Gareth Edwards, Drew Petrie, David Morrison, Tim McKinnon, Charles Geschke. 
Second Row: Mr. Andrew Watson (Teacher) .Albert Moran, John Comelli, Samuel Phelan, Simon Carey, Timothy Canny, Luke Mullaly, Peter Vanzetta. 
Front Row: Michael Allen, Craig Cheeseman, Samuel Lynch, Jon Kanoa, Patrick Coleman, Matthew Bellchambers, Scott Watkins, Michael Range 

Year 11 •Room 115 

Back Row: Julian Porter, John Mackey, Mark Smith, Luke B.Taylor, Garth Kydd, Jonathon Tacey 
Third Row: Eamon Stringer, Ryan Callaghan, Luke W. Taylor, Eric Kochskamper, Jason Duffy, Philip Sondhu. 
Second Row: Ms Colleen Pope (Teacher), Brent Chiswell, Michael Ilehir, Luke Medwell, Damian Ryan, Brendan Burns, Jason Ilucker, 

Mrs Gate Johnston (Teacher). 
Front Row: Leon Faustini, Stewart Baulch, Thomas Kerr, Ryan Dunstan, loshua Morris, Andrew McKay, Kaz Ciezki. 
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Year 11 • Room 126 

Back Row: Andrew Reidy, Johnny Tchia, Nicholas Quinn, Anthony Francis, James Marburg, Benjamin Alder, Michael Marshall, Gavin Wallace. 
Second Row: Bevan Murnane, Christopher Keenan, Aaron Butler, Christopher Elson, Craig Leehane, Christopher Kelly, Raymond Cabigao. 
Front Row: Nicholas Stuart, John Strybosch, Robert Prato, Benjamin Ludbrook, Joel Dash, Matthew Shortal, Adrian Ng, Shane Lawless. 

Year 11 •Room 131 

Back Row: Sean Bourke, Michael Sordello, Scott Frawley, Gregory Rowe, Stephen Dalton, Stephen Segrave, Leon Davey. 
Second Row: Daniel Meade, Martin McKenna, Casey Hutchinson, Nicholas Cooper, Nicholas Shea, Joshua Williams, Matthew Humphrey. 
Front Row: Glenn Gilbert, Ricky Bilston, Joseph Kennedy, Luke McCarthy, Paul Dodds, Max Leeming, Leigh Briody. 
Absent: Thomas Hanapie. 

:M*. 
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Year 10 • Room 102 

Back Row: Tristan McArdle, Damon Edwards, Ben Simmonds, Ryan Head, Sean Vagg, Luke Richardson, Gareth Cranage, Jeremy Fabos, 
Mr. John Williams (Teacher) 

Second Row: Xavier Watson, Michael Kersley, Adam Jarvis, Scott Brown, Luke Marks, Timothy Russell, Justin Dixon, Jordan Tobias, Wayne Batson. 
Front Row: Matthew Rodoni, Christopher Ware, Justin Webster, Neville Rodda, Liam Murphy, Josh Keating, Bernhard Heemann, Raines Stephen. 

Year 10 • Room 103 

Back Row: Michael Browning, Johnathon Francis, Scott Smith, Christopher Barry, Trent Rice, Michael Fitzgerald, Paul Madden, Shaun Dossor. 
Second Row: Daniel Bird, Michael Brown, Robert Plageman, Ryan Knowles, Robert Nield, Damian Banwell, Christopher Bourke, Christopher McKenzie, 

Mr. Rodger Klopak (Teacher) 
Front Row: Mathew Elshaug, Timothy Davis, James Munt, Liam Wakefield, Adam Dobler, David Maskell, Aaron Emonson, Ashley Wealands. 
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Year 10 • Room 104 

Back Row: Joseph Kavanagh, Luke Walsh, Adam Jellett, Josh Murray, Patrick McMahon, Travis Gould, Thomas Cunningham, Mr. David Walker (Teacher). 
Second Row: Tony McClure, Adam Whiting, Jessen Cain, Gerard Steenhuis, Mark Turkenburg, Nicholas Frichot, Jarrod Waight. 
Front Row: Cameron Maher, Aaron Bennetts, Joshua Stewart, Thomas Hetherington, Gerard McDonald, Christopher McKee, Eamon Sullivan, Dane Dageago. 
Absent: Mathew Blackam, Brett Hunter. 

Year 10 • Room 109 

Back Row: Matthew Hankin, Grafton Hand, Matthew Dean, Matthew Yates, Mitchell Trevena, Michael Bennett. 
Third Row: Scott Baker, Justin Foster, Andrew Roper, Joshua Fahy, Justin Thornton, Adam Putt. 
Second Row: Robert Winter, Steven Trotter, Thomas Liston, Isaac Manley, Robert Terrett, Yousef Aleem, Mr. Geoff Pearson (Teacher). 
Front Row: Benjamin Zala, Benjamin Townsend, Peter Binek, Michael Sumarijanto, Matthew Ng, Shane Hoffmann, Matthew Adam. 
Absent: Michael Lucken 

a. **kja 
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Year 10 •Room 110 

Back Row: Cameron Day, Mark Lyle, Paul Kochskamper, Sam Newton, Thomas Hanley, Kieran Lamond, James Foley, Mr. Paul Volpe (Teacher). 
Second Row: Clinton Molloy, Michael Darken, Bradley Molloy, LukeToohey, Phelim McGowan, Peter Torpy, Sean Luke. 
Front Row: Heath Rogers, Matthew Payne, Colin Bischof, Joshua Franklin, Rosco Cain, Mark Kenna, Neal Porter, Christopher Whitefield. 
Absent: Kevin Agius, Stephen Fletcher, Jarrod McCorkell. 

Year 9 • Room 6 

Back Row: Steve Purtell, Matthew Sanderson. Nathan Langsford, Kris Plageman. Gerard Maher, Griffyn Reynolds. 
Third Row: Adrian Bruechert, Nick Carey, Joshua Erbacher, Jason Hegert, Josh Quinlan, Joshua Bronca. 
Second Row: Chris Boadle, Dean Peldys, James Ryan, Louis Rowe, Chris Shea, James Thewlis. 
Front Row: Brent Hogan, Liam Sullivan, Glenn Briody, Andrew Dowling, Nathan Davis, Sam Montano, Ben Cahill. 
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Year 9 • Room 7 

Back Row: 
Second Row: 

Front Row: 
Absent: 

Timothy Frawley, Kane Tolliday, Ryan Conroy, Matthew Willey, David Ryan.Anthony Winter, Travis Toohey, Luke Banks 
Christopher Thompson, Damian llamm, Daniel Porter, Brendan Annear, Marcus Liddle, Benjamin Decis, Gareth Bellchambers, Danny Mullane, 
Mr. Tim Bennett (Teacher) 
Jai De Silva, Jarrod Skinner, Timothy Knowles, Jonathan Davey, Brett Jenkins, David Lomas, Sammuel Corbett, Shaun McArthur 
Leigh Joyce 

Year 9 • Room 8 

Back Row: Damien Maher, Phillip Ingram, Matthew Pay, Samual Young, Danny Dwyer, Jonathon Barnett 
Third Row: Jeremy Anderson, Aaron Jackson, Michael Turkenburg, Stephen Allen, James Fitzgerald, Matthew Richardson, Joshua Gilbert 
Second Row: Liam Brady, Benjamin Trusler, Brenton Richmond, Christopher Hooper, Taffy Flynn, Anthony Lindorff, Mr. Kelvin Porter (Teacher) 
Front Row: Nathaniel McKay, Sam Liston, Shane Lindsay, Thomas Rice, Andrew Francis, Brook Reid, Christopher Rodgers 
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Year 9 • Room 9 

Back Row: Lawrence Faustini, Gerard Brick, Alexander Walsh, Richard Snel, Paul Blanchfield, Ashley Rowe, Mark McCarty, Zac Curran 
Second Row: Matthew Leahy, Michael Wilkinson, Cameron Hardie, Martin Kaye, Matthew Moran, Xavier Bourke, Luke Sizeland, Rufus Brokenbrow, 

Mr. Danny Moore (Teacher) 
Front Row: Dean Porter, Lachlan Johnson, Trent Saitta, Dane Court, Christopher Wright, Stefan Heemann, Ashley Tuffen, Matthew Glenane 
Absent: Ian Spiteri, Benjamin Willan, James Mather 

Year 9 • Room 10 

Back Row: Sam Sims, Michael Parnis, Josh Prendergast, Andrew Cochrane, Matthew Penhall, Nick Kissane, Matthew Davey, James Robertson. 
Second Row: Brock Foster, Peter Meerbach, Leigh McKee, Nathan Cavanagh, Michael Canny, Brenton Lloyd, James Madden, Mr. Michael Kerr (Teacher). 
Front Row: Robert Comelli, Timothy Pollard, Benjamin Nield, Ashley Allan, Julian Alban, Christopher McBrearty, David Kersley, Christopher Whelan. 
Absent: Paul Fensling, Nathan Cuscadden, Richard O'Neill. 
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Year 8 • Room 1 

Back Row: Daniel Parry, Richard Coghlan, Leith Pellissier, Matthew Doyle, loel Dean, Benjamin Wren 
Third Row: Brenton Coad, Tomas Sullivan, Ashley Davies, Philip D'Auvergne, Timothy McPhee, Anthony Orchard, Patrick Glenane 
Second Row: Mr. Ian Beattie (Teacher), Dean Thomas, James Caine, Rhys Pipkorn, Paul McAloon, Daniel Morris, Luke Prato 
Front Row: Stephen Bruty, Timothy Mullane, Simon Davis, James Driscoll, Zane Dix, Adam Hicks, Christopher Ives 
Absent: Ashley Britt, Beau Cairns 

Year 8 • Room 2 

Back Row: Leigh Mitchell, Benjamin Paterson, Nicholas Ashmore, Stuart Near, Luke Riske, Marcus Whelan, Justin Dredge, 
Third Row: David McDonald, Stephen Ronan, Timothy Nolan, Brendon Gilbert, Trent Zuidland, Richard Venville, Xavier Toohey, Sean Murphy 
Second Row: Br. John De Bock (Teacher), Scott Wealands, Benjamin Carroll, Bevan Dossor, Dominic Stephens, Nathan Sims, Brendan Mayman, 

Simon Moroney, Mrs. Janet Ludeman (Teacher) 
Front Row: Lawrence Perks, Ryan Waight, Jeffrey Nolan, Ryan Veal, Benjamin Zelencich, Kyle Bennett, Adrian Delia Bosca, Ashley McArthur, 

. : , -• " - - I . . . . <•'• 
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Year 8 • Room 3 

Back Row: Timothy McPhan, Christopher Nykoluk, Andrew Barnes, Santo Sullivan, Brendan Storer, Kane Nuttall, Joshua Jellett 
Third Row: Joshua Dew, Jamie Rodgers, Brent Smithwick, Scott Quinney, Jeffrey Simmonds, Adrian Maher, James Jess 
Second Row: Ryan Hrymakowski, Matthew Banks, Brendon Lovell, Joel Snowden, Kiel Wood, Matthew Johnson, Peter Blanchfield, Mr. Les Lindorff (Teacher) 
Front Row: Joel Foster, Dane Harney, Liam Jlobbs, Adam Howard, Andrew Vallance, Christian Brady, Adam Jennings, Mark Molloy 

Year 8 • Room 4 

Back Row: Howard Rodda, Ashley Trounson, Micky Bird, Joel Gordon, Eamon Zelencich, James Suter, Mark Grigg 
Third Row: Ethan Robson, Ryan McDonald, Robert Hooper, Mark Cassells, Brogan Johnson, Phillip Madigan, Anthony Fletcher, Damian Tanschke 
Second Row: Lachlan Keen, John Coleman, Luke Humphries, Ryan Keohane, Aaron Tabone, Simon Lee, Damian Goodrick, Mr. Barry Homewood (Teacher) 
Front Row: Nicholas Whitefield, Christopher Sheedy, Lachlan Searle, Patrick Shaw, Miles Grenfell, Paul Jeffers, Nathan Rix, Brendan Tudor 
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Year 8 • Room 5 

Back Row: Bart Gerick, Stephen King, Bryce Beseler, Tristan Cartledge, Christopher Tempest, Michael Warke, Andreas Cudia 
Third Row: Hcin Wilson, Nathanial Curtain, Paul Cosgriff, Daniel McLean, Mark Bothe, Trent Elkins, Mitchell Collier, James Gargan 
Second Row: Mr. Grant McKechnie (Teacher), Jed Murphy, Aidan Murphy, Shaun Durrant, Stephen Lavery, Andrew Cook, Lee Briody, Damian Barnett, 

Ms. Joanne Toohey (Teacher) 
Front Row: Steven Chircop, Christian Sanby, Kai Morganti, Andrew McKee, Gerard Foster, Jarrod Dunne, Justin Cowan, David Stevenson, 

Year 7 • Room 39 

Back Row: Daniel Bruty, Robert Boadle, Edward Den Ouden, James Wallace, Cameron Brown, Carl Jolly, Jordan Liddle 
Third Row: Daniel Ashmore, Ryan Casey, Timothy Squire, Patrik Iwanowski, Lukas Raschilla, Michael Wright, Brent Hevey, Mathew Skinner 
Second Row: Mathew Christie, Daniel Cook, Matthew Zelencich, Brenton Eastwood, Simon Bell, Timothy Elshaug, Richard McNiece, 

Ms. Gina Rernasconi (Teacher) 
Front Row: Brenton Wilson, Benjamin Rodgers, Andrew Jan, Thomas Andrews, Patrick Thornton, Daniel Dunne, Christopher Brayshaw, Simon Lane 
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Year 7 • Room 43 

Back Row: Jason Van Oirschot, Oliver Bysouth, Kyal Green, Jacob Hepworth, Andrew Wilson, Craig Warren 
Third Row: Ashley Braszell, Thomas Madden, Kane OiLoughlin, Jonathan Kennedy, Luke Studd, Andrew Blake, John-Paul McDaid 
Second Row: Jacob Whelan, Michael Clarke, Damian Toohey, Jason Gradkowski, Lachlan McVeigh, Andrew Lamond, Daniel Ryan, Mr. Kieran Baxter (Teacher) 
Front Row: Jonathan Kierce, Luke Arandt, Brenden Townsend, Dylan McKay, Stephen Nolan, Mark Simmens, Markus Spiteri, Travis Arandt 

Year 7 • Room 44 

Back Row: Matthew Turner, Paul Hamm, Stephen Hamm, Richard Rebis, Kieran Torpy, Nicholas McLennan, Aaron Nix 
Third Row: Benjamin Prendergast, Thomas Byrne, Samuel Murphy, Eric Parnis, Ashley George, Scott Dixon, Stephen Clifton, Beau Mikus 
Second Row: Miss Sue-Anne Thomas (Teacher), James Mason, Jarryd Chiswell, Richard Maher, Chase Stewart, James Holmes, Jason Putt, 

Christopher Ilinchcliffe, Mr. Michael Brady (Teacher) 
Front Row: Christopher Allen, James Hughes, Daniel Foley, Michael Leahy, Patrick D'Arcy, Nathan Fishwick, Joshua Trovato, Kieran Casey 

- ' - . . - - • : • • 
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Class Portraits 

Year 7 • Room 40 

Back Row: Anthony Bossner, Steven De Natris, James Dickinson, Nathan Anderson, Ry Cover, Andrew Blenkiron, Liam Hehir 
Third Row: Jarryd I linkley, Brennan Walsh, Sam Bowman, Scott Anwyl, Malcolm Pyalanda, Joshua Cahir, Michael Thornton, Michael Kavanagh 
Second Row: Nathanial Gallagher, Hugh McGlade, Brett McLoughlin, Nils Ryan, Joshua Hyde, Rhys Diamond, Alexander McMahon, 

Mrs. Clare Kavanagh (Teacher) 
Front Row: Kyle Haase, Dean Conte, Elliot McGrath, Christopher Squire, Dylan Churchill, Michael Tolhurst, Andrew Cook, Luke Kearney 

Year 7 • Room 42 

Back Row: Patrick Murphy, Horasio Cook, Timothy Willey, Stephen Coghlan, William Smith, Andrew Porter. Anthony Smith 
Third Row: Mr. Jamie Ransome (Teacher), Michael Sullivan, Dominic Leahy, Ethan O'Brien, Bryce Peldys, Benedict Bongiorno, Jason Turkenburg, 

Colm Trusler, Christopher Garland, Mr. Howard Clark (Teacher) 
Second Row: Christopher Banwell, Michael Elshaug, Joshua Kannourakis, Andrew Kenna, Tyson Boal, James Brick, Nicholas Mason 
Front Row: David Rickard, Timothy McCallum, Samuel Garland, Andrew Steenhuis, Dane Bergman, Thomas Moody, Brent Olszewski, Matthew Edwards 
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YEAR 7 
Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Allen Christopher Robert BALLARAT NORTH 
Anderson Nathan James BUNINYONG 
Andrews Thomas James BALLARAT 
Anwyl Scott Anthony WENDOUREE 
Arandt Luke Gallagher BACCHUS MARSH 
Arandt Travis Patrick BACCHUS MARSH 
Ashmore Daniel BALLARAT 
Banwell Christopher BALLARAT 
Bell Simon Charles BALLARAT 
Bergman Dane Thomas BALLARAT NORTH 
Blake Andrew Palmer BACCHUS MARSH 
Blenkiron Andrew Mark WENDOUREE 
Boadle Robert John BALLARAT 
Boal James Tyson POINT LONSDALE 
Bongiorno Benedict Jack BALLARAT 
Bossner Anthony Lance ALFREDTON 
Bowman Sam Alexander BACCHUS MARSH 
Braszell Ashley James BALLARAT 
Brayshaw Christopher John DELACOMBE 
Brick James Michael BALLARAT 
Brown Cameron John BALLARAT 
Bruty Daniel Michael ALFREDTON 
Bryan Mitchell Alan BACCHUS MARSH 
Byrne Thomas Frederick BALLARAT 
Bysouth David Oliver HEPBURN SPRINGS 
Cahir Joshua Luke BALLARAT 
Casey Kieran Francis WENDOUREE 
Casey Ryan William BALLARAT 
Chiswell Jarryd Michael BALLARAT 
Christie Mathew John WENDOUREE 
Churchill Dylan John BALLARAT 
Clarke Michael Robert WEST MELTON 
Clifton Stephen Hayden MT CLEAR 
Coghlan Stephen Lyle BALLARAT 
Conte Dean Paul HADDON 
Cook Daniel Bruce MT HELEN 
Cook Andrew John BALLARAT 
Cook Horasio NAURU 
Cover Ry ROKEWOOD 
D'Arcy Patrick Anthony BACCHUS MARSH 
De Natris Steven Anthony DELACOMBE 
den Ouden Edward Gerard SCOTCHMANS LEAD 
Diamond Rhys David MELTON 
Dickinson James Thomas BACCHUS MARSH 
Dixon Scott Andrew WENDOUREE 

Dunne Daniel John ELAINE 
Eastwood Brenton John GORDON 
Edwards Matthew James ALFREDTON 
Elshaug Michael Stephen BALLARAT 

Elshaug Timothy Robert BALLARAT 
Fishwick Nathan Christophe BALLARAT 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Fitzpatrick Brent Joel INVERMAY Murphy Patrick Daniel NORTH BALLARAT 
Foley Daniel Edward BALLARAT Nix Aaron David BALLAN 
Gallagher Nathanial Harold SEBASTOPOL Nolan Stephen James BALLAN 
Garland Christopher Daniel MINERS REST O'Brien Ethan Caan ALFREDTON 
Garland Samuel Patrick BALLARAT O'Loughlin Kane Michael WENDOUREE 
George Ashley James MT CLEAR Olszewski Brent Paul ALFREDTON 
Gradkowski Jason Paul DELACOMBE Parnis Eric Nathaniel NERRINA 
Green Kyal David BLACK HILL Peldys Bryce Owen BALLARAT 
Haase Kyle John BALLARAT Porter Andrew Simon SEBASTOPOL 
Hamm Paul Gerard GORDON Prendergast Benjamin Michael NEWLYN 
Hamm Stephen John GORDON Putt Jason Daniel MT HELEN 
Hehir Liam Eoin BURRUMBEET Pyalanda Malcolm Brian BALLARAT 
Hepworth Jacob Dale CRESWICK Raschilla Lukas John BALLARAT NORTH 
Hevey Brent WENDOUREE Rebis Richard SMYTHEDALE 
Hinchcliffe Christopher Joel MINERS REST Rickard David Andrew DELACOMBE 
Hinkley Jarryd David SKIPTON Rodgers Benjamin Charles DELACOMBE 
Holmes James William DAYLESFORD Ryan Daniel Anthony BACCHUS MARSH 
Hughes James BALLARAT Ryan Nils Bernard BALLARAT 
Hyde Joshua Malcolm NERRINA Simmens Mark David BALLARAT 
Iwanowski Patrik John WENDOUREE Skinner Mathew James SEBASTOPOL 
Jan Andrew Shayne ELAINE Smith Anthony Paul DEREEL 
Jolly Carl Joseph BALLARAT Smith William Joseph BALLARAT 
Kannourakis Joshua Charles MT CLEAR Spiteri Markus Andrew BACCHUS MARSH 
Kavanagh Michael Dominic SKIPTON Squire Timothy Michael DELACOMBE 
Kearney Luke Thomas BACCHUS MARSH Squire Christopher James WENDOUREE 
Kenna Andrew James BALLARAT Steenhuis Andrew Peter BUNGAREE 
Kennedy Jonathan BALLARAT EAST Stewart Chase William BACCHUS MARSH 
Kierce Mathew Jonathon BALLARAT Studd Luke John INVERMAY 
Lamond Andrew James SEBASTOPOL Sullivan Michael Gerard BALLARAT 
Lane Simon ALFREDTON Thornton Patrick David WENDOUREE 
Leahy Michael Joseph BACCHUS MARSH Thornton Michael David SKIPTON 
Leahy Dominic BALLARAT Tolhurst Michael James CRESWICK 
Liddle Jordan Clancy SMEATON Toohey Damian Francis MILLBROOK 
Madden Thomas William SMYTHES CREEK Torpy Kieran Gallagher NEWLYN NORTH 
Maher Richard William MT CLEAR Townsend Brenden William ENFIELD 
Marburg Michael Josef BALLARAT Trovato Joshua Michael BALLAN 
Mason James Edward BALLARAT Trusler Colm George BUNINYONG 
Mason Nicholas John BALLARAT Turkenburg Jason Paul DELACOMBE 
McCallum Timothy John COLLINGWOOD Turner Matthew John BALLARAT 
McDaid John Paul BACCHUS MARSH Van Oirschot Jason WENDOUREE 
McGlade Hugh Joseph BALLARAT Wallace James Alfred CARNGHAM 
McGrath Elliot James BACCHUS MARSH Walsh Brennan Patrick MELTON 
McKay Dylan Richard SCARSDALE Warren Craig Philip SMYTHESDALE 
McLennan Nicholas John CRESWICK Whelan Jacob Sean BALLAN 
McLoughlin Brett James DELACOMBE Willey Timothy James DELACOMBE 
McMahon Alexander Graham ALFREDTON Wilson Brenton INVERMAY 
McNiece Richard BALLARAT Wilson Andrew Robert MT HELEN 
McVeigh Lachlan James ALFREDTON Wright Michael John BALLARAT 
Meek Adam Edward SKIPTON Zelencich Matthew James INVERMAY 
Mikus Beau Christian BACCHUS MARSH 
Moody Thomas Oliver HADDON 
Murphy Samuel Glenn CRESWICK 

YEAR 8 Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Davis Simon Ross BALLARAT Ives Christopher John ALFREDTON 

Ashmore Nicholas Paul BALLARAT Dean Joel Stephen BALLARAT NORTH Jeffers Paul Gerrard BALLARAT NORTH 

Banks Matthew Colin ALFREDTON Delia Bosca Adrian BACCHUS MARSH Jellett Joshua Michael MT CLEAR 

Barnes Andrew James MT WALLACE Dew Joshua David SEBASTOPOL Jennings Adam John BALLARAT 

Barnett Damien Leigh 
James 

BALLARAT Dix Zane Talbot BACCHUS MARSH Jess James Nicholas BUNINYONG 

Bennett Kyle 
Leigh 
James MINERS REST Dossor Bevan Marc BALLARAT Johnson Matthew Gregory ALFREDTON 

Beseler Bryce James SMYTHES CREEK Doyle Matthew Joseph BALLARAT Johnson Brogan James NAPOLEONS 

Bird Michael James HADDON Dredge Justin William BALLARAT Keen Lachlan Rhys BALLARAT 

Blanchfield Peter John BALLARAT Driscoll James Thomas INVERMAY Keohane Ryan Brendan BACCHUS MARSH 

Bothe Mark Jarrad BALLARAT Dunne Jarrod Leigh DELACOMBE King Stephen Anthony CRESWICK 

Brady 
Briody 
Britt 

Christian James DELACOMBE Durrant Sean William MINERS REST Lavery Stephen Gerard BACCHUS MARSH Brady 
Briody 
Britt 

Lee Terence WAUBRA Elkins Trent Leigh SCARSDALE Lee Simon James INVERMAY 
Brady 
Briody 
Britt Ashley 

Stephen 
Peter DUNNSTOWN Fletcher Anthony Graham CRESWICK Lovell Brendon Stephen DELACOMBE 

Bruty 
Caine 

Ashley 
Stephen Anthony ALFREDTON Foster Gerard Luke BALLARAT Madigan Phillip John BALLARAT 

Bruty 
Caine James Anthony SEBASTOPOL Foster Joel Xavier BALLARAT Maher Adrian Kevin SPRINGBANK 

Cairns Beau INVERMAY Gargan James Zachariah CARDIGAN Mayman Brendan Luke MITCHELL PARK 

Carroll Benjamin Robert BALLARAT Gerick Bart Laurence BALLARAT NORTH McAloon Paul Anthony BALLARAT 

Cartledge Tristan James WENDOUREE Gilbert Brendon Peter WENDOUREE McArthur Ashley John CLUNES 

Cassells Mark Graham MT CLEAR Glenane Patrick Michael BALLARAT McDonald Ryan Lee ALFEDTON 

Chircop Steven Johnathon WENDOUREE Goodrick Damian Peter DELACOMBE McDonald David Edward WENDOUREE 

Coad Brenton James MT HELEN Gordon Joel Augustus WENDOUREE McKee Andrew Brent MT CLEAR 

Coghlan 
Coleman 

Richard Oswald BALLARAT Grenfell Miles Gordon WENDOUREE McLean Daniel Paul WENDOUREE Coghlan 
Coleman John Edward CLUNES Grigg Mark Gerard DELACOMBE McPhan Timothy Christophe WARRENHEIP 

Collier Mitchell Anthony DELACOMBE Harney Dane William BEAUFORT McPhee Timothy Wayne BALLARAT 

Cook Andrew Robert ALFREDTON Harwood Simon James BEAUFORT Mitchell Leigh Christophe BALLARAT NORTH 

Cosgriff 
Cowan 

Paul Dominic BALLARAT Hicks Adam James SMYTHES CREEK Molloy Mark Brendan WAUBRA 
Cosgriff 
Cowan Justin Paul MT PLEASANT Hobbs Liam Joseph BALLARAT Morganti Kai James WENDOUREE 

Cudia Andreas John BLACK HILL Hooper Robert Alexander KINGSTON Moroney Simon John MOLLONGGHIP 

Curtain Nathaniel Ross SEBASTOPOL Howard Adam James DELACOMBE Morris Daniel John MYRNIONG 

DAuvergne 
Davies 

Philip 
Ashley 

Charles 
William 

BALLARAT 
BALLARAT 

Hrymakowsk 
Humphries 

Ryan 
Luke 

Keith 
Robert 

WENDOUREE 
WENDOUREE 

Mullane 
Murphy 
Murphy 

Timothy 
Sean 
Jed 

Kerry 
Guy 
Peter 

WAUBRA 
BACCHUS MARSH 
BALLARAT 
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Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle SuburbThomas 

Murphy Aidan Francis BALLARAT Rogers Jamie Michael BALLARAT Dean Ashley HADDON 

Near Stuart John BACCHUS MARSH Ronan Stephen Michael MINERS REST Toohey Xavier Peter SPRINGBANK 

Nolan Jeffrey Daniel BALLARAT Sanby Christian Montgolfier BALLARAT Trounson Ashley Raymond WENDOUREE 

Nolan Timothy James NAPOLEONS Searle Lachlan Robert BALLARAT NORTH Tudor Brendan James GORDON 

Nuttall lain Kane BACCHUS MARSH Shaw Patrick SEBASTOPOL Vallance Andrew James BACCHUS MARSH 

Nykoluk Christopher Michael INVERMAY Sheedy Christopher John BALLARAT Veal Ryan Glenn BACCHUS MARSH 

O'Brien Dean Mark BACCHUS MARSH Simmonds Jeffrey Dale BACCHUS MARSH Venville Richard Kevin INVERMAY PARK 

Orchard Anthony William BACCHUS MARSH Sims Nathan Matthew ALFREDTON Waight Ryan David WENDOUREE 

Parry Daniel Charles BALLARAT Smithwick Brent William GREENDALE Warke Michael Leslie BALLARAT 

Paterson Benjamin John BUNINYONG Snowden Joel William BALLARAT NORTH Wealands Scott Colin BALLARAT 

Pellissier Leith Stewart MT CLEAR Stephens Dominic John MT PROSPECT Whelan Marcus James BACCHUS MARSH 

Perks Lawrence Charles BROWN HILL Stevenson David Pendle BALLARAT Whitefield Nicholas David BALLARAT 

Pipkorn Rhys CARDIGAN VILLAGE Storer Brendan John GREENDALE Wilson Hein Alexander MT HELEN 

Prato Luke John WENDOUREE Sullivan Tomas Ryan YENDON Wood Kiel WENDOUREE 

Quinney Scott Anthony BALLARAT Sullivan Santo Mirabella LINTON Wren Benjamin James BALLARAT 

Riske Luke Daniei BALLARAT EAST Suter James William BACCHUS MARSH Zelencich Eamon Thomas BUNINYONG 

Rix Nathan Bernard GORDON Tabone Aaron John GORDON Zelencich Benjamin John INVERMAY 

Robson Ethan James NINTINGBOOL Tauschke Damian William MT CLEAR Zuidland Trent BACCHUS MARSH 

Rodda Howard James DAYLESFORD Tempest Christopher Leigh BALLAN 

YEAR 9 Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 

Surname 
ilhan 

Christian 
Julian 

Middle 
Peter 

Suburb 
BLACK HILL 

Gilbert Joshua Shane WENDOUREE Penhall Matthew James ALFREDTON 
Surname 
ilhan 

Christian 
Julian 

Middle 
Peter 

Suburb 
BLACK HILL 

Glenane Matthew Richard DUNNSTOWN Plageman Kristopher Gregory GREENDALE iid Ashley 
Stephen 
Jeremy 
Brendan 

David 
Charles 
Thomas 

BALLARAT 
BALLARAT NORTH 
BUNINYONG 

Hamm Damian Patrick GORDON Pollard Timothy John WENDOUREE 

iid Ashley 
Stephen 
Jeremy 
Brendan 

David 
Charles 
Thomas 

BALLARAT 
BALLARAT NORTH 
BUNINYONG 

Hardie 
Hayes 

Cameron 
Benjamin 

James 
Luke 

BALLARAT 
DELACOMBE 

Porter 
Porter 

Dean 
Daniel 

John 
Matthew 

MT HELEN 
SEBASTOPOL 

Annear 

Ashley 
Stephen 
Jeremy 
Brendan James WENDOUREE 

Heemann Stefan Edmund BALLARAT Prendergast Joshua David NEWLYN 

Banks 
Barnett 

Luke 
Jonathon 

Anthony 
Reid 

MT MERCER 
BALLARAT 

Hegert Jason Christophe BALLARAT Purtell Steven Leo HEPBURN SPRINGS 
Banks 
Barnett 

Luke 
Jonathon 

Anthony 
Reid 

MT MERCER 
BALLARAT 

Hogan Brent Michael WENDOUREE Quinlan Joshua Stephen BUNGAREE 

Bellchamberj Gareth Leigh 
Richard 

SHELFORD Hooper Christopher KINGSTON Reid Brook Andrew BALLARAT 

Blanchfield Paul 
Leigh 
Richard BALLARAT Ingram Phillip Laurence CLUNES Reynolds Griffyn Thomas DAYLESFORD 

Boadle Christopher Allan BALLARAT Jackson Aaron James BALLARAT Rice Thomas Wayne ALFREDTON 

Bourke 
Brady 
Brick 

Xavier 
Liam 

Gerard 
Jude 

BALLARAT 
BALLARAT NORTH 

Jenkins Brett Anthony DAYLESFORD Richardson Matthew Kendal BALLARAT Bourke 
Brady 
Brick 

Xavier 
Liam 

Gerard 
Jude 

BALLARAT 
BALLARAT NORTH 

Johnson Lachlan David BALLAN Richmond Brenton John DELACOMBE 
Bourke 
Brady 
Brick Gerard Frank BALLARAT Joyce Leigh Anthony HAMILTON Robertson James Matthew BALLARAT NORTH 

Briody 
Broken brow 

Glenn Brendon WENDOUREE 
Kaye Martin Robert SEBASTOPOL Rodgers Christopher Luke DELACOMBE 

Briody 
Broken brow Rufus Charles BALLARAT Kersley David John GORDON Rowe Ashley Kyle SMEATON 

Bronca Joshua Lee BACCHUS MARSH Kissane Nicholas Daniel INVERMAY Rowe Louis John WARRNAMBOOL 

Bruechert Adrian Kane SEBASTOPOL Knowles Timothy Michael WENDOUREE Ryan David John BALLARAT 

Cahill Benjamin David DELACOMBE Langsford Nathan John ALFREDTON Ryan James Michael WARRNAMBOOL m
l 

Michael Lee BALLARAT Leahy Matthew Stephen BALLARAT Saitta Trent Hartley INVERMAY 

m
l Nicholas GORDON Liddle Marcus Clancy SMEATON Sanderson Matthew James WARRNAMBOOL 

m
l Nathan Paul SMYTHES CREEK 

Lindorff Anthony Ronald SEBASTOPOL Shea Christopher Michael BACCHUS MARSH 

Cochrane Andrew Phillip Paul BALLARAT Lindsay Shane Anthony BACCHUS MARSH Sims Samuel Francis BALLARAT 

Comelli Robert Rodger DAYLESFORD Liston Samuel William NAPOLEONS Sizeland Luke Adrian DELACOMBE 

Conroy Ryan Joel BALLAN Lloyd Brenton John WENDOUREE Skinner Jarrod Paul BALLARAT NORTH 

Corbett Sammuel John INVERMAY Lomas David LINTON Snel Richard Peter BUNINYONG 

Court Dane Edward SKIPTON Madden James Edward ALFREDTON Spiteri Ian Peter BACCHUS MARSH 

Curran Zachary BUNINYONG Maher Gerard Anthony DEAN Sullivan Liam John MILLBROOK 

Cuscadden Nathan James INVERMAY PARK Maher Damien Gerard DELACOMBE Thewlis James Stephen HADDON 

Davey Jonathan Paul BURRUMBEET Manly Gavin David MYRNIONG Thompson Christopher BALLARAT 

Davey Matthew John BALLARAT Mather James Ryan BALLARAT Tolliday Kane Peter BALLARAT 

Davis Nathan Ashley 
James 

GORDON McArthur Shaun Christopher CLUNES Toohey Travis MILLBROOK 

De Silva Jayan 
Ashley 
James MINERS REST 

McBrearty Christopher James WENDOUREE Trusler Benjamin James BUNINYONG 

Decis Benjamin William BALLAN McCarty Mark Alexander BALLARAT Tuffen Ashley Phillip SNAKE VALLEY 

Dowling Andrew William SKIPTON McKay Nathanial James SCARSDALE Turkenburg Michael Adrian DELACOMBE 

Dwyer Daniel James DAYLESFORD McKee Leigh Adrian BUNINYONG Walsh Alexander Kiernan ALFREDTON 

Erbacher Joshua Michael BALLARAT Meerbach Peter James BALLARAT NORTH Whelan Christopher John BALLAN 

Faustini Lawrence Julian BALLARAT Montano Samual John BALLARAT Wilkinson Michael Denis WESTWYALONG 

Fensling Paul MT ROWAN Moran Matthew Patrick CLARKES HILL Willan Benjamin James MELTON WEST 

Fitzgerald James Edward BLACK HILL Mullane Daniel Christopher BALLAN Willey Matthew Luke DELACOMBE 

Flynn Taffy David SEBASTOPOL Nield Benjamin James SKIPTON Winter Anthony William GORDON 

Foster Brock Patrick BALLARAT O'Neill Richard Charles BALLARAT Wright Christopher Murray BALLARAT 

Francis Andrew John ALFREDTON Parnis Michael Anthony NERRINA Young Samual Peter BALLARAT 

Frawley Timothy James BUNGAREE Pay 
Peldys 

Matthew 
Dean Ewan 

MT CLEAR 
BALLARAT 

YEAR 10 Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Surname Christian Middle Suburb Browning Michael William ROSS CREEK Fahy Joshua Philip SEBASTIAN 
Adam Matthew BALLARAT Bryan Clinton James BACCHUS MARSH Fitzgerald Michael DERRINALLUM 
Agius Kevin Stephen MT HELEN Cain Rosco NAURU Fletcher James Stephen BALLARAT 
Aleem Yousuf BALLARAT Cain Jessen NAURU Foley James Kevin BALLARAT 
Baker Scott Francis WENDOUREE Cranage Gareth Patrick BALLARAT Foster Justin Lee BALLARAT 
Banwell Damian Mark BALLARAT Cunningham Thomas Joseph TIMMERING Francis Johnathon Patrick BALLARAT 
Barry Christopher Joseph ELAINE Dageago Dane NAURU Franklin Joshua Wesley BUNINYONG 
Batson Wayne Patrick NHILL Darken Michael James YENDON Frichot Nicholas James WENDOUREE 
Bennett Michael Thomas BULLAROOK Davis Timothy Steven BALLARAT Gould Travis Daniel ALFREDTON 
Bennetts Aaron John WENDOUREE Day Cameron McKenzie BALLARAT Hand Charles Grafton BUNINYONG 
Binek Peter Gerard WEST MELTON Dean Matthew James BULLAROOK Hankin Matthew Thomas BALLARAT 
Bird Daniel Glenn HADDON Dixon Justin Paul WENDOUREE Hanley Thomas Edward LANGWARRIN 
Bischof Colin Geoffrey BELMONT Dobler Adam Michael BALLARAT NORTH Head Ryan Philip WAGGA WAGGA 
Blackam Mathew Donald BALLARAT Dossor Shaun Michael BALLARAT Heemann Bernhard Andreas BALLARAT 
Bourke Christopher Thomas BALLARAT Edwards Damon Patrick WENDOUREE Hetherington Thomas Andrew DENILIQUIN 
Brown Michael Peter BALLARAT Elshaug Mathew John BALLARAT Hoffmann Shane Walter BALLARAT NORTH 
Brawn Scott Neil BALLARAT Emonson Aaron Leonard BALLARAT EAST Hunter Brett Robert BALLARAT NORTH 
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Joseph INVERMAY Jarvis Adam John WENDOUREE 
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Roll Call 1999 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Surname Christian Middle Suburb McMahon Patrick Liam MOAMA Sullivan Eamon Patrick MILLBROOK 
Jellett Adam David MT CLEAR Molloy Clinton James WAUBRA Sumari]anto Michael Bayn INDONESIA 
Kavanagh Joseph Michael BALLARAT Molloy Bradley James BALLARAT Terrett Robert John BALLARAT 
Keating Joshua David BALLARAT Munt James Robert BALLARAT Thornton Justin Mark SKIPTON 
Kenna Mark Bernard BALLARAT Murphy Liam James BALLARAT Tobias Wiliest Jordan ALFREDTON 
Kersley Michael Robert GORDON Murray Josh Barret WENDOUREE Toohey William Luke MILLBROOK 
King Christian John CRESWICK Newton Samuel George BACCHUS MARSH Torpy Peter Joseph BALLARAT 
Knowles Ryan Michael WENDOUREE Ng Matthew Tien Leong MALAYSIA Townsend Benjamin Gibson ENFIELD 
Kochskampe Paul Nicholas BUNINYONG Nield Robert Clifford SKIPTON Trevena Mitchell INVERMAY 
Lamond Kieran John SEBASTOPOL Payne Matthew Bernard DELACOMBE Trotter Steven James BALLARAT 
Liston Thomas Martin ALFREDTON Plageman Robert Walter GREENDALE Turkenburg Mark Sebastian BALLARAT 
Lucken Michael Scott BALLARAT Porter Neal Patrick BALLARAT Vagg Sean Laban BALLARAT 
Luke Sean Nicholas GORDON Putt Adam John MT HELEN Waight Jarrod James WENDOUREE 
Lyle Mark Andrew MT HELEN Remmers Jason Peter SURFERS PARADISE Wakefield Liam Patrick BALLARAT 
Madden Paul Thornton CAMPERDOWN Rice Trent Joseph WARRENHEIP Walsh Luke Matthew BALLARAT 
Mahar Cameron Joseph SEBASTOPOL Richardson Luke Michael MELTON Ware Christopher Charles CRESWICK 
Man ley Isaac James ALFREDTON Rodda Neville John DAYLESFORD Watson Xavier Nicholas CAMBRIAN HILL 
Marks Luke Thomas DELACOMBE Rodoni Matthew Terrance INVERMAY Wealands Ashley Peter BALLARAT 
Maskell David Thomas GREENDALE Rogers Heath Michael DELACOMBE Webster Justin Phillip ROKEWOOD 
McArdle Tristan Francis BALLARAT Roper Andrew William WEST FOOTSCRAY Whitefield Christopher James BALLARAT 
McClure Toby John BACCHUS MARSH Russell Timothy James WENDOUREE Whiting Adam John DELACOMBE 
McCorkell Jarrod ALFREDTON Simmonds Ben Daniel BACCHUS MARSH Winter Robert John GORDON 
McDonald Gerard Michael WAUBRA Smith Scott James BLACK HILL Yates Matthew John BALLARAT 
McGowan Phelim Michael BLACK HILL Steenhuis Gerard Andrew LEIGH CREEK Zala Benjamin Peter BALLARAT 
McKee Christopher Michael BALLARAT Stephen Raines NAURU 
McKenzie Christopher David SEBASTOPOL Stewart Joshua Stanton BALLARAT 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Ferguson Tom BALLARAT Morgan Ashley Michael WENDOUREE 
Francis Anthony Joseph BALLARAT Morris Joshua William BALLARAT 
Frawley Scott Adrian LEIGH CREEK Morrison David Thomas ALFREDTON 
Fuller Ryan John BUNINYONG Mullaly Luke Richard BALLARAT NTH 
Geschke Charles Winston BALLARAT Murnane Bevan Niall BALLARAT 
Gilbert Glenn Joseph BEAUFORT Nagorcka Ruben Stanley HAMILTON 
Grandja Daniel Kristopher BALLARAT Ng Adrian Tien Tze MALAYSIA 
Hanapie Thomas INDONESIA Nolan Peter Mark BALLARAT 
Hehir Sean Michael BURRUMBEET O'Sullivan Rory William PATCHEWOLLOCK 
Heinjus Christopher WODONGA Petrie Drew Michael ALFREDTON 
Hucker Jason David SEBASTOPOL Phelan Jacob Samuel SPRINGDALLAH 
Humphrey Matthew ENFIELD Pianta Joshua David BALLARAT 
Hutchinson Nicholas Casey WARRENHEIP Porter Julian Patrick BALLARAT 
Kanoa Jon Frederick REDAN Prato Peter Robert WENDOUREE 
Keenan Christopher David MULWALA Quinn Nicholas James BALLARAT 
Kelly Jeremy Thomas HARROW Ranger Michael Joseph BALLARAT 
Kelly Christopher Paul CAMBRIAN HILL Reidy Andrew Gregory BALLARAT 
Kennedy Joseph William BULLAROOK Righetti Julian Michael BACCHUS MARSH 
Kerr Thomas Charles BALLARAT Rowe Gregory William SMEATON 
King Bradley Thomas BALLARAT Rushton James Kenneth WENDOUREE 
Kochskampe Eric Christophe BUNINYONG Ryan Damian Francis ALFREDTON 
Kydd Garth Damian DELACOMBE Segrave Stephen James BALLARAT 
Lawless Shane Robert SEBASTOPOL Shea Nicholas Matthew BACCHUS MARSH 
Leehane Craig James BALLARAT Shortal Matthew Paul WENDOUREE 
Leeming Maxwell Guthrie BALMORAL Smith Mark Andrew BALLARAT 
Lenaghan Sean Gerard CRESWICK Sondhu Philip Swaran HORSHAM 
Lomas Mark Ronald LINTON Sordello Michael Franco MT HELEN 
Lucas Gerard Adrian BALLARAT Stokie Luke John MELTON 
Ludbrook Benjamin James BUNGAREE Stringer Eamon Anthony ALFREDTON 

Lynch Samuel Patrick GORDON Strybosch John William WENDOUREE 

Mackey John Francis COROWA Stuart Nicholas Charles BALLARAT 
Marburg James Dominic BALLARAT Tacey Jonathon James CRESWICK 

Marshall Michael David MT CLEAR Tarrant Patrick Mark MILDURA 

McCarthy Luke Anthony KYNETON Taylor Luke William CARNGHAM HGHTS 

McCrone Sam Goss BUNINYONG Tchia Johnny SEBASTOPOL 

McKay Andrew William BALLARAT Templar Jarrod James BALLARAT NORTH 

McKenna Martin Hugh KYNETON Vanzetta Peter Leo DAYLESFORD 

McKinnon Timothy Michael GARVOC Wallace Gavin William CARNGHAM 

McTigue Daniel Thomas GORDON Watkins Scott MT MERCER 

Meade Daniel Joseph WARRNAMBOOL Watson Michael Robert CARDIGAN 

Medwell Luke William BALLARAT White Matthew John BALLARAT 

Molloy William Patrick SKIPTON Williams Joshua CRESWICK 

Moran Albert William PAPUA NEW GUINEA Wren Christopher Leigh BALLARAT 

YEAR 11 
Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Alder Benjamin John ENFIELD 
Allen Michael Graeme BALLARAT NORTH 
Answer Jarrad Adam INVERMAY 
Arber Paul John LINTON 
Baulch Stewart Andrew WEST MELTON 
Bellchambers Matthew Peter SHELFORD 
Bilston Ricky Laurie BALLARAT WEST 
Bird Michael William BUNINYONG 
Bone Dale Rodney SMYTHES CREEK 
Bourke Sean Patrick BALLARAT 

Bozic Anthony SEBASTOPOL 
Brick Paul William BALLARAT 

Briody Leigh William WENDOUREE 
Bronca Emmett Scott BACCHUS MARSH 
Brooks Christopher Noel WENDOUREE 

Burns Brendan Mark BALLARAT NORTH 
Butler Aaron Lee BALLARAT 

Cabigao Raymond Francis BALLARAT 
Callaghan Ryan Ethan MT DORAN 

Canny Timothy Peter BALLARAT 
Carey Simon Corneilous GORDON 

Cartledge Steven Raymond INVERMAY 

Cavanagh Luke Andrew SMYTHES CREEK 
Charewicz Simon Peter BACCHUS MARSH 
Cheeseman Craig Daniel BALLARAT NORTH 

Chiswell Brent Andrew BALLARAT 

Ciezki Kaz Thomas BALLARAT 

Coleman Patrick John WAUBRA 

Comelli John Edward DAYLESFORD 
Cooper Nicholas James MT HELEN 

Corbett Shane Robert INVERMAY 

Dalton Stephen William CLUNES 

Dash Joel Martin DUNNSTOWN 

Davey Leon Michael BALLARAT 

Dillon Gregory Maurice TIMBOON 

Dodds Paul Francis WARRENHEIP 
Dow John Patrick YARRAWONGA 

Duffy Jason Leigh SEBASTOPOL 
Dunstan Ryan David BALLARAT NORTH 

Edwards Gareth lain WENDOUREE 

Elson Christopher Leigh MINERS REST 

Faustini Leon BALLARAT 
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YEAR 12 
Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Alexander Benjamin I BALLARAT 
Balkin Nicholas P DELACOMBE 
Baxter Tristan J ALFREDTON 
Beggs Jeremy Kane BALLARAT NORTH 
Bigarelli Timothy Stephen BALLARAT EAST 
Birkett Daniel Michael WENDOUREE 
Blanchfield Timothy James BALLARAT 
Bleakley Andrew Thomas HARROW 
Bourke Kevin Joseph ALFREDTON 
Bradbury Mark Ian MT CLEAR 
Brady Anthony Patrick ARARAT 
Brady Matthew Edward DUNOLLY 
Bride Steven John BALLARAT 
Brown Lachlan BALLARAT 
Buchanan James BALLARAT 
Butler Nathan Graeme BALLARAT 
Buttigieg James Victor BALLAN 
Carroll Adam John WENDOUREE 
Carroll Matthew Neil BALLARAT 
Champion Kieran James HONG KONG 
Clifford Joseph Patrick BALLARAT 
Collins Jarrod Adam DELACOMBE 
Conlan Bevan James BALLAN 
Cosgriff Benjamin David BALLARAT 
Cotter Michael John BALLARAT 
Crowe Steven Mark BALLARAT NORTH 
Cunningham Benjamin Thomas TIMMERING 
Del Din Simon Mario ROSS CREEK 
Denton Francis Erwin BALLARAT 
Donegan Nathan Joseph MT HELEN 
Ellis Stephen Maitland MANNIBADAR 
Ferguson Andrew John BALLARAT NORTH 
Ferro Sharbef Josef BALLARAT 
Flood Mark James ALFREDTON 
Foster Daniel Gregory BALLARAT 
Francis James Richard BALLARAT 
Franklin Drew Anthony LILLI PILLI 
Fraser Michael Robin BLACK HILL 
Gallagher Liam Patrick BALLARAT 
Giblett John Samuel WENDOUREE 
Gill Joshua Thomas WENDOUREE 
Gill Matthew James MT PLEASANT 
Grigg Benjamin James LINTON 
Heffer Jordy Edward BALLARAT 
Heffernan Patrick Bernard COBRICO 

Surname Christian Middle Suburb Surname Christian Middle Suburb 
Huie Andrew Miller WENDOUREE Porter Martin Jon BALLARAT 
James Matthew Robert ALFREDTON Prout Curtis David MOAMA 
Jarvis Peter Clifford WEST MELTON Rattray James Angus YEA 
Jenkins Michaei Peter DAYLESFORD Rennie Michael Jens BALLARAT 
Jennings Jayson Andrew CLAYTON NORTH Reynolds Morgan Emrys DAYLESFORD 
Kavanagh Jonathon Patrick SKIPTON Rundell Andrew James WENDOUREE 
Kearney Jacob Gregory EDENHOPE Ryan Bradley James CRESWICK 
Kelly Dominic Francis DELACOMBE Ryan Mark Joseph HORSHAM 
Kennedy Craig Anthony BALLARAT Salter Paul Andrew WENDOUREE 
Kennedy Paul Michael ALFREDTON Salter Christopher Michael BALLARAT 
Kerr Dominic William BALLARAT Sargeant Michael Joseph TERANG 
Kooloos Lee John DENIUQUIN Scott Ian Morgan GERANGAMETE 
Lane Matthew Peter ALFREDTON Searle Leigh Michael BALLARAT NORTH 
Langhorne David Christophe DELACOMBE Segrave Brett Philip BALLARAT 
Lewis Scott Benjamin SMYTHES CREEK Shea Justin James BACCHUS MARSH 
Listen Simon Patrick ALFREDTON Sheedy Michael James BALLARAT 
Lynch Michael Joseph KYNETON Simpson Luke Martin MINERS REST 
Manley Jed Luke ALFREDTON Skinner Andrew Paul NORTH FITZROY 
Martin William John MARYBOROUGH Smith Daniel James BALLARAT 
Mays Daniel Lee IRYMPLE Spano Luke Vincent MT CLEAR 
McGann Xavier LEITCHVILLE Stephens Anthony Francis MT PROSPECT 
McKee Rian Leigh MT HELEN Stephens Christopher Brendan CRESWICK 
McKee Simon John MT CLEAR Stroud Daniel David BALLARAT 
Micallef Paul Phillip BALLARAT Sunter Julian Dominic CLARENDON 
Montano Joshua BALLARAT Talimanidis Alexander LORNE 
Moran John James PAPUA NEW GUINEA Talimanidis Strato LORNE 
Mullane Shaun James WAUBRA Taylor Benjamin Luke WARRENHEIP 
Murphy Jeremy Xavier BALLARAT Terrett Adam Leslie BALLARAT 
Naylon Benjamin Patrick BUNGAREE Thewlis Tristan William HADDON 
Newton James Raymond BACCHUS MARSH Toohey Aaron James MILLBROOK 
Nichols Jacob Robert BALLARAT Trickey Gareth Eugene WENDOUREE 
Nicholson Matthew John BUNINYONG Tudor Stephen Michael GORDON 
Noonan Aaron Leslie BALLARAT Turkenburg Luke Peter BALLARAT 
O'Callaghan Rowan Troy OUYEN Twinch Nicholas Ray ALFREDTON 
O'Connor Damian John TERANG Vanderkley Scott Andrew DELACOMBE 
O'Donnell Xavier Francis WENDOUREE Voss Justin Leslie SCARSDALE 
Oldaker Matthew Barry BALLARAT Wealands Matthew Kevin BALLARAT 
Oliver Lachlan Jacob BALLARAT Weir Stuart Andrew MAGPIE 
Pay Daniel MT CLEAR Whitefield Adam Peter BALLARAT 
Pearce Nick James MT CLEAR Wiley Robert David GREENDALE 
Pearce Anthony Christopher WENDOUREE Wilkie Troy Daniel DELACOMBE 
Peldys Casey Bernard BALLARAT Yates Robert Christian WENDOUREE 
Petikopoulos Athanasios ROBINVALE Zaia James Alexander BALLARAT 
Petrie Scott Andrew ALFREDTON Zervaas Luke Christopher DELACOMBE 
Phelps Brock Marcus BORDERTOWN 
Pianta Christopher John BALLARAT 
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